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Abstract – English 
Title: A first-hand experience for a second-hand product: the success of online luxury 
resellers 
Author: Beatriz Estrela Duarte 
 
The purpose of this research is to understand how luxury resellers successful create value-added 
propositions within the online context, posing a challenge to the exclusivity inherent to the 
luxury reality. We used a qualitative approach to analyse three online second-hand players and 
drew our conclusions on the Business Model Canvas.  
The findings of the present research show that the success of luxury online resellers is built on 
(1) a diversified, personalised and curated luxury assortment, (2) wider customer reach enabled 
by online, (3) trusted authentication processes, (4) powerful network effect, (5) proprietary 
technology and in-house skilled staff. These are assets difficult to replicate which raises barriers 
to entry and are further complemented with offline expansion and partnerships with luxury 
brands. This research is relevant for both incumbent companies and new entrants alike, as well 

















Abstract – Portuguese 
Título: Uma experiência em primeira mão para um produto em segunda mão: o sucesso dos 
revendedores de luxo online 
Autor: Beatriz Estrela Duarte 
 
O objetivo da presente tese é compreender como os revendedores de luxo são bem-sucedidos a 
criar propostas de valor acrescentado no contexto online, colocando um desafio à exclusividade 
inerente à realidade do luxo. Utilizámos uma abordagem qualitativa para analisar três 
operadores de segunda mão online e chegámos às conclusões com base no modelo Business 
Model Canvas. 
Os resultados da presente pesquisa mostram que o sucesso dos revendedores de luxo online se 
baseia (1) numa oferta de produtos de luxo variada e personalizada, (2) maior alcance de 
clientes viabilizado pelo online, (3) processos de autenticação fidedignos, (4) poderoso efeito 
de rede, (5) tecnologia própria e equipa interna qualificada. Estes ativos são difíceis de 
reproduzir, o que levanta obstáculos à entrada de concorrentes, e são reforçados com a expansão 
offline, assim como parcerias com marcas de luxo. Esta pesquisa é relevante tanto para 
empresas estabelecidas como novas no mercado e também para empresas de luxo, de modo a 
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“One man's trash is another man's treasure” 
 
In recent years, luxury has seen unprecedent growth as global appetite for the so-called “dream” 
arises. As it can remain unattainable for the majority, second-hand serves as a gateway for 
aspirational consumers. While it always existed in the shadow of the primary market, luxury 
resale is now moving into the spotlight – the second-hand luxury market is on track to expand 
faster than the overall personal luxury market, according to a recent study by Bain & Company1. 
What is more, amidst the Covid-19 outburst, luxury resellers Vestiaire Collective and Rebag 
were able to raise additional funds to keep on expanding their activities2. Such vote of 
confidence confirms second-hand models can weather challenging periods, gaining ground on 
the luxury ecosystem.  
Yet, to date, the presence of second-hand luxury in academic fields remains rather limited. Prior 
studies regarding the subject focused on the motivations behind buying (e.g. Kessous & Valette-
Florence, 2019) and selling (Turunen et al., 2019) pre-owned goods, leaving topics related to 
how and where these transactions take place under-investigated. Such matters can be valuable 
for both incumbent companies and new entrants alike, offering managerial insights of how to 
succeed on the second-hand luxury market. Likewise, traditional luxury players have much to 
gain by understanding and even participate in this fast-growing segment, rather than fearing it 
will cannibalise sales or further advance counterfeits proliferation.  
As long seen as a threat by luxury companies, the classless and access-free nature of the online 
world is also perceived as incompatible with the aura of exclusivity that these players strive to 
convey (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012). Likewise, a distinctive factor of the second-hand market is 
that, in most cases, it operates out with the locus of control of luxury companies (Turunen et 
al., 2019). Its concept is commonly defined on the basis of the attributes related to the goods 
transacted: these are luxury branded items previously owned and lower-priced compared to 
first-hand (Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015; Turunen et al., 2019).  
When together, online second-hand luxury poses a double challenge on how to secure 
attractiveness and exclusivity inherent to luxury possessions. Despite constituting a relevant 
topic, it remains rather under-investigated. To fill in this gap, the current study aims at 
 
1 Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study, Fall–Winter 2019 (2020) 
2 Why resale companies continue to attract investors (Glossy, May 2020) 
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understanding how second-hand luxury has been founding new life through the online channel 
by answering the following research question: 
 
How to be successful in the second-hand luxury market in the digital era? 
 
To answer this research question, we used a qualitative approach and conducted a multi-case 
study to compare three online luxury resellers – Vestiaire Collective, Rebag and The RealReal. 
We drew on the Business Model Canvas by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) to analyse the data 
collected.  
The present study is structured around six chapters. Firstly, a thorough review of the existing 
academic literature is presented, focused on defining the concept of luxury and grasping the 
current state of the market, the conflicting role of online within this sector, and lastly how 
second-hand luxury is determined, concluding the review with motivations for both buyers and 
sellers. The following chapter – methodology – describes the qualitative approach used for the 
data collection and subsequent analysis. Then, the empirical setting provides contextual 
background on the second-hand luxury market and its players, as well as an overview of the 
three selected companies. In the findings and discussion, the answer to the research question is 
presented, as well as a comparison of the results with prior studies. The conclusion outlines the 
















2. Literature Review 
 
The literature review shows that the concept of luxury remains a topic of debate among 
academics while the market is set to grow even more in the coming years. The results of the 
review of the literature indicate that amongst the main drivers of this growth, two puzzling 
trends can be observed: the boom of online channels and the rise of the second-hand market. 
These two trends pose challenges to the exclusive character of luxury brands, that strive to 
preserve their desirability by managing scarcity.  
The following sections review previous academic research on (2.1.1.) the concept of luxury, 
(2.1.2.) the current market trends and (2.1.3.) challenges posed by these same trends, followed 
by the review of the two major topics identified previously as trends: (2.2.1.) the cons and 
(2.2.2.) pros of the usage of Internet within the luxury context; and then (2.3.1.) the concept of 
second-hand luxury, concluding with (2.3.2.) motivations for both buyers and sellers. 
 
2.1. A dream called luxury 
2.1.1. The mystery behind the luxury concept 
In spite of significant previous research on luxury branding, no widely accepted definition of 
what constitutes a “luxury brand” exists (Ko, Costello, & Taylor, 2019). Some authors argue 
that the perception of luxury is relative to cultures (Mortelmans, 2005) and changes 
continuously over time (Cristini, Kauppinen-Räisänen, Barthod-Prothade, & Woodside, 2017), 
leaving room for ongoing debate among academics (Kapferer & Valette-Florence, 2016). 
According to Vigneron and Johnson (2004), in broad terms, a luxury good brings esteem on the 
owner through its simple use or display, apart from any functional utility. These products allow 
consumers to satisfy both psychological and functional needs, yet, the psychological benefit is 
what distinguishes luxury from non-luxury products or counterfeits. In line with the latter 
definition, Hagtvedt and Patrick (2009) conceptualize a luxury brand as one that provides 
pleasure as a central benefit, connects with customers on an emotional level and offers premium 
products.  
The above-mentioned satisfaction provided by luxury brands is not only based on superior 
product or service performance and quality, as brands create value built upon intangibles as 
well (Kapferer & Valette-Florence, 2016). According to this, Ko et al. (2019) proposed five 
key dimensions that identify a luxury brand as the consumer’s perception of a branded product 
or service (1) of high quality; (2) capable of offering authentic value through desired benefits, 
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either functional or emotional; (3) that has a prestigious image based upon qualities as 
artisanship, craftsmanship, or service quality; (4) able of commanding a premium price; (5) and 
that resonates and deeply connects with the consumer.  
 
2.1.2. Luxury market posts healthy growth 
According to Bain & Company’s report Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study, Fall–Winter 
2019 (D’Arpizio, Gault, Levato, & Prete, 2020), the luxury market grew 4% in 2019, reaching 
an estimated total of €1.3 trillion globally. The market for personal luxury goods (apparel, 
accessories, beauty and hard luxury) expanded in line with the overall market in 2019, reaching 
a record high of €281 billion.  
As identified by BCG & Altagamma (2019) in the report 2019 True-Luxury Global Consumer 
Insight, online remains a major trend as once again was the fastest-growing channel by rising 
22%. On the other hand, the second-hand luxury market was reported as a new and emerging 
trend, fuelled by the growth in Europe as well as the proliferation of specialized online 
platforms. Despite the prominent role of these elements within the luxury ecosystem, the next 
subsection aims at explaining how both trends challenge the traditional concept of luxury 
brands. 
 
2.1.3. Current challenges of the dream formula  
Luxury companies face several challenges, most of them related to growth trade-off as they 
strive to find the right balance between exclusivity and accessibility (Keller, 2009). According 
to Kapferer and Valette-Florence, “luxury is made by brands […] that sell the dream attached 
to their own name and the world they symbolize” (2016, p. 122). The so-called “dream” is the 
function of the difference between brand recognition and brand diffusion, in which relies the 
essence of the paradoxical nature of managing luxury goods (Dubois & Paternault, 1995). 
Luxury firms have to carefully control and communicate scarcity (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012) 
and limit the accessibility of their products and services as over-diffusion jeopardizes the 
desirability of their brands (Dubois & Paternault, 1995).  
In the light of this, the two already mentioned trends pose many additional challenges. How 
can a luxury brand increase its awareness and secure its growth without diluting its 
attractiveness, with the increased accessibility given by Internet and the second-hand market 
(Chandon, Laurent, & Valette-Florence, 2016; Turunen, Cervellon, & Carey, 2019; Turunen & 
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Pöyry, 2019)? Moreover, what if these two trends come together: online second-hand luxury 
platforms? The following sections approach both issues.   
  
2.2. The ubiquitous world of Internet 
2.2.1. The Internet Dilemma  
The adoption of Internet-based technologies and strategies by luxury firms is considered an 
under-investigated topic by academics (e.g. Amer, Ashill, Baker, & Diab, 2018; Okonkwo, 
2009). Even though online has achieved a widespread adoption across many sectors, until 
recently luxury firms were slower to adopt Internet technologies in their overall strategies 
(Beuckels & Hudders, 2016; Okonkwo, 2009). This is mainly due to what has been termed by 
Kapferer and Bastien (2012) as “the Internet Dilemma”: the challenge faced by luxury firms as 
they strive to preserve their brand image, personal link with customers and aura of exclusivity, 
while simultaneously providing products and services to technologically sophisticated 
consumers.  
Existing literature encloses a multiplicity of arguments both in favour and against online 
distribution of luxury goods (e.g. Amer et al., 2018; Kluge & Fassnacht, 2015). Some 
arguments against e-commerce equally apply to both luxury and non-luxury brands (Kluge & 
Fassnacht, 2015): the lack of touch and feel of the product as well as sales personnel interaction 
(Kapferer & Bastien, 2012; Kim, 2019; Okonkwo, 2009), and issues related to security concerns 
in terms of payment and delivery (Liu, Burns, & Hou, 2013). Additionally, the problem of 
counterfeiting aggravates with the online presence of luxury brands (Hennigs, Wiedmann, & 
Klarmann, 2012; Liu et al., 2013).  
An additional fear specifically applies to this reality: luxury’s concept of exclusiveness cannot 
be compatible with the ubiquitous accessibility inherent to the mass and classless world of 
Internet (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012). Researchers favourable to this perspective argue that “the 
inability of the Internet to provide a rarified, distinctive, shopping experience outweighs the 
potential benefits of selling online and therefore recommend that luxury firms wait for more 
immersive Internet experiences in the future” (Amer et al., 2018, p. 38).  
 
2.2.2. Online is the new black 
The above-mentioned reasons can partially justify the initial resistance from luxury brands in 
adopting Internet strategies (Okonkwo, 2009). Nonetheless, luxury brands are increasingly 
embracing Internet technologies to the point where the question is no longer whether to sell or 
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not online, but as a matter of how (Beuckels & Hudders, 2016). Internet evolved beyond the 
communication function (Okonkwo, 2009), while affluent consumers resort to it as a source of 
information and purchase (Amer et al., 2018), making online an additional sales channel for 
luxury companies (Kim, 2015; Kluge & Fassnacht, 2015).  
In fact, according to Bain & Company report Luxury Goods Worldwide Market Study, Fall–
Winter 2019 (D’Arpizio et al., 2020), online continued to outperform and reached a total of €33 
billion in 2019. It remained the fastest-growing channel by rising 22% and reaching 12% 
penetration of luxury sales globally.  
Luxury customers are now looking for a holistic purchasing experience, in which the 
performance of both physical and online channels is maximized (Guercini, Ranfagni, & 
Runfola, 2020). In 2019, 75% of luxury purchases were influenced by online interactions due 
to the ongoing integration between e-commerce websites, digital content and marketing 
platforms (Deloitte, 2019). The challenge now relies on how to ensure an integrated strategy 
appropriate to the luxury reality (Okonkwo, 2009).  
 
Second-hand luxury companies have well understood the opportunities created by Internet, and 
it now represents one the fastest-growing segments in luxury. 
  
2.3. Second-hand luxury: the end of ownership  
2.3.1. Unlocking the concept of second-hand luxury 
Following the rise of the second-hand luxury market, the interest among academic researchers 
in this topic has also grown in recent years (Turunen et al., 2019). Second-hand luxury is 
determined by the characteristics of the goods transacted: second-hand luxury products are 
previously owned, usually used, luxury branded items (Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015) 
which are made available at alternative “secondary” channels (Turunen et al., 2019). Generally, 
these goods are priced lower compared to prices charged at luxury boutiques, except in cases 
of limited editions, rare and iconic items (Turunen et al., 2019).  
To shed more light on the concept of second-hand luxury, is important to establish some 
comparisons. Even though there is an overlap between the concept of vintage and second-hand 
luxury, the terms are not interchangeable (Kessous & Valette-Florence, 2019; Turunen et al., 
2019). Vintage refers to an authentic and rare piece (Turunen et al., 2019), linked to a specific 
era (Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015), but not necessarily a used item (Cervellon, Carey, 
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& Harms, 2012). Thus, second-hand is related to pre-owned goods notwithstanding its age, 
while vintage is determined by the age of the piece itself (Cervellon et al., 2012).   
Even though the interest in second-hand luxury has boosted, there is still limited research on 
the topic which has focused mainly on the following: the motivations of consumers of second-
hand and vintage luxury (Amatulli, Pino, De Angelis, & Cascio, 2018; Cervellon et al., 2012; 
Kessous & Valette-Florence, 2019; Turunen & Pöyry, 2019); the meanings attached to pre-
used luxury possessions (Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015) and to the process of selling 
luxury goods (Turunen et al., 2019). 
As the concept of second-hand luxury has been defined, the next subsection addresses the 
underlying motivations of both buyers and sellers. 
 
2.3.2. Buyers and sellers: what’s in for them? 
According to Turunen and Leipämaa-Leskinen (2015), the meanings attached to second-hand 
luxury possessions can be distinguished by five themes: sustainable choice, real deal, pre-loved 
treasure, risk investment and unique find.  
The first theme, sustainable choice, is related to ecological and sustainability meanings that 
owners attach to second-hand luxury items, also mentioned by other authors as Amatulli et al. 
(2018) and Kessous and Valette-Florence (2019). 
As for the real deal, it involves the meanings associated with bargain hunting, making good 
deals as well as financial decisions (Cervellon et al., 2012; Kessous & Valette-Florence, 2019; 
Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015; Turunen & Pöyry, 2019). Moreover, this is linked to 
quality and timelessness as luxury items are made to last, which justifies the purchase of an 
excellent product at a more reasonable price (Amatulli et al, 2018; Turunen & Pöyry, 2019). 
Nonetheless, consumers often manifest confusion from the lack of choice, as there is a vast 
variety of products available but that do not meet their purchase criteria (e.g. wrong model, 
size, price or colour) (Turunen & Pöyry, 2019). 
As opposed to the monetary value of the previous theme, pre-loved treasure highlights the 
owner’s emotional commitment linked to authenticity, nostalgia, and spirit of the past, 
(Amatulli et al., 2018; Cervellon et al., 2012; Kessous & Valette-Florence, 2019; Turunen & 
Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015). In line with this, consumers look for old and authentic versions of 
fashionable items currently trending (Turunen & Pöyry, 2019).  
On the other hand, there is also the risk investment related to the fear of inauthenticity that can 
lead to both financial and reputational issues (Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015). Hence, 
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customers generally consider online platforms as guarantors of product authenticity and sellers’ 
credibility, mitigating this risk (Abbes, Hallem, & Taga, 2020). 
The fifth theme unique find is linked to treasure hunting and the meanings attached to the 
discovery of scarce items such as limited editions (Amatulli et al., 2018; Cervellon et al., 2012; 
Kessous & Valette-Florence, 2019; Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015; Turunen & Pöyry, 
2019). According to Turunen and Leipämaa-Leskinen (2015), this fifth theme is connected to 
all other points as the uniqueness of the pre-owned item can materialize through the meanings 
associated to sustainability, making good deals, nostalgia, or taking risks. 
A more recent study by Turunen and Pöyry (2019) added a new dimension to pre-owned luxury 
purchases: resale value consciousness. This dimension implies that a second-hand purchase is 
perceived as an investment that can be sold again in a later point in time, justifying more 
impulsive purchases further instigated by the ease of selling through online channels. In this 
sense, buyers take the role of a seller, passing the product further for a new user. Yet, academic 
research has been focused on consumers as purchasers of pre-owned luxury, while the role of 
the seller has been overlooked.  
Nonetheless, a recent study by Turunen et al. (2019) has addressed the issue of the meanings 
and values attached to the process of selling luxury goods, reaching two main conclusions. 
Firstly, the luxury item when sold is disposed of its emotional value and is reduced to a financial 
transaction, hereby empowering the seller. These individuals perceive selling as a financial 
reward, often to support new first-hand purchases. Secondly, there is also a change in the social 
role of the seller: for some, the act of selling pre-owned luxury bestows on the seller the 
perception of belonging to a higher social status; for others, it allows them to play an active role 
as a sustainable consumer.  
 
These underlying motivations of both buyers and sellers are crucial to the market growth of 
second-hand luxury. However, there is a lack of academic research on how and where these 
transactions take place, and which is the role of resale enablers as online platforms. The present 
study contributes to fill in this gap by answering the research question of how to be successful 









This chapter is divided into three parts: 3.1. Justification of the methodological choices, 3.2. 
Data collection and 3.3. Data analysis. 
 
3.1. Justifications of the methodological choices  
We employed a qualitative approach due to the exploratory nature of the topic, as the present 
research seeks to study in-depth a topic that is hitherto under-researched (Birkinshaw, Brannen, 
& Tung, 2011). According to Van Maanen (1979, p. 520), qualitative research covers  an “an 
array of interpretive techniques which seek to describe, decode, translate, and otherwise come 
to terms with the meaning, not the frequency, of certain more or less naturally occurring 
phenomena in the social world”. Our aim is to provide a detailed description of what constitutes 
the real-life organizational setting of luxury resellers in the online context (Rynes & Gephart, 
2004). 
Within qualitative research methods, we conducted a multi-case study in order to compare and 
contrast data over time, identifying differences and common patterns across multiple sources 
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Initially, six companies were contacted: Vestiaire Collective, Rebag, The 
RealReal, Farfetch, The Vintage Bar, and Fashionphile. As none of them provided a positive 
response or accepted interview requests, three companies were selected based on two major 
factors: secondary sources availability and type of business. The companies selected were 
Vestiaire Collective, Rebag and The RealReal since they cater to similar needs with distinct 
business models, thereby enriching the analysis. Vestiaire is a peer-to-peer marketplace, The 
RealReal is based on a more traditional consignment model, and Rebag considers itself an end-
to-end marketplace.  
 
3.2. Data collection  
Initially, our aim was to collect primary data, mostly semi-structured interviews. Since it was 
not possible to conduct interviews, we decided to rely on secondary data. Triangulate the data 
is key in qualitative research, meaning it is necessary to collect data from different sources 




Table 1: Summary of data collection process 
 
The full table describing the data source, title, author and data of publication can be found in 
appendix 1. 
 
Data source Type of data Use in analysis Total 
Online 
articles 
- Online newspapers and 
magazines, both general 
and industry-specific.  
- E.g. sources: Business of 
Fashion, Vogue Business, 
Forbes 
- Firstly, to gather insights on the 
industry and select the companies to 
be analysed.  
- Secondly, to develop a general 
organization overview and 
construct a chronology of events.  
- Obtain an overview of the second-
hand market, trends and 
competitors. 
107 articles 
Interviews - Public interviews of 
members of the 
companies selected, 
mostly CEOs and co-
founders. 
- Familiarize with the 
organizational context and 
evolution of the business. 
- Access to internal perspectives of 








Podcasts - Public interviews of 
members of the 
companies selected, 
mostly CEOs and co-
founders. 
- Access to internal perspectives of 






- Include earnings reports 
and self-reported data 
retrieved from the 
companies’ websites, 
press releases and social 
media posts. 
- More in-depth understanding of 
the selling and buying processes, 
authentication and technology 
employed, complexity of the 
companies’ activities.  





23 social media 
posts 
 Total 163 
Table 1: Summary of data collection process 
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3.3. Data analysis  
We analysed the data using a coding approach, which involved selecting, categorizing, and 
labelling the data collected (Strauss & Corbin, 2008). We began the analysis by identifying and 
grouping initial codes – first-order concepts – derived from a preliminary review of articles. 
First-order codes summarized a fundamental idea or theme and were assigned to “in-vivo” 
labels, to maintain informant-level meanings (terms actually used by informants), or other 
adequate labels, as described in the table below. As the analysis progressed, the data gathered 
was categorized under existing codes or a new code was created to capture emerging themes. 
 
Table 2: First-order codes example 
 
Moving into second-order analysis, we searched for relationships between first-order codes to 
then cluster them into higher-order themes. For the last step of our analysis, we used the 
components of the Business Model Canvas developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) as 
final codes. The authors definition of business model is aligned to what our study aims at 
understanding: “the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value” 
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 14). The model is based upon nine building-blocks covering 
the four main areas of a business: customers, offer, infrastructure, and financial viability. 
Together, the nine building-blocks constitute a visual representation named the Business Model 
Canvas, represented and briefly described in the figure below: 
 
 
First-order code Examples of quotes 
Sustainability & 
circular economy 
“We promote sustainability and a circular economy. We are committed to 
extending the lifecycle of luxury goods by promoting their recirculation, 
rather than creating waste.” 
 
“At Vestiaire Collective, we're striving for a smarter fashion system. 
We're increasing the number of times clothes are worn. We're limiting 
fashion waste. We're challenging you to be more sustainable. We're 
making fashion circular.” 
Luxury 
democratization 
“The resale market expands access to and availability of luxury goods by 
offering high-quality items at more attainable price points.” 
 
“Vestiaire Collective continues its fight to make luxury fashion affordable 
for all” 




Figure 1: Business Model Canvas  
Source: Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) 
 
The nine building-blocks were used as final codes, as exemplified below: 
 
 
Figure 2: Coding evolution 




Key partners describe 
the network of suppliers 
and partners in which a 
company relies for 
outsourcing some 
activities or from whom 
it acquires some 
resources. 
Value proposition is the 
aggregation of benefits that 
a company offers its 
customers in order to meet 
their needs.
It can either be innovative 
or similar to existing offers, 
but with value-added 
features.
Key activities describe the 
most important actions a 
company must accomplish 
to operate successfully. 
Key resources describe 
the most important assets 
required to deliver the 
value proposition.
Channels are the 
interfaces through which 
a company deliver its 




groups of people or
organizations a company
intends to reach and 
serve.
Customer relationships 
describe the types of 
relationships a company 
establishes and 
maintains with each 
customer segment. 
Revenue streams represent the cash a company 
generates from successfully serving its customers.
Cost structure describe the most relevant costs 
incurred while operating under a particular business 
model.
 
















4. Empirical Setting 
 
In order to understand how online luxury resellers operate, it is first necessary to analyse how 
the second-hand luxury market has evolved and how these players have emerged in recent 
years, to then proceed to an overview of the three companies selected. 
 
4.1. The pre-owned boom 
The secondary market has always existed in the shadow of the primary market, but it is now at 
the centre stage of the luxury ecosystem. According to Bain & Company (2020) report Luxury 
Goods Worldwide Market Study, Fall–Winter 2019, the luxury second-hand market is set to 
expand faster than the overall personal luxury market, after a steady growth of 10% per year 
since 2015 and reaching a total of €26 billion in 2019. Europe is the key geography, followed 
by US, while Asia still lags behind as a result of stronger consumer scepticism. In terms of 
product categories, leather goods as handbags are extremely popular since they represent an 
aspirational product for first-time purchasers while being easier to buy online.  
The second-hand market is one of the fastest-growing areas of luxury due to the increasing 
professionalization of trade channels which confer visibility, transparency and trust to such 
transactions. The next subsection addresses this topic. 
 
4.2. Online platforms: the rising stars of the market 
Once dominated by small, independent stores that worked on consignment, the secondary 
luxury market growth is now driven by online platforms, which represented 30% of the second-
hand luxury market in 2019, according to the previously mentioned Bain & Company study. 
The offline retail channel has matured and remains highly fragmented, with very few players 
of significant size and independent stores showing slow growth, still lacking a luxurious look 
and feel. Most of these players solely focus on one product category or region, without the 
appropriate means to scale. 
On the other hand, online channels are concentrated and organized, which enables them to offer 
a larger brand selection and product assortment, price transparency, home delivery, among 
others. Specialist online players are emerging, but also generalist online platforms are 
expanding to integrate luxury goods. These surging players are represented by the three 
companies presented in the next subsection.  
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4.3. Overview of the companies 
4.3.1. Vestiaire Collective 
Vestiaire Collective is an online peer-to-peer marketplace to buy and sell pre-owned luxury 
fashion including women’s, men’s, bags, jewellery, watches, and lifestyle categories. Yet, the 
reseller adds a layer to the process: items sold have to pass quality control check, ensuring 
buyers are receiving authentic products. 
Launched in Paris in October 2009, the company has 9 million members across 50 countries 
worldwide, who submit an average of 40,000 new items every week. Despite its French roots, 
79% of Vestiaire Collective’s transactions occur outside of France. The company has offices in 
Paris, London, New York, Milan, Berlin and Hong Kong.  
 
4.3.2. The RealReal 
The RealReal is an online marketplace for authenticated, consigned luxury goods that range 
from women’s, men’s and kids’ fashion to fine jewellery, watches, art and home decor. Its 
model is based on a traditional consignment service in which the business accepts items for sale 
and agrees to pay the seller a percentage of the proceeds if and when items are sold. Founded 
in 2011, the company has now millions of shoppers and consignors, four retail stores in New 
York City, Los Angeles and San Francisco and 10 consignment offices across the country, four 
of which are placed in stores.  
The RealReal is listed on Nasdaq stock exchange since June 2019, while its losses topped $96.6 
million last year. 
 
4.3.3. Rebag 
Rebag is an online resale platform to buy and sell pre-owned luxury handbags, and is known 
for buying bags directly from consumers, owning all of the inventory. The company was 
founded in 2014 by a team out of Harvard Business School which decided to focus on the top 
selling category of second-hand market – handbags. Rebag is headquartered in New York City 
with a team of 150, operating both online and through its network of nine stores across New 








The following chapter will answer the research question of how to be successful in the second-
hand luxury market in the digital era. We structured the presentation of the findings according 
to the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010), which we used to analyse the 
data, following the nine building-blocks: 5.1. Customer segments, 5.2. Value proposition, 5.3. 
Channels, 5.4. Customer relationships, 5.5. Revenue streams, 5.6. Key activities, 5.7. Key 
resources, 5.8. Key partners, and 5.9. Cost structure. The last subsection 5.10 Business model 
canvas presents an overview of the findings according to the used framework.  
 
5.1. Customer segments 
Customer segments describe the different groups of people a company intends to serve. In the 
case of the luxury resale platforms we studied, they cater to two different customer segments 
with distinct and also similar needs and behaviours: buyers and sellers.  
 
5.1.1. On the demand side: buyers 
Buyers of pre-owned luxury goods tend to be aspiring luxury consumers who do not have access 
to the primary market or do not want to purchase new products at full price. According to the 
results of a BCG survey of 1,005 Vestiaire Collective customers released in 20193, 62% of 
respondents said their first purchase of a brand they currently like was second-hand on 
Vestiaire, while 72% bought items they can’t afford full price.  
Thus, price-quality ratio is a main driver for shoppers buying pre-owned goods: 96% of buyers 
on the above-mentioned survey said that one of the reasons they purchase luxury second-hand 
items is because they are good value for money. This is even more significant in the case of 
younger consumers, who are amongst the market’s largest participants: according to a 2019 
survey conducted by BCG-Altagamma in Europe4, 54% of generation Z and 48% of millennial 
luxury customers are buying pre-owned goods.  
 
“Our buyers are part of a younger demographic who have discretionary income but 
can’t spend several thousand dollars yet. They’ve admired these bags for years and 
make purchases based on aspiration.” 
 
3 Why luxury brands should celebrate the preowned boom, BCG-Vestiaire Collective (2019) 
4 True-Luxury Global Consumer Insight, BCG-Altagamma (2019) 
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Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
Vogue Business interview, June 2019 
 
As they look for good deals, second-hand buyers also value the price transparency offered by 
these resale platforms, as 17% of interested buyers mentioned the importance of this feature 
according to BCG-Altagamma. Price transparency also provides buyers confidence to purchase 
pre-owned luxury items they hope will retain or even appreciate in value, to then be able to 
resell them. Rebag co-founder and CEO Charles Gorra goes one step further by stating that 
72% of the company’s buyers are more likely to purchase from a retailer that provides a buy-
back guarantee, considering it as a core feature. In fact, this formalises a common pattern found 
on luxury resale platforms where the same item is bought and sold multiple times. 
Despite affordability and accessibility being considered key factors, sustainability concerns are 
gaining momentum: 
 
“When we started the business five years, the main thing was more around value, how 
can I access great brands essentially for a fraction of the price. Somehow this is 
reverting now, sustainability is increasingly becoming an argument.” 
Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
The Glossy Podcast, February 2020 
 
In fact, the environmental impact is a main concern for buyers who are aware that recirculating 
and extending the lifecycle of luxury goods contributes to a more sustainable industry. 
According to BCG survey of Vestiaire customers, 70% of respondents mentioned that they try 
to shop ethically. 
 
“Our customers are becoming increasingly aware of this negative impact and the vast 
majority tell us sustainability is an important reason they shop and consign with us. 
Sustainability is a big part of why 32 percent of our customers are shopping The 
RealReal as a replacement for fast fashion.” 
Allison Sommer, Director of Strategic Initiatives at TRR 
Fashion United interview, October 2019 
 
Once again, younger generations are driving this change as they tend to care more about 
responsible consumption than did prior generations.   
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“For younger generations – the mindful Millennials and Gen Z – environmental and 
social consciousness is important, which is what powers the secondary market. Buy, 
sell, repeat. This is the way to eliminate waste in the fashion industry and to reduce 
fashion’s environmental impact.” 
Harvard Digital Initiative article by Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
November 2017 
 
Furthermore, BCG and Vestiaire Collective 2019 study also pointed out to the fact that 83% 
buyers find the second-hand market attractive due to the larger variety of items and brands. In 
the age of social media, consumers look for a wider selection in their personal wardrobes: 
 
“Social media also plays a key role. People are constantly showcasing what they are 
wearing so styles are ever accelerating. People are buying more because they’re 
exhibiting what they’re wearing more often. This of course means there’s a financial 
aspect brought in. Now that you have the option to sell what you’ve bought and buy 
second-hand clothes for cheaper - it really just makes sense financially” 
Max Bittner, VC CEO 
Fashion United interview, October 2019 
 
In addition to variety, BCG study indicates that 62% of Vestiaire buyers mentioned they are 
specifically looking for limited editions or sold out items in the second-hand market. As 
mentioned by Rebag CEO Charles Gorra in his Harvard Digital Initiative article, “Consumers 
find a great deal of pride in getting the most out of their dollars, whether it’s by selling (…) or 
by finding a discontinued Chanel model that’s truly one-of-a kind, and at an unbeatable price.” 
(November 2017).  
 
5.1.2. On the supply side: sellers 
On the supply side, sellers are usually first-hand buyers who use resale to regain part of the 
money spent on the primary market often to then finance new full-priced luxury items – which 
was stated by 32% of Vestiaire sellers as the primary reason behind selling. 
Once again, social media fuelled this urge for newness in which the product lifespan in an 
individual’s wardrobe is shorter, but not final.  
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“Our parents were collectors, it was about showing off the products you could buy, 
whereas for the younger generations, it’s about being photographed with a certain 
product on Instagram but they don’t necessarily need to own it forever. We’ve 
changed our mindset to short-term ownership.”  
Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
Fashion United interview, September 2019 
 
Just as it is the first luxury experience for many buyers, the great majority of sellers are also 
experimenting resale for the first time with these luxury online platforms: half of The RealReal 
consignors are first-time sellers, while for Rebag this proportion increases to 60%. 
Additionally, second-hand market is influencing the sellers’ buying behaviour who take into 
consideration the potential resale value when purchasing full-priced luxury items. As they 
recoup purchasing power with resale, some customers are even trading up to more expensive 
products or purchasing more repeatedly. In fact, 44% of Vestiaire sellers stated they allow 
themselves to spend more on first-hand luxury thanks to the secondary market.  
 
"Consignors are making purchases now knowing they will eventually consign and 
make a large portion back on the original cost — it's more of an investment mindset. 
Additionally, we're seeing consumers, more and more, shopping retail who want to 
know the resale value of designers and items before they make a purchase. We often 
get people calling us because they're looking to decide between items."  
Rati Levesque, COO at TRR  
Fashionista article, December 2019 
 
Not only buyers but also sellers see the potential of luxury resale as a more sustainable option 
to dispose their items. As stated by The RealReal in its IPO filing (May 2019), 56% of its 
consignors and 64% of its millennial consignor base mentioned environmental impact or 
extending the lifecycle of luxury as key motivators for consigning with the company.   
 
5.2. Value proposition 
As the customer segments are outlined, how the company actually caters to their needs is based 
on its value proposition. Since online luxury resale platforms have to serve both sides of the 




5.2.1. Luxury democratization 
Given the caution of established high-end brands regarding what e-commerce can do to brand 
value, their online presence remains rather limited. Thus, the main value proposition behind all 
three companies is to provide access to these high-quality luxury products at more affordable 
prices. 
 
“The [luxury industry] defines itself by becoming more and more exclusive, being in 
some sort of way hard to reach. I think the opportunity for us is absolutely to 
differentiate ourselves and make a lot of these beautiful products accessible, finding 
the right owner for the right product at the right time in their lifecycle.”  
Max Bittner, VC CEO 
BoF VOICES event, November 2019 
 
Even though products are pre-owned, most of the catalogue remains of high-quality as all 
products are reviewed by the companies’ curation teams. Most listed products on luxury resale 
platforms tend to be in fairly good condition, often brand new or barely used, and can even go 
up to 62% of items sold on Vestiaire. Thus, the products available still endure luxury quality.  
 
5.2.2. An additional layer of trust 
As noted, the products involved are high-end items, so resellers upmost priority is to provide a 
reliable and trustworthy service, specially through a secure process and authentication 
procedures. Due to the pervasiveness of counterfeit luxury goods in the second-hand market, 
resellers have to be able to inspire confidence in both sellers and buyers. 
 
“Trust is the cornerstone of our online marketplace. Consignors trust us because we 
treat their items with the utmost care and quickly sell them at the optimal price. 
Buyers trust us because we have a rigorous authentication process. We believe the 
trust and personal relationships that we have built with both consignors and buyers 
over the past eight years cannot be easily replicated.” 
TRR IPO Filing, May 2019 
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5.2.3. Problem-free solution 
Resale companies claim they deliver a hassle-free buying and selling process together with the 
additional value brought by authentication. Nonetheless, they do so at different degrees by 
providing distinct services.  
In the case of Vestiaire, a peer-to-peer marketplace, sellers list the item, photograph it, set a 
price they deem fit and interact with potential buyers. However, there is a vetting process in 
between: once the product is sold, the seller sends the product to Vestiaire, which authenticates 
it and checks for quality before sending it to the buyer. As mentioned by CEO Max Bittner, the 
“goal is to make these transactions as effortless as possible while at the same time reminding 
people that we, as a platform, add value and that value is the authentication.” (CNBC 
interview, July 2019). As this process can be time consuming, the company also offers 
consignment services. 
 
“If you’re short of time we also offer a consignment service. Our dedicated 
management team will come to your place, collect your items, list them, store them 
and manage the sales. Once the item is sold, payment is made directly into your bank 
account.”  
Fanny Moizant, VC co-founder 
Company video, July 2019 
 
More aligned with the latter service is The RealReal, which operates in a more traditional 
consignment model:  
 
“We deliver an end-to-end service experience. We remove friction from the 
consignment process by providing multiple consignment methods: White Glove in-
home consultation and pickup; drop off at one of our eleven luxury consignment 
offices, three of which are located in our retail stores; or complimentary shipping 
directly to our merchandising and fulfillment facilities. We do the work on behalf of 
consignors. Once consigned items reach one of our four merchandising and fulfillment 
facilities, we authenticate, write the associated copy, photograph, price, sell and 
handle all fulfillment and returns logistics, making the consignment process 
seamless.” 
TRR IPO Filing, May 2019 
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On the other hand, Rebag argues that consumers value instant gratification which traditional 
consignment services lack: 
 
“When I started (…) someone told me, “Stop bothering me. Just like, take my stuff, 
and then come back with the money.” (…) Customers who are luxury-centric are not 
interested in the process of resale; they’re only interested in the outcome.” 
Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
Loose Threads podcast, May 2019 
 
Thus, Rebag model relies on buying products upfront from customers to then resell them: 
 
“The platform offers a resale experience with a seller-first mindset that is all about 
immediacy and transparency. Rebag purchases the bags outright at fair market prices, 
which are calculated by the service’s highly-trained buying team, and the process 
itself is designed to be as easy and straightforward as possible; no consignment, no 
commission, no tricks. Sellers simply upload a few pictures to get a free quote and 
receive payment within 2-3 days of Rebag evaluating and approving the items. Buyers 
of pre-owned bags can feel safe knowing that they’re getting authentic designer goods 
at attractive prices” 
Harvard Digital Initiative article by Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO  
November 2017 
 
5.2.4. Ever-changing wardrobe  
Greater brand selection and product assortment distinguishes luxury resellers from traditional 
brick-and-mortar stores. Vestiaire accepts over 5000 luxury, fashion and designer brands and 
both its catalogue and of The RealReal ranges from clothing, jewellery and watches, to art and 
home decor. 
According to CEO Charles Gorra (Forbes interview, March 2020), “Luxury consumers adapt 
quickly to fashion trends as they come and go, so by broadening the exchange (…) Rebag is 
providing endless access to a cyclical luxury collection” through its rental-resale hybrid model 
Rebag Infinity. Under this programme customers can buy, wear and then return any Rebag 
handbag purchase for a percentage of the original bag’s price in store credit. This model 
addresses a common behavioural pattern in which the same item is bought and sold multiple 
times within the platform.  
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5.2.5. Shared affinity  
Beyond a resale platform, consumers are looking for social interactions and building relations 
with like-minded individuals. The concept of simultaneous e-commerce and social network is 
at the core of Vestiaire Collective:  
 
“The future for us is about emphasising and building on the idea that we are not just 
an ecommerce website – we are a community of buyers and sellers, but one that does 
so much more than simply buy and sell products. The community is about inspiring, 
the community is about communicating, the community is about sharing ideas and 
opinions. The future for us is about creating this global community that together helps 
build the world’s most desirable wardrobe.” 
Max Bittner, VC CEO 
Fashion United interview, October 2019 
 
This topic is further explained in the subsection 5.4.3. Beyond mere transactions.  
 
5.2.6. Greener luxury 
Aligned with the changes in consumption behaviour, resale platforms show their commitment 
to extend the lifecycle of luxury goods and limit the industry’s waste. According to Vestiaire, 
enlarging the lifetime of one item by only 9 months can prevent 20% to 30% of the impact on 
the planet.  
 
“We promote sustainability and a circular economy. We are committed to extending 
the lifecycle of luxury goods by promoting their recirculation, rather than creating 
waste. By creating a circular economy and reshaping consumer purchasing 
behaviour, we contribute to a more sustainable world.”  
TRR IPO filling, May 2019 
 
To better quantify its actual impact on the planet, The RealReal developed the first-of-its-kind 
sustainability calculator that allows customers to measure the pollution offset generated by their 
own consignments. Similarly, Vestiaire promotes initiatives such as the Sustainability Month 
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to addresses environmental issues, sharing tips on how to take care of clothes, among other 
activities.  
 
5.2.7. Powering expertise   
Given the rise of sustainability-conscious consumers and the growing importance of resale 
value, second-hand platforms take on the role of an educational resource for their users. 
 
“A lot of what we’re working on for later this year and next year is about sharing our 
knowledge. Over the past five years we’ve developed pretty unique expertise about the 
resale segment, so we want to share that with the world. You’re going to see a lot 
more content [on our website], we’ve launched a magazine section recently, not to 
mention our efforts in terms of library and resources.” 
Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
Fashion United interview, September 2019 
 
Therefore, all the resale companies analysed have developed and made available to the public 
pricing tools based on its data accumulated over the years: RealBook by The RealReal, 
Vestiaire’s Resale Calculator, and Clair by Rebag. Other educational resources include 
compiling guides such as Rebag’s The Encyclopedia of Bags; organizing in-store events with 
experts to discuss topics as Collecting art & design: where to begin in the case of The RealReal; 
or Vestiaire’s videos of how to take care of clothing items as 5 alternatives to washing. 
With such tools at hand, consumers can make smarter purchase decisions and assess their items 
value, further contributing to an investment mindset.  
 
5.3. Channels 
Value propositions are delivered to customer segments through channels, the following block. 
As the companies analysed are online resellers, their main touchpoint is through their website 
and mobile app. However, they’ve also branched out to brick-and-mortar.  
 
5.3.1. Digital native brands 
All the three companies analysed are digitally first players, meaning they started their business 
online. Thanks to these digitally enabled platforms, customers are offered a curated and 
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organized catalogue of items, larger brand and product assortment, seamless user experience 
and personalised service.  
Accessibility is by far the greatest asset that online platforms leverage, for both sellers and 
buyers: 
 
“We knew right from the beginning that the launch of Vestiaire Collective in 2009 
would answer to the needs of digital. (…) There was no doubt in our minds. We 
wanted to tap into the convenience of being able to buy or sell from anywhere in the 
world, at any time and gather a global audience of fashion addicts.” 
Fanny Moizant, VC co-founder 
Luxury Society interview, October 2019 
 
On the sellers’ side, the tools provided online vary significantly across the three companies, 
depending on their selling processes. As mentioned, peer-to-peer marketplace Vestiaire enables 
its sellers to upload photos, write the description and set prices for their items; to then engage 
with buyers in the comments section of each listing, and negotiate prices: 
 
 
Figure 3: Selling and negotiating page of VC app  
Source: App Store 
 
In the case of Rebag – which buys handbags upfront – sellers can easily use the online tool 
Clair available on mobile app and website, and instantly receive an offer for their products, as 
observed in the figure below. If the items are not eligible for an instant offer, the seller can 




Figure 4: Clair by Rebag  
Source: Fashionista 
 
On the other hand, The RealReal takes possession of consigned products received directly from 
buyers, who then can easily track the status of their items and commission payments through 
My Sales page, available on both website and mobile app.  
 
 
Figure 5: My Sales on TRR website  
Source: TRR IPO Filing, May 2019 
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Online platforms also allow a greater level of personalisation and product curation for buyers, 
to ensure the right product reaches the right buyer. In order to efficiently browse their platforms, 
resellers provide filters such as size, designer, colour, style, category, price and condition.  
 
“Digital answers to the consumers’ lack of time and addresses our desires to shop 
within an environment that is 100 percent tailor made… It also helps us learn about 
their preferences, share similar products and ultimately help them hunt for the 
treasure they have been looking for.” 
Fanny Moizant, VC co-founder 
Luxury Society interview, October 2019 
 
With a constant stream of new items being uploaded, editorials and dynamic weekly curations 
also encourage exploration and discovery across designers and categories. Please refer to 
appendix 3 for examples. 
Another key tool is the wish list in which buyers add items for potential purchase to a personal 
list, receiving notifications when they go on sale. This can be a powerful trigger for conversion 
to purchase, as it is for The RealReal: in 2018, the favourites list drove 36% of the gross 
merchandising value (GMV).  
To serve a tech-savvy customer base, resellers prioritize the development of user-friendly 
mobile apps which represents 70% of Vestiaire sales, while for The RealReal it accounts for 
57% of its total GMV versus 39% driven by its website. Strong engagement is further attested 
by the time users spend browsing: The RealReal buyers who purchase within a month spend on 
average 35 minutes on the mobile app and 26 minutes on the mobile website per day.  
Additionally, e-commerce is not the only digital-enabled tool that these resellers leverage. The 
use of social media is key to attract a young clientele, create user-generated content, activate 
partnerships with brand ambassadors and influencers, as well as share educational resources.  
 
5.3.2. From clicks to bricks 
However, these digitally native players have branched out into physical retail as “The benefits 
to opening our brick-and-mortar stores are endless – we are able to: capture new customers 
who are not actively engaging with the online resale market; be part of a physical community 
and grow brand awareness; provide our customers with ease of selling in a store environment, 
to name a few” as stated by Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO (Fashion United interview, May 2019). 
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Testing ground with pop-up stores was a key strategy before fully investing in retail, either by 
directly owned stores or through partnerships. Having accumulated a rich set of data on 
shoppers’ preferences and profiles proved to be a valuable resource to help in location and 
merchandising decisions. The RealReal and Rebag own a total of four and nine retail stores 
across the US, respectively. The RealReal also counts with ten consignment offices, four of 
which are placed in stores, where sellers can get their products appraised. 
 
“Luxury is still very underpenetrated online, with about 90 per cent of luxury 
customers still shopping offline. We sell high-end pieces that people really want to see 
up close, to assess the condition, and that kind of item usually moves better offline. 
Our first store (…) was a total experiment, but we saw a lot of success there, in terms 
of revenue and sourcing. When an experiment works, you reproduce it.” 
Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO 
Vogue Business interview, June 2019 
 
The services available in the two resellers stores include selling and shopping, product drop-
off, complimentary valuations, product viewings for high-value pieces, and personal stylist 
appointments. Since all items on display are also available to shop online, customers can show 
the items tagged online to the store associates who remove them from the website temporarily 
for try-on.  
As they still positioned themselves as a luxury company, both The RealReal and Rebag retail 
settings provide an upscale look and feel while being present in prime locations helps them to 
convey a luxurious image on par with first-hand retailers.  
Still, physical stores do not drive the majority of sales: only 20% to 30% of Rebag sales occur 
offline, similar to The RealReal. Yet, as in-store purchases tend to be larger, both Rebag and 
The RealReal plan on expand its directly managed stores in the next 3-4 years to a total of 30 
stores and 10-15 stores, respectively. 
Vestiaire experiments with pop-ups were through a partnership with British luxury department 
store Selfridges, which then moved to a permanent concession offering an exclusive selection 
of 200 items plus a dedicated resale point. The company proceeded to a series of physical 
activations, such as a six-week exhibition at Parisian department store Le Bon Marché or an in-
store pop-up at multi-brand retailer JOYCE in Hong Kong, including a drop-off point and store 
credit exchange. Despite successfully experimenting with retail, it is not its main focus as for 
the previous companies: 
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“Vestiaire is absolutely a tech-first company, so my goal is not to launch as many 
brick and mortar stores as I can. I’m really focused on brand awareness, and in 
educating consumers in the physical environment.” 
Max Bittner, VC CEO 
BoF article, October 2019 
 
For in-store pictures please refer to appendix 4. 
 
5.4. Customer relationships 
Customer relationships describe the types of relationships a company establishes and maintains 
with each customer segment. To ensure their supply inflow keeps running smoothly whilst 
remaining customers engaged, resellers resort to networking effects, sellers’ rewards, and 
community-driven actions.    
 
5.4.1. The network effect 
In order for marketplaces to expand, an ever-growing flow of products is fundamental to keep 
providing the right offer to the right buyer. Hence, attracting new sellers is key to create a much-
needed network effect: as more sellers are brought onto the platform, the more high-quality, 
luxury supply is unlocked, increasing merchandise assortment which in turn attracts more 
buyers. Additionally, converting sellers into buyers and vice versa creates a powerful flywheel 
that accelerates this network effect, as described in the figure below. 
 
 
Figure 6: TRR network effect  
Source: TRR Q1 2020 Investor Presentation (May 2020) 
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As of March 2020, 55% of the The RealReal users who firstly were sellers had become buyers, 
while only 13% of its buyers were also consigning.  Moreover, 81% and 83% of 2019 GMV 
came from repeat consignors and repeat buyers, respectively. Similarly, half of Vestiaire sellers 
had also purchased on the platform in 2018, even though 70% of sales were generated by sellers 
who rarely purchase second-hand. This leaves room for improvement as the amount The 
RealReal generally earns from buyers who are also consignors is significantly higher than from 
those who solely purchase. 
Rebag does not disclose numbers, yet its CEO stated it closely monitors repeat patterns across 
channels, buyers’ long-term value, sourcing revenues per seller, and return behaviour 
(Ecommerce Magazine interview, December 2017). 
 
5.4.2. Rewarding mechanism 
To unlock supply and stimulate repeat selling, online platforms implemented reward systems 
that grant special privileges for reliable sellers.  
Under RealReal rewards loyalty scheme, The RealReal consignors achieve VIP status once 
reaching $10,000 in sales, receiving benefits such as priority consignment processing, advance 
access to sales, and $100 store credit. They also take advantage from a different commission 
scheme, further explain in section 5.5.1. Key role of commissions. 
To strengthen even more the relations between users, Vestiaire recently launched a direct 
shipping service backed up by a seller rating system:  
 
“Direct shipping (…) is a service that really empowers both the buyer and seller. We 
have customers who have been selling with us since the beginning and we wanted to 
reward them with our trust. A trusted seller badge means the seller can ship the item 
to the buyer directly. The service also empowers the buyer as they have the choice 
whether to have an item authenticated or not.” 
Max Bittner, VC CEO 
Fashion United interview, October 2019 
 
Sellers must be recognised as Trusted or Expert seller to be able to directly ship their products, 
meaning they have to sell regularly, ensure their items conform to their description and ship 
quickly. Such status improves visibility for users themselves as well as their items, which also 
helps them selling and being paid faster. Direct shipping was firstly launched in Europe in 2019 
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and soon represented half of the platform’s daily orders as 70% of customer chose the service, 
leading to its extension to US in May 2020.  
 
5.4.3. Beyond mere transactions  
As mentioned, community is at the core of Vestiaire Collective. As a peer-to-peer marketplace, 
the company relies on a high level of consumer participation to be able to fuel both supply and 
demand.  
 
“We are a global community platform with over 9 million members (and counting) in 
over 50 countries! Our members really love that they can interact with each other on 
the app and are buying and selling from like-minded fashion lovers. For example, you 
can live in New York City and find another member in Hong Kong who loves the same 
designer as you, or find a really rare piece that was only released in a particular 
country.” 
Fanny Moizant, VC co-founder 
Forbes interview, December 2019 
 
Vestiaire incites users to browse the app almost as a social network, through community-driven 
features as the newsfeed to receive the latest news in products and price drops, receive 
personalized recommendations of new profiles to connect with, and access the Top Seller page. 
Contrarily, The RealReal opts for not disclosing its users’ identity, while Rebag considers itself 
an end-to-end marketplace where interactions between customers do not take place.  
 
5.5. Revenue streams 
Revenue streams are the result from successfully implemented value proposition offered to 
customers. In the case of luxury resale platforms, it takes the form of commission schemes or 
direct sale of products as well as subscription fees. 
 
5.5.1. Key role of commissions  
As traditional brick-and-mortar consignment shops, resale platforms take a cut of the resale 
price of an item once is sold, depending on the product and/or how much the seller has sold via 
the site.  
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In April 2019, Vestiaire restructured its commission scheme, which is based solely on the resale 
price set by the seller: for prices between $171 and $8,499, the commission varies between 15% 
to 25%. For price points over and lower that range, the commission is fixed: $1700 and $17, 
respectively. According to CEO Max Bittner, “We’ve reduced the commission structure to be 
competitive – on average, about five, six percent, and we shifted some of the burden from the 
sellers to the buyers by introducing authentication fee to make sure that they know that we are 
doing this work for them.” (CNBC interview, July 2019). This reorganisation yielded a positive 
impact as sales had tripled on items in the lower price-point range. In 2019 the average order 
value was around $436 in Europe, while in the US it reached $600. The company does not 
disclose information on revenues but stated that in 2019 its orders have increased by 57%. 
As for The RealReal, its commission scheme is based on its consignor loyalty programme – 
RealReal rewards. Commissions rates are based on net sales during a one-year commission 
window: 45% for a maximum total of $1,500; 40% for sales within $1,501 and $9,999; and 
above the latter price point the commission lowers to 30% plus benefits as site credit and 
priority processing. However, there are exceptions for item commission rates such as in-
demand, high-value pieces (e.g. watches) that allows sellers to earn up to 85% of the resale 
price, and, conversely, lower-value items whose commission rate is higher for the company. 
Under the current commission model, The RealReal total revenue was $318 million in 2019, 
up 53% compared to the previous year, while the average order value was $455. 
As these companies employ different commission rates for different items and loyalty schemes 
that make the percentage fluctuate, it is not possible to fully compare both models. 
 
5.5.2. Direct sale as replacement  
On the other hand, Rebag takes possession of inventory upfront to then resell it. The majority 
of its products are discounted 50% off retail or more, but the average ticket price is over four 
digits. Even though the company does not disclose numbers, it revealed its revenues have 
tripled in the last three years.  
 
5.5.3. Rental-resale hybrid model 
Additionally, Rebag offers its rental-resale hybrid model, the Rebag Infinity as previously 
mentioned. Customers can carry their Rebag purchased handbags for up to 12 months, and then 
exchange it for credit worth 70% to 80% of its purchase price.  
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The longer the handbag is kept by the buyer, the lower the amount exchanged in credit that can 
be applied towards the next purchase. Customers are encouraged to continuously cycle goods 
within the platform, creating a subscription-like behaviour. In turn, the company capitalizes the 
money from the original sale and generates extra revenue from each new purchase, as the buyer 
usually has to pay the remaining amount.  
 
5.5.4. As an additional revenue source: subscription fees 
Alongside with commission schemes for sellers, The RealReal and Vestiaire are also 
capitalizing on subscription-based models which offer benefits for users upon a monthly fee. 
The RealReal offers a two-tier option membership programme: First Look members pay $10 
per month and get 24-hour advance access to sales and special invitations to monthly 
promotions; for a monthly fee of $30, First Look Platinum users can upgrade the prior 
membership and enjoy 2-day shipping of their orders. 
Vestiaire offers a subscription model with similar benefits: early access to new items, 
notifications when items go on sale, reserve products, free shipping up to 12 orders per year, 
and fast-track line for curation and quality control. Membership fees vary according to the 
contract length: 1-year membership is $9 per month, 6 months is $10 per month, 3 months is 
$11, and 1 month is $12.     
 
5.6. Key activities 
Key activities describe the most important actions a company must accomplish to operate 
successfully. As luxury resellers work as marketplaces even if at different levels, coordinate 
supply and demand as well as manage inbound operations constitute their key activities.  
 
5.6.1. Coordinated efforts at supply and demand levels 
Since resellers are marketplaces, their primary activity is to ensure demand meets supply. The 
challenge relies on continuously feed the market with products people actually want to buy as 
the bottleneck is usually on the supply side. As mentioned by retail consultant Doug Stephens, 
“the biggest challenge for any consignment business — particularly one that deals in high-end 
goods — is maintaining their supply of inventory” (BoF, July 2018). 
As described in section 5.4.1. The network effect, continuously attract a high volume of items 
inflow, increase repeat customers as well as convert buyers to sellers and vice-versa is key to 




Figure 7: TRR consignment model  
Source: TRR Q1 2020 Investors Presentation (May 2020) 
 
Strategies to improve access to supply vary from rewarding sellers to investing in brick-and-
mortar stores, specially to attract first-time consignors, as mentioned previously. 
Instead of enlarging its offline footprint, Vestiaire rather expands its global reach to enhance its 
ability to adapt to each market. Currently serving 9 million members across 50 countries 
worldwide, 79% of transactions occur outside its country of origin, France. Demand for pre-
owned items is primarily driven by European markets such as France and Germany, while Japan 
is the largest supply of second-hand luxury globally, followed by Hong Kong. Furthermore, the 
company’s consignment services are extremely popular in these supply-driven markets, 
allowing the platform to fuel its marketplace offer – in Q2 of 2019, GMV in Asia grew by 
140%, after entering the market a year earlier.  
 
“In our business, it’s really around global arbitrage. For us, it’s not really about 
Japan or China being individual markets by themselves, but some markets are more 
for buyers, and some markets are more for sellers. And our job is really (being) the 
only global resale platform which is connecting these buyers and sellers in our fashion 
community.” 
Max Bittner, VC CEO 
CNCB interview, July 2019  
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US still represents a huge market for Vestiaire, where Rebag and The RealReal operate. 
However, these two resellers only accept consignments within the US despite shipping 
internationally. In fact, 15% of Rebag’s revenue comes from international buyers, with its 
largest Asian markets being Mainland China, Singapore and Hong Kong. Expanding abroad is 
part of the long-term future for both companies. 
Other strategies for these resellers are category expansion or higher penetration in the existing 
ones. Unlike most of its competitors, Rebag is narrowly focused on one product category – 
handbags – which might be challenging for scaling its business. Hence, the company is 
considering expanding to adjacent categories. Despite offering more product categories than 
Rebag, 66% of The RealReal GMV came from women’s category in 2019. The reseller also 
intends to deepen its penetration in already existing high-value categories such as jewellery, 
watches, home and art. 
 
5.6.2. Inbound activities: a balanced mix of human and tech elements 
What really distinguishes these online resellers with other players as eBay is the curated and 
authenticated offer. With a combination of human skills and technological tools, resellers are 
able to inspire trust and reliability by its value-added services.  
Even though Vestiaire is a peer-to-peer marketplace, its curation team reviews each listing – an 
average of 40,000 new items every week – to ensure the product is high-quality, on-trend and 
seasonally-appropriate. Within 36 hours, reviewed items are available online: 
 
“Our curation team first checks all the images of pieces and the quality of product 
listing before they even go live on site, as we select the best quality items. Once a 
piece is sold the seller is requested to send it into one of our logistics hubs in the US, 
France or Asia. The piece receives a physical check from our quality control and in-
house specialists. It’s especially important that luxury items receive a strict physical 
check including the shape, style, materials, labels, serial numbers, but also review the 
details such as engravings, stitching, etc.” 
Sophie Hersan, VC co-founder 
Forbes interview, December 2019 
  
After physically checked, the product is then shipped to the buyer in a Vestiaire Collective 
branded package.  
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Unlike Vestiaire, The RealReal takes possession of all consigned inventory. The merchandising 
team leverages its technological tools and data analytic capabilities to manage authentication, 
copywriting, photograph and pricing of each item before listed in the online marketplace, as 
described in figure 8.  
 
 
Figure 8: TRR inbound process  
Source: TRR IPO Filing, May 2019 
 
When items are received, they are identified as low or high risk: if the probability of an item 
being counterfeited is high, it is sent to category-specific experienced authenticators; items 
deemed low risk such as contemporary brands with clear authenticity markers are sent to 
copywriters to be authenticated. The multi-point authentication process takes into consideration 
similar attributes to Vestiaire as brand markings, date codes, serial tags and hologram stickers. 
Copywriting and photographing of each item are also handled by the company, distinct from 
C2C Vestiaire platform: 
 
“Because we take possession of each item, we are able to accurately and consistently 
describe the item and its condition, as opposed to online-only peer-to-peer resale 
models. Our items are professionally photographed and presented in a visually 
appealing manner to encourage engagement and conversion.” 
TRR IPO Filing, May 2019 
 
Pricing is the last step before an item is available to buyers and once again it’s also managed 
by The RealReal, which was able to process 14,000 new items a day in 2018.  
However, The RealReal has faced litigation from luxury brands over counterfeit issues. In 2018, 
Chanel filed a lawsuit against the reseller, accusing it of not having authorisation to authenticate 
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its goods and therefore unable to guarantee its authenticity. The reseller has defended its 
practices, arguing that investments were still taking place.   
On the other hand, Rebag provides instant online offers to resellers with Clair. Yet every 
handbag submitted undergoes an in-house multi-layered evaluation by its authentication staff 
before the seller is paid and the item is listed for sale. For the company, authentication is 
essentially a human skill. 
 
5.7. Key resources 
Key resources describe the most important assets required to deliver the value proposition. In 
order to support the above mentioned key activities, the most important resources are the 
authentication and curation team as well as proprietary technology, which in turn require large 
amounts of funding.  
 
5.7.1. The art of curating and authenticating  
As mentioned, resellers of luxury products must ensure the quality and authenticity of all 
products, relying on in-house experts to curate their offer and remove counterfeits. A great 
majority of these experts have worked at house auctions such as Sotheby's and Christie’s, as 
well as directly with luxury brands, yet resellers continuously trained their in-house teams. 
The RealReal merchandising operations and core merchandising teams consist of 480 and 326 
employees, respectively, which are responsible for curating the product assortment, writing 
copy, photographing and pricing the items before listing them online. For the authentication 
process, the reseller employs over 150 experts including luxury brand authenticators, 
horologists, gemmologists and home and art curators. Likewise, Rebag CEO Charles Gorra 
stated that every single product goes through physical authentication: “So that's the first sort of 
non-negotiable thing in our whole process because authenticity has to be physical and we train 
our own team.” (Forbes interview, February 2019). 
 
5.7.2. The power of proprietary technology 
Even though authentication relies heavily on human skills, companies strive for increased 
automation in inbound activities to run an ever-growing volume of transactions. Companies 
have been hiring tech talent to develop technological solutions related to authentication, pricing, 
inventory management, among others. Vestiaire now employs a data team of 15 people – a mix 
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of data scientist and engineers – while Rebag counts with a tech team of 25 people out of the 
150-total workforce.  
With thousands of items submitted per day, resellers leverage data-driven insights with artificial 
intelligence to identify and curate the most sought-after products whilst providing optimal 
pricing and sales velocity. Due to the increased risk of taking inventory, Rebag developed its 
proprietary software Clair which instantly generates the resale value of more than 10,000 bags 
and over 50 designers with an algorithm based on brand, condition, seasonality, current 
inventory, among other factors. The purpose of this live public database is not only to provide 
an accurate price offer to sellers but to be widely used by customers, retailers and other resellers 
alike. Authentication is also increasingly more automated, with resellers as The RealReal using 
algorithms to route the highest risk products to the most experienced authenticators, to ensure 
a maximum level of scrutiny. 
To enhance the overall omnichannel experience and provide a more personalised service at 
every touchpoint, resellers also rely on technology to sync in-store and online inventory. The 
RealReal has been developing its proprietary technology solution to manage its complex single-
SKU logistics – the RealReal 360. Since each unique item on the platform has multiple demand 
points, this commerce solution allows optimization of product availability providing a single, 
real-time unified view of buyers, sellers and all inventory available across digital and physical 
channels. 
 
5.7.3. Bestowed funding 
In order to grow, scale and continuously professionalize their offer, resellers resort to venture 
capital and equity investments to back up their technology development as well as other growth 
strategies. 
Despite the Covid-19 outbreak, Vestiaire was able to raise $64 million in a new financing round 
in mid-April, to fuel its international growth into Japanese and South Korean markets while 
doubling down on US expansion. The company does not disclose information regarding its 
valuation, but it stated it was 50% higher compared to June 2019. Investment partners not only 
bring cash but also expertise to the company: Korelya Capital, one of its investors, is a French-
based firm known for helping European start-ups to enter the Asian market.  
Likewise, Rebag was able to secure $15 million in a Series D funding round in May 2020, 
bringing total funding to $68 million.  While its prior funding round was largely used to build 
up its retail footprint, this last one will advance current technology developments like Clair.  
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On the other hand, The RealReal became a public company on Nasdaq exchange in June 2019, 
raising $300 in funding. After hitting an all-time low in late March this year, shares have been 
rebounding with prices hitting $14 in late May. 
 
5.8. Key partners 
Key partners describe the network of suppliers and partners in which a company relies for 
outsourcing some activities or from whom it acquires certain resources. Luxury resale platforms 
rely mostly on in-house processes and proprietary technology to keep competitive. Thus, their 
network of third-party suppliers is rather reduced, while they still strive to forge alliances with 
luxury brands and retailers. 
 
5.8.1. Third-party allies: few but crucial  
To ensure customers send and receive their items safely and promptly, one of the most 
important third-party suppliers are reliable delivery services. Vestiaire partners with Colissimo, 
DHL, Fedex and UPS depending on the countries transactions take place; Rebag ships all 
domestic and most international packages with UPS, and exceptionally with DHL or USPS; all 
The RealReal domestic and international packages are shipped via UPS. All companies offer 
pre-paid shipping labels as well as pick-up services so sellers can send their items for 
authentication. 
Other partners that also have been gaining importance are flexible payment solutions, since 
prices might still not be affordable to the entire customer base even if sold at second-hand. In 
the US, Affirm is the financing tool used by The RealReal and Rebag through which purchases 
are payed in fixed monthly instalments plus interest fees, up to 36 months. Vestiaire partnered 
with Splitit and Afford It Now in the UK and Klarna for other markets, providing similar 
payment services. Such solutions have proven successful as nearly 90% of Vestiaire shoppers 
who used financing solutions stated it triggered their purchase.  
 
"We see customers shopping higher price points than they would without it, a positive 
impact to revenue and AOV5. (…) In the UK, we see usage skewing slightly more 
toward Millennial customers, but in markets where credit cards aren't as prevalent, 
it's a cross section. " 
Ceanne Fernandes-Wong, CMO and vice-president for EMEA at VC 
 
5 Average Order Value 
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BoF article, February 2018 
 
5.8.2. Second-hand luxury: a curse or a bless for luxury companies?  
Luxury players have largely refrained from participating in second-hand transactions, fearing 
they would cannibalise sales and hurt brand image in a market overcrowded by counterfeits. 
Yet, various collaborations are gaining ground in the luxury ecosystem with resellers benefiting 
from added trustworthiness, higher brand awareness and authentication guarantees. 
In 2017, The RealReal initiated a partnership with Stella McCartney through which Stella 
consignors receive $100 store credit to shop at Stella retail stores or online. Such partnership 
benefits both sides: in the first year, the number of Stella McCartney items consigned increased 
by 74%, while first-hand purchases were stimulated. Such endeavour has incited other brands 
to cooperate with the reseller: in 2019, Burberry also partnered with The RealReal to support 
the circular economy, offering US consignors an exclusive shopping experience at the brand 
boutique.  
Vestiaire also initiated a series of special partnerships –Circularity Collabs – with brands such 
as Sandro, ba&sh and maje granting store credit to users selling their brand items on the 
platform. According to CEO Max Bittner, “The service means our partners can encourage 
sustainable behaviour, (…) encourage their consumer base to (…) participate in the circular 
movement, and at the same time we are encouraging people to reinvest their money into their 
own brands, so the brands create loyalty” (Fashion United interview, October 2019). 
As mentioned, Vestiaire also experimented offline retail through partnerships with established 
retailers as Selfridges and Le Bon Marché. Such partners give access to brick-and-mortar 
expertise, which lies outside of the core competency of the tech-focused company, as well as 
high foot traffic that their prime locations attract. 
Rebag has also recently partnered with the direct-to-consumer jewellery brand AUrate for an 
accessory collaboration and pop-up roadshow in which the reseller handpicked the jewellery 
pieces to match up with its handbags. Conversations with other luxury brands are also taking 
place. 
 
5.9. Cost structure 
The last building-block is cost structure, which describes the most important costs incurred 
while operating under a particular business model. Taking all the previous building-blocks into 
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consideration, the most relevant costs are largely related to operations but also customer 
acquisition.  
While resellers are reaching an unprecedent level growth, challenges of scaling and long-term 
costs remain. The RealReal losses topped $96.6 million in 2019, a 27% increase from the 
previous year, especially due to increasing operating costs.  
 
5.9.1. Operating costs, a necessary evil 
As companies grow, more buyers and sellers lead to more products, which in turn require more 
authenticators, logistic hubs and other resources alike. The RealReal most significant expense 
is Ops & Tech, which grew 27% to $143 million in 2019. 
Taking possession of inventory and physically inspecting each item requires highly skilled staff 
as well as warehouse personnel to pick, pack and ship items, which is expensive. Resellers also 
bear all the typical costs online businesses face, such as increasing shipping costs and high 
volume of product returns inherent to selling clothes online. As it is for luxury retailers, the cost 
of prime real estate is also striking, despite the decline in recent years. 
Technology represents a large investment to manage the complex single-SKU logistics, develop 
authentication tools, automate processes and enhance pricing tools. Additionally, recruiting 
tech talent is costly as well, especially because these companies must compete with the broader 
tech sector to hire engineers and data scientists. Yet, companies believe such investments will 
drive operational efficiencies at scale. 
 
5.9.2. Costly conversion rates 
Adding to operational costs, marketing and customer acquisition takes up a portion of expenses, 
including social marketing and TV ads. In the case of The RealReal, marketing costs reached 
$48 million in 2019.  
High-price items purchases are usually perceived as an investment rather than an impulse buy, 
requiring a multi-visit process before converting buyers and also sellers. Thus, it is important 
to keep the customer engaged and remain meaningful at every point of the conversion journey, 
which can be costly. Nevertheless, as brand awareness rises, word-of-mouth will further 
mitigate such costs.  
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5.10. Business model canvas 
The figure below summarizes the key takeaways for each building-block, pointing out 
similarities and also differences between the three players:  
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6. Discussion 
   
In a world where luxury brands strive for preserving their image of exclusivity through carefully 
managed scarcity (Kapferer & Bastien, 2012), our findings clearly suggest that luxury resellers 
came to reverse this reality. These players provide greater accessibility to high-quality products 
at more affordable prices, a main driver for second-hand buyers also mentioned by several 
authors (e.g. Kessous & Valette-Florence, 2019). Aligned with Turunen and Pöyry studies 
(2019), the product assortment available in the secondary market remains of high-quality, 
proving luxury brands can stand the test of time as customers still look for well-preserved items. 
Such behaviour also goes hand-in-hand with sustainability, as it is only possible to extend the 
lifecycle of a product thanks to its inherent high-quality.  
Our insights prove that online further expands access to luxury by connecting sellers and buyers 
globally, a breach in traditional brick-and-mortar resale models. Powering this network of users, 
converting buyers into sellers and vice-versa is key to unlock valuable and meaningful product 
supply. In turn, offering a variety of assortment is fundamental to tackle buyers’ urge for 
constant newness. Beyond a luxury retailer, these companies must be tech-first by continuously 
leveraging their data-driven insights and develop technological tools to ensure the right product 
meets the right buyer. 
Additionally, the massless and classless world of Internet has been considered unqualified to 
provide a distinctive shopping experience on par with luxury brands (Amer et al., 2018). On 
the contrary, our findings show that online luxury resellers strive to counter this perception by 
delivering an upscale experience within their platforms, including: a visually appealing, 
intuitive user interface; luxurious look and feel; curated assortment and original editorials; 
accurate and detailed product descriptions; personalised content and browsing capabilities; or 
even connecting buyers and sellers with similar styles and sizes. According to our insights, 
buyers can engage in a modern treasure hunt thanks to these online features and counter the 
inconvenient lack of choice mentioned by Turunen and Pöyry (2019). On the sellers’ side, a 
smooth selling process is provided, yet at different degrees regarding task-fulfilment: some 
resellers handle listing, photographing, copywriting and pricing of each item while others work 
as peer-to-peer platforms where users perform these tasks.  
Luxury customers also benefit from the integration of an omnichannel strategy (Guercini et al., 
2020). Similar to our results, by expanding into brick-and-mortar, digitally-first resellers ensure 
the touch and feel experience that online lacks, besides a one-on-one customer interaction. 
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Moreover, it eases buying and selling process with product drop-offs, pick-up services, 
complimentary valuations, and product viewings for high-value pieces.  
As buyers perceive second-hand luxury purchases as risk investments due to the fear of 
inauthenticity (Turunen & Leipämaa-Leskinen, 2015), online platforms are expected to prevent 
this threat (Abbes et al., 2020). Such insights correspond to a key point in our analysis – the 
ability to secure a trustworthy multi-point authentication process, backed-up by highly 
proprietary technology plus in-house trained experts. Our findings also show that partnerships 
with luxury companies such as Burberry attest the legitimacy of resellers and can further help 
in the fight against counterfeits.  
However, technology is also leveraged to continuously automate other activities such as 
pricing. With sellers adopting an entrepreneurial behaviour, resale is perceived as a means to 
regain financial power. Resale calculators and other educational resources are then essential to 
convert sellers as well as provide price transparency for buyers. This is in accordance to 
Okonkwo (2009) and Amer et al. (2018), who stated that Internet has evolved beyond its 





















Despite the boom of the second-hand luxury market, it remains an unveiled topic in academic 
fields. Prior studies focused on motivations of second-hand sellers and buyers, disregarding the 
important role of intermediaries. As online platforms proliferate, understanding how these 
second-hand luxury players operate and deliver value-added propositions to both buyers and 
sellers is crucial. This study addresses this gap, providing managerial insights not only to these 
resellers, but also luxury brands which should actively participate in the fastest-growing luxury 
segment. 
Vestiaire Collective, The RealReal and Rebag represent successful resale platforms, enclosing 
a multiplicity of similarities but also differences. We used the Business Model Canvas as 
theoretical lenses to cover the four main areas of their businesses: customers, offer, 
infrastructure, and financial viability. Upon this, we draw the following conclusions: the 
success of luxury online resellers is built on a diversified yet personalised and curated luxury 
assortment, wider customer reach enabled by online, and trusted authentication processes. 
Powering the network effect, converting buyers into sellers and vice-versa is key to 
continuously feed the market with sought-after products. After years of activity, resellers 
developed a huge database and proprietary technology as well as in-house trained experts to 
support all their activities. These are assets difficult to replicate which raises barriers to entry, 
yet costly as companies scale. As a complement, offline footprint as well as partnerships with 
luxury players further legitimate their activities.  
Our study would have benefited from primary sources of data as interviews. As only The 
RealReal is a public company, there is less information available regarding the other companies 
analysed, especially in terms of financial figures to better compare their performance. 
Future research on the topic can include quantitative studies to compare the performance based 
on the described processes. Customers’ interviews and anonymous surveys can also add value 
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Vogue Business 07/10/19 Maghan Mcdowell https://www.voguebusiness.com/companies/burberrys-partnership-realreal-secondhand
Online Article
Kardashian Kloset takes on the resale 
market
Vogue Business 07/10/19 Annachiara Biondi https://www.voguebusiness.com/consumers/kardashian-kloset-launch-resale-market-
kylie-jenner-kim-kardashian-west
Online Article
Instagram killed the It bag Vogue Business 17/09/19 George Arnett https://www.voguebusiness.com/consumers/instagram-it-bags-handbags-dior-fendi-
staud-wandler-jacquemus
Online Article
Harvey Nichols dips a toe into the circular 
economy
Vogue Business 11/09/19 Maghan Mcdowell https://www.voguebusiness.com/companies/aftercare-luxury-department-stores-harvey-
nichols-restory?itm_source=manual_article_recommendation
Online Article
Who are luxury resellers stealing market 
share from?
Vogue Business 29/07/19 George Arnett https://www.voguebusiness.com/consumers/luxury-market-share-neiman-marcus-
fashionphile
Online Article
Is the fashion-tech bubble going to burst? Vogue Business 18/07/19 Sarah Mulholland https://www.voguebusiness.com/companies/fashion-tech-ipo-bubble-realreal-farfetch
Online Article
H&M, Microsoft, PVH Corp collaborate 
in circular fashion initiative
Vogue Business 17/07/19 Maghan Mcdowell https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/circular-id-eon-sustainability-blockchain
Online Article
Farfetch partners with Facebook on global 
blockchain network
Vogue Business 19/06/19 Maghan Mcdowell https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/farfetch-jose-neves-facebook-blockchain
Online Article
Charting The RealReal’s path to 
profitability





6 ways blockchain is
changing luxury
Vogue Business 14/05/19 Maghan Mcdowell https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/6-ways-blockchain-changing-luxury
Online Article
China’s sharing economy comes to 
fashion
Vogue Business 28/03/19 Annachiara Biondi https://www.voguebusiness.com/consumers/china-sharing-economy-rental-fashion-
second-hand
Podcast Studio 1.0 Bloomberg TV Bloomberg 04/04/20 Emily Chang https://podcasts.apple.com/pt/podcast/studio-1-0/id1055796121
Podcast





The BoF Podcast: StockX Co-Founder on 
Expanding from Streetwear to Luxury
Business of 
Fashion
15/04/19 BoF Team https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/podcasts/the-bof-podcast-stockxs-josh-
luber-on-creating-a-new-form-of-commerce
Podcast
The RealReal Founder & CEO Julie 
Wainwright
Never stand still 25/09/18 Dan Sculman https://podcasts.apple.com/pt/podcast/s1e8-the-realreal-founder-ceo-julie-
wainwright/id1394307884?i=1000420423728
Podcast
Baggage (Re)claim — with Charles Gorra 
of Rebag
Loose Threads 01/05/19 https://loosethreads.com/podcast/2019/05/01/baggage-reclaim-with-charles-gorra-of-
rebag/
Podcast







Moving from Lazada to Vestiaire 
Collective, Max Bittner wants to disrupt 
luxury resale




LEAVING FAST FASHION FEAT. 
FANNY MOIZANT
La French Tech January 
2020
La French Tech https://joinlafrench.tech/video/leaving-fast-fashion-feat-fanny-moizant/
Video 
Interview
Tour of our APAC office in Hong Kong 
and presentation of the platform




Role Call | Fanny Moizant, Entrepreneur Business of 
Fashion


















Allison Sommer, from The RealReal, on 
the company's partnerships and the boom 
of resale




Fashion resale, a booming market: 
interview with Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective




Fashion resale, a booming market: 
interview with Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag




Luxury resale company Rebag opens third 
store in L.A. area at Westfield Mall




Inside The RealReal’s new store in New 
York City




How Fanny Moizant Grew Vestiaire 
Collective From a Small Apartment 
Operation to a Luxury Resale Giant
Fashionista 21/03/19 Dara Prant https://fashionista.com/2019/03/fanny-moizant-vestiaire-collective-founder
Written 
interview
Rebag Secures $15 Million In Series D 
Funding Despite The Dwindling Economy




Vestiaire Collective Celebrates A Decade 
In Luxury Resale




‘We’re changing the behavior of how 
people shop’: A Slack Chat with The 
RealReal’s Rati Levesque




How to get the most out of reselling your 
designer bags
The Daily Front 
Row
26/11/19 Charles Manning https://fashionweekdaily.com/rebag-secret-to-success-charles-gorra/
Written 
interview
Rebag opens seventh store after raising 
$25 million
Vogue Business 13/06/19 Jessica Schiffer https://www.voguebusiness.com/companies/rebag-ceo-interview-
resale?itm_source=manual_article_recommendation
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Checked on 10th May Checked on 10th May October 2019 July 2019 April 2019? April 2020 April 2020 March 2020 March 2020 February 2020 January 2020 October 2019 October 2019 July 2019 July 2019 June 2019 June 2019 June 2019 June 2019 June 2019 April 2019
The RealReal Website The RealReal Investors Website Vestiaire Collective_The top 5 reasons why you 
should be buying and selling pre-owned
LinkedIn Max Bittner_Customers profile LinkedIn Max Bittner_Reduced 
commissions
BOF_How Covid-19 Changed the Resale 
Market
BOF_What Vestiaire Collective’s €59 Million 
Fundraise Says About the Future of Luxury Resale
BOF_Rental and Resale Were Supposed to Be 
the Future. Could Coronavirus Change That?
BOF_As a Global Recession 
Looms, Quiet Luxury Returns
The BoF Podcast: The Rise of the 
Resale Economy
BOF_Is Resale Actually Good for 
the Planet?
BOF_Vestiaire Collective Partners With 
Selfridges for First Permanent Store
BOF_Burberry Partners with The 
RealReal to Tap Fast-Growing Resale 
Market
BOF_The RealReal Gets Positive Analyst 
Reviews in Luxe Resale Market
BOF_It’s Cool to be 
Sustainable. But It's Not 
Easy.
BOF_The RealReal Soars 40 Percent in 
Debut
BOF_The RealReal Raises $300 Million in 
IPO
BOF_The RealReal Wants to Sell Wall 
Street on Second Hand Clothing for the 
1%
BOF_Vestiaire Collective Eyes International 
Expansion After $45 Million Funding Round
BOF_Inside The RealReal’s Plan to Dominate 
the Secondhand Luxury Market
BOF_What Neiman Marcus’ Latest 
Investment Means for the Resale Market
Consumers Care About Sustainability
~50% of all The RealReal consignors cite environmental 
impact or extending the life cycle of luxury items as key 
motivators for consigning.
The circular loop – buy now to sell later
The circular purchasing loop impacts the way 
consumers buy, as their purchasing power is 
increased when they understand the value pre-
owned items have.
'Among our community…’
44% say they allow themselves to spend more on 
luxury first-hand items thanks to the resale market – 
because they understand the resale value of sought 
after and iconic pieces.
57% who’ve bought a brand for the first time pre-
owned now consider buying this brand first-hand.
32% are using their proceeds from selling to buy 
new first-hand items
This commission restructure is one of the 
first major changes, I wanted to impact 
the business since joining Vestiaire 
Collective at the start of this year. This 
significant drop in commission will 
encourage more sellers to the site, 
knowing they will be able to sell their 
item at a fast rate whilst also making a 
strong profit. x2
Soaring unemployment is good for the 
secondhand market too: analysts predict 
the newly jobless will turn to sites like 
Thredup and Rebag to clean out their 
closets for extra cash. x2
According to The RealReal, the 
majority of its consignors use their 
commission to shop the primary 
market. A recent survey by rival 
luxury re-commerce site Vestiaire 
Collective and Boston Consulting 
Group found around 30 percent of 
respondents’ primary reason for 
selling was to purchase new 
goods.
For the buyers, it means they can 
purchase the desirable pieces they’ve 
always wanted at even more accessible 
prices. 
“The sellers are different: they are 
typically fashionistas who buy first-
hand products and get back money 
from resale and buy new 
products.” [Olivier Abtan, 
managing director and partner at 
BCG]
Consumers Care About Sustainability
~33% of customers say they shop The RealReal as a 
replacement for fast fashion.
Affordability:
97% of respondents say “I’m looking for good 
deals/good value for money”
72% say “I buy items I can’t afford full price”
62% of respondents mentioned they bought a brand 
for the first time second-hand
And consumers, stuck at home and worried 
about their finances, may have stopped 
buying new clothes, but they’re still hunting 
for bargains online. x2
“The buyers are the ones who care 
about sustainability,” said Olivier 
Abtan, a managing director and 
partner at BCG
“I think that we are seeing a shift to 
this, as compared to people maybe 
looking on E-Bay,” says Sucharita 
Kodali, an analyst at Forrester 
Research. “It’s a format that some 
people who like the treasure hunt will 
explore.”
The decision for Neiman Marcus to invest 
in resale, according to Raemdonck 
[Neiman Marcus Group chief executive 
Geoffroy van Raemdonck] , came out of a 
customer survey the retailer conducted 
last year, which found that half of its 
shoppers were shopping on resale sites 
but were dissatisfied by the available 
services. x2
Variety
More than 2/3 stated variety both in terms of 
assortment size and unique pieces as important in 
their second-hand purchase.
83% of our respondents like shopping second-hand 
because they find a large choice of desirable items 
and brands.
78% of customers surveyed prefer online shopping 
rather than offline for second-hand: it also enables 
our community to source desirable pieces they're 
looking for from wardrobes all around the world.
The RealReal says around 30 
percent of its shoppers use the 
site as an alternative to fast 
fashion. 
Access to unique pieces
We have desirable pieces that you can’t find 
anywhere else… and which your friends won’t have: 
73% state they find unique pieces to enhance their 
style. 62% look for sold out items/ limited editions.
Because consumers want even 
secondhand products to be in good 
condition, clothes that end up on 
re-commerce platforms are often 
brand new or barely worn. x2
Sustainability
Buying pre-owned extends the lifespan of products. 
50% of our community who were surveyed told us 
that buying in sustainable and guilt-free fashion was 
important to them - hence buying pre-loved items. 
Environmental impacts still remain the main 
concern for ethical shopping.
Erin Wallace, ThredUp’s vice 
president for integrated 
marketing, noting the platform 
focuses on things in good to 
excellent condition because that’s 
what people will buy. X2
More than 70% of respondents, in 2018, actively 
think about sustainability when shopping fashion.
far from cannibalising first-hand 
sales, resale can act as an entry 
point for consumers who would 
otherwise see luxury as out of 
their reach. X3
Through the dedication of our 1,700+ employees, and the 
commitment of our investors, we’ve developed a unique 
business model and reinvented resale for the luxury-
focused, value conscious and sustainably-minded 
customer.
Our members are looking for good value, great 
quality pieces. Buying pre-loved items gives our 
community a way to shop sustainably whilst also 
trying out brands they haven’t previously owned. 
They usually then go on to sell items they no longer 
wear and close the circular loop by using the 
proceeds of their sales to fund new pre-owned 
pieces.
However, I don’t agree with the end of 
the article stating that “the biggest 
existential threat to luxury brands today 
is the second hand market”... our data 
shows the exact opposite: While 50% of 
our sellers have already also bought on 
Vestiaire Collective, 70% of our sales 
come from sellers who “rarely” buy on 
us. Of those almost half use the sale-
proceeds to purchase NEW items, driving 
a positive circular loop. Besides, 62% of 
our buyers bought a brand they like for 
the first time on us; almost all of them 
would consider buying the same brand 
again, of which 57% say they may 
upscale to a first-hand purchase. The 
potential of circularity is a win-win for 
ALL! x3 [Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] 
I believe that giving our users more direct 
value is the most powerful medium to 
keep them engaged and excited. This is a 
significant moment for Vestiaire 
Collective as we continue to ensure we 
remain the most desirable global resale 
site for must-have pre-owned fashion x2
“[Resale sites] are better off than retail, 
and they are way better off than 
department stores,” said Sonia Lapinsky, a 
managing director in AlixPartners’ retail 
practice. “This crisis will completely change 
shopping behaviours, and when every dollar 
counts, resale will be far more attractive.” 
x2
“People are becoming more value-minded and 
probably more longevity-minded about products,” 
said retail consultant Robert Burke. “There will still 
be a market for luxury goods, but not in a disposable 
way. So, I think that's where you get into the resale 
market.”
Shoppers that use rental and resale services, 
additionally, may have less disposable income 
than those who purchase luxury fashion at 
retail, according to Neil Saunders, managing 
director of GlobalData Retail. This means that 
they are likely to cut non-essential purchases 
out of their spending habits if they feel a 
squeeze on their wallets. x2 [regarding to the 
pandemic]
Consumers’ new focus on 
sustainability is another factor. 
there is more conversation 
about buying pieces with longer 
use potential and higher resale 
value on the growing secondary 
market.
A message that holds particular 
poignancy as eco-conscious 
consumers seek out sustainable 
solutions in the form of re-
commerce — a market set to 
exceed $50 billion in 2023 
according to GlobalData.
Representatives from several of 
the largest sites said the rise of 
cheap fast fashion and the 
pressures of social media that 
lead to binge-shopping habits are 
far larger concerns.
“The second-hand market for brands will 
not be cannibalising the primary market, 
because the buyers and sellers are 
different,” said Boston Consulting Group 
(BCG) Managing Director and Partner 
Olivier Abtan, who leads the firm's global 
luxury sector.
The RealReal offers a sustainability 
calculator that allows consignors to 
calculate the emissions and water saved 
by keeping clothes and accessories in 
circulation. In a nod to growing consumer 
demand for such information, the 
company is expanding the number of 
products covered by the calculator this 
week, and making it visible to buyers as 
well as sellers. x3
In addition, “the luxury resale market 
provides an attractive backdrop as luxury 
consumption is shifting online and more 
younger consumers prefer resale,” he 
[Oliver Chen from Cowen] said.
The RealReal highlighted 
“rising value 
consciousness and a 
desire to embrace 
sustainability,” as a key 
favourable consumer 
trend in its IPO 
prospectus earlier this 
year.
The company [The RealReal]  has been 
thriving on the rising sales of second-
hand, or vintage, luxury goods banking 
on growing millennial interest in the 
price and environmental benefits of 
recycled clothing.
Interest from young, sustainability 
conscious shoppers has been a boon for 
the industry
Millennials have largely fuelled the 
emergence of resale, erasing the stigma of 
second-hand fashion while embracing its 
lower prices and environmentally conscious 
supply chain.
[The RealReal]  counts the Kardashians and 
Saudi princesses among its clientele.
Millennials and Gen Z, the generations 
driving the resale trend, are gaining 
spending power by the day. The stigma 
that once clouded the grey market no 
longer exists as these young consumers 
prioritise sustainability and clean fashion.
“These shopping platforms are social 
networks,” said Andrea Szasz, principal at 
global consulting firm Kearney. “Flash sale 
sites hooked consumers with scarcity and 
newness, but the needs of consumers today 
is that sense of community in the digital 
world.” x2
This highlights a shift in the 
narrative around pre-owned 
garments as more than 50 
percent of consumers are 
directing their attention to 
sustainable consumption
“On one hand, there’s the economic 
component around younger consumers who 
are looking for aspirational brands, while on 
the other, there’s a pervasive level of 
consciousness on the impact of the fashion 
industry,” said retail consultant Doug 
Stephens.
Already, the site [The RealReal]  counts more 
than 400,000 active users, and says 80 
percent of sales are made to repeat buyers. 
x2
The RealReal also plans to double down on 
community growth by pushing consignors into 
becoming buyers, and vice versa. As of March, 
54 percent of its consignors were also 
shopping on The Real Real, while only 13 
percent of its buyers were consigning. The 
move makes sense: encourage the users 
















February 2019 January 2019 November 2018 November 2018 August 2018 July 2018 July 2018 November 2017 May 2016 September 2015 April 2015 October 2014 July 2014 April 2020 April 2020 March 2020 December 2019 November 2019 October 2019 October 2019 September 2019
BOF_Rebag’s Plan to Take Second-Hand 
Luxury Mainstream
BOF_The RealReal in Talks with Banks for 
IPO
BOF_Ebay Polishes Plans for Online 
Second-Hand Luxury Watch Market
BOF_How to Create the Next Birkin BOF_Live Event Debrief: What 
The End of Ownership Means for 
Fashion
BOF_Luxury Resale’s Quiet Reckoning BOF_Vintage Boom Buoys RealReal 
and Jolts Luxury Labels
BOF_The RealReal’s First Permanent Store 
Will Mix Consignment with Community
BOF_Resale Sites Prepare for Battle BOF_Vestiaire Collective Raises $37 
Million to Fund Global Expansion
BOF_Online Luxury
Reseller RealReal Raises $40 Million 
in Funding
BOF_Julie Wainwright of The RealReal on Why 
Experience Matters
BOF_In Japan, Used Luxury Goes 
Mainstream
VB_Vestiaire Collective raises €59 million to 
increase footprint in Asia
VB_Rebag expands its rentalresale hybrid 
model for handbags
VB_The leader behind Nordstrom’s leap into 
resale
VB_How fashion brands are
experimenting with resale
VB_The RealReal’s 55% sales spike shows 
promise, challenges of resale
VB_Selfridges becomes latest luxury 
player to endorse resale
VB_Kardashian Kloset takes on the 
resale market
VB_Instagram killed the It bag
Meanwhile, shoppers concerned 
about sustainability are looking for 
alternatives to throwing away 
clothes when they’re through 
wearing them.
Resellers said labels were also 
increasingly convinced by their 
argument that rather than threaten 
luxury sales, they may help funnel 
money back to brands. The 
RealReal's Wainwright said about a 
fifth of the money that sellers made 
was spent on buying items on the 
site, suggesting a significant 
proportion might go back into the 
broader apparel market. x2
Half of our [The RealReal]  consignors 
have never consigned before.
Wainwright [The RealReal CEO]  says 
her consignors are becoming a retail 
force, spending much of the money 
they make from reselling their 
unwanted wares at such luxury 
retailers as Neiman Marcus, Saks 
Fifth Avenue, and Barneys New York. 
x2
[The RealReal] what we’ve observed from our 
customer base is that, once they understand 
the resale value of the products they buy, they 
change their buying patterns. So customers 
who are very engaged with the site, they don’t 
stop buying at full retail price at all. In fact, 
they tend to spend more money on the high-
end [items with high resale value] and that 
puts more pressure on purchases in the middle 
of the market, which don’t have high resale 
value, but may still cost $300. x2
Gorra [Rebag] says that luxury brands can 
still benefit because sellers and buyers tend 
to be different segments: Rebag sellers are 
mostly first-hand purchasers — and thus 
still benefit from the resale offset — while 
buyers are typically new to luxury and 
Infinity lets them test various models and 
brands. x3
Resale contributes to seller’s buying 
behaviour — a full-price handbag purchase is 
bolstered by the confidence that the bag has 
resale value; when it’s resold, the money 
made back is then put towards a new 
purchase.
Customers may also be less anxious about 
splurging on a new item if there’s a chance 
they can sell it later for a significant price. 
Allison Sommer, The RealReal’s head of 
strategic partnerships, says customers are in 
the habit of checking resale prices for an item 
in the app before making a full-price purchase. 
“Essentially it’s not that full cost any more to 
them, and so it’s breaking down that barrier to 
purchase.” x2
“Environmental impact and extending the life 
of luxury items are key motivators for 
consigning with us,” chief executive [of The 
RealReal]  Julie Wainwright said during a 
conference call with analysts on Monday.
Young shoppers want limited-edition or 
sold-out items, millennials want 
sustainability-minded brands, and 
secondhand consignors want to buy 
more new products: these are among 
the findings of a Boston Consulting 
Group report on the resale market x2
Forty-four per cent of global luxury 
consumers consider the resale value 
of an item before they buy it, and 
labels are reintroducing classic styles 
to attract those value-conscious 
shoppers.
“Maybe they will buy luxury goods at 
your store, but six months later, if you 
don’t offer the opportunity to consign it, 
they will go somewhere else,” Abtan 
[BCG managing diretor and partner] 
says, pointing out that 32 per cent of 
those who consign items are doing it 
because they want money to buy new 
goods, and 44 per cent say they buy 
more expensive items than they would if 
they couldn’t resell it. Bittner says this 
increases the likelihood that customers 
will buy more adventuresome pieces, 
rather than buying “safe” items. x2
While new watch sales have grown more 
slowly, the used market has been boosted 
by younger consumers happy to buy online, 
prompting Cartier owner Richemont to buy 
second-hand platform Watchfinder.co.uk. 
x2
Many shoppers have no qualms buying 
consignment for a good deal, and a 
growing number turn to resale sites to 
collect items they hope will appreciate in 
value.
"For many millennials it's their first-
time experience with a luxury brand 
on our site." [The RealReal CEO and 
co-founder Julie Wainwright]
Wainwright [The RealReal founder and CEO] 
says the permanent store will feature a 
higher-price item mix than last year’s pop-up 
(example: more Birkins). “The mix in the 
store when we first opened the pop up was 
reflective of what New Yorkers buy online; it 
wasn’t necessarily reflective of what they 
want to buy in the store,” she says. x2
Re-sale sites also need to brand their 
platforms. High-end players like The 
RealReal and Vestiaire have a simpler 
time with this because luxury 
consumers shop with more intention. 
x2
The pandemic, which is set to harshly 
impact discretionary spending, could also 
give an incidental boost to the secondhand 
market as buyers will look for a better price-
value ratio. X2
Rebag founder and CEO Charles Gorra says 
internal research found that 72 per cent of 
buyers are more likely to purchase from a 
retailer that offers a buy-back guarantee 
and that Rebag customers “see it as a core 
feature”.  This formalises behaviour that is 
already happening on luxury resale 
platforms, where the same item might be 
bought and sold multiple times. x2
Buyers, meanwhile, are typically younger, 
aspiring luxury customers who otherwise 
can’t afford the brands they want to wear.
The RealReal is gaining traction and seeing 
growth as shoppers increasingly prioritise 
sustainability when making fashion choices, 
blunting the stigma of buying secondhand 
goods.
Young shoppers want limited-edition or 
sold-out items, millennials want 
sustainability-minded brands, and 
secondhand consignors want to buy 
more new products: these are among 
the findings of a Boston Consulting 
Group report on the resale market x2
The used market has been boosted by 
younger consumers happy to shop online, 
prompting watch manufacturers like 
Richemont or Audemars Piguet to enter 
the market. x2
The store will also specifically cater to men, 
who represent 25 percent of sales, with a 
sneaker wall complete with a ticker tape of 
styles and prices. X2
According to the results of a BCG survey of 
1,005 Vestiaire Collective customers 
conducted in October 2018, accessible prices 
remain the main driver of the sector growth, 
with 96 per cent of buyers saying that they 
choose secondhand items in part because 
they are good value for the money.
The five-year-old New York-based company 
began testing this model in 2018 after 
noticing that customers were selling back 
bags in response to changing style trends. It 
started by offering the option to exchange 
bags after six months for 70 per cent credit 
and found that half of the bags were 
exchanged using Infinity within three 
months from initial purchase and tended to 
be event-driven purchases — like going to a 
wedding or the Hamptons during the 
summer — while the six to 12 month period 
followed more of a leasing mindset. x2
Meanwhile, more customers are getting 
comfortable buying higher-priced goods like 
watches and jewellery, [The RealReal] CFO 
Matt Gustke said during the call, a shift that 
drove average order value up to $438, from 
$418 during the year-ago period. x2
Vestiaire Collective CEO Max Bittner 
says that sales were “good”. He also 
observed that customers treat 
secondhand shopping as a “treasure 
hunt”, and was surprised at the level of 
historical fashion knowledge among 
customers. x2
“Pre-Covid, desire for value and a focus on 
the environment were already two factors 
driving the resale market, as well as access 
to limited editions and collaborations,” 
writes Sarah Willersdorf, partner and 
managing director at BCG.
Gorra [Rebag] says that luxury brands can 
still benefit because sellers and buyers tend 
to be different segments: Rebag sellers are 
mostly first-hand purchasers — and thus 
still benefit from the resale offset — while 
buyers are typically new to luxury and 
Infinity lets them test various models and 
brands. x3
Vestiaire Collective CEO Max Bittner 
says that secondhand marketplaces are 
a way for the “forgotten middle class” to 
access luxury at a time when luxury has 
become more expensive and fast fashion 
is a “race to the bottom”. x2
“Post-Covid, we believe consumer’s desire 
for greater value and the accelerated focus 
on sustainability will both likely accelerate 
the trade of secondhand luxury.” [writes 
Sarah Willersdorf, partner and managing 
director at BCG]  x2
BCG found that 71 per cent of pre-
owned buyers bought items they could 
not afford firsthand, suggesting that 
these customers are not stealing market 
share from the primary market. But they 
might turn in to primary market 
customers; 62 per cent said they bought 
a brand for the first time on Vestiaire 
and would consider buying that brand 
again. More than half of those said they 
would consider buying the item 
firsthand. x3
“Resale as a whole is moving out of niche 
behaviour and moving into the 
mainstream,” Gorra [Rebag CEO] said.
The RealReal’s success is built on a 
profitable mix of the boom in e-
commerce, the millennial interest in the 
price and environmental benefits of 
recycled clothing, and the caution of 
established high-end brands about what 
selling their wares on the web can do to 
brand value.
The “grey market,” where gently used 
luxury items are sold and resold, is losing 
its stigma with consumers.
While the fashion industry has 
been slower than others at 
embracing this trend, consumer 
attitudes are shifting rapidly. The 
rise of social media means 
newness is paramount, with 
clothing being worn once and 
never again.
The rise of re-commerce also reflects 
shifting cultural values and consumption 
habits: for a new generation less obsessed 
with ownership, being able to flip a handbag 
— and buy another one for a fraction of the 
original price — is a compelling proposition.
Sales of second-hand, or vintage, 
luxury goods — from Chanel 
handbags and Gucci dresses to 
Rolex watches — are thriving on 
dedicated web platforms that are 
drawing a younger clientele seeking 
bargains and championing recycling.
the potential of a space that's 
growing as second-hand clothing sales 
rise, driven by factors ranging from 
the lingering frugality of a post-
recessionary consumer mindset to the 
movement to de-clutter closets (à la 
Marie Kondo’s The Life-Changing 
Magic of Tidying Up) to increased 
demand for frequent outfits changes, 
sparked by the rise of social media 
and selfie culture. Indeed, some 
consumers, who continually refresh 
their closets, have adopted a “one in, 
one out” rule.
“[Vestiaire Collective] really supports 
the luxury sector. It offers a chance for 
target groups who cannot yet afford a 
designer item to get familiar with a 
luxury brand, and provides a safe 
environment for users to sell and buy 
post season. It is much better than 
buying fake items,” added Moritz von 
Laffert, vice president of Condé Nast 
International. x2
But, as with luxury cars and gadgets, services 
offering an easy way to offload unwanted 
items often encourage further consumption 
and attract new customers without the 
means to shop at full price.
Some analysts see a silver lining in the 
change in consumer habits that is likely to 
be brought by the pandemic. According to a 
report by Bain & Company, the crisis will 
accelerate the shift to digital shopping and 
strengthen consumer concerns about 
sustainability. Both trends could favour a 
luxury reselling platform like Vestiaire 
Collective, as preowned luxury, linked to the 
circular economy, positions itself as a 
sustainable alternative to pure luxury 
consumption. x3
Kim’s [Olivia Kim, Nordstrom VP of creative 
projects]  belief is that resale actually breaks 
down into two customer patterns, that of the 
sellers, and that of the buyers.
While resale is often marketed as a 
sustainable option, resale customers 
primarily shop secondhand to gain 
access to luxury products for less. 
"Typically, buyers in the secondhand 
market are people who don't have 
access to buy full price and sellers are 
people who use the money to buy new 
fashion luxury items," says Olivier 
Abtan, managing director at Boston 
Consulting Group. According to Abtan, 
with their millions of followers, 
celebrities like the Kardashian-Jenners 
have access to communities that 
includes both.
In the age of Instagram, consumers also 
want a bigger selection in their personal 
wardrobes to avoid repetition in their 
posts, which has led to the greater desire 
for more affordable options as well as a 
robust resale market.
Everything that was physical can 
now be digital, and customers’ 
mind-sets have shifted. They don’t 
want to own as many things as 
they used to as a result of the 
ubiquity of social media — a dress 
worn once can never be worn 
again — and a need for newness. 
The lifespan of a piece of clothing 
in one’s wardrobe may be shorter, 
but the item will remain alive, 
whether through rental or resale, 
for longer.
“It’s a momentum businesses,” says 
Tradesy’s [founder and CEO] 
DiNunzio. “Buyers tend to go where 
they can find the most product, sellers 
tend to go where they know they can 
reach the most buyers. So they tend to 
gravitate toward those who execute 
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BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomThe US department store [Neiman 
Marcus]  conducted an internal survey 
that found that more than half of its 
customers were reselling their high-ticket 
items. Fashionphile presents an 
opportunity not only to serve them but 
also reach an entirely different clientele. 
x2
“[This] allows for immediate liquidity, which 
is also attractive to sellers and helps us to 
acquire a really unique pool of merchandise 
that sellers aren't always comfortable 
selling elsewhere,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] , 
adding that 60 per cent of sellers are selling 
their handbags for the first time. x2
Chappaz chief growth officer at Vestiaire 
Collective] said resale is increasingly 
popular with younger consumers with 
limited income, pointing to a study that 
Vestiaire Collective released with Boston 
Consulting Group last year, which found 
that 71% of second-hand buyers bought 
items from brands they couldn’t afford 
normally, and 32% said they primarily sell 
through resale platforms in order to fund 
more purchases. x2
Of course, Rebag will need the inventory to 
stalk all of those stores, but Gorra feels that 
won't be a problem, while acknowledging that 
a lot of people still aren't selling their old 
goods. "Only 10 percent of luxury handbag 
owners in the U.S. market are engaged in the 
resale industry," he notes. x3
"Vestiaire Collective is part of a fashion 
cycle in which the more new products 
sold in a boutique, the more products 
will then be added into the secondary 
market for resale," explained CEO 
Sébastien Fabre over email. "We found 
that a lot of our members were 
spending a lot of time researching the 
potential resale value of some of their 
items before deciding if they should sell, 
so we decided that a quick and handy 
tool such as the resale calculator would 
be really beneficial for fashion 
consumers. Using the new tool they can 
find out the potential resale value of a 
piece in under one minute." x2
Our consignors are excited to go back and 
buy new luxury, because they’ve 
experienced it has resale value. And 
they’re generating newfound income to 
shop by consigning with us. It’s full-circle. 
[Allison Sommer, TRR Director of 
Strategic Initiatives]
We think of ourselves as a financing tool -
- by that I mean that people who sell 
their bags to us are getting paid. What 
do you think they’ll do with those dollars? 
Most probably, they’ll use them to 
upgrade to a new bag. So, in our opinion, 
having a liquid resale market actually 
creates more demand for the first hand 
market. [Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
on the seller side, I always explain, Rebag is a 
financing tool. By that I mean we’re creating 
liquidity for the seller, and the price of items is 
skyrocketing over the last few years. (…) And, 
really, you’re gonna think about what I call “net 
price,” which is the full retail price minus the 
resellable value. Because that’s really what 
your cost is. And so, once you onboard that 
mindset everything changes, because you can 
buy more items more frequently. (…) it doesn’t 
mean you’re gonna stop spending —in my 
opinion, it means you’re gonna spend more. 
Because you know that you have that cash 
back, right? [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag] 
x2
The market is huge so for us [that] we like 
to say we don't really compete against this 
or that company, we compete against 
idleness. Now our main estimate is at 9 
out of 10 luxury owners right now has 
never executed on resell so our mission is 
really to convince. An interesting statistic 
is that 60% of our sellers their first-time 
sellers so we sort of got them into that 
behavior. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Most sellers reinvest their resale earnings in 
purchases of new goods from the brands they 
love. The more conviction consumers have that 
these luxury goods are liquid, the more new 
goods they will buy. x2
Instead, sellers are usually firsthand buyers 
who use resale to get money back, which 
they can then reinvest in new, full priced 
luxury products.
For luxury shoppers, Rebag is a financing 
tool for them to upgrade to new season 
pieces, and I think we can prove down the 
line that we actually facilitate direct-from-
brand purchases. [Gorra, Rebag CEO] x2
“There is an argument to be made that 
this is going to intensify the move toward 
resale,” Gorra [founder and CEO of 
Rebag]  said. “The circumstances will 
create a lot of new buyers, even on the 
high end of luxury, who want the same 
brands at a reduced price, and people 
seeking liquidity will begin selling more. 
And the more product that comes into the 
resale ecosystem, the better it is for all of 
resale. So I think the value proposition 
there is going to become even more 
important going forward.” x4
We’re seeing that consumers shopping 
retail in the primary market want to know 
the resale value of designers and items 
before they make a purchase. The 
mindset has changed and they are 
thinking about the return on investment 
for when they eventually consign it. We 
believe that when consumers see there’s 
a strong resale value in the secondary 
market, they’re more likely to purchase 
those items/brands in the primary 
market. [Allison Sommer, TRR Director of 
Strategic Initiatives] x2
Luxury bags are very expensive. If you 
know there is a tool with which you can 
sell your bag later on, that makes you 
more inclined to make that purchase. A 
bag for which you would pay 2,000 
dollars ten years ago costs about 4,000 
dollars in the resale market now. [Charles 
Gorra, Rebag CEO] 
Our seller is typically 35 to 50 years old, 
somehow a socialite, someone who 
attends fashion shows and is very busy. 
She monetizes with us in order to finance 
new collections. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Secondhand sellers typically use resale to 
regain some of the money they spent on 
firsthand purchases—often so they can 
reinvest in new, full-priced luxury products. 
Of the sellers we surveyed, 32% said that 
their primary reason for selling was to be 
able to purchase new firsthand goods. 
Most sellers of preowned items buy very 
little in the secondhand market. For 
example, 70% of all preowned sales on the 
Vestiaire Collective platform are generated 
by sellers who rarely purchase secondhand 
(less than 20% of their transactions are 
purchases). And these purchases in 
aggregate represent only 3% of all 
transactions made on the platform.
We’re also seeing customers becoming 
more savvy. They’re checking resale value 
on our site before making luxury 
purchases in the primary market, 
investing in items with high resale value. 
[Allison Sommer, TRR Director of 
Strategic Initiatives]
As reselling a luxury purchase becomes 
easier, primary luxury customers are even 
adjusting the way they buy. Some 
customers are trading up and buying higher-
ticket firsthand items, in anticipation of the 
lower TCO. Among survey respondents, in 
fact, 44% said that they purchase more- 
expensive luxury items than they would 
have bought without a resale market. 
Other customers purchase more 
frequently, investing approximately the 
same amount on individual items overall, 
but buying repeatedly as they free up their 
budgets by reselling used items. Preowned 
sales clearly boost these sellers’ 
purchasing power for new items and, 
therefore, create an opportunity for 
manufacturers to increase primary-market 




Most resellers say they are a gateway to 
future full-price luxury prices since their 
shoppers tend to be younger and have 
less disposable income.
An estimated 66 per cent of resale shoppers 
buy secondhand to score brands they 
wouldn’t buy at full price. But the affluent 
are interested too: 13 per cent of resale 
shoppers identify as millionaires, per the 
GlobalData report.
According to an April survey from Boston 
Consulting Group, 60 per cent of all luxury 
consumers said they would consider buying 
secondhand items.
Chappaz [chief growth officer at 
Vestiaire Collective]  said resale is 
increasingly popular with younger 
consumers with limited income, pointing 
to a study that Vestiaire Collective 
released with Boston Consulting Group 
last year, which found that 71% of second-
hand buyers bought items from brands 
they couldn’t afford normally, and 32% 
said they primarily sell through resale 
platforms in order to fund more 
purchases. x2
"Since opening our first store in 2017, we've 
found brick and mortar incredibly successful for 
us," CEO Charles Gorra tells Fashionista. 
"Customers want to be able to touch and feel 
before they make the purchase." x2
Our customers are becoming increasingly 
aware of this negative impact and the 
vast majority tell us sustainability is an 
important reason they shop and consign 
with us. Sustainability is a big part of why 
32 percent of our customers are shopping 
The RealReal as a replacement for fast 
fashion. [Allison Sommer, TRR Director of 
Strategic Initiatives]
And then on the other side of things, we 
always say that we’re a customer acquisition 
channel for brands. So by that I mean we’re 
essentially product discovery (…) There’s a 
whole other journey of customers that we can 
upgrade. There is a benefit in talking and 
owning that customer because, yes it’s a resale 
product, yes it’s not full price, but maybe they 
can own that branded bag maybe five years 
before they get the full-price value. (…) So once 
you think about it this way, I think this really 
reconciles the whole ecosystem. [Gorra, 
founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
On the demand side we have another 
customer who's typically younger -low 20s 
to upper 30s -, young professional [that] 
has some discretionary income but maybe 
not as much yet to buy $3000, $4000, 
$5000 bag. They’re very aspirational and 
get access to their first designer bags 
through Rebag. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Many buyers of pre-owned luxury are also first 
time buyers who get to experience a new brand 
for the first time. From that perspective, these 
resale services are a customer acquisition 
channel for luxury brands and a veritable 
gateway for younger consumers to enter their 
brand experience. x2
Online sales have accelerated this effect, 
as more and more customers who may one 
day become primary-market luxury clients 
discover that it offers an avenue to goods 
they didn’t think they could afford.These 
resale customers typically are not primary 
market buyers—and therefore tend not to 
be secondhand sellers. 
There is also a strong probability that 
online resellers, including Vestiaire 
Collective and The RealReal, are drawing 
an entirely new customer whose access 
to quality secondhand goods has 
historically been limited. x2
Our buyers are part of a younger 
demographic who have discretionary income 
but can’t spend several thousand dollars yet. 
They’ve admired these bags for years and 
make purchases based on aspiration. [Gora, 
Rebag CEO]
The potential may be sizable, but customer 
acquisition is expensive. It cost The 
RealReal an average of $139 to acquire 
each new buyer in 2018. x3
“There is an argument to be made that 
this is going to intensify the move toward 
resale,” Gorra [founder and CEO of 
Rebag]  said. “The circumstances will 
create a lot of new buyers, even on the 
high end of luxury, who want the same 
brands at a reduced price, and people 
seeking liquidity will begin selling more. 
And the more product that comes into the 
resale ecosystem, the better it is for all of 
resale. So I think the value proposition 
there is going to become even more 
important going forward.” x4
In terms of generational differences, 
younger luxury consumers are the largest 
participants in the secondhand market, 
with 54% of Generation Z and 48% of 
millennial luxury customers buying 
preowned goods. In contrast, just 38% of 
Generation X luxury customers and 35% of 
Baby Boomer luxury customers buy 
secondhand.
Abtan [Boston Consulting Group’s global 
luxury practice]  agrees that luxury brand 
affiliation with secondhand sites would be 
smart. “Rather than cannibalise the 
business, this would plant the seed for a 
new, and earlier, customer,” he says, 
pointing out that the secondhand buyer 
often doesn’t have access to new luxury 
goods. Luxury brands could eventually 
convert secondhand buyers into full-price 
luxury buyers, he says. x2
The first major growth engine behind 
increasing secondhand sales is the ability 
of customers to gain access to luxury items 
at affordable prices.
In fact, around 96% of buyers in the BCG-
Vestiaire Collective survey said that one 
reason they purchase secondhand items is 
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BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomToday, consumers—especially millennials 
and Generation Z, the market’s largest
participants— tend to care more about 
sustainability and responsible consumption 
than did prior generations. In our BCG-
Altagamma study, 59% of luxury customers 
in both the primary and secondary markets 
said that the issue of sustainability 
influences their purchasing behavior, while 
17% of customers in the secondhand 
market said that they purchase preowned 
items because they consider doing so to be 
“truly sustainable behavior.” Our survey of 
Vestiaire Collective customers yielded 
similar data, with more than 70% of 
respondents saying that they try to shop 
ethically and 13% saying that sustainability 
is extremely important to them. Of those 
that shop ethically, 57% identified 
environmental impact as their primary 
concern.
Of the buyers we surveyed, 62% said that 
they find the preowned market attractive 
today because they are looking for sold out 
items or limited editions (“strongly agree” 
or “slightly agree”), and 83% pointed to the 
large choice of items and brands available 
there.
Buyers of preowned luxury items are 
usually consumers who either don’t have 
access to the primary luxury market or 
don’t want to purchase new products at 
full price. In fact, 71% of the preowned 
item buyers we surveyed lean toward 
items and brands that they can’t afford 
firsthand.
Among survey participants, 62% said that 
their first purchase of a brand they 
currently like was secondhand on Vestiaire 
Collective; and within that 62%, almost all 
of them said that they would consider 
buying that brand again. Although 43% said 
that they would probably stick to 
secondhand, the remaining 57% would 
either definitely buy or consider buying the 
item firsthand—making them very good 
prospects for the firsthand market.
“The customer who is selling products... is 
not the customer who is buying pre-
owned,” says Liz Allison, a Neiman 
Marcus senior vice president and 
Fashionphile board member. 
He [Neves, Farfetch CEO] anticipates that 
consumers’ expectations for visibility on a 
product’s origins and authenticity will only 
increase as the market for pre-owned luxury 
grows. “Blockchain is still in its relative 
infancy, but we think it holds a lot of 
promise with regards to how it could assist 
the luxury fashion industry scale solutions to 
these consumer expectations,” he said. 
“Having data intelligence around the life 
cycle of a product is what really empowers 
the circular economy.” x3
The good news is that new customers — 
especially new consignors — create a 
network effect, in which more consignors 
equals more high-quality supply, which 
then brings in more buyers. X2
Clara Chappaz, chief growth officer at 
Vestiaire Collective, said the company has 
also seen increased interest from brands 
wanting to partner. “Brands are more 
engaged in conversations with us and 
interested in exploring creative ways to 
work with resale platforms, as they see 
consumers increasingly concerned with 
sustainability issues in the industry,” 
Chappaz said. x2
When we first realized this was a viable 
business almost eight years ago, people 
started calling us when they were 
making a purchase on the primary 
market to find out what would have the 
best value on the resale market. We 
were really changing the behavior of 
how people shop.[Rati Levesque, chief 
merchant at The RealReal]
The RealReal, for instance, opened a 12,000-
square-foot space on Melrose Avenue in Los 
Angeles this summer to complement its New 
York location. "We have seen that store 
experience has introduced a huge audience of 
people that had never consigned before," says 
Rati Levesque, the company's chief merchant. 
"It's proven an excellent way for those who 
aren't quite comfortable shopping online for 
higher-value items to come in and touch and 
feel the product, try it on, and engage with one 
of our company experts in a personal, one-on-
one setting." x2
A study conducted last year by European 
luxury resale site Vestiaire Collective 
found that 5 percent of participants 
consider the resale value of fashion 
items before making a purchase. And 
based simply on the response to articles 
on this site containing information about 
the resale value of designer goods, it's a 
thing about which people care.
We believe that in a world where 
consumers are changing their approach 
to consumption and where they are 
becoming more conscious of both the 
sustainability of their consumerism and 
about what happens to the product after 
they’re done wearing it, the second-hand 
market is becoming increasingly 
important. [Max Bittner, VC CEO] 
Finally, I would mention the trend 
towards less ownership. Companies like 
Uber and Airbnb have created new ways 
to look at ownership, leading consumers -- 
the younger generations in particular -- 
to move toward less assets and more 
experiences. Our parents were collectors, 
it was about showing off the products 
you could buy, whereas for the younger 
generations, it’s about being 
photographed with a certain product on 
Instagram but they don’t necessarily need 
to own it forever. We’ve changed our 
mindset to short-term ownership. 
[Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
“The fashion industry is changing rapidly 
with the explosion of social media. It is now 
dictating fashion trends and popularity and 
has led to the growth of cult ‘must have’ 
items. Micro bloggers with extremely 
targeted positionings and unique audiences 
have triggered the move from exclusivity to 
inclusivity in fashion,” she said. [Fanny 
Moizant, co-founder]
So, suddenly you’re moving into that mindset 
that’s sort of this biannual pattern which is 
very seasonal. That’s why we did the six 
months, is because our research shows that’s 
sort of the trigger point. You know, really what 
customers want is, there’s nice weather there, 
I want to invest now. For the next six months, 
I’ll go to the Hamptons this summer, and then 
I’ll come back in October, and I’ll get my dark or 
beige bag for the winter times. And then I’ll 
keep going in that cycle. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag] x2
We've seen a big boom in fast fashion in 
and I think consumers have become 
smarter about the way they spend. I 
think there's a bigger shift now towards 
quality products, towards luxury but 
knowing that you can resell it and kind of 
making a smart investment in some sort 
of way. [Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective]
The overall kind of tailwinds in favor of it 
-- whether it is generation Z being much 
more open because of their constant 
need for instant gratification or new 
pictures on Instagram, while at the same 
time, being much more relaxed to Uber 
and the likes of the uberization of 
everything -- with a much bigger focus 
on sustainability -- are both huge drivers. 
[Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
Sustainability is definitely at the heart of 
Vestiaire Collective. Basically today our 
mission is to expand that message and to 
educate people to recycle because when 
you recycle your items and you enlarge 
the lifetime of one product by only 9 
months you can save 20% to 30% of the 
impact on the planet so it's really a true 
game-changer. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder] x2
Because these bags are a big investment 
and not an impulse buy, and because 
customers may return again and again 
before they make a purchase, Rebag has 
thought about and planned extensively 
for keeping the customer engaged, 
remaining mindful of the entire 
conversion journey.
Undoubtedly the secondary market, to both buy 
and sell pre-owned items, has grown 
exponentially since the recession – and with 
consumers becoming increasingly more fashion-
conscious and digitally savvy the luxury market 
has been no exception to this trend.
Buying and selling in the preowned market 
allows these consumers to increase their 
disposable income by limiting their total 
cost of ownership (TCO).
Customers make a clear distinction 
between secondhand luxury goods and 
new high end items, and are aware that 
the latter is not a direct replacement for 
the other, says Federica Levato, a partner 
at Bain. “The luxury resale market is not 
cannibalising the luxury market.”
Additionally, consignors are likely to 
become buyers. As of 31 March, 53 per 
cent of its consignors had become buyers, 
and the amount The RealReal generally 
earns from customers who are also 
consignors is significantly higher than from 
those who have not consigned at all. x2
“Millennials and Gen Z, especially, are 
disrupting the industry and placing 
greater importance on the social and 
environmental impact of their purchases 
than previous generations.” [Clara 
Chappaz, chief growth officer at Vestiaire 
Collective]
"Consignors are making purchases now 
knowing they will eventually consign and make 
a large portion back on the original cost — it's 
more of an investment mindset," says 
Levesque. "Additionally, we're seeing 
consumers, more and more, shopping retail 
who want to know the resale value of designers 
and items before they make a purchase. We 
often get people calling us because they're 
looking to decide between items." [Rati 
Levesque, the TRR chief merchant]
The first real change is to do with 
ownership. This new generation has 
grown up with Uber and Airbnb, so I think 
the resale market is a natural extension 
of this idea that products and services 
are constantly passing through in some 
sort of way. It’s part of the uberization of 
everything. [Max Bittner, VC CEO]
I think what is unique about Vestiaire is 
that we have a huge overlap of buyers 
and sellers. So people who buy also sell 
it and people who sell it also buy. 
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
I think there’s a bigger shift now towards 
quality products, towards luxury; but 
luxury is expensive. If you think about 
investing in a $1000, $2000 bag, I think 
people knowing that there is a resale 
market where they can sell products, 
knowing that they can maybe sell the 
same product in 6,12,18 months for 60, 
70 percent feels much more comfortable 
versus spending three, four times and 
buying three, four bags which are much 
cheaper, but then (they’d) not being able 
to use it. So, it’s really about equality of 
luxury products -- buying things you 
really want, buying maybe that bag with 
the summer color that you wouldn’t buy 
otherwise because you’d rather go safe 
with the black bag but knowing that you 
can resell it. It’s kind of making a smart 
investment in some sort of way. [Max 
Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
“We are conscious of the fact that it’s a 
multi-visit process before you actually 
convert,”
Charles admits.
Consumers are open to the Rebag concept and 
secondary behavior in general for a variety of 
reasons. Since the recession and with access to 
online resources, they have become highly 
educated in the retail and resale space, and 
they know exactly what “value” means to them. 
Now bagaholics know they can purchase gently-
used designer pieces for a fraction of the cost. 
But it’s not just about getting good deals. For 
younger generations – the mindful Millennials 
and Gen Z – environmental and social 
consciousness is important, which is what 
powers the secondary market. Buy, sell, repeat. 
This is the way to eliminate waste in the 
fashion industry and to reduce fashion’s 
environmental impact. With that said, there’s 
no longer a negative connotation associated 
with shopping pre-owned. Undoubtedly, 
consumers find a great deal of pride in getting 
the most out of their dollars, whether it’s by 
selling their unused bags which were collecting 
dust in their closets, or by finding a 
discontinued Chanel model that’s truly one-of-a 
kind, and at an unbeatable price.
Today, consumers—especially millennials 
and Generation Z, the market’s largest 
participants— tend to care more about 
sustainability and responsible consumption 
than did prior generations.
Having a strong young consumers base is 
good for long-term growth, which is in 
turn good for bringing in investors, Gorra 
[founder and CEO of Rebag]  said. x2
People also feel less of a need to own 
something forever, and less weird about 
wearing something someone else wore before 
them. "I do think that the rise of the sharing 
economy has also helped – it's taken the 
stigma out of resale and removed the need to 
own something forever," says Levesque. [Rati 
Levesque, the TRR chief merchant]
Social media also plays a key role. People 
are constantly showcasing what they are 
wearing so styles are ever accelerating. 
People are buying more because they’re 
exhibiting what they’re wearing more 
often. This of course means there’s a 
financial aspect brought in. Now that you 
have the option to sell what you’ve 
bought and buy second-hand clothes for 
cheaper - it really just makes sense 
financially. [Max Bittner, VC CEO] 
As a platform, the most important part is 
that you encourage both buying and 
selling, and I think what is unique about 
this year is that we have a huge overlap 
of buyers and sellers. So, people who buy 
also sell, people who sell also buy. [Max 
Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective] x2
While mindsets have certainly changed, there's 
still a long way to go. "If you look at the 
available pool of luxury supply and people who 
are actually reselling this, it's not even 10 
percent. Really, 90 percent of the supply is still 
dormant somewhere, and we think it's gonna 
take years, maybe even decades, until what's 
sort of a niche behaviour becomes a 
mainstream behavior," explains Gorra. "Our 
expectation is that, if you fast forward 10, 15 
years, essentially this is going to become the 
standard."  x2
I also think consumer preferences on 
participating in a more sustainable 
consumption model is something that the 
younger generation is much more aware 
of. They know there is a real need to do 
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5.Sustainability. Our buyers and 
consignors are motivated by the 
awareness that recirculating luxury 
products (and recouping some of their 
original investment) is not just good for 
them personally but good for the planet.
We promote sustainability and a 
circular economy. We are committed 
to extending the lifecycle of luxury 
goods by promoting their 
recirculation, rather than creating 
waste. By creating a circular 
economy and reshaping consumer 
purchasing behavior, we contribute to 
a more sustainable world. 
Reselling pre-owned items allows 
their owner to update their style and 
fund their next purchase. It also 
extends the lifecycle of pieces and 
reduces their carbon footprint. This 
circular movement of fashion relies 
strongly on two of our pillars: 
1. We only sell what we love hence 
the commitment of our curation 
team to only open the door to 
relevant pieces
2. We fight against counterfeiting 
thanks to our highly educated in-
house experts.
Extending the life-cycle of a product by 
just 3 months can make a huge 
difference to resource impact.
To mark Earth Day, Vestiaire Collective is 
excited to launch the ‘Wardrobe Reality 
Check’ challenge. The challenge is simple: 
for the next month’, we’re asking fashion 
lovers to consider the environmental impact 
of their choices. It’s time to break
old habits, free yourself from pieces you no 
longer need and learn how to build a 
sustainable and stylish wardrobe for the 
future. To help you get started, we have 
compiled a guide developed with input from 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s Make 
Fashion Circular initiative. Here you’ll find 
all the information and inspiration you need 
to get you started, along with a step-by- 
step overview of how to take the challenge. 
Start making a difference and join the 
circular fashion movement today! x2
Clothes deserve a second chance. At 
Vestiaire Collective, we're striving for a 
smarter fashion system. We're 
increasing the number of times clothes 
are worn. We're limiting fashion waste. 
We're challenging you to be more 
sustainable. We're making fashion 
circular.
To animate the launch of Direct Shipping 
guests were invited to bring items from 
their wardrobes that fall within the 
Direct Shipping criteria and swap them 
directly with other community members 
at the event. About 25 local influencers 
and press swapped items and shared 
stories about where they wore their 
items last. The idea strengthens the peer 
to peer concept of Direct Shipping and 
the Vestiaire Collective circularity 
message, reinforcing our mission on 
driving a circular economy in fashion. x2
Finally, I really want Vestiaire to become 
a much bigger part and component in the 
ecosystem. We're sitting on an amazing 
community, we’re sitting on an incredible 
amount of data and if you think about 
the ecosystem and the brands we work 
with and the retailers we could work 
with… if we really want to drive the 
sustainability and circularity that our 
industry has the potential to provide, we 
play such a key part in that. So, 
integrating with the brands in the 
retailers will be a massive focus for the 
business. [Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] x2
Participating in resale is truly a sustainable behavior. 
When you extend the life of an item (reason #4), you 
are also keeping it out of a landfill and reducing 
additional production waste. These are two major 
factors in the fight against climate change. While 
this impact one resale shopper has may be small, as 
the secondary market continues to become more 
mainstream, shopping resale will have a larger 
impact on reducing our carbon footprint.
“The life cycle of a product 
doesn’t end at the primary sale” 
said Vestiaire Collective’s Chief 
Executive Max Bittner
The companies cashing in on 
fashion’s fast-growing resale 
market are positioning themselves 
as a solution to the industry’s 
sustainability problems.
At the same time, companies see resale 
as an opportunity to bolster their 
sustainability credentials at a time when 
consumers are increasingly attuned to 
the negative environmental impact of the 
fashion industry. Keeping clothes in 
circulation for longer through resale is 
one way to help reduce the huge amount 
of waste currently generated by the 
sector. x2
An alum of Goldman Sachs and TPG 
Capital, Gorra [founder and chief executive 
of Rebag]  argues that the lifespan of a 
premium bag extends beyond the first sale 
in stores.
The branding changes involve a new, 
black-and-white logo, that will 
feature on updated packaging. 
Vestiaire is also launching a 
campaign, produced with creative 
agency BETC Etoile Rouge, which 
promotes resale as a modern 
alternative for the luxury and 
sustainability-conscious consumer. It 
will roll out in Europe and Asia 
Pacific spanning television, print, 
digital and social media. x2
Some analysts see a silver lining in the 
change in consumer habits that is likely to 
be brought by the pandemic. According to a 
report by Bain & Company, the crisis will 
accelerate the shift to digital shopping and 
strengthen consumer concerns about 
sustainability. Both trends could favour a 
luxury reselling platform like Vestiaire 
Collective, as preowned luxury, linked to the 
circular economy, positions itself as a 
sustainable alternative to pure luxury 
consumption. x3
Resale platforms have been a major 
beneficiary of fashion’s recent push toward 
sustainability.
He [Neves, Farfetch CEO] anticipates that 
consumers’ expectations for visibility on a 
product’s origins and authenticity will only 
increase as the market for pre-owned luxury 
grows. “Blockchain is still in its relative 
infancy, but we think it holds a lot of 
promise with regards to how it could assist 
the luxury fashion industry scale solutions to 
these consumer expectations,” he said. 
“Having data intelligence around the life 
cycle of a product is what really empowers 
the circular economy.” x3
Now, the company operates six offices 
worldwide and has a staff of over 340 
employees — 100 new hires were made in 
2018 alone. The luxury resale site also received 
a fresh influx of funds in 2017, which it put 
towards international expansion, mainly in the 
U.S. and Asia-Pacific. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder of Vestiaire Collective]
While the practice of buying and selling used 
clothing has always inherently had a 
sustainable effect, the environmental benefits 
of resale have become a much bigger part of 
the conversation and messaging over the past 
year, perhaps outweighing the financial 
benefits that may have drawn in customers 
initially.
We were very excited to be the first 
luxury consignment company to join the 
UN Climate Change’s Fashion Industry 
Charter for Climate Change. We’ve been 
rooted in sustainability since day one, so 
it was natural for us to be an active 
participant in actionable conversations 
about reducing fashion’s impact. [Allison 
Sommer, TRR Director of Strategic 
Initiatives]
At a time when issues like sustainability are 
at the forefront of consumers’ minds, 
Moizant hopes to help educate consumers 
about the benefits of resale as a form of 
practising circular fashion. “Sustainability 
and circular fashion are buzz words these 
days and resale is one of the easiest ways to 
support a circular economy,” said Moizant.
When we started the business five years, 
the main thing was more around value, 
how can I access great brands essentially 
for a fraction of the price. Somehow this is 
reverting now, sustainability is increasingly 
becoming an argument. There's been a lot 
of talks in the fashion space that everyone 
is realizing the model of basically buying 
and trashing can’t go on, there's been a lot 
of cases in the fashion industry of 
companies burning inventory, filling 
landfills and I think there's a sort of 
collective understanding now that things 
have to change and certainly one of the 
consequences is to power retail resale. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO]
our role in that recirculating goods 
automatically and they have to be well 
made to re circulation
For us as a company, the topic of 
sustainability and circularity is a really 
big one. So for me it’s engagement the 
number one KPI which is relevant for me:  
it's how can I create content that gets 
buyers excited, sellers excited, at some 
point gets the brand's excited to create 
that circularity and that's really the 
primary KPI that I look at the business(…) 
for me the success over the next 2-3 
years will be to build tools to engage the 
consumers and really drive that second 
hand revolution. [Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
the business was built around circularity. 
It’s really about the continuous 
movement of goods and (having) 
different owners at different times. We 
see ourselves as kind of evangelists of 
this kind of purchase behavior. For us to 
fight over what is still a very small piece 
of the pie, I think (that) would be the 
wrong kind of way to look at it. I see my 
rivals as the big fast fashion companies. I 
think that’s really what we’re doing. 
We’re jointly on the same mission to 
educate people on buying second-hand, 
and selling second-hand has a huge 
impact on the planet. [Max Bittner, CEO 
of Vestiaire Collective]
Sustainability is definitely at the heart of 
Vestiaire Collective. Basically today our 
mission is to expand that message and to 
educate people to recycle because when 
you recycle your items and you enlarge 
the lifetime of one product by only 9 
months you can save 20% to 30% of the 
impact on the planet so it's really a true 
game-changer. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder] x2
In addition, a thriving resale market makes 
the luxury industry more sustainable—and 
more popular with environmentally aware 
millennials—by supporting a circular luxury 
economy.
We’re [The RealReal] empowering consignors and buyers 
to extend the life cycle of luxury goods. The future of 
fashion is circular
At Vestiaire Collective:
We’re committed to limiting the amount 
of waste produced by the fashion 
industry.
We want to keep clothes out of landfill 
by increasing the number of times they 
are worn.
We’re always striving for a smarter, 
circular and more responsible fashion 
system.
We’re challenging ourselves and our 
community to be even more sustainable. 
The re-commerce model has 
grown exponentially and will 
continue to do so, according to 
Vestiaire Collective’s Bittner, 
who highlighted the increase in 
dialogue about sustainability and 
circularity in the fashion 
industry, “which mirrors what’s 
happening in society” as more 
individuals begin to question 
their own consumption and how 
they can effect change.
When Burberry announced a 
partnership with The RealReal in 
November, both the luxury brand 
and the resale site touted the 
initiative as an important step 
toward making the fashion 
industry more sustainable.x2
The RealReal offers a sustainability 
calculator that allows consignors to 
calculate the emissions and water saved 
by keeping clothes and accessories in 
circulation. In a nod to growing consumer 
demand for such information, the 
company is expanding the number of 
products covered by the calculator this 
week, and making it visible to buyers as 
well as sellers. x3
“We feel our business model is well-placed 
to serve evolving consumer needs, such as 
an increased focus on sustainability and 
accessibility to quality products at accessible 
prices.” [writes Fanny Moizant, co founder 
of Vestiaire Collective]  x2
"Consignment is a driver of the circular 
economy and consumers are now realizing that 
buying well-made items in the primary market 
offers them not only great resale value, but the 
satisfaction of extending the life cycle of that 
item and avoiding the landfill," says Levesque. 
"It has never been about jumping on the 
sustainability bandwagon because it's buzzy or 
that consumers are gravitating towards more 
sustainable brands. Our goal is to raise public 
awareness of the issues with fast fashion and 
we are now seeing conscious consumers take a 
considered approach to how they shop." [Rati 
Levesque, the TRR chief merchant]
Our customers, regardless of age, care 
about sustainability. We wanted them to 
understand the positive impact they have 
on the environment through resale, so we 
built a first-of-its-kind Sustainability 
Calculator. It measures the water, energy 
and greenhouse gases offset by 
extending the life of clothing instead of 
producing new. Since January 2012, 
we’ve offset 329 million liters of water 
with the help of our consignors. [Allison 
Sommer, TRR Director of Strategic 
Initiatives] x2
They actually have an aftermarket sale 
'cause you can't do it for free unless you 
want to hand out your goods your friends, 
but if you buy beautiful things even if you 
buy resell you can most likely keep those 
goods recirculating in the market 
Unlike the traditional linear economy of make, use and 
dispose, the circular economy is restorative and 
regenerative by design. With the help of our shoppers and 
consignors, we’re contributing to a more sustainable 
fashion industry where luxury goods stay in circulation.
Burberry said the partnership will 
drive more circularity and 
encourage consumers to consider 
environmentally friendly options 
when refreshing their wardrobes. 
x2
I didn't build it for sustainability but I 
recognized it early on I also recognized 
that if this was a really ugly mug no one's 
going to buy it 'cause its sustainable but 
because it has a motivational saying you 
could recycle this 
The RealReal Is Going Carbon Neutral: We’re proud to 
take up the CEO Carbon Neutral Challenge issued by Gucci 
President & CEO Marco Bizzarri and announce that we will 
be carbon neutral in 2021.* In addition to long-term 
efforts to reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, 
immediate action is needed to address global climate 
change. At The RealReal, we are committed to accounting 
for, reducing and offsetting all emissions associated with 
our business. 
“Investing in luxury is not only 
good for the wallet, because of 
the resale value, but also the 
planet, because luxury lasts well,” 
said Allison Sommer, director of 
strategic initiatives at The 
RealReal.
We’re proud to collaborate with brands committed to 
sustainable fashion and the circular economy. By 
embracing consignment, together we are extending the 
life cycle of luxury items. Consign any Burberry item and 
receive a personal styling appointment 
and British High Tea at a Burberry store. x2
"We’re proud to collaborate with brands committed to 
sustainable fashion and the circular economy. By 
embracing consignment, together we are extending the 
life cycle of luxury items. Consign any Burberry item and 
receive a personal styling appointment and British High 
Tea at a Burberry store. x2
In Support of Materials for the Arts
The RealReal and Burberry are proud to make a joint 
donation to Materials for the Arts.  We support their 
mission to help people rethink the way they look at 
materials and waste, and educate the public on the 
importance of creative reuse. x2
Calculating Consignment’s Positive Impact
The First-Of-Its-Kind Sustainability Calculator: Thanks to 
our members, we’re softening luxury’s impact on the 
environment, one consignment at a time. And now we can 
prove it. We developed a custom calculator to measure 
the greenhouse gasses, energy output and water usage 
offset by the consignment process since the founding of 
The RealReal. We teamed up with leading environmental 
consulting firm Shift Advantage and sustainable textile 
leaders from the World Resources Institute and the Ellen 
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Sustainability & Circular 
Economy
The branding changes involve a new, 
black-and-white logo, that will 
feature on updated packaging. 
Vestiaire is also launching a 
campaign, produced with creative 
agency BETC Etoile Rouge, which 
promotes resale as a modern 
alternative for the luxury and 
sustainability-conscious consumer. It 
will roll out in Europe and Asia 
Pacific spanning television, print, 
digital and social media. x2
Some analysts see a silver lining in the 
change in consumer habits that is likely to 
be brought by the pandemic. According to a 
report by Bain & Company, the crisis will 
accelerate the shift to digital shopping and 
strengthen consumer concerns about 
sustainability. Both trends could favour a 
luxury reselling platform like Vestiaire 
Collective, as preowned luxury, linked to the 
circular economy, positions itself as a 
sustainable alternative to pure luxury 
consumption. x3
Resale platforms have been a major 
beneficiary of fashion’s recent push toward 
sustainability.
He [Neves, Farfetch CEO] anticipates that 
consumers’ expectations for visibility on a 
product’s origins and authenticity will only 
increase as the market for pre-owned luxury 
grows. “Blockchain is still in its relative 
infancy, but we think it holds a lot of 
promise with regards to how it could assist 
the luxury fashion industry scale solutions to 
these consumer expectations,” he said. 
“Having data intelligence around the life 
cycle of a product is what really empowers 
the circular economy.” x3
Now, the company operates six offices 
worldwide and has a staff of over 340 
employees — 100 new hires were made in 
2018 alone. The luxury resale site also received 
a fresh influx of funds in 2017, which it put 
towards international expansion, mainly in the 
U.S. and Asia-Pacific. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder of Vestiaire Collective]
While the practice of buying and selling used 
clothing has always inherently had a 
sustainable effect, the environmental benefits 
of resale have become a much bigger part of 
the conversation and messaging over the past 
year, perhaps outweighing the financial 
benefits that may have drawn in customers 
initially.
We were very excited to be the first 
luxury consignment company to join the 
UN Climate Change’s Fashion Industry 
Charter for Climate Change. We’ve been 
rooted in sustainability since day one, so 
it was natural for us to be an active 
participant in actionable conversations 
about reducing fashion’s impact. [Allison 
Sommer, TRR Director of Strategic 
Initiatives]
At a time when issues like sustainability are 
at the forefront of consumers’ minds, 
Moizant hopes to help educate consumers 
about the benefits of resale as a form of 
practising circular fashion. “Sustainability 
and circular fashion are buzz words these 
days and resale is one of the easiest ways to 
support a circular economy,” said Moizant.
When we started the business five years, 
the main thing was more around value, 
how can I access great brands essentially 
for a fraction of the price. Somehow this is 
reverting now, sustainability is increasingly 
becoming an argument. There's been a lot 
of talks in the fashion space that everyone 
is realizing the model of basically buying 
and trashing can’t go on, there's been a lot 
of cases in the fashion industry of 
companies burning inventory, filling 
landfills and I think there's a sort of 
collective understanding now that things 
have to change and certainly one of the 
consequences is to power retail resale. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO]
our role in that recirculating goods 
automatically and they have to be well 
made to re circulation
For us as a company, the topic of 
sustainability and circularity is a really 
big one. So for me it’s engagement the 
number one KPI which is relevant for me:  
it's how can I create content that gets 
buyers excited, sellers excited, at some 
point gets the brand's excited to create 
that circularity and that's really the 
primary KPI that I look at the business(…) 
for me the success over the next 2-3 
years will be to build tools to engage the 
consumers and really drive that second 
hand revolution. [Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
the business was built around circularity. 
It’s really about the continuous 
movement of goods and (having) 
different owners at different times. We 
see ourselves as kind of evangelists of 
this kind of purchase behavior. For us to 
fight over what is still a very small piece 
of the pie, I think (that) would be the 
wrong kind of way to look at it. I see my 
rivals as the big fast fashion companies. I 
think that’s really what we’re doing. 
We’re jointly on the same mission to 
educate people on buying second-hand, 
and selling second-hand has a huge 
impact on the planet. [Max Bittner, CEO 
of Vestiaire Collective]
Sustainability is definitely at the heart of 
Vestiaire Collective. Basically today our 
mission is to expand that message and to 
educate people to recycle because when 
you recycle your items and you enlarge 
the lifetime of one product by only 9 
months you can save 20% to 30% of the 
impact on the planet so it's really a true 
game-changer. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder] x2
In addition, a thriving resale market makes 
the luxury industry more sustainable—and 
more popular with environmentally aware 
millennials—by supporting a circular luxury 
economy.
“We feel our business model is well-placed 
to serve evolving consumer needs, such as 
an increased focus on sustainability and 
accessibility to quality products at accessible 
prices.” [writes Fanny Moizant, co founder 
of Vestiaire Collective]  x2
"Consignment is a driver of the circular 
economy and consumers are now realizing that 
buying well-made items in the primary market 
offers them not only great resale value, but the 
satisfaction of extending the life cycle of that 
item and avoiding the landfill," says Levesque. 
"It has never been about jumping on the 
sustainability bandwagon because it's buzzy or 
that consumers are gravitating towards more 
sustainable brands. Our goal is to raise public 
awareness of the issues with fast fashion and 
we are now seeing conscious consumers take a 
considered approach to how they shop." [Rati 
Levesque, the TRR chief merchant]
Our customers, regardless of age, care 
about sustainability. We wanted them to 
understand the positive impact they have 
on the environment through resale, so we 
built a first-of-its-kind Sustainability 
Calculator. It measures the water, energy 
and greenhouse gases offset by 
extending the life of clothing instead of 
producing new. Since January 2012, 
we’ve offset 329 million liters of water 
with the help of our consignors. [Allison 
Sommer, TRR Director of Strategic 
Initiatives] x2
They actually have an aftermarket sale 
'cause you can't do it for free unless you 
want to hand out your goods your friends, 
but if you buy beautiful things even if you 
buy resell you can most likely keep those 
goods recirculating in the market 
I didn't build it for sustainability but I 
recognized it early on I also recognized 
that if this was a really ugly mug no one's 
going to buy it 'cause its sustainable but 
because it has a motivational saying you 
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The resale market expands access to and 
availability of luxury goods by offering high-
quality items at more attainable price points. 
Resale serves as a gateway to luxury brands for 
aspirational consumers, particularly Millennials 
and Generation Z. Even affluent consumers are 
searching for value as prices for new luxury 
goods continue to increase
Vestiaire Collective continues it’s fight to 
make luxury fashion affordable for all and 
gives expanded possibilities to US 
customers to monetize their wardrobe 
during these difficult times.
Louis Vuitton is increasing prices across its 
portfolio. Interesting move during this 
period of financial hardship for so many. 
Meanwhile, Vestiaire Collective is working 
in the opposite direction... we are trying to 
make these beautiful products accessible to 
not just the select few. 
I believe that giving our users more direct 
value is the most powerful medium to 
keep them engaged and excited. This is a 
significant moment for Vestiaire 
Collective as we continue to ensure we 
remain the most desirable global resale 
site for must-have pre-owned fashion x2
Bittner encouraged the audience 
of global thought-leaders, 
executives and entrepreneurs to 
consider resale’s positive 
contribution to the fashion 
industry, both in terms of 
sustainability and circularity. Re 
commerce also has potential to 
transform an industry that 
“defines itself by becoming 
more and more exclusive,” by 
connecting buyers, sellers and 
brands across the globe to make 
luxury more accessible, he said.
far from cannibalising first-hand 
sales, resale can act as an entry 
point for consumers who would 




Values Ease & Convenience
1.Service. We infuse the 
consignment process with 
exceptional service, ease of use, 
pricing transparency and regular 
payments that keep consignors 
returning to us consistently. 
We deliver an end-to-end service experience. 
We remove friction from the consignment 
process by providing multiple consignment 
methods: White Glove in-home consultation 
and pickup; drop off at one of our eleven luxury 
consignment offices, three of which are 
located in our retail stores; or complimentary 
shipping directly to our merchandising and 
fulfillment facilities.
We do the work on behalf of consignors. Once 
consigned items reach one of our four 
merchandising and fulfillment facilities, we 
authenticate, write the associated copy, 
photograph, price, sell and handle all 
fulfillment and returns logistics, making the 
consignment process seamless.






Trust, Reliability & Personal 
Relationship
We will continue to work to maintain your 
trust and to provide customers with the 
most secure place to purchase and sell 
authenticated luxury consignment. 
2.Trust. The trust engendered by 
our investment in authentication is 
the force that attracts buyers and 
keeps them coming back.
Trust is the cornerstone of our online 
marketplace. Consignors trust us because we 
treat their items with the utmost care and 
quickly sell them at the optimal price. Buyers 
trust us because we have a rigorous 
authentication process. We believe the trust 
and personal relationships that we have built 
with both consignors and buyers over the past 
eight years cannot be easily replicated.
We are very happy to announce the 
launch of a brand new feature on 
Vestiaire Collective app: The Newsfeed. 
Vestiaire Collective members can now 
instantly access the latest new in 
products and price drops of their 
community directly in their newsfeed. 
They also get personalized 
recommendations of new profiles to 
connect with, that share the same 
passions. To get them started they can 
visit the Top Seller channel, a place 
where they can find Vestiaire's favourite 
sellers of the week! Results are already 
very exciting, and this is only the start of 
our community vision!! x2
Amazing Community engagement: 1.7 
Mio Likes!!
It all starts with educating consumers 
how powerful their choices can be, 
because in the end they define the 
success of any company. To have joined 
Vestiaire Collective, gives me an 
incredible sense of mission. Our whole 
business is built on changing the way 
consumers think about consumption and 
we have an incredibly strong community 
of buyers and sellers to help us in that 
mission, we now need to empower them 
and give them a voice! x2
Vestiaire Collective is an online fashion 
community where member can buy and 
sell their pre-loved fashion items. [Fanny 
Moizant, co-founder]
I think the biggest opportunities we have 
at Vestiaire is to translate this passion 
and this ability to scale the marketplace 
and the community through technology. 
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective] xx3
Resale sites also add a feeling of 
community to the equation.
“The Covid situation in some way intensifies the 
pillars that Vestiaire is built around: it’s e-
commerce, it’s being a platform; it’s community; and 
it’s sustainability,” said Bittner [Vestiaire Collective 
CEO] .
What began as a scrappy startup has 
transformed the business of authenticated 
luxury consignment into a dynamic, global 
movement that champions not only 
quality and craftsmanship, but also 
sustainability and community. X2
Community has always been at the heart 
of Vestiaire Collective. Today we're 
excited ot launch our newsfeed. The 
newsfeed give me all the updates from 
sellers I follow. The newsfeed also gives 
shows me suggested profiles based on 
my size and style. The more members 
you follow the better your newsfeed 
gets! 
The three things that we really want to 
work on – on a business perspective – is 
firstly working on some of those best 
practices from the best global E 
Commerce apps and websites. We want 
to have very lively and engaging 
platform, we want to work on 
gamification of the content that we 
have, we want to really keep the 
customers and the sellers as engaged as 
possible. The vision is really not just 
being E Commerce platform but a social 
platform where people come back not 
just to buy something but to engage, to 
learn and to communicate with the rest 
of the community. [Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective] x3
“These shopping platforms are social 
networks,” said Andrea Szasz, principal at
 global consulting firm Kearney. “Flash sale 
sites hooked consumers with scarcity and 
newness, but the needs of consumers today 
is that sense of community in the digital 
world.” x2
Secondly I really want to work on the 
community. I think the community is such 
a beautiful thing, there are so many 
people who are so extremely passion 
about the products. We want to bring 
them together, we want to give people 
the ability to show their style, to share 
their profile, to share the rest of their 
story, to share their wardrobe. [Bittner, 
CEO of Vestiaire Collective] x2
To continue strengthening and building our 
connection with consignors and buyers, we 
offer complimentary experiential events where 
we invite our community to meet with our 
experts and discuss topics, such as Is Your 
Handbag the Real Deal?, Collecting Art & 
Design: Where to Begin, and Ask A Stylist: How 
To Wear The Biggest Trends Of Spring 2019. x2
To mark Earth Day, Vestiaire Collective is 
excited to launch the ‘Wardrobe Reality 
Check’ challenge. The challenge is simple: 
for the next month’, we’re asking fashion 
lovers to consider the environmental impact 
of their choices. It’s time to break
old habits, free yourself from pieces you no 
longer need and learn how to build a 
sustainable and stylish wardrobe for the 
future. To help you get started, we have 
compiled a guide developed with input from 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s Make 
Fashion Circular initiative. Here you’ll find 
all the information and inspiration you need 
to get you started, along with a step-by- 
step overview of how to take the challenge. 
Start making a difference and join the 
circular fashion movement today! x2
It all starts with educating consumers 
how powerful their choices can be, 
because in the end they define the 
success of any company. To have joined 
Vestiaire Collective, gives me an 
incredible sense of mission. Our whole 
business is built on changing the way 
consumers think about consumption and 
we have an incredibly strong community 
of buyers and sellers to help us in that 
mission, we now need to empower them 
and give them a voice! x2
Created to empower all bag lovers who buy and sell 
in resale, Clair is an easy-to-use luxury appraisal 
index that instantly generates the resale value of 
10,000 bags and counting from 50+ designers. Use 
Clair to reveal any bag’s current resale value so you 
can make an educated decision to sell it, consign it, 
hold onto it, or maybe even buy more – the options 
are endless. x3
many younger bidders have a better 
idea of how much rare clothes or 
shoes are worth, thanks to sites like 
StockX and The RealReal.
We have new initiatives and industry-leading 
resources under our belts, including the launch of 
our revolutionary resale index called Clair, a 
staggering amount of buyer and seller learnings, and 
not to mention the growth of our educational 
resources to provide you with the tools you need to 
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“It will allow us to speak to a wider 
audience,” said chief marketing 
officer and vice president for EMEA 
Ceanne Fernandes-Wong [from 
Vestiaire Collective] of using 
traditional forms of advertising — 
including black cabs in London and 
television in France — alongside 
digital. “Resale is not new, it’s not 
niche, and we want to bring that 
education that resale is chic and 
cool… and bring people who would 
otherwise say, ‘it’s luxury and not 
for me.’” x3
“We feel our business model is well-placed 
to serve evolving consumer needs, such as 
an increased focus on sustainability and 
accessibility to quality products at accessible 
prices.” [writes Fanny Moizant, co founder 
of Vestiaire Collective]  x2
Vestiaire Collective CEO Max Bittner 
says that secondhand marketplaces are 
a way for the “forgotten middle class” to 
access luxury at a time when luxury has 
become more expensive and fast fashion 
is a “race to the bottom”. x2
People are usually very surprised by that 
because we’re a resale business but, the reality 
is, we are a luxury business first. [Gorra, 
founder and CEO of Rebag] 
“We always say we are trying to deliver 
a first-hand experience for a second-
hand
product,” Charles insists.
“I do think The RealReal has tapped into an 
important market need,” said retail futurist 
Doug Stephens, noting that while many 
luxury brands are still reluctant to fully 
embrace online shopping, marketplaces like 
Amazon, Alibaba and Ebay have yet to 
completely eliminate counterfeit luxury 
items from their inventory. “This leaves an 
opportunity for a business like The RealReal 
that can offer consumers the ease and 
convenience of online shopping, while also 
giving them the trust required to spend 
[thousands of dollars] on a single item.” x3
I knew we [The RealReal] had to 
make it really easy, offering free 
pickup in major cities and inspecting 
and authenticating every single piece. 
x3
This [The RealReal process]  makes getting 
rid of stuff easy.
There is also a strong probability that 
online resellers, including Vestiaire 
Collective and The RealReal, are drawing 
an entirely new customer whose access 
to quality secondhand goods has 
historically been limited. X2
As the wider luxury market experiences 
seismic shifts, Rebag is rewriting the 
playbook with a more accessible, 
omnichannel approach.
The ultimate threshold of success for The 
RealReal, like many digital giants, lies in 
becoming ubiquitous.
What we have done is we have recently 
opened up our global website to another 
40 or so markets, including Brazil and 
Mexico. We see ourselves as a 
community that is built around 
connecting buyers and sellers globally. 
We don’t want the products we sell to be 
limited by geography so we want to build 
up more markets and make ourselves 
available to as many people as possible 
so they can participate in the community. 
[Max Bittner, VC CEO] x3
Everyone is looking for a good deal, 
regardless of how big their wallet is. 
Resale is an affordable way to access 
luxury goods. I think the desire to be on 
trend without spending a lot of money 
has, to some extent, boosted our market. 
[Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The Rebag model was developed with a 
seller-!rst mindset, complete with 
simplicity, transparency and immediacy 
— factors that luxury owners expect from 
a luxury company. Unlike consignment or 
peer-to-peer alternatives, we buy luxury 
handbags outright with quick and upfront 
payment. We’ve found that handbags are 
very liquid, and our pricing method is 
strong, making it risk-free for us to 
purchase from our clients outright. This 
way, we eliminate the confusion and 
frustration rooted in typical consignment 
models for our customers. [Charles Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
“We knew right from the beginning that the 
launch of Vestiaire Collective in 2009 would 
answer to the needs of digital,” she told 
Luxury Society in an interview. “There was 
no doubt in our minds. We wanted to tap 
into the convenience of being able to buy or 
sell from anywhere in the world, at any time 
and gather a global audience of fashion 
addicts.” [Fanny Moizant, co-founder] x2
Our goal is to simplify the buying and selling 
process so that all consumers can adopt 
circular fashion habits without experiencing 
any friction. [Gorra]
But, to some extent in our market it’s always 
about, how do you convince someone who 
owns a luxury product that they love to part 
with it? And our insight was: If you want to do 
that, you have to reduce friction. And every 
time we remove a step in that process, every 
time we make, basically, dollars more 
accessible more easily, we get one more seller 
in this market. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag] x2
consignment stores have been opened forever 
and no one's done it this way and no ones 
focused on pulling the best product, describing 
the condition, authenticating it, offering it 
online
Our goal is to make these transactions as 
effortless as possible while at the same 
time reminding people that we as a 
platform you know, we add value and 
that value is the authentication.
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
“There are certainly a lot of services out 
there: peer-to-peer outlets or 
consignment avenues, but all of these 
are very cumbersome. So what we’re 
disrupting as Rebag, and what our 
mission is, is to make the resale process 
a breeze. Something that is extremely 
smooth and efficient; and that is why our 
value proposition is unique.”
“If you live in Biloxi, Mississippi and you 
want to buy a bag,” says Fashionphile 
founder and chief creative officer Sarah 
Davis, “there’s no access to companies 
that sell these brands.”
Rebag o"ers a free service that takes the 
guesswork out of the entire process, and 
we take care of every step. All you have 
to do is send us photos and we’ll take it 
from there. [Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The problem, I guess, that we have, or the 
challenge, is that we’re really seeing ourself as 
a luxury company and our whole model is built 
on customer satisfaction. Making the seller 
experience smooth, etc. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag]
“What I was shocked about was how 
much value and goods were there. And 
people were kind of aware of the 
options, but that would not trigger the 
behavior. Pretty much everything I heard 
was along the lines of complexity: ‘I 
don’t have the time’; ‘I don’t have the 
bandwidth’; ‘I have to wait’; ‘I never get 
the price I want.’ What people wanted 
was something that was fair and 
transparent, and that’s what Rebag is.” - 
Charles Gorra, founder and CEO
Chief Executive Julie Wainwright [The 
RealReal]  said the company is working to 
“instil trust in our marketplace.”
The RealReal is betting that its story — built 
around end-to-end service whether a seller is 
listing a rare Chanel bag for $20,000 or a 
Seven for all Mankind top for $15 — will be 
worth the wait.
“I do think The RealReal has tapped into an 
important market need,” said retail futurist 
Doug Stephens, noting that while many 
luxury brands are still reluctant to fully 
embrace online shopping, marketplaces like 
Amazon, Alibaba and Ebay have yet to 
completely eliminate counterfeit luxury 
items from their inventory. “This leaves an 
opportunity for a business like The RealReal 
that can offer consumers the ease and 
convenience of online shopping, while also 
giving them the trust required to spend 
[thousands of dollars] on a single item.” x3
“People do have that discussion [with 
the authenticators] and if they don’t 
consign on the spot, they are ready to 
sell it, they shop it around and they 
always come back because it’s so 
transparent. So that has yielded a 
phenomenal success for the business.” 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  x3
“I don’t think we disrupted the luxury retail 
sector. We established a trusted and safe 
second-hand market,” Fabre [Vestiaire 
Collective CEO ] says.
If we [The RealReal] were going to 
deal in the luxury space, it would 
require a level of trust.
“[Vestiaire Collective] really supports 
the luxury sector. It offers a chance for 
target groups who cannot yet afford a 
designer item to get familiar with a 
luxury brand, and provides a safe 
environment for users to sell and buy 
post season. It is much better than 
buying fake items,” added Moritz von 
Laffert, vice president of Condé Nast 
International. x2
the trusted experts behind the products we 
[The RealReal]  sell are actually a key 
differentiator for our business. x2
And because The RealReal authenticates and 
grades each item, purchasers can trust the 
service. X2
Oliver Chen, a retail analyst at Cowen, says 
that while such companies have to hold 
inventory, they also have the advantage of 
being able to curate their product 
assortment and build trust with customers 
by ensuring product quality. x3
For The RealReal, the hard part is largely 
over. It’s a trusted platform for buying and 
selling pre-owned luxury wares, with 
upwards of $710 million of goods sold 
through the site last year. x2
Firstly, we focused on inventing the customer 
journey, combining our key pillars of curation 
and authentication to bring inspiration and 
trust to the site. [Fanny Moizant, co-founder of 
Vestiaire Collective]
Purchasing from a respectable seller, and 
better yet on a platform that protects the 
buyer, is incredibly important. Performing 
this due diligence will steer every buyer 
clear of any potential regrets in the long 
run. It’s a necessary step to shopping 
resale, and it’s why we detail a lot of this 
information on our blog, so that we can 
help all buyers make informed decisions. 
[Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
“Building trust with our customers is the 
most important (factor), in both established 
and new markets,” she added. “We do so by 
carrying out vigorous authentication and 
quality control methods, as well as having a 
seller rating system.” [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder]
I think a lot of that has to do with the 
building expertise and trust, it's about the 
more we put out there in terms of this is 
what we do, this is how we do it, this is 
how this is made, this is our process and 
then you put that content out there and 
sort of that's what creates the trust. These 
are very high quality high end products so 
consumers think very carefully when they 
give access to their closet to someone. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO]
And, our goal is to make these 
transactions as effortless as possible, 
while at the same time, we are 
reminding people that we as a platform, 
we added value and the value is the 
authentication. A big question in second-
hand is, are there fakes or are they 
authentic? At Vestiaire, over the last 10 
years, we built that incredible expertise 
and know-how to give people the 
comfort that these bags are real. [Max 
Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
The uniform presentation and implied 
guarantee of authenticity are meant to ease 
the anxiety of sellers and shoppers wary of 
the secondhand market, which has a 
reputation for being ripe with counterfeits 
and other fraud. x2
The RealReal also plans to open its first 
permanent concept store this year in 
New York, following the success of a 
pop-up in the city last year. Wainwright 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  says the store registered 
with new shoppers and consigners and 
helped build The RealReal’s brand 
identity as a trusted place for 
authentication. x3
“Vestiaire Collective [has] established 
a trusted secondary market for 
fashion,” said Von Laffert. [vice 
president of Condé Nast 
International]
[The RealReal]  There are multiple ways to look 
at it, but for us, there’s the act of 
authentication and vetting the items we’re 
selling, so we can engender trust with the 
customer and then leverage the consigner to 
meet their needs when they’re getting ready to 
sell different things. x2
And though market leader eBay adopted 
authentication for handbags starting in 2017, 
The RealReal is betting the extra steps it 
takes are forging a connection with 
customers that will be hard for rivals to 
replicate. x2
“Trust is the cornerstone of our online 
marketplace,” the company [The RealReal] 
said in its IPO filing. “We believe the trust 
and personal relationships that we have built 
with both consignors and buyers over the past 
eight years cannot be easily replicated.
“We see our role as educating and expanding 
the resale ecosystem, and connecting the 
right buyers with the right sellers,” said 
Bittner [Vestiaire Collective CEO]  x2
The RealReal also plans to double down on 
community growth by pushing consignors into 
becoming buyers, and vice versa. As of March, 
54 percent of its consignors were also 
shopping on The Real Real, while only 13 
percent of its buyers were consigning. The 
move makes sense: encourage the users 
already on the platform to stay put. x2
One element of Vestiaire Collective’s strategy 
has been to be proactive with sellers, 
educating them about what products and 
brands are moving fast. “It’s a community of 
nearly 6 million people — with 170,000 new 
people coming in every month — discussing 
and creating social interactions around 
product,” he [Fabre, Vestiaire Collective CEO] 
says. “The more interaction, the faster you 
sell. This community listens to the peer. They 
don’t listen to push marketing.” x3
“When I joined the company earlier this 
year, Vestiaire Collective already had a 
strong brand and fashion DNA,” Bittner 
said. “What makes it unique to many 
other resale platforms is that members 
have built a strong connection with each 
other and the products they are 
searching for. Our priority right now is to 
empower this global community to be 
able to interact and engage further on a 
daily basis through tech innovation.” x2
the luxury resale site [Vestiaire Collective]  has 
become a leading player in the secondhand 
fashion world thanks to its commitment to 
authenticity and community component, which 
allows members to interact with each other to 
ask questions and negotiate prices.
What we have done is we have recently 
opened up our global website to another 
40 or so markets, including Brazil and 
Mexico. We see ourselves as a 
community that is built around 
connecting buyers and sellers globally. 
We don’t want the products we sell to be 
limited by geography so we want to build 
up more markets and make ourselves 
available to as many people as possible 
so they can participate in the community. 
[Max Bittner, VC CEO] x3
“We are a global community platform with 
over 9 million members (and counting) in 
over 50 countries! Our members really love 
that they can interact with each other on 
the app and are buying and selling from like-
minded fashion lovers. For example, you can 
live in New York City and find another 
member in Hong Kong who loves the same 
designer as you, or find a really rare piece 
that was only released in a particular 
country.”
Fanny Moizant, co-founder of Vestiaire 
Collective x2
we don't disclose peoples names unless 
it's the celebrity sale they wanted 
disclosed 
When you have an incredible emotional 
connection with the product, with the 
brand, with the designer, with that one 
special bag, there’s so much you can 
build around it: you can engage with 
consumers, you can engage with sellers, 
you can gain to find the whole 
experience, you can create a community 
about that. [Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
The unique combination of our three core 
pillars of curation, authenticity and community 
along with our French DNA has always set us 
apart from our competitors. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder of Vestiaire Collective]
The overall goal and vision is really to 
create the world’s most desirable 
wardrobe and for that we want to work 
together as a cohesive community that 
inspires people and allows them to 
connect to one another in the most fun 
and sustainable way. I think this 
expansion is just a natural consequence 
of what we have been doing over the last 
10 years of continually increasing the 
reach of the community. [Max Bittner, VC 
CEO] 
I think Vestiaire Collective is very, very 
different from the names that you’ve 
mentioned because we’re truly a C2C 
platform, which means our overall 
assortment is much bigger. I think we 
really think of ourselves as a fashion 
community. We really think about buyers 
who can be sellers, and sellers who can 
be buyers, and we really want to 
encourage the interaction between them 
and in the future, also with the brands. 
So, it’s really around feeling as part of a 
community, where the joint goal is to 
drive circularity, the joint goal is to find 
the right owner for the right product and 
its different existence in the life cycle. 
So, the community feel is really what 
makes us different. [Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
The future for us is about emphasising 
and building on the idea that we are not 
just an ecommerce website -- we are a 
community of buyers and sellers, but one 
that does so much more than simply buy 
and sell products. The community is 
about inspiring, the community is about 
communicating, the community is about 
sharing ideas and opinions. The future for 
us is about about creating this global 
community that together helps build the 
world’s most desirable wardrobe. [Max 
Bittner, VC CEO] 
The technology that we’re focused on is 
really anchored around three big pillars. 
The first one is engagement: how do we 
engage the consumers, how do we 
engage the sellers? The second one is 
about community: it’s really about how 
we can give people a voice, give brands a 
voice, give products a voice, and have 
people give each other advice, and really 
making the whole shopping experience 
much more social. [Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
the beautiful thing about Vestiaire is 
that I really see it as a community first 
and foremost, versus ecommerce 
websites. So, for me, it’s engagement 
the number one KPI which is relevant for 
me: it’s about how I can create content 
that gets buyers excited, sellers excited, 
and at some point, get the brands 
excited to create that circularity. That’s 
really the primary KPI that I look at the 
business. It’s very different from Lazada. 
Lazada was always the GMV-driven 
business. But for me, the success over 
the next two, three years would be to 
build tools to engage the consumers and 
really drive that second-hand revolution. 
[Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
 “Vestiaire is absolutely a tech-first 
company, so my goal is not to launch as 
many brick and mortar stores as I can,” 
he [Chief Executive Max Bittner]  said. 
“I’m really focused on brand awareness, 
and in educating consumers in the 
physical environment.” x4
“We see our role as educating and expanding 
the resale ecosystem, and connecting the 
right buyers with the right sellers,” said 
Bittner [Vestiaire Collective CEO]  x2
“It will allow us to speak to a wider 
audience,” said chief marketing 
officer and vice president for EMEA 
Ceanne Fernandes-Wong [from 
Vestiaire Collective]  of using 
traditional forms of advertising — 
including black cabs in London and 
television in France — alongside 
digital. “Resale is not new, it’s not 
niche, and we want to bring that 
education that resale is chic and 
cool… and bring people who would 
otherwise say, ‘it’s luxury and not 
for me.’” x3
One element of Vestiaire Collective’s strategy 
has been to be proactive with sellers, 
educating them about what products and 
brands are moving fast. “It’s a community of 
nearly 6 million people — with 170,000 new 
people coming in every month — discussing 
and creating social interactions around 
product,” he [Fabre, Vestiaire Collective CEO] 
says. “The more interaction, the faster you 
sell. This community listens to the peer. They 
don’t listen to push marketing.” x3
Most sites educate sellers by 
releasing information on which items 
have the highest resale value. The 
RealReal, for instance, releases an 
annual report for consignors.
Content creation will be a growing 
focus, with the goal of becoming the 
ultimate handbag resource. Rebag’s 
content team is currently compiling 
guides like “The Encyclopedia of Bags.”
Receiving an appraisal from Clair doesn't lock 
consumers in to buy or sell through Rebag; in 
fact, it only opens more possibilities. Once 
customers have seen the future of their 
handbag, they can decide to hold onto the 
investment for posterity, consign it, trade it or 
even buy more of them. It allows consumers to 
make smart decisions on their purchases, know 
the value of their purchase upfront and view 
handbags as a new investment category. x3
If people become educated about the 
potential resale value of a certain bag or 
a watch or a piece of jewellery, then I 
think that gives them much more comfort 
to pay a higher original price for high 
quality products. It’s about educating 
people about the difference between 
investing in products that have a higher 
quality, higher longevity and better 
craftsmanship versus buying fast fashion 
that falls apart after six or seven times of 
washing it. [Max Bittner, VC CEO] 
A lot of what we’re working on for later 
this year and next year is about sharing 
our knowledge. Over the past five years 
we’ve developed pretty unique expertise 
about the resale segment, so we want to 
share that with the world. You’re going 
to see a lot more content [on our 
website], we’ve launched a magazine 
section recently, not to mention our 
efforts in terms of library and resources. 
We really want Rebag to be an authority 
in all things luxury and resale. [Charles 
Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Some of the biggest challenges that the 
company faces, particularly in its new 
markets, are brand awareness and 
eliminating the stigma associated with 
buying second-hand, Moizant noted. “This is 
why we focus on educating consumers to 
change their mindset and promote a circular 
lifestyle.” [Fanny Moizant, co-founder]
We’re ensuring that we’re meeting our 
customers where they are, so that they can 
easily access Rebag. For one, social media 
has been an important part of this: we’re 
encouraging user generated content, 
activating lively influencer partnerships with 
faces like Dorinda Medley of RHONY sharing 
educational resources in bite-sized pieces as 
our customers are actively seeking 
educational info on designers, handbags, 
and general resale knowledge. [Gorra] x2
we have this belief that if we are hyper-
specialized customers also value that, because 
Rebag is only about bags so it sort of gives this 
legitimacy that we know all about it. And I 
think we can say now that we know all about 
it, at least from an internal perspective, and 
the journey that we’re on now actually in the 
next year or two is really much, how do we 
make all these learnings public? So a lot of 
what you’re gonna see is we’re gonna start 
sharing much more content about pricing, 
about bag knowledge. So really that we 
become the centerpiece of all things bag. And 
that is gonna keep us busy for the next year or 
two. [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
There's a lot of education. On the sales 
side in particular it's not really a behavior 
that people are looking for so a lot of the 
most traditional tools like search for 
instance or those type of ads they don't 
really work that well because there's not 
so much intent. 
So we have to start a layer above which is 
really building the Rebag brand so 
everything we do around press, around 
working with influencers, around telling 
the resale story. All of that eventually 
creates awareness at the top of the funnel 
and later on that possibly creates a 
transaction. [Gorra, Rebag CEO] x2
I think gamification is not just (for) 
sellers, it’s also for buyers. Gamification, 
for me, is that it shouldn’t be us as a 
platform putting a burden on the sellers, 
saying, “You have to do this.” It’s much 
more around using characteristics. And 
when I talk about gamification, I can give 
an example: the price. If you wanted to 
sell one of your old handbags, let’s say 
you’ve had it for four or five years, you 
want to get the best price that you can 
possibly get, because all of us like 
making a bit of money. But, let’s say, for 
example, we recommend you a slightly 
cheaper price and you say, “I don’t know 
if I want that, I want to get €1500 more.” 
So, gamification is really making these 
kind of processes fun, guiding you 
through an experience, guiding you 
through decision-making, trying to 
explain to you that, making an effort 
with the pictures is important, giving you 
examples. [Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective]
“We are therefore putting greater 
marketing efforts in social media, where the 
younger generation has been voicing out a 
lot more about sustainability and ethical 
issues. Our aim is to educate consumers.” 
[Fanny Moizant, co-founder] x2
What's happening with content and who's 
creating your social posts? It's kind of our 
top priority for 2020 so you'll probably see 
more of that during the course of the year. 
We're trying to make Rebag a resource - a 
combination of learnings and 
entertainment. We’ve collected so much 
knowledge about bags, about this market 
that we have internally so everything you 
see around the magazine etc it's about 
sharing that. We have a lot of press, we 
have a lot of videos and you'll see more 
and more of that and we're trying to do 
this in a way that is also in a fun and 
interesting. Right now is five or six people 
who are quite focused on that theme. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO] x2
I think the ultimate goal is really to give 
you a sense of the value that sits in your 
wardrobe. If your wardrobe has clothes 
worth €1000, €2000, €10000, how can I 
give you the sense of that value, how can 
I give you the sense of how that value 
develops? Let’s say you own that 
beautiful Fendi baguette bag which 
everyone had in the 1990s when Sex and 
the City was very hot; and now it has 
come back. They re launched it in the 
beginning of this year. So, we saw a 
massive traction of old Fendi baguette 
bags. If I can communicate with you as a 
seller and say, now’s the time to sell the 
products off. The prices increase 50, 60, 
a hundred percent, that’s from me 
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From women’s, men’s and kids’ fashion to fine jewelry, 
watches, fine art and home decor, we [The RealReal]  are 
curating the world’s largest and most trusted marketplace 
for authenticated luxury.
Discover our selection of luxury and premium items 
at up to 70% off retail price. Thousands of carefully 
curated products added daily by our style team.
Most products sold on Pre-owned platforms are of 
high quality with 62% unworn or scarcely worn (just 
3-10 times).
In the luxury market, a recession could steer 
fashion back toward a more muted 
aesthetic, analysts say. Shoppers could end 
up selling the ostentatious and logo heavy 
items they purchased in better times. Sasha 
Skoda, head of women's merchandising at 
The RealReal said sales of classic jewellery, 
such as Cartier earrings and gold necklaces, 
are up 40 percent and 72 percent, 
respectively, over the last month, as 
“people gravitate toward classic investment 
pieces.” x2
Launched in 2014, Rebag buys and 
sells designer handbags
But the rise of digital platforms gave 
resale new lease of life by providing large 
and organised inventories that tap into a 
global network of sellers and offer a 
more eclectic mix of products.
The RealReal specialises in selling and 
buying second-hand luxury items 
including clothing and accessories.
The company [The RealReal]  plans on 
expanding inventory in categories like 
jewellery, home goods and menswear. 
Its core of women’s apparel and 
accessories currently make up about 
67 percent of the value of total 
inventory.
The RealReal focuses on luxury apparel 
items from designers like Hermes and 
Louis Vuitton, catering to the high-end 
fashion market
[The RealReal’s]  Plans are underway to push 
harder into categories like menswear, 
jewellery and home goods.
Designed by Courtney Applebaum, known for 
her work on The Row’s stores, The RealReal’s 
New York location will feature 400 to 500 
new items (including fashion, home goods 
and more) each day, thanks to a close 
proximity to a New Jersey warehouse. X2
“We are moving aggressively into the 
fine jewellery and watch market, and 
we’ve been doing it by bringing our 
experts forward,” she [Wainwright CEO 
and founder of The RealReal]  said.
“Vestiaire Collective is the largest specialist 
marketplace for pre-owned luxury clothes and 
accessories in Europe by a great distance,” 
Thomas Studd, partner at Vitruvian Partners, 
said in a statement. x3
The company [Vestiaire Collective]  is 
one of several fashion resale sites 
chipping away at the dominance o 
eBay in the market for vintage 
clothing and accessories, with a more 
curated offering of handpicked, 
authenticated goods.
1. We only sell what we love hence the commitment 
of our curation team to only open the door to 
relevant pieces
And what should you be buying now, to sell better 
later? Well, we’re glad you asked!
Reedition of retro models/the best doesn’t get old 
(Dior Saddle bag)
Brands of the moment/making a comeback (vintage 
Celine bag)
Starification (vintage Jean Paul Gautier)
Limited editions and special collaborations (Rimowa 
x Supreme)
New trends (Balenciaga Triple S)
The impossible is possible (Evian x Off-White)
The best investments: Patek Phillipe Nautilus 5711
Growth will be crucial to scaling, which is 
ultimately what might help The RealReal 
dominate its space. The race for scale helps 
explain why The RealReal is intent on 
expanding beyond its core of women’s 
clothing and accessories, which make up 
about 67 percent of the value of goods sold 
on the site today. x2
Since all items on display are also available to 
shop online, sales associates will be able to 
temporarily scan items that customers are 
interested in and remove them from the site. 
X2
With nearly 6 million registered users in 48 
countries, more than 3,200 new products are 
added every day, and the average basket is 
almost $430 (€400) [regarding Vestiaire 
Collective] . x2
“We have a unique model because we 
focus on products that are on-trend 
and in-season, and we control every 
step of the process,” said Sébastien 
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For now, Wainwright [The RealReal 
CEO]  plans to keep focusing on 
growth for its current product 
categories— women's fashion, 
menswear, fine jewelry, watches, and 
art—rather than entering into a bevy 
of other luxury products.
But in recent cycles, a slew of slick, luxury 
consignment start-ups have been gaining 
ground, aiming to disrupt the secondary market 
for high-end fashion with a more curated and 
seamless customer experience, while still 
offering consignors a greater percentage of the 
sale price than traditional auctions and brick-
and mortar consignment stores. x2
“The problem we are trying to solve is, how 
can one get access to everlasting style 
changes without having to spend all their 
dollars for that use case?” Gorra [Rebag] 
says. Handbags, he says, are ideal because 
trends change more slowly compared to 
apparel and are more resilient to wear and 
tear than categories like clothing. x2
Resale demand for Burberry is on the rise, 
up 64 per cent year-over-year, with search 
demand rising “dramatically” among 
millennials and Gen Z, Sommer [The 
RealReal’s director of strategic initiatives] 
says. The items most in-demand are 
sneakers, outerwear, backpacks and hats, 
with trench coats commanding 1.25x the 
resale value of other trench coats. x2
Unlike most of its competitors, Rebag is 
narrowly focused on one category known for 
its high margins. But building a business 
model around the limited supply of luxury 
handbags could make it hard to scale. 
“We’re always looking into other categories, 
and I think at some point down the line we’ll 
expand,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] . “But right 
now we want to be the authority on 
handbags.” x4
The bulk of this went toward elements 
essential to the platform’s [The RealReal] 
proposition: (...)  fulfilling orders in a way 
that is consistent with luxury players
According to Gorra [founder and CEO of 
Rebag] , investors are attracted to resale 
for several reasons: Inventory risks aren’t 
as high, since products aren’t restricted to 
seasons like they are at traditional 
retailers, plus the changes to fashion 
consumption habits brought about by 
coronavirus favor resale’s particular 
traits. x2
We’re well positioned in the market with 
our focus on luxury goods that retain 
value over time and are made to last, as 
well as the expert services we offer. 
[Allison Sommer, TRR Director of 
Strategic Initiatives]
Vestiaire Collective’s incredibly unique 
inventory is essentially curated by our global 
community. They are the ones holding a 
wealth of treasures in their wardrobes, their 
willingness to give their pieces a new life 
allows us to develop what we believe is the 
world’s most desirable online wardrobe and 
a real testament to fashion history. We 
want to empower our members to continue 
inspiring each other, while ensuring we are 
highlighting the hottest global trends and 
staying in line with the demand. x2 [Sophie 
Hersan, co-founder of Vestiaire Collective]
“Once we can show people attractive inventory 
with authentication of the great brands of 
great quality, people will love it.” Because, 
again, we’re selling the handbag, which is the 
queen category curating this to the top 50 
brands. [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag]
Is there are certain number of designers 
that you accept? About 50. [We accept] 
bags as well as small leather goods - right 
now it's our core business. [Gorra, Rebag 
CEO]
With hundreds of brand name handbags 
in top condition, you’ll be in second-hand
heaven.
Among individual secondhand luxury 
segments, leather goods such as handbags 
are extremely popular, as they are an 
aspirational product for first-time buyers, 
easy to buy online, and yet relatively scarce 
in the traditional offline retail channel. 
Most first hand luxury goods companies 
have a vested interest in this category 
because leather goods are typically their 
primary focus— and in many cases account 
for the bulk of their sales. The watches and 
jewelry segment is also well developed. 
Meanwhile, clothing and shoes make up a 
relatively small proportion of today’s luxury 
resale items, as their potential is capped 
by the typical barriers to online purchase of 
such goods: the inability to try them on, the 
wide range of sizes, and, therefore, the risk 
that they won’t fit.
Then, it comes down to which brands are the 
most covetable, whether those brands allow 
the company to go horizontal across many 
categories and whether, by adding the trust 
component, those brands can demand a high-
end price point. This is why we [The RealReal] 
really do focus on Chanel and Hermès and 
Prada and Gucci, which are also amongst the 
most frequently counterfeited brands. x2
Most luxury handbags at Rebag retail in the 
low thousands, with prices determined by 
an algorithm that takes into account factors 
like the item’s brand, condition and 
seasonality. X3
Now, it [The RealReal] needs to affordably 
scale its customer base to absorb its 
considerable investment in tech, which 
manages 14,000 single stock keeping units 
daily. x2
Typically, we add about 8,000 new items a 
day and since we’re a global platform, our 
sellers have access to some of the most 
unique designers and pieces that are nearly 
impossible to find anywhere else — you 
never know what you’ll find when you open 
the app! Sophie Hersan, co-founder of 
Vestiaire Collective
we have this belief that if we are hyper-
specialized customers also value that, because 
Rebag is only about bags so it sort of gives this 
legitimacy that we know all about it. And I 
think we can say now that we know all about 
it, at least from an internal perspective, and 
the journey that we’re on now actually in the 
next year or two is really much, how do we 
make all these learnings public? So a lot of 
what you’re gonna see is we’re gonna start 
sharing much more content about pricing, 
about bag knowledge. So really that we 
become the centerpiece of all things bag. And 
that is gonna keep us busy for the next year or 
two. [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
In the resell industry in general the three 
biggest brands are Chanel, Hermès and 
Louis Vuitton. Some of these brands they 
have limited online presence so a lot of the 
products you typically don't even have 
access to online first hand so by definition 
you're diverting to secondhand as your first 
choice. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
While exact savings are hard to predict, 
Charles estimates that those buying a 
designer bag at Rebag can expect to save 
somewhere 30-70% off the retail price. 
This, again, is the result of careful 
research and advanced data and 
analytics, and an algorithm they’ve 
developed themselves.
The preowned market is also growing 
quickly because it offers customers a large 
selection of products. Beyond vintage 
items and items made available from past 
luxury collections at affordable prices, two 
types of items are especially popular on 
the resale market: rare or iconic items, 
including limited editions, that suffer from 
scarcity in the firsthand sales network; and 
collaborations. Resale prices for the former 
typically build in a premium that is highly 
correlated with the items’ desirability and 
scarcity, sometimes making them more 
expensive than the same items sold 
firsthand. x2
We [The RealReal] continually look at multiple 
categories where vetting or authenticating 
adds value. And we look at the cost of getting 
the consigner, which is really our single biggest 
cost as a company. x2
The vast majority of its [Rebag's]  products 
are discounted 50 per cent off retail or 
more, though a few — including bags from 
the Louis Vuitton x Supreme collection — 
have sold for two-thirds of the original price 
due to scarcity. x2
The RealReal began as a secondhand 
women’s fashion site and has since 
expanded to men’s and kids’, as well as 
higher-priced categories like jewellery, 
home and art.
The preowned market extends the lifetime 
of luxury products. Most products sold on
preowned luxury platforms are of high 
quality, with 62% of them unworn or 
scarcely worn (worn three to ten times), 
according to our survey. X2
[The RealReal]  So once you have that 
consigner, you want to continue to service 
them and they have various needs and 
requests. We were constantly asked by 
consigners: can we sell art for them? So we 
started selling art this year and it’s going to be 
a small portion of our revenue, but a good one. 
It’s a leverage play for us, because we already 
have that relationship with the consigner. x2
Oliver Chen, a retail analyst at Cowen, says 
that while such companies have to hold 
inventory, they also have the advantage of 
being able to curate their product 
assortment and build trust with customers 
by ensuring product quality. x3
You’re known for selling the rarest of Birkin 
bags. What other bags are popular? The 
bulk of the market is centred around 
Hermès, Chanel and Louis Vuitton. We’re 
deep in Birkins and Kellys — we have about 
300 now across our portfolio, so every 
Rebag store has between 30 to 40 available. 
The standard Louis Vuitton monogram bags 
like the Speedy and the Artsy are also high 
flow items, as are the Chanel Caviar and Boy 
bags. Right now, there’s a lot of excitement 
around Gucci and Balenciaga, as well as 
certain vintage revivals like the Fendi 
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Our platform is easy to navigate and provides 
buyers the ability to customize their own
personalized product feeds and curate highly 
coveted items into their Obsessions page 
where they can view all of their favorite 
items together.
We are very happy to announce the 
launch of a brand new feature on 
Vestiaire Collective app: The Newsfeed. 
Vestiaire Collective members can now 
instantly access the latest new in 
products and price drops of their 
community directly in their newsfeed. 
They also get personalized 
recommendations of new profiles to 
connect with, that share the same 
passions. To get them started they can 
visit the Top Seller channel, a place 
where they can find Vestiaire's favourite 
sellers of the week! Results are already 
very exciting, and this is only the start of 
our community vision!! x2
Very excited about the outstanding work 
done by the Vestiaire Collective team, 
launching a new Content Mgmt System 
(CMS) on both App and Desktop giving 
our teams, categories and countries 
more flexibility to create engaging new 
content and provide significant better 
discoverability along the newly launched 
channels! It will also allow us to be much 
more Data driven.
The three things that we really want to 
work on – on a business perspective – is 
firstly working on some of those best 
practices from the best global E 
Commerce apps and websites. We want 
to have very lively and engaging 
platform, we want to work on 
gamification of the content that we 
have, we want to really keep the 
customers and the sellers as engaged as 
possible. The vision is really not just 
being E Commerce platform but a social 
platform where people come back not 
just to buy something but to engage, to 
learn and to communicate with the rest 
of the community. [Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective] x3
Get a quick offer
Submit pictures of your handbag using the mobile 
app or website. We’ll provide a quote within 1-2 
business days, or on the spot in our stores. x3
With its new funding, Vestiaire will invest in 
features that allow its users to engage better 
with one another on the mobile app, Bittner 
said. Already, customers can ask one another 
questions about listings and negotiate pricing. 
x2
Seventy percent of traffic [of Vestiaire 
Collective]  comes from mobile.
Our buyers desire newness and the ability to 
easily browse our vast selection of products. 
In 2018, we added approximately 2.6 million 
new items to our online marketplace, 
providing buyers with a constant stream of 
new listings. Editorial features based on 
trends, style and heritage encourage 
exploration and discovery across designers 
and categories. These dynamic daily curations 
emphasize storytelling and celebrate luxury, 
for example: Men’s Future Tech Sneakers, 
The Luxe Diamond Edit, Watches for Every 
Occasion and Prada on the Rise. 
Rebag Infinity is available on our website, 
www.rebag.com, mobile app or in person at one of 
our store locations. In your Rebag web and app 
account, on the “Purchases” page, simply find your 
order and click “Exchange” on the bag you would like 
to exchange. x3
So far, about 70 percent of Vestiaire’s sales 
are through the mobile app. x2
In order for buyers to efficiently browse our 
vast selection of authenticated, pre-owned 
luxury goods, we built specialized features to 
allow for the curation of multiple 
personalized feeds based on individual 
preferences and collection of favorite items 
(“Obsessions”), into one place. Buyers can 
filter by criteria such as size, designer, color, 
style, category, price and condition making it 
easy and fast to find exactly what they are 
looking for. When buyers find an item they 
want to consider purchasing, they can click on 
the heart icon to add it to their Obsessions. 
Having a side-by-side view of favorite items 
provides a helpful way to visualize how they 
will look together in an outfit. In addition, 
once items are added to Obsessions, buyers 
automatically receive notifications via email 
or mobile app to indicate when items go on 
sale. Obsessions are a key driver of 
conversion to purchase. In 2018, Obsessions 
drove 36% of GMV.
Now, The RealReal is a company with millions of shoppers 
and consignors, four retail stores in NYC, LA & SF and 10 
Luxury Consignment Offices across the country, four of 
which are in our stores.
Vestiaire Collective has teamed up with the famous 
Oxford Street shop – Selfridges, in London! We are 
thrilled to invite you to come and discover our space 
there – the perfect place for you to try on some of 
our most stunning second-hand items. We’ll also 
answer any questions you might have. We wanted 
you to be able to experience trying on and 
discovering special, high quality items. The selection 
in store has been specially curated for that purpose. 
Each of the pieces sold in our store has already been 
authenticated by our experts. The selection is 
switched up each week, so there is always 
something new for you to discover. Our team will 
also happily help you create your account, if you 
don’t already have one. x2
We're happy to announce that we are 
collaborating with Le Bon Marché Rive 
Gauche Paris for the new "So Punk" 
exhibition! From August 31st to October 
16th come and see our unique selection 
of punk chic treasures at our in-store pop 
up. X2
Get a quick offer
Submit pictures of your handbag using the mobile 
app or website. We’ll provide a quote within 1-2 
business days, or on the spot in our stores. x3
The company [Rebag]  operates 
online and in stores, with locations 
in Los Angeles and New York.
Vestiaire Collective is setting up shop in 
London. The Paris-based luxury resale site 
is opening its first permanent brick-and 
mortar retail space in a new tie-up with 
British heritage department store 
Selfridges. x3
It [The RealReal] has expanded its 
physical presence by opening two brick-
and-mortar stores in Manhattan and 
one in Los Angeles that collect as well 
as sell goods.
Beyond acquiring new customers and 
increasing their lifetime value, The 
RealReal also plans to continually 
invest in its tech-driven infrastructure, 
expand its brick-and-mortar presence 
and grow internationally, it said in the 
IPO filing. x3
The San Francisco-based company [The 
RealReal]  now has two brick-and-mortar 
stores in Manhattan and one in Los 
Angeles that collect as well as sell goods.
Once an online-only vintage clothing 
retailer, RealReal has gone brick-and 
mortar, opening three stores and 11 
consignment-only locations across the 
country. At its full-service venues, 
including another shop in New York 
and one in Los Angeles, the company 
seeks to both buy and sell dresses, 
jackets and necklaces that have been 
sitting dormant in some very wealthy 
closets.
Under the new partnership, select Neiman 
stores will have Fashionphile “salons,” 
where customers can go to sell their 
luxury handbags and jewellery and receive 
immediate payment. x3
The New York-based company [Rebag ] 
has raised $25 million in a Series C 
funding round that it plans to use to open 
30 stores, from Chicago to Texas to 
Florida, in addition to its online shop and 
five existing locations in Los Angeles and 
New York. x2
Since then, the company [The RealReal] , 
which was founded in 2011, has focused 
on expanding its brick-and-mortar 
presence with outlets in new areas and 
more online fulfilment centres. x2
The RealReal, which opened its first 
permanent retail and consignment 
space in New York in November 
2018, after hosting a pop-up a year 
earlier, and has raised $173 million 
funding. x2
Nestled on Madison Avenue just 
out of view from Chanel and 
hardly 100 yards in front of the 
tallest residential building in the 
world is Rebag’s modest second 
New York store. The luxury 
handbag resale company opened 
the space in April — a feat that 
would not have been possible 
two years ago, when the 
neighbourhood's rents were near 
record highs.
Almost one year after opening its first pop-up 
in Manhattan during the holiday shopping 
season — which clocked $2 million in revenue 
in 2 weeks — the luxury consignment site The 
RealReal is back in Soho with its first 
permanent retail and consignment space, 
opening Friday on Wooster Street. x2
“We are in investment mode,” said 
Wainwright [CEO and founder of The 
RealReal] , who declined to share 
revenue numbers. She plans to use the 
funding to expand The RealReal’s 
physical presence through concept 
stores and “luxury consignment 
offices.”
“Given our lead here, it was better for 
us to really focus on the US for the 
next 12 months,” Wainwright says. 
That means opening more physical 
valuation offices, where sellers can go 
to have products appraised. (There are 
already four open: New York, Chicago, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco.)
Infinity has been especially popular in the 
company’s [Rebag's] nine stores (in New 
York, Los Angeles and Miami), which can 
evaluate and accept exchanges on the spot. 
x2
We'll send you a prepaid shipping label so you can 
mail us your handbag, or you can drop it off at a 
store near you. In Manhattan? Arrange a free pickup. 
x2
The 40-square-meter space, housed 
within the store’s third-floor designer 
studio, opens on October 30 with 200 
items on sale, including 10 rare vintage 
pieces from the likes of Versace, Paco 
Rabanne and Maison Margiela, which 
Vestiaire Collective has sourced 
especially for its new location. x3
The physical locations opened by 
RealReal [have]  been integrated into a 
broader, preexisting e-commerce 
model — serving as a home base for 
companies to collect items people no 
longer want.
“The frictionless experience is that when 
customers come to Neiman Marcus, a 
Fashionphile ambassador will host you in 
a salon,” Raemdonck [Neiman Marcus 
Group chief executive Geoffroy van 
Raemdonck] told BoF. “They will 
authenticate the product and give you a 
price. And you can leave with the fruits of 
that transaction and then you can choose 
to reinvest in fashion at that moment.” x3
Rebag, founded in 2014, plans to open five 
to seven stores this year, and aims to 
triple its headcount to 300 in the next 
three years, Gorra said.
Rebag is one of a number of 
small, online brands taking their 
place alongside the luxury 
establishment in haute shopping 
districts like Fifth Avenue and 
Melrose Avenue in Los Angeles.
“The store for us is a great branding 
opportunity,” says Wainwright [The RealReal 
founder and CEO] , adding that she plans to 
continue to test pop-ups throughout 2017 in 
key markets. “But we don’t need it to fuel our 
growth.” x3
Like many other digitally-native shops, 
the company is turning to brick-and-
mortar to attract new customers and 
more inventory, which is always a 
concern for consignment model 
retailers. X2
Get paid within 2-3 business days once we receive 
your handbag. If you’re selling at a store, you’ll 
receive payment within the hour. x2
Vestiaire Collective’s segue into physical 
retail is more of a marketing play than a 
revenue driver, according to Chief 
Executive Max Bittner. “Vestiaire is 
absolutely a tech-first company, so my 
goal is not to launch as many brick and 
mortar stores as I can,” he said. “I’m 
really focused on brand awareness, and 
in educating consumers in the physical 
environment.” x4
When it comes to luxury resale, the 
bottleneck is usually on the supply side: 
It’s hard to get the well-heeled in the 
door, says Charles Gorra, chief 
executive officer of rival Rebag. New 
stores, he said, must be in places with 
“existing luxury ecosystems.” With this 
in mind, Gorra says his company is 
looking at Chicago and some cities in 
Texas as potential new locations. x2
The shop-in-shop Fashionphile salons will 
be rolled out to five to seven Neiman 
Marcus locations in the fall, Raemdonck 
[Neiman Marcus Group chief executive 
Geoffroy van Raemdonck] said. x2
Rebag, for one, secured its space 
via a “crafty, short-term” lease, 
said founder Charles Gorra.
Designed by Courtney Applebaum, known for 
her work on The Row’s stores, The RealReal’s 
New York location will feature 400 to 500 
new items (including fashion, home goods 
and more) each day, thanks to a close 
proximity to a New Jersey warehouse. X2
Currently, the company [The RealReal] 
has six consignment office locations 
around the country where a team of full-
time gemologists and experts (55 
people and growing) are on hand to 
authenticate potential sales for 
customers. x2
Rebag Infinity is available on our website, 
www.rebag.com, mobile app or in person at one of 
our store locations. In your Rebag web and app 
account, on the “Purchases” page, simply find your 
order and click “Exchange” on the bag you would like 
to exchange. x3
Vestiaire and Selfridges will work 
together to curate the assortment so that 
it will complement the department 
store’s seasonal fashion buys, Manes 
said. Vestiaire Collective products will be 
labelled as “pre-loved” to differentiate it 
from Selfridges’ up-to-date luxury 
inventory. Shoppers will also be able to 
sell through a dedicated re-sale point in 
the store that will act as the physical 
incarnation of Vestiaire’s Concierge 
Service. x3
“We’ve had an easier time getting 
supply with brick-and-mortar — people 
have brought suitcases into the stores, 
full of multiple designer bags,” he  
[Charles Gorra, Rebag's CEO] 
explained. “Walk a block, and in just a 
matter of a few minutes you can get 
access to hundreds or even thousands 
of dollars,” he said. “Suddenly, the 
process is much more accessible for 
most luxury owners.”
Since all items on display are also available to 
shop online, sales associates will be able to 
temporarily scan items that customers are 
interested in and remove them from the site. 
X2
“People do have that discussion [with 
the authenticators] and if they don’t 
consign on the spot, they are ready to 
sell it, they shop it around and they 
always come back because it’s so 
transparent. So that has yielded a 
phenomenal success for the business.” 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  x3
After reviewing our list of accepted designer brands, 
submit your once-loved bag for a quote through our 
mobile app, online at Rebag.com, or in store at any 
Rebag store location. x2
Other digital resale players have also 
branched out into physical retail. 
Vestiaire Collective’s American 
counterpart The RealReal has opened 
three retail locations across New York 
and Los Angeles, while American Rebag 
has a network of nine stores across New 
York, California and Miami.
Online resellers also have an 
advantage when opening physical 
locations — they have piles of data on 
shoppers, as well as their favourite 
brands — all easily sorted by zip code, 
which helps them choose what to 
display in each store.
Wainwright [The RealReal founder and CEO] 
says the permanent store will feature a 
higher-price item mix than last year’s pop-up 
(example: more Birkins). “The mix in the 
store when we first opened the pop up was 
reflective of what New Yorkers buy online; it 
wasn’t necessarily reflective of what they 
want to buy in the store,” she says. x2
The RealReal also plans to open its first 
permanent concept store this year in 
New York, following the success of a 
pop-up in the city last year. Wainwright 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  says the store registered 
with new shoppers and consigners and 
helped build The RealReal’s brand 
identity as a trusted place for 
authentication. x3
We provide four free options for sending your bags 
to Rebag after accepting your online quote:
•Courier pick-up in Manhattan
•Prepaid shipping label
•Prepaid shipping box and label
•Drop off at a Rebag store x2
Vestiaire Collective, which celebrates its 
10th anniversary this year, has already 
dipped into physical retail, experimenting 
with two fortnight-long pop-ups at 
Selfridges last autumn, and a recent six-
week pop-up at Parisian department 
store Le Bon Marché this year. Bittner did 
not rule out the possibility of opening a 
Paris location in the near future. x4
RealReal’s downtown New York store, 
where it shows off its largest 
collection of items, is two stories of 
upscale bags, watches, jewellery and 
garments for both men and women.
In order to attract new consignors and bring 
in more inventory — a key part of maintaining 
growth in a competitive consignment market 
—the store will also include “elegant” 
waiting and meeting spaces where 
consignors can meet wit experts and get 
quotes on their pieces, as well as attend 
workshops. x3
“Having the capital to back [the brick-
and-mortar growth] up is important for 
us,” said Wainwright [CEO and founder 
of The RealReal] , adding that online 
will always be the primary sales 
channel. X2
Currently, The RealReal has seven other 
valuation offices around the country to 
connect consignors with their on-staff 
gemologists, horologists and authentication 
specialists. x2
The store won’t only focus on reselling: it will 
also feature a coffee bar with win and 
whiskey, a fresh-cut flower stand and a 
newsstand with magazines and books. And 
each month, TheRealReal will host a different 
installation of product curated by an outside 
partner, starting with an edit of pieces from 
the inventory by InStyle’s editor-in-chief Laura 
Brown in November, followed by a holiday 
gift edit from Vanessa Traina and Allee 
Goldstein of The Line. "We really wanted to 
create an environment that was very 
comfortable," says Wainwright [The 
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VB_The RealReal’s 55% sales spike shows 
promise, challenges of resale
VB_Selfridges becomes latest luxury 
player to endorse resale
VB_Is the fashion-tech bubble going to 
burst?
VB_Rebag opens seventh store after raising 
$25 million
VB_Charting The RealReal’s path to 
profitability
G_The resale companies set to edge 
out the competition in 2020
G_Resale platform Vestiaire Collective 
lowered its own commission to drive up 
sales
G_How luxury resale company Rebag 
plans to differentiate with new funding 
round
G_‘We’re changing the behavior of how 
people shop’: A Slack Chat with The 
RealReal’s Rati Levesque
Fashionista_Rebag raises $25 million, with 
plans to rapidly expand to 30 stores
Fashionista_2018 Was the Year Resale Went 
Mainstream
FU_Allison Sommer, from The RealReal, 
on the company's partnerships and the 
boom of resale
FU_Fashion resale, a booming market: 
interview with Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag
FU_Inside The RealReal’s new store in 
New York City
FU_Luxury resale company Rebag opens 
third store in L.A. area at Westfield Mall
Luxury Society_Vestiaire Collective 
President Fanny Moizant: "Building Trust Is 
The Key To Our Success"
Forbes_Rebag Secures $15 Million In Series 
D Funding Despite The Dwindling Economy
Forbes_Vestiaire Collective Celebrates A 
Decade In Luxury Resale
Forbes_Rebag Raises $25 Million In Its 
Series C Round Of Funding
Loose Threads_Baggage (Re)claim — with 
Charles Gorra of Rebag
Studio 1.0 Bloomberg TV The Glossy Podcast_Rebag founder Charles 
Gorra: "We compete against idleness"
Never stand still_The RealReal Founder & 
CEO Julie Wainwright
E-commerce magazine_A First-Hand 
Experience for a Second-Hand Product
BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomRecruiting talent to build their 
platforms, too, will be expensive, as 
they must compete with the broader 
tech sector. x3
A representative from Vestiaire 
Collective said the company wants 
customers browsing the app and using it 
almost like a social network, beyond just 
buying and selling. In the past, Vestiaire 
Collective has driven downloads for its 
app by offering discounts and promo 
codes only available to app users.
“We knew right from the beginning that the 
launch of Vestiaire Collective in 2009 would 
answer to the needs of digital,” she told 
Luxury Society in an interview. “There was 
no doubt in our minds. We wanted to tap 
into the convenience of being able to buy or 
sell from anywhere in the world, at any time 
and gather a global audience of fashion 
addicts.” [Fanny Moizant, co-founder] x2
This means focusing on developing Clair by 
Rebag even further, in addition to other 
changes we have been implementing, like 
our Infinity update from March 2020 or the 
site and native app improvements. [Gorra] 
x2
We will continue to empower our 
community by launching new features on 
the app, which will encourage members to 
interact and engage with each other. Fanny 
Moizant
“One of the key focuses is to continue to 
drive engagement and discoverability for 
our members,” Bittner said. “In order to 
further drive this, we’ll be launching a 
series of exciting community functions 
that will empower our members to 
engage with each other and the 
platform in a much more powerful way. 
Tech innovation, engagement, 
personalization and discoverability are 
all priorities as we move toward 
becoming an app-first, community-
driven platform.” [Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
Personalisation is also key to Vestiaire 
Collective’s success, adds Moizant, who 
ensures her users are able to customise 
their experience on the platform, with the 
use of filters and alerts to save them time 
and ensure customers are only receiving the 
information they want.
“Digital answers to the consumers’ lack of 
time and addresses our desires to shop 
within an environment that is 100 percent 
tailor made… It also helps us learn about 
their preferences, share similar products 
and ultimately help them hunt for the 
treasure they have been looking for.” [Fanny 
Moizant, co-founder]
It also plans to use the funds to improve its 
platform capabilities so that it can provide a 
more seamless user experience for its 
buyers and seller.
At the same time, the company [The 
RealReal]  is investing in its offline footprint. 
Its fourth store will open in San Francisco in 
the first half of 2020, Wainwright [TRR CEO] 
said, adding that while revenues from stores 
is a relatively small piece of the business, 
additional retail locations can drive up the 
size of orders, as in-store purchases tend to 
be larger. x3
Starting 30 October, customers visiting 
the high-end department store in London 
will be able to buy rare vintage pieces 
and sell pre-owned luxury goods through 
resale platform Vestiaire Collective. That 
Vestiaire would open its first permanent 
location in a 111-year old department 
store demonstrates how much the 
resale market has changed since the 
French e-tailer was founded 10 years 
ago. x2
Rebag, the luxury handbag resale company 
that launched online in 2014, continues its 
offline expansion tear with the opening of 
its largest flagship in Miami on Thursday. 
Located in the city’s hip Design District, the 
two-storey, 2,000-square-foot store boasts 
an Hermès Birkin wall — a wall that’s, yes, 
covered in colourful and rare Birkin bags — 
and a Rebag Bar where customers can 
authenticate and sell their own luxury bags. 
The shop, which can carry up to 500 items, 
is Rebag’s seventh store and its first outside 
New York and California. x2
Sellers on The RealReal can send items via 
mail, drop them off at one of the 
company’s retail locations or have them 
picked up in person. x3
“Brands with seamless connected 
customer experiences will thrive,” 
said Steven Moy, CEO of creative 
agency Barbarian. “Blending the 
digital and physical experience is 
key. The RealReal’s Soho store 
exemplifies the right blend of 
connected experience. Customers 
can easily find out what items are 
available in the Soho store via the 
mobile app. In store, you can show 
the items you’ve tagged to the store 
associates for try-on, and store 
associates can also conduct 
checkout.”
With the new investment, Gorra plans 
to open more Rebag stores to further 
popularize luxury resale. In 2018, Rebag 
focused on expanding its physical 
footprint, opening a total of five stores 
in hot neighborhoods in NYC and L.A., 
including three in the last quarter. The 
new goal is to have 30 stores up and 
running within the next two to three 
years, centered on luxury hubs like 
Florida and Texas. They’ll be based in a 
mix of iconic locations (like the Oculus 
at the World Trade Center, which houses 
Rebag’s newest store), luxury malls and 
high-traffic streets.
How we think about retail is more 
around the halo effect. We see our 
customers and consigners are more 
engaged when they come in through 
brick-and-mortar. Over time, their spend 
or consignment increases more rapidly. 
Retail is also about the experience. 
People want to drop off consignments 
and get real-time information about 
resale value. They can do that now in 
our stores in NYC and L.A., as well as in 
our nine luxury consignment offices. 
[Rati Levesque, chief merchant at The 
RealReal]
That, of course, means expansion — and lots of 
it. Like the other rapidly-growing, digital-native 
resale sites with lots of investor money — 
Thredup, Poshmark, The RealReal, etc. — 
Rebag has gradually been building out its brick-
and-mortar footprint with five now standing 
across New York and Los Angeles. But soon, 
those stores are going to be all over the 
country, from city blocks to luxury malls, with 
plans open 30 doors in the "medium term." 
That's significantly more than any of its resale 
competitors currently operate, most of whom 
have raised significantly more cash than Rebag.
The RealReal, for instance, opened a 12,000-
square-foot space on Melrose Avenue in Los 
Angeles this summer to complement its New 
York location. "We have seen that store 
experience has introduced a huge audience of 
people that had never consigned before," says 
Rati Levesque, the company's chief merchant. 
"It's proven an excellent way for those who 
aren't quite comfortable shopping online for 
higher-value items to come in and touch and 
feel the product, try it on, and engage with one 
of our company experts in a personal, one-on-
one setting." x2
We’ve found that the stores are a great 
way to engage people in luxury 
consignment. By delivering a luxe 
shopping and consigning experience in a 
physical store setting, we’re able to 
attract and introduce many first-timers to 
The RealReal. The in-store business has 
also brought our brand to life. We’re able 
to connect our community directly with 
experts for consignment drop-offs or 
valuation meetings, and customers can 
see and try-on our pieces in-person. 
[Allison Sommer, TRR Director of 
Strategic Initiatives]
We were inspired by other digitally-
native brands which have made a similar 
transition, such as Caspers and UntuckIt. 
As all things startup, we started 
experimenting, so we did a pop-up in 
December 2017 in SoHo (NY) which 
worked extremely well for us. We then 
expanded to Madison Avenue in April 
2018, which went even better. Next thing 
we know, we’re opening a new store 
every six to ten weeks. [Charles Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
Founded in 2011 as an online business, 
TheRealReal transitioned from clicks to 
bricks about one and a half year ago, with 
a store in SoHo, New York. Since then, 
eleven more physical stores were added 
to its retail portfolio in New York, Los 
Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, 
Washington DC, Dallas and Miami.
Though Rebag started as an online direct-
to-consumer resale brand for luxury 
handbags, the company now has six 
stores in the U.S. including its newest 
location in Santa Anita, two of which are 
in Los Angeles with the remaining three 
New York. Rebag’s Santa Anita location 
features Rebag’s signature details such 
as the Rebag Bar and the Hermes Birkin 
Wall, and will stand next to major fashion 
stores including Nordstrom, Michael Kors 
and Swarovski.
While the platform has always existed in the 
online area, Vestiaire Collective is 
experimenting with physical retail space as 
part of its omnichannel offering, launching a 
global series of retailer partnerships. Earlier 
this year, it partnered with multibrand 
retailer JOYCE in Hong Kong to feature an in-
store pop-up where customers could drop 
off their pre-owned items to be sold on 
Vestiaire Collective in exchange for store 
credits. The company followed this with a 
sustainable fashion pop-up in Milan in 
collaboration with Eco-Age and Camera 
Nazionale della Moda, an in-store exhibition, 
currently on show at Parisian department 
store Le Bon Marchè until October 31, and a 
year-long partnership with British luxury 
department store Selfridges commencing on 
October 30. x2
Regarding Retail the priority in 2020 is on 
reopening our current stores. [Gorra]
Rebag—which has three locations in New 
York, in SoHo, at Billionaire’s Row, and 
inside the Westfield World Trade Center, 
and two locations in Los Angeles on Melrose 
Avenue and in Beverly Hills—will expand 
across the United States over the next three 
years. Rebag aims to have 30 locations and 
currently has its eyes on major luxury 
markets like The Hamptons, Palm Beach, 
and Miami, and may go international. “We'll 
do it step by step right after this initial 
rollout,” said Gorra.
So in November 2017, we opened in Soho, and 
really it was a pop-up. We got it for a few 
months, it was a holiday shopping activation. 
But we did a party, we did some good press, 
etc., and it was massive. It was almost 
shocking. So it was so good that we made it 
permanent. So we renegotiated the lease, 
made it permanent, and that became our first 
store. [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
we're looking for good locations for maybe 10 
to 15 stores in the US total 
Right now, we tried to spend a lot of time 
on physical retail, we did a bunch of other 
more tailored approaches  [Gorra, Rebag 
CEO]
a lot of people want to consign in the 
store, they don't want us coming to their 
house so everything sort of snowballed 
into a very big business in New York and 
we're only nine months old we opened LA 
about four weeks ago and that's off to a 
great start
If you’re in New York, the process is even 
simpler with Rebag’s Soho shop,
where sellers can complete a transaction 
in 60 minutes or less and buyers can 
browse
the collection of over 300 handbags.
Others are creating offline expansions 
through brick-and-mortar stores. The 
RealReal and Rebag, for example, have 
opened a few physical stores, while 
Vestiaire Collective has opened pop-up 
stores atlarge retailers such as Selfridges 
and Le Bon Marché.
In 2018, Selfridges hosted two two-week-
long Vestiaire pop-ups, one for men and 
one for women. “We learned that resale 
can be part of a luxury experience, that it 
is something our customers want and 
that it has significant commercial 
potential for our business,” McIntosh 
says. x2
Why did you feel it was important to have a 
retail presence for the brand? Luxury is still 
very underpenetrated online, with about 90 
per cent of luxury customers still shopping 
offline. We sell high-end pieces that people 
really want to see up close, to assess the 
condition, and that kind of item usually 
moves better offline. Our first store in New 
York [opened in November 2017] was a total 
experiment, but we saw a lot of success 
there, in terms of revenue and sourcing. 
When an experiment works, you reproduce 
it. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The bulk of this went toward elements 
essential to the platform’s [The RealReal] 
proposition: (...)  and building out its 10-
strong network of showrooms and stores.
"Since opening our first store in 2017, we've 
found brick and mortar incredibly successful for 
us," CEO Charles Gorra tells Fashionista. 
"Customers want to be able to touch and feel 
before they make the purchase." x2
With its sleek, airy layout and in-store cafe, the 
Melrose location feels more like a luxury 
department store than a consignment shop, 
and that seems to be a big part of how these 
companies are differentiating their brick and-
mortar concepts from the secondhand stores 
that have existed in all cities for decades.
Absolutely. Brick-and-mortar stores will 
continue to be a focus for us and we plan 
to open more in the future. [Allison 
Sommer, TRR Director of Strategic 
Initiatives]
We noticed that the sale of higher-end 
bags works really well at physical stores, 
so we have the Birkin wall, with 30 to 40 
Birkin bags per store, amongst other 
bags, which is pretty unique. Many 
customers also want to see the higher-
ticket items before deciding on their 
purchase, so the brick and mortar stores 
allow us to do that for them. The reality 
is 91 percent of our luxury purchases take 
place in the US, so that was our way to 
start connecting with those customers. 
[Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
This week, The RealReal is opening its 
third location in New York on Madison 
Avenue. It is the first store to give equal 
weight to both consignment and 
shopping, with services like consignment 
drop offs, complimentary valuations, and 
product viewings for high-value pieces. 
Visitors can also book appointments to 
shop with the help of a personal stylist.
here in Arcadia, we’re able to expand our 
reach beyond LA to a brand conscious 
community, and we can build on our 
relationship with Westfield, a high 
performing landlord that brings in strong 
foot traffic and is incredibly attentive to 
its audiences and communities. [Charles 
Gorra, CEO of Rebag]
“The series of partnerships fully conveys the 
digital world of Vestiaire Collective within a 
physical environment and we will continue 
to explore new opportunities with retailers,” 
Moizant said. [Fanny Moizant, co-founder] 
x2
The reason I love stores is because you connect 
with customers. There’s nothing better. And I 
try to go at least once a week as much as I can, 
and then I just stick around because that’s the 
real truth. Of course, for digital companies you 
can do surveys and get on phone calls, etc., but 
retail is the ultimate truth. There’s someone in 
the store, you see the customer, you hear them. 
It’s really the best survey, the best learning, so 
that’s what I loved about it. [Gorra, founder 
and CEO of Rebag]
How many stores do you have?
Now it's 9 nine. We have 3 Manhattan and 
one in Garden City NY. 30 is our medium-
term goal so another five or six per year 
for the next few years.
Right now we have four in New York, 3 in 
LA, and 2 in Miami so we started with the 
big hubs. In the next 2 three years we 
want to be in the main luxury ecosystems 
around the country. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
this is becoming a way for us to amplify 
the brand get in high quality consignment
Now that the online store is doing so 
well, Rebag is focusing on scaling, and 
this includes focusing more on the offline 
market and building up the store, 
offering customers an entirely different 
experience than what they can expect 
online. “We can do so many things in the 
store,” says Charles. “We can sell 
incredible products, we can offer a 60-
minute re-bagging experience, we can 
organize events and talks. Most 
importantly, we can connect with 
customers in a very unique way. And 
we’ve been amazed at the result.”
To cater to those customers, the 
Selfridges Vestiaire boutique will open 
with 200 accessories and ready-to-wear 
womenswear pieces that are exclusive 
to the boutique x2
We [also] look at what we call luxury 
ecosystems — what’s the average 
household income in the area? What’s the 
luxury brand and department store presence 
like? And so on. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The company will set up shop in locations 
where there is an existing luxury market and 
where Rebag has already seen online 
engagement.
"Part of what we're trying to do is remove the 
dust, or the negative biases, on the resale 
industry," says Charles Gorra, founder and CEO 
of Rebag, a luxury handbag reseller which 
began online but opened five stores in the past 
year — three in New York and two in Los 
Angeles; one of them is located on the prime 
shopping stretch of Melrose Place, adjacent to 
brands like The Row, Oscar de la Renta and 
Isabel Marant, in a space formerly occupied by 
Anya Hindmarch. He says many customers 
come in and don't even realize the inventory is 
all pre-owned because the store is 
merchandised like a high-end boutique.
Additionally, the stores operate as 
product intake. Our stores have what we 
call the “Rebag bar”: you can go to any of 
our stores, seven days a week, no 
appointment, so we can have a look at 
your bag, evaluate its price, authenticate 
it and buy it. The whole process lasts one 
hour, so you can sell your luxury bag 
almost immediately. [Charles Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
Since opening the Soho flagship, we’ve 
seen strong demand for consigning and 
shopping, so we’re growing in New York 
to support that demand. We’re making 
our consignment and expert services as 
well as our shopping experience more 
accessible to our uptown consignors and 
customers. It’s the uptown complement 
to our downtown flagship in SoHo. [Head 
of Retail Michael Groffenberger]
Rebag is a digitally native, direct-to-
consumer brand. As of 2017, we began 
operating an omnichannel model and 
have since opened six stores; Rebag 
Santa Anita included.  [Charles Gorra, 
CEO of Rebag]
I also learned that, from an operational 
perspective, it [operating offline] was quite 
difficult. Number one from a budget 
perspective, right? Because you are putting 
leases and, you know, people, so there’s a 
whole lot more liabilities. And then contrary to, 
I guess, other sorts of advertising, you’re 
somehow tied to that lease. You’re making a 
commitment, even if it’s short term, that’s 
certainly meaningful. So from a risk perspective 
it takes some convincing. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag] x2
How would you describe the role of retail 
for you?
Our stores are definitely unique. For sure 
they sell product, obviously, like every 
other retailer in particular high-end 
product which people like to experience in 
physical settings. We have for instance the 
Hermès Birkin wall in each store 30-40 
Birkins in the rainbow colors. We have this 
one hour concept that we call the Rebag 
bar where you can drop off your bags and 
we price, review, authenticate, pay – all of 
that in 60 minutes. We have a bit of 
operational complexity to go about that so 
lot of magic needs to happen but it's our 
challenge. It does require a combination of 
human involvement as well as technology. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO]
because of our technology (...) we know 
exactly how to service you, and what you 
like. wherever you buy we can track you 
which also change the way we account. 
So we don't look at what happens in the 
store, we look at the incremental value 
that store brings
“In our Soho store, it always takes people 
a few minutes to realize that this is a 
second handbag, because we have such a 
high bar for the quality of the product 
and pricing. We do our own conditioning 
to restore the bags, so people are 
shocked that they are preowned. 
Everything we do in terms of delivery, 
customer service, authenticity is based 
on the best standards from luxury brands. 
It’s not about being better than other 
second-hand stores, it’s that this 
customer deserves a luxury experience.”
For Selfridges, Vestiaire's in-house 
curation team selected designer pieces 
fro previously sold-out collections from 
brands including Mugler, Azzedine Alaïa, 
Paco Rabanne, Maison Martin Margiela 
and Versace. The online marketplace 
gets 5,000 new pieces every day. x2
What can we expect from Rebag over the 
next few years? We’re planning to open four 
more stores this year [bringing the total to 
11], with the goal of opening seven to 10 
every year for the next few years. [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
Of course, Rebag will need the inventory to 
stalk all of those stores, but Gorra feels that 
won't be a problem, while acknowledging that 
a lot of people still aren't selling their old 
goods. "Only 10 percent of luxury handbag 
owners in the U.S. market are engaged in the 
resale industry," he notes. x3
It’s a smaller format store with an 
expanded Luxury Consignment Office 
(LCO) and a tailored selection of 
merchandise. Madison is our first store 
that gives equal weight to both 
consignment and shopping, bridging the 
gap between LCOs and our flagship 
stores. [Head of Retail Michael 
Groffenberger]
Roughly 80 percent of our sales 
completed online, but we anticipate that 
to shift as we continue our retail 
expansion.  [Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag] x2
And one of the challenges of the store besides 
just selling product is that we buy in the stores. 
So it’s actually quite unique, but in our stores 
you go to the Rebag bar and we can quote, 
price, authenticate, pay you in one hour. So no 
appointment, seven days a week. You just show 
up and we review this bag, and hopefully by 
the time we do that you’re looking for your next 
bag. And then you can use the proceeds and 
you know, somehow trade there. But it’s 
extremely challenging. We’re moving from 
something that takes a few days, or [that] we 
do in the shadows of our internal infrastructure 
to now needing to do that in front of the 
customer. So from an experience perspective it 
needs to be much more elevated, much more 
sophisticated, and that was incredibly complex, 
but we nailed down a pretty amazing process 
there. [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
Are most of your stores in malls? They're 
not actually. Now it's pretty even but 
initially we started most of our stores in 
street retail so typically prime ecosystems 
– Madison  Avenue, Soho, Beverly Hills, 
Melrose place, design districts - so you're 
talking prime real estate. Over last year 
we got opportunities on the mall side 
[and] that's something that we 
experimented with and we also saw good 
success there. So now we’re in a couple of 
Westfield malls, a few Simon malls etc. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The partnership is a permanent 
concession, suggesting that Vestiaire 
pays for the retail space, but neither 
would share financial details. x2
"That's quite an untapped market," Gorra adds. 
"We're consequently working on activating 
those potential sellers, and we're having a lot 
of success, mainly because we are opening 
these stores to begin with – we're reaching 
large populations of luxury handbag owners 
who have not accustomed themselves to 
reselling until they've discovered Rebag." Gorra 
says Rebag works directly with stylists and 
personal shoppers to source inventory as well. 
x2
We’ve seen how important the physical 
store is for customers: it gives consumers 
another touchpoint to shop, drop off 
consignment and meet with our experts 
to understand resale value. Our brick-and-
mortar spaces allow us to connect our 
community directly with our team of 
experts, and we’ve seen really strong 
demand for that -- whether that’s sitting 
down with a horologist to discuss a high-
end watch someone is considering 
consigning or getting a complementary 
valuation to learn more about a vintage 
piece of fine jewelry. We’re applying that 
learning here by expanding our capacity 
and tapping into our local sneaker 
experts to offer sneaker valuations. 
Additionally, by delivering a luxury 
shopping and consigning experience in a 
physical store setting, we’re able to 
attract many first-timers to the resale 
market. [Head of Retail Michael 
Groffenberger]
The benefits to opening our brick-and-
mortar stores are endless – we are able 
to: capture new customers who are not 
actively engaging with the online resale 
market; be part of a physical community 
and grow brand awareness; provide our 
customers with ease of selling in a store 
environment, to name a few things.  
[Charles Gorra, CEO of Rebag]
So we just did $25 million series C about a 
couple months ago. One of the main proceeds 
there is to scale our retail footprint. So we 
want to build a footprint of 30 stores in the 
next three, four years. So call it, you know, five 
to seven stores per year. Every luxury 
ecosystem, at least in the U.S., for now, 
deserves a Rebag. Like, pretty much that’s 
where we’re going. So obviously we’re taking 
our own list, but think about any luxury market 
in the U.S. and we should probably be there 
sooner or later. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag] x2
Customers are very demanding [and] first 
of all retail locations are very expensive so 
you're trying to make the most out of them 
so that's why we buy, that's why we sell, 
that's why we run events – were definitely 
trying to maximize the footprint and 
customer exposure. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
By being among major brands and 
retailers, we’re proving that resale is 
becoming mainstream, and we’re 
providing endless access to designer 
handbags in areas where consumers have 
never even considered shopping resale to 
begin with. [Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag]
the retail footprint helps a lot from that 
perspective. So we see way, way more 
customers in a retail construct, just because of 
the simplicity. Because I can go to the 
store—and the reality is we say “an hour,” but, 
depending on what you have, you’re talking 
minutes. So this use case is very friendly in a 
retail construct. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag]
When you're in stores it starts with 
building the luxury experience there: what 
are we telling you when you get in, how 
are we getting you through the product, 
how are we showcasing the product, do 
we wear gloves, do we not wear gloves, 
what words do we use, do we not say 
secondhand, do we not say pre owned – 
these are very specific things, they seem 
like detail but they add up to construct 
what we call handbag heaven. [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
Our plan for the next few quarters is to 
expand the team and grow our store 
footprint and technology efforts, in order 
to improve our customer experience and 
build on our status as the ultimate 
handbag authority.   [Charles Gorra, CEO 
of Rebag]
We will reach our customers directly with 
an in-store presence across all the top 
luxury retail markets in the US.  [Charles 
Gorra, CEO of Rebag]
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boomTo continue strengthening and building our 
connection with consignors and buyers, we 
offer complimentary experiential events 
where we invite our community to meet with 
our experts and discuss topics, such as Is Your 
Handbag the Real Deal?, Collecting Art & 
Design: Where to Begin, and Ask A Stylist: 
How To Wear The Biggest Trends Of Spring 
2019. x2
Direct Shipping is a service available to buyers all 
over Europe. When ordering, they can choose direct 
delivery from the seller, rather than having their 
items physically checked by Vestiaire Collective. This 
option is offered to your buyers when they place an 
order, they then choose whether or not to benefit 
from it. Please note that only items under £500, are 
eligible to be sold this way.
Amidst this challenging time for our 
community, we're excited to launch our 
popular Direct Shipping service for our US 
community! By opting out of physical quality 
control & authentication, our buyers will 
receive free shipping, helping them get their 
items on average $20 cheaper, 40% faster 
and reduce their shipping-related carbon 
emissions. For our sellers, your items will 
sell faster helping you get paid faster. This 
new service is available on all items under 
$500.
Vestiaire Collective is super excited to 
announce the launch of our Direct Shipping 
service in the US today after successful 
adoption and feedback from our community 
in Europe. Only launched in September last 
year, today in Europe, Direct Shipping 
already represents 50%+ of our daily orders 
and 70% of customers choose the service 
for the eligible assortment below €500 (the 
option for authentication is still available for 
all products).
Vestiaire Collective’s team in London 
launched our new Direct Shipping service 
with a press and influencer event 
yesterday! This new service enables 
buyers to shop directly from our 
community of Trusted & Expert Sellers, 
saving them shipping time and an 
average of €10 in fees. x2
Vestiaire Collective has officially released 
our new Direct Shipping service across 
Europe. This gives European buyers the 
choice to buy items below 200€ directly 
from all our Communities' Trusted and 
Expert Sellers, skipping Vestiaire's 
authentication process and consequently 
saving 10€ of fees on average. 20% of 
items are eligible for this service! 
Vestiaire Collective also plans to 
launch its direct shipping service — 
allowing shoppers to opt-out of the 
authentication process and have 
sellers ship products directly to them 
— in the US this summer, and Asia 
before the end of the year.
The company has also made its Direct 
Shipping service available to all European 
sellers for items up to $500 (the service was 
previously restricted to approved sellers and 
a selected number of brands), allowing 
customers to skip the company’s control and 
authentication centres and buy directly from 
sellers.
In addition to lowering commission 
costs, just last month, Vestiaire 
Collective introduced a direct shipping 
option in Europe, soon to be expanded 
globally. It allows buyers to forego the 
authentication process, which requires 
them to ship items to Vestiaire 
Collective and tacks more time onto the 
selling process. Instead, for orders under 
€200, or $220, they send products 
straight to the buyer.
as we were designing some different 
evolutions of our business model, one 
being direct shipping, which is a service 
that really empowers both the buyer and 
seller. We have customers who have 
been selling with us since the beginning 
and we wanted to reward them with our 
trust. A trusted seller badge means the 
seller can ship the item to the buyer 
directly. The service also empowers the 
buyer as they have the choice whether to 
have an item authenticated or not. [Max 
Bittner, VC CEO] 
Direct Shipping has 5 benefits:
•Sell faster: Your buyers are only paying the cost of 
your item: no authentication. We are supporting you 
by making the overall cost of your item more 
affordable, which will help you sell faster.
•Gain more visibility: Get more views as your items 
will be flagged in listings and benefit from a 
separate search entry.
•Get paid faster: Your item takes a direct path to 
your buyer’s home, reducing delivery time by up to 
40%. And with faster deliveries come faster 
payments.
•Stay in safe hands: You will still receive the same 
level of Vestiaire Collective service and protection: 
•Free shipping of your item thanks to pre-paid 
shipping labels
•Payment fraud protection
•Insurance for item loss or breakages
•A dedicated customer service, helping you at each 
step of the process
•Sell more sustainably: Lower your shipping 
emissions as your parcel takes the most direct path 
to your buyer’s home.
We're thrilled to use this time to give back 
to our members. Direct Shipping is now 
available for both US and European sellers 
& buyers and for the rest of the world, get 
ready, we are on our way!
The service means our partners can 
encourage sustainable behaviour and by 
having brands participate in this overall 
direct shipping evolution of our business 
model we provide circularty with them. 
Because then they can encourage their 
consumer base to sell their own goods to 
make these goods participate in the 
circular movement, and at the same time 
we are encouraging people to reinvest 
their money into their own brands, so the 
brands create loyalty, we create and 
ecosystem with our sellers to buyers and 
buyers to sellers, and together we help to 
make the industry more sustainable. At 
the moment we have six brands who are 
participating in the partnership - Sandro, 
Maje, Claudie Pierlot, Ba&sh, Amélie 
Pichard and MaisonCléo.[Max Bittner, VC 
CEO] x2
What benefits do I receive as a VIP 
consignor?
Priority consignment processing, free 
First Look access to sales on the site 
($120 value over 12 months), $100 site 
credit and free coffee at the CaféCafé at 
our stores in NYC and LA.
When your seller status changes to Trusted or Expert 
Seller, you will be rewarded with a badge which will 
give you access to Direct Shipping sales.
Yesterday night in Paris, we hosted the 
first Vestiaire Collective Live event, a 
series of seller events to meet and 
celebrate our community. We invited our 
top sellers to the prestigious hotel Royal 
Monceau for a special keynote and a 
cocktail. A great way to meet our 
community and show them our new 
projects ! x2
Wonderful for our team to meet some of 
Vestiaire Collective's top sellers in Paris 
last week. We're looking forward to 
meeting more of our community and 
share our latest innovations in the 
coming months, with events being 
planned all over Europe. x2
As a Trusted Seller, you play an important role in our 
community. This badge is our way of rewarding you 
and increasing your visibility. To be awarded this 
badge, you need to meet the following 3 criteria:
- Have sold at least 2 items over the last 4 months
- Have shipped your sold items within 5 days or 
notified your buyer within this delay if an item was 
no longer available
- At least 80% of the items you’ve sold need to have 
fully matched their description, and 100% of them 
need to be genuine
An Expert Seller is a seller recognised for their 
experience and reliability. To unlock this badge, you 
need to meet the 3 following criteria:
- Have sold at least 5 items over the last 6 months
- Have shipped 90% your sold items within 5 days or 
notified your buyer within this delay if an item was 
no longer available 
- At least 90% of the items you’ve sold need to have 
fully matched their description, and 100% of them 
need to be genuine.
The badge offers other community members added 
peace of mind, enabling you to sell your
items more easily:
-       Thanks to our algorithm, your items will be the 
most visible in search results
-        Your badge is visible on your items and your 
profile
-        Your items benefit from a dedicated category, 
accessible from our homepage
-        You can sell using Direct Shipping
For $10 per month, First Look members 
get 24-hour advance access to sales and 
special invitations to monthly 
promotions.
For $30 per month, First Look Platinum 
members enjoy the same benefits as 
First Look members as well as unlimited 
free upgrades to 2-Day shipping.
1. Early access to new items before they go on sale
Sneak a preview look at new items before the rest 
of the community, while the item is still undergoing 
our curation process. Receive live notifications when 
items go on sale. (alerts available by email and push 
notifications on the iPhone and iPad app)
2. Reserve your favourite items
Don't miss out on something you want by a few 
minutes. With PREMIUM you can reserve an item in 
your basket for 30 minutes before purchase
3. Benefit from free shipping
Enjoy free shipping on up to 12 orders per year
4. Gain priority seller status
Your items are fast-tracked for priority curation and 
quality control




Follow up: Enable notifications: it is the easiest way 
to keep track of what your potential buyers add to 
their wish list.
Interact: Answer all user questions related to your 
product on the comment section of your product 
sheet, as soon as possible.
Make an offer: Buyers can make price offers. Be 
open to these offers as they allow you to sell faster. 
You also have the possibility to make a price offer to 
users who have made a comment on your item
Step 2:  Seller interacts with the 
community.  The seller can adjust the 
price, add more detail, and interact with 
the community to answer questions.  
The more involved the seller is with the 
community the better the experience for 
the buyer and seller.
The three things that we really want to 
work on – on a business perspective – is 
firstly working on some of those best 
practices from the best global E 
Commerce apps and websites. We want 
to have very lively and engaging 
platform, we want to work on 
gamification of the content that we 
have, we want to really keep the 
customers and the sellers as engaged as 
possible. The vision is really not just 
being E Commerce platform but a social 
platform where people come back not 
just to buy something but to engage, to 
learn and to communicate with the rest 
of the community. [Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective] x3
Chief Executive Max Bittner calls this the 
“gamification” of luxury resale shopping — 
something that enables Vestiaire to compete 
with Instagram for customer engagement 
and in turn, offer the same levels of 
engagement to potential brand partners. x2
The Vestiaire platform allows users to not 
only buy and sell items but also communicate 
with one another — a feature that 
differentiates it from other leading vintage 
luxury services.
One element of Vestiaire Collective’s strategy 
has been to be proactive with sellers, 
educating them about what products and 
brands are moving fast. “It’s a community of 
nearly 6 million people — with 170,000 new 
people coming in every month — discussing 
and creating social interactions around 
product,” he [Fabre, Vestiaire Collective CEO] 
says. “The more interaction, the faster you 
sell. This community listens to the peer. They 
don’t listen to push marketing.” x3
By using the ‘Make an offer’ option, you can offer a 
seller a lower price than the one they have chosen. 
This option becomes available two days after the 
item has been put online, if the item has not been 
sold and if the seller has not deactivated the option.
You cannot offer less than 30% off of the original 
price. It cannot be higher either. For all other 
members, the item will remain on sale at its 
original price. The seller must either accept or 
refuse your offer within 24 hours. If the seller 
accepts, you will have 24 hours to buy the item. You 
can not make two different price offers on the same 
item. You must either wait for your first offer to 
expire or for the seller to refuse it.
Secondly I really want to work on the 
community. I think the community is such 
a beautiful thing, there are so many 
people who are so extremely passion 
about the products. We want to bring 
them together, we want to give people 
the ability to show their style, to share 
their profile, to share the rest of their 
story, to share their wardrobe. [Bittner, 
CEO of Vestiaire Collective] x2
With its new funding, Vestiaire will invest in 
features that allow its users to engage better 
with one another on the mobile app, Bittner 
said. Already, customers can ask one another 
questions about listings and negotiate pricing. 
x2
Additional capital will enable further 
community-building functions as well as a 
significantly increase the company’s tech and 
data teams [Vestiaire Collective].  x2
Scale and Powerful Network Effects
We are the largest online marketplace for 
authenticated, consigned luxury goods. We 
expect to maintain our leadership position by 
increasing our scale, thereby amplifying the 
network effects between consignors and 
buyers. In addition, as buyers become 
consignors and vice versa, we create a unique 
flywheel that further accelerates our 
momentum. Through March 31, 2019, 53% of 
our consignors are buyers and 13% of our 
buyers are consignors.
The good news is that new customers — 
especially new consignors — create a 
network effect, in which more consignors 
equals more high-quality supply, which 
then brings in more buyers. X2
Secondhand sellers typically use resale to 
regain some of the money they spent on 
firsthand purchases—often so they can 
reinvest in new, full-priced luxury products. 
Of the sellers we surveyed, 32% said that 
their primary reason for selling was to be 
able to purchase new firsthand goods. 
Most sellers of preowned items buy very 
little in the secondhand market. For 
example, 70% of all preowned sales on the 
Vestiaire Collective platform are generated 
by sellers who rarely purchase secondhand 
(less than 20% of their transactions are 
purchases). And these purchases in 
aggregate represent only 3% of all 
transactions made on the platform.
Additionally, consignors are likely to 
become buyers. As of 31 March, 53 per 
cent of its consignors had become buyers, 
and the amount The RealReal generally 
earns from customers who are also 
consignors is significantly higher than from 
those who have not consigned at all. x2
So our vendor business has historically been 
small, and we've used it to kind of fill in products 
strategically in key categories, typically higher-
value categories. You correctly state that interest 
in -- for new vendors, and vendors -- by vendors, 
we just mean businesses of any form. This could 
be a boutique. It could be a store. It could be a 
brand. It could be any form of reseller. Interest 
from new vendors is up 10x versus pre-COVID 
levels. But we're going to continue with our pre-
existing strategy that we're only going to bring in 
product that we know we can sell. High-value, 
high-demand, coveted products. So historically, 
we're running about 5% of our GMV coming from 
the vendor business. That will tick up a few 
percentage points in the near term. And frankly, 
it's anybody's guess how long that goes. But I 
would say, so long as there are difficulties in the 
retail environment, I would expect to see an 
elevated level of vendor business. But we're not 
going to compromise our standards for quality 
and value going forward. So we'd expect it to not 
likely to exceed 10% of our GMV anytime soon. 
x2
But the best way to increase product 
volume is to recruit more sellers. 
Vestiaire Collective accepts products 
from sellers in more than 17 
countries, resulting in about 4,000 
new products hitting the site every 
day. (And the company still rejects 30 
percent of submitted products.) 
“Having 17 countries supplying this 
marketplace gives us agility on the 
type of product,” Fabre says. x2
What’s your strategy for procuring 
merchandise? We have a business 
development team whose main job is to 
find new sellers with great collections. It’s 
like an iceberg — the vast majority of the 
supply is idle and untapped; people are 
sitting on a goldmine that they don’t even 
know about. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The good news is that new customers — 
especially new consignors — create a 
network effect, in which more consignors 
equals more high-quality supply, which 
then brings in more buyers. x2
“There is an argument to be made that 
this is going to intensify the move toward 
resale,” Gorra [founder and CEO of 
Rebag]  said. “The circumstances will 
create a lot of new buyers, even on the 
high end of luxury, who want the same 
brands at a reduced price, and people 
seeking liquidity will begin selling more. 
And the more product that comes into the 
resale ecosystem, the better it is for all of 
resale. So I think the value proposition 
there is going to become even more 
important going forward.” x4
“Especially in the luxury industry, it’s 
harder to find sellers than buyers,” said 
Charles Gorra, founder of Rebag, 
another luxury resale platform that has 
similarly been focused on driving up 
audience growth. “How do you convince 
someone to execute on selling 
something they own? There are a lot of 
mental hurdles to that, so it’s important 
to make the selling process appealing 
and easy.” x2
Of course, Rebag will need the inventory to 
stalk all of those stores, but Gorra feels that 
won't be a problem, while acknowledging that 
a lot of people still aren't selling their old 
goods. "Only 10 percent of luxury handbag 
owners in the U.S. market are engaged in the 
resale industry," he notes. x3
While mindsets have certainly changed, there's 
still a long way to go. "If you look at the 
available pool of luxury supply and people who 
are actually reselling this, it's not even 10 
percent. Really, 90 percent of the supply is still 
dormant somewhere, and we think it's gonna 
take years, maybe even decades, until what's 
sort of a niche behaviour becomes a 
mainstream behavior," explains Gorra. "Our 
expectation is that, if you fast forward 10, 15 
years, essentially this is going to become the 
standard."  x2
But, to some extent in our market it’s always 
about, how do you convince someone who 
owns a luxury product that they love to part 
with it? And our insight was: If you want to do 
that, you have to reduce friction. And every 
time we remove a step in that process, every 
time we make, basically, dollars more 
accessible more easily, we get one more seller 
in this market. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag] x2
the gap will correct itself our brand isn't very 
well known we're at about 20% awareness 
getting our brand out satisfying our customers 
(...) so given the fact we have about Less than 
2% penetration of all potential consignors and 
buyers in the US we have a long way to go in 
the US we have huge opportunities in Europe 
also so we're going to be a worldwide company 
there's no doubt about that 
“The reason why we exist and the 
problem we want to solve is that there is 
a lot of amazing supply out there, but 
they are prisoners of people’s closets.” - 
Charles Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag
The RealReal also plans on recruiting 
more sellers. (The site currently ships 
internationally, but only works with 
sellers in the United States.) Right 
now, however, it is doubling down on 
its home market. (After all, it has new 
competition: Vestiaire says it has 
dedicated 20 million euros of its last 
33 million euros raised to help further 
penetrate the US market.) x2
"That's quite an untapped market," Gorra adds. 
"We're consequently working on activating 
those potential sellers, and we're having a lot 
of success, mainly because we are opening 
these stores to begin with – we're reaching 
large populations of luxury handbag owners 
who have not accustomed themselves to 
reselling until they've discovered Rebag." Gorra 
says Rebag works directly with stylists and 
personal shoppers to source inventory as well. 
x2
The second thing that we did is we developed 
what we call our partnership program. This 
has, to this date, been a cornerstone of the 
company. What we do there—so, at the time 
we had one person that was on our full team 
payroll that we called “business development.” 
And so, this person was essentially connecting 
with third parties, but very targeted. Typically 
like, sales associate in store, personal stylist, 
image consultants. All of this galaxy of people 
who essentially are selling the product in the 
first place. So basically they have a client book, 
they know who loves these products, etc., and 
we’re basically paying them commissions. So 
think about it as a referral program with the 
sales approach to it. And that worked out 
incredibly well for us, because we only paid 
when we bought or sold a bag, and they were 
very incentivized to make the commission and 
to have the customer reuse the proceeds. So 
that philosophy, to this day, has been pretty 
core to what we do. [Gorra, founder and CEO 
of Rebag]
“We look at repeat patterns across 
channels, we look at long-term value as 
well. On the sourcing side, we have 
basically equivalents of these metrics, 
except instead of being revenues they’re 
sourcing revenues, so it’s the cumulative 
amount we source from the customer. 
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Our commission structure is based on our consignor 
loyalty program: RealReal Rewards. With RealReal 
Rewards, the more you consign the more you earn, and 
the more benefits you receive. Commission rates are 
based on net sales during a one-year commission window, 
along with exceptions for item commission rates. Item 
commission rates allow you to earn more for in-demand, 
high-value pieces. Lower-value items with less demand 
have lower commission rates.
3. Receive payment
We secure the payment; once the item is shipped to 
the buyer, the payment is processed. Sell and earn 
up to 80% back of purchase price.
This commission restructure is one of the 
first major changes, I wanted to impact 
the business since joining Vestiaire 
Collective at the start of this year. This 
significant drop in commission will 
encourage more sellers to the site, 
knowing they will be able to sell their 
item at a fast rate whilst also making a 
strong profit. x2
We offer three commission payment methods: 
1.Direct Deposit
Direct deposit is the easiest and fastest way to get paid. 
Your commission will be automatically deposited into your 
bank account every month.
2.Site Credit +5%
Receive your payment as site credit to shop The RealReal 
and earn an extra 5% on your commission. SeeTerms & 
Conditions.
3.Mailed Check
This is our default payment method, however checks are 
less timely than other payment methods due to processing 
and shipping time.
Your items with a value up to £130  will now have a 
fixed charge of £13.
For every item over £6500, the fixed amount will be 
£1300.
For all other amounts, the commission will be 
calculated according to the price of your item and 
will represent 15 to 25% of the selling price, 
maximum.
Over the last weeks, the number of new 
items being listed on Vestiaire Collective 
have exploded (+70% vs. last year)! 
Every 10 seconds, a new piece is 
published on the platform. 
Shoppers aren’t quite as eager to splurge 
on used luxury goods, even at a discount. 
The RealReal saw sales plunge 40 percent 
the week of April 8, according to data 
compiled by Earnest Research, which 
monitors consumer spending habits. x2
Bittner [VC] , adding that, just before the coronavirus 
outbreak, order growth had more than doubled year-
on-year.
Earlier this week, however, the 
company [The RealReal]  posted 
positive earning results, with sales in 
the third fiscal quarter hitting $81 
million, up 55 percent from $52 
million in the same period a year 
earlier.
Shares rose 20 percent after the luxury 
goods reseller [The RealReal] posted a 
narrower net loss than expected, and 
revenues rose 51 percent to $71 million. 
x2
The RealReal's revenue shot up 55 
percent last year to $207.4 million, but 
losses totalled $75.8 million
RealReal has four main competitive 
advantages, Chen said: Advanced supply 
gathering capabilities and reach; 
sophisticated logistics and fulfilment 
infrastructure & authentication; advanced 
data analytics; and high sales velocity and 
sell-through rates. x4
While the luxury consignment 
platform [The RealReal]  saw its 
revenue double last year, to $207 
million, losses amounted to $75 
million, a 45 percent increase from 
2017.
Vestiaire Collective, a luxury reseller with a 
mostly European clientele, saw sales jump 
20 percent in late April, and Rebag sold 
more handbags in late April than it did over 
Black Friday x2
Last week the company [VC]  experienced its biggest 
sales day ever, while sales in Europe are currently 20 
percent above pre-Covid 19 levels on a daily basis. x2 
However, The RealReal continues to 
lose money. While it calls itself the 
largest online marketplace for 
“authenticated, consigned luxury 
goods” — with $711 million worth of 
goods sold on the site in 2018 — its 
customer acquisition, product 
acquisition and logistics costs are 
high. x2
Revenue rose 51 percent to $71 million in 
the second quarter, The RealReal said, 
beating the estimate of $70.1 million 
from analysts. The company still posted a 
net loss, however, although it was 
slightly narrower than expected.
RealReal’s plan to reach breakeven 
Ebitda margins by the fourth quarter of 
2021
Similarly, for Neiman Marcus-backed Fashionphile, 
business continues to be strong despite the 
pandemic. At first, there was an immediate pull back 
from customers, said Chief Executive Sarah Davis. 
However, sales rebounded pretty swiftly. The site 
enjoyed its biggest non-promotional sales day of the 
year last week. “We’ve not had to run any 
promotional sales because of Covid so far. If the 
current patterns continue, we expect that we’ll 
continue to see growth in both our sales as well as 
our intake channels,” she said. x2
It’s [The RealReal is]  investing heavily, 
including on its technology platform, and 
that’s weighing down profits. x2
The company [The RealReal] provided 
guidance for the full year, including an 
expected EBITDA margin range that 
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Listings, Orders & 
Users
We have seen an increase of deposits from 
9-10k (pre-Covid) to 12-13k (post-Covid) per 
day and average prices of products 
declining.  X2
Thank you to all the Vestiaire Collective 
community for making our 10's Bday 
campaign such a success! 
(…)
- 2x more items deposited than last year
While the volume increased, curation 
processes have been scaled to divide 
publication times by 2.
At Vestiaire Collective the 8 million 
members shop over 4,000 brands at 
affordable prices from the latest “it” bag 
to timeless pieces and fresh streetwear. 
[Fanny Moizant, co-founder] 
The number of daily listings on the platform is 33 
percent higher than the pre-Covid-19 baseline. X2
The site’s [The RealReal]  subscriber 
base is growing, too.
The RealReal, which started out as a 
business run from Wainwright's 
kitchen table, now processes nearly 2 
million orders.
For $10 per month, First Look members get 24-hour 
advance access to sales and special invitations to monthly 
promotions.
For $30 per month, First Look Platinum members enjoy 
the same benefits as First Look members as well as 
unlimited free upgrades to 2-Day shipping.
1. Early access to new items before they go on sale
Sneak a preview look at new items before the rest 
of the community, while the item is still undergoing 
our curation process. Receive live notifications when 
items go on sale. (alerts available by email and push 
notifications on the iPhone and iPad app)
2. Reserve your favourite items
Don't miss out on something you want by a few 
minutes. With PREMIUM you can reserve an item in 
your basket for 30 minutes before purchase
3. Benefit from free shipping
Enjoy free shipping on up to 12 orders per year
4. Gain priority seller status
Your items are fast-tracked for priority curation and 
quality control




Refresh your collection: With Infinity Exchange, turn 
in any Rebag purchase within 12 months for credit 
worth 70-80% of its purchase price to put toward 
your next
Buy your dream style: Enjoy your new-to-you 
purchase for up to 12 months
Carry and release: Exchange it in 0-12 months for 
credit worth 70-80% of its purchase price*
Move onto the next: Apply your credit toward your 
next handbag or accessory
Luxury handbag resale 
website Rebag launched 
its “Infinity” program last 
year, in which shoppers 
can purchase an item and 
within six months, 
exchange it for store 
credit equivalent to at 
least 70 percent of the 
original price tag.
Exchange period
0-3 months: Quick Fling
 - Exchange it in 0-3 months
- Get credit worth 80% of its purchase price*
3-6 months: Intimate Affair
- Exchange it in 3-6 months
- Get credit worth 75% of its purchase price*
6-12 months: Honeymoon Phase
- Exchange it in 6-12 months
- Get credit worth 70% of its purchase price*
*Percentage of original purchase price does not 
include discounts or promotions
Rebag Infinity is a new way of owning luxury goods. 
Unlike renting or leasing, you remain the owner of 
the item as soon as you pay the purchase price until 
you decide to exchange it. Rebag offers you visibility 
on the 12 months exchange prices so you can 
purchase with confidence. There is also no 
obligation to exchange, so if you love it keep it! But 
trends change fast, so we encourage you to use 
Rebag Infinity so you (and your closet) can have 
nonstop newness.
Rebag Infinity is available on our website, 
www.rebag.com, mobile app or in person at one of 
our store locations. In your Rebag web and app 
account, on the “Purchases” page, simply find your 
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Founded in 2011 by Julie Wainwright, The 
RealReal has become one of the leading 
players in the fast-growing online market for 
secondhand luxury, moving $711 million 
worth of products from brands like Gucci, 
Chanel, Hermès and Louis Vuitton (the 
company takes an average 35 percent cut of 
each sale). x2
Many of the leading players in the luxury 
resale space have raised significant capital, 
in part to ensure they are able to source 
enough covetable product. (By taking on 
investors, these companies can afford to 
woo potential sellers with higher-than-
average commissions that eat into profit 
margins.)
Second-hand platforms make their 
money by taking a cut of the resale 
price of an item, anything from 10 
percent to 50 percent depending on 
the product and how much the seller 
has sold via the site.
The RealReal plans to pay its consignors — 
who keep almost 70 percent of the sale price 
of their luxury items — about $300 million in 
2017.
But unlike its competitors, which 
charge a high commission, Heroine 
will only take a 6 percent cut of 
sales. (Vestiaire, for example, 
charge 18 to 33 percent, while the 
The RealReal charges 30-40 
percent). x2
Vestiaire Collective’s revenue has 
doubled each year since its debut. In 
2012, the site generated €18 million 
(about $20 million) in revenue, 
charging commissions as high as 33 
percent. X2
Consignors [at The RealReal]  receive 
about 60 percent to 70 percent of the 
sale price, and they&aposre expected 
to accumulate more than $100 million 
in payouts this year, according to the 
company.
Towards the front of the pack is The RealReal, 
which employs a team of experts to curate, 
evaluate and authenticate the clothing, 
handbags, shoes and fine jewellery sold on the 
site, taking 40 percent (30 percent once a 
consignor reaches $7,500 in sales) in 
commission. x2
The company [Vestiaire Collective]  is also 
offering sellers a reduced commission on 
items priced between €150 and €300, which 
could encourage sellers to hover around that 
price point.
The RealReal, for instance, will drive about 
$750 million in gross merchandise volume in 
2018 and says it is on track to pay out over a 
billion dollars in commissions within a "few" 
years, according to the company. x2
Vestiaire, which takes a higher commission 
— 18 to 34 percent — is also peer-to-peer, 
but there is a vetting process in between: 
the seller sends the product to Vestiaire, 
which authenticates it and checks it for 
quality before sending it along to the buyer. 
x4
The RealReal, which takes a 15 to 50 percent 
commission on each sale, actually holds 
inventory in a warehouse, operating within a 
more traditional consignment model. x3
While the market is intrigued by its 
growth, RealReal has yet to make a profit. 
The company posted a loss of $23 million 
on revenue of $69 million in the first 
quarter, compared with a net loss of $14 
million on revenue of about $46 million 
for the same period last year. For all of 
2018, it lost $76 million on revenue of 
$207 million, according to its filings with 
the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission.
As Vestiaire’s new chief executive, he was 
tapped to lead its international development 
with a focus on Asia. So far, progress has 
been promising: in the second quarter, gross 
merchandise volume in the region grew by 
140 percent, the company said. x2
Founded in 2011 by Julie Wainwright, The 
RealReal has become one of the leading 
players in the fast-growing online market for 
secondhand luxury, moving $711 million 
worth of products from brands like Gucci, 
Chanel, Hermès and Louis Vuitton (the 
company takes an average 35 percent cut of 
each sale). x2
Fashionphile is projected generate $200 
million in revenue this year, according to 
sources familiar with the company.
Since its last round of funding in July 2017, 
Rebag has tripled its revenue, he [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]   added.
The RealReal, for instance, will drive about 
$750 million in gross merchandise volume in 
2018 and says it is on track to pay out over a 
billion dollars in commissions within a "few" 
years, according to the company. x2
The RealReal could be ready to list 
on the stock market within two 
years, when it expects the value of 
goods sold on the site to have 
roughly doubled to $1 billion 
annually, its founder and chief 
executive told Reuters. X2
Almost one year after opening its first pop-up 
in Manhattan during the holiday shopping 
season — which clocked $2 million in revenue 
in 2 weeks — the luxury consignment site The 
RealReal is back in Soho with its first 
permanent retail and consignment space, 
opening Friday on Wooster Street. x2
“Having the capital to back [the brick-
and-mortar growth] up is important for 
us,” said Wainwright [CEO and founder 
of The RealReal] , adding that online 
will always be the primary sales 
channel. X2
While the company declined to disclose 
revenue figures, sales are growing 6 percent 
year-over-year, on average, “and the US is 
growing faster than that,” according to Fabre 
[Vestiaire Collective CEO].  x2
The RealReal expects to generate 
$400 million in gross merchandise 
value in 2016, while Vestiaire 
Collective reported gross merchandise 
value of 78 million euros in 2015
Vestiaire Collective’s revenue has 
doubled each year since its debut. In 
2012, the site generated €18 million 
(about $20 million) in revenue, 
charging commissions as high as 33 
percent. X2
the platform [The RealReal]  has already 
attracted 3 million members (as well as $43 
million in venture capital) and is currently on 
track to generate over $100 million in revenue 
in 2014. x2
Vestiaire Collective says they have seen a 10 
per cent increase in the number of pieces 
being sold with a discount.
The RealReal’s continued rise 
encapsulated the surge of the model: 
The company’s Q3 revenue increased 
55 per cent to $80.5 million, and 
average order value climbed to $438 
from $418. x2
So far, about 70 percent of Vestiaire’s sales 
are through the mobile app. x2
Already, the site [The RealReal] counts more 
than 400,000 active users, and says 80 
percent of sales are made to repeat buyers. 
x2
The store will also specifically cater to men, 
who represent 25 percent of sales, with a 
sneaker wall complete with a ticker tape of 
styles and prices. X2
[The RealReal]  So once you have that 
consigner, you want to continue to service 
them and they have various needs and 
requests. We were constantly asked by 
consigners: can we sell art for them? So we 
started selling art this year and it’s going to be 
a small portion of our revenue, but a good one. 
It’s a leverage play for us, because we already 
have that relationship with the consigner. x2
The resale market in China, where Vestiaire 
Collective has focused its attention following 
an investment round in 2017, has shown 
promising signs of growth, but it remains at 
its early stages compared to Japan, where 
both luxury and non-luxury secondhand 
commerce, is mature.
But all that comes at a cost, and for The 
RealReal, it’s a steep one: despite more than 
doubling sales through the site in the last two 
years, the company is not profitable. Losses 
topped $75 million last year, a 45 percent 
increase from 2017. In its IPO filing, it warned 
potential investors “if our investments do not 
prove successful or our market does not 
develop as we expect, we may continue to 
experience losses over the long term.” x2
It’s proven popular — The RealReal processed 
1.6 million orders in 2018, up 42 percent from 
2017.
The site [Vestiaire Collective] 
currently has over 4 million users and 
is attracting nearly 100,000 new users 
every month, according to the 
company.
the platform [The RealReal]  has already 
attracted 3 million members (as well as $43 
million in venture capital) and is currently on 
track to generate over $100 million in revenue 
in 2014. x2
The company [Vestiaire Collective]  says that 
after an initial decline, orders and deposits 
have rebounded, with orders up 20 per cent 
in April compared to the pre-Covid-19 
baseline in February 2020. 
The RealReal’s continued rise 
encapsulated the surge of the model: 
The company’s Q3 revenue increased 
55 per cent to $80.5 million, and 
average order value climbed to $438 
from $418. x2
The company [Vestiaire Collective]  has seen 
positive results in the region, where the 
average order value is around €550, 
compared to around €400 in Europe and the 
US. X2
Rebag is also fine-tuning its Infinity 
program, which allows shoppers to 
purchase an item and then exchange it for 
credit worth at least 70 percent of the 
original purchase price after six months. 
Gorra is working to make Infinity the 
“centerpiece” of Rebag, just like Rent the 
Runway’s popular unlimited monthly 
subscription.
Rebag, a platform for people to buy and sell 
pre-owned luxury handbags, is expanding a 
programme that lets customers buy, wear 
then exchange a bag for a percentage of the 
original bag’s price in Rebag credit. Called 
Rebag Infinity, it works in three tiers 
depending on how long the bag was kept: up 
to three months gets customers 80 per cent 
in Rebag credit, three to six months gets 75 
per cent and six to 12 months gets 70 per 
cent.
[Rebag] If a customer buys a Bottega 
Veneta backpack for $1,000, they can 
exchange it at Rebag after six months for 
$750 in credit (as long as the bag’s condition 
is preserved). (…)  The customer can then 
use that $750 to purchase a new bag, and if 
the price is more, pay the difference. The 
customer does not have to commit to this 
arrangement at the time of purchase and 
can decide to exchange it any time within 
that 12-month window.
Infinity has been especially popular in the 
company’s [Rebag's] nine stores (in New 
York, Los Angeles and Miami), which can 
evaluate and accept exchanges on the spot. 
x2
With this model, Rebag incentivises 
engagement, loyalty and ongoing purchases 
while keeping the money from the original 
sale and making money from each new 
purchase.
Rebag founder and CEO Charles Gorra says 
internal research found that 72 per cent of 
buyers are more likely to purchase from a 
retailer that offers a buy-back guarantee 
and that Rebag customers “see it as a core 
feature”.  This formalises behaviour that is 
already happening on luxury resale 
platforms, where the same item might be 
bought and sold multiple times. x2
Customers can still choose to sell back a bag 
to Rebag without the credit, but the risk, 
Gorra says, is that the resale value of the 
bag might have lowered since they bought 
it. Infinity locks in the credit amount at the 
time of purchase; if the price increases, 
Rebag will transfer that increased value to 
the customer.
The five-year-old New York-based company 
began testing this model in 2018 after 
noticing that customers were selling back 
bags in response to changing style trends. It 
started by offering the option to exchange 
bags after six months for 70 per cent credit 
and found that half of the bags were 
exchanged using Infinity within three 
months from initial purchase and tended to 
be event-driven purchases — like going to a 
wedding or the Hamptons during the 
summer — while the six to 12 month period 
followed more of a leasing mindset. x2
But with Infinity, customers are incentivised 
to stay in the Rebag ecosystem rather than 
shop from brands themselves.
Gorra [Rebag] says that luxury brands can 
still benefit because sellers and buyers tend 
to be different segments: Rebag sellers are 
mostly first-hand purchasers — and thus 
still benefit from the resale offset — while 
buyers are typically new to luxury and 
Infinity lets them test various models and 
brands. x3
“They will not only build loyalty with Rebag 
but also with the underlying brands that 
they get to try,” he [Gorra]  says. “Think 
about Rebag Infinity as a multi-period brand 
discovery journey.” x2
Because rental models present significant 
logistical, operational and financial 
challenges, Gorra believes a resale-rental 
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The company [The RealReal] takes a 40 per 
cent cut of each sale, which is reduced for 
high-value items or for consignors who sell 
more than $10,000 per year. x2
When Max Bittner, former CEO of e-
commerce company Lazada Group, was 
appointed CEO of French luxury resale 
platform Vestiaire Collective, one of his 
first priorities was changing the 
company’s commission structure to 
lower the percentage that the company 
takes from all sales, dropping them by 
an average of 10% across the company’s 
various price brackets. x2
So, what we’ve done with the 
commission structure, we’ve reduced the 
commission structure to be competitive. 
On average, about five, six percent, and 
we shifted some of the burden from the 
sellers to the buyers by introducing 
authentication fee to make sure that 
they know that we are doing this work 
for them. [Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] x2
Increasing its inventory of high-value items 
would take advantage of existing 
infrastructure while translating into higher 
commissions and “take rates”, the term 
for the amount of selling price that The 
RealReal keeps, which last year was 36 per 
cent. x3
“One of the first projects I decided to 
launch when I joined Vestiaire Collective 
was to reduce [our] commission across 
the catalog,” Bittner said. “By looking at 
our internal data, we believed this to be 
the optimal number to entice more 
sellers, knowing they will be able to sell 
at a faster rate while continuing to 
make a profit, and also offer buyers the 
pieces they desire at an attractive 
price.” Since the change  was made in 
April, Bittner said that sales have tripled 
on items in the lower price-point range, 
which he predicted would be most 
positively affected by the shift. Prices 
across the board for buyers also dropped 
as part of the change. x2
I think what we’ve really seen is: the 
lower price points and the very high price 
points have made the biggest changes on 
the commission structure. So, the lower 
price points would be anything below 
$100,150, and above would be about 
$7500 where we cap the commission. 
[Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective] 
x2
Under the current commission model, 
Vestiaire Collectivetakes 25% of the sale 
price for anything between $170 and 
$2,300, with the percentage decreasing 
with pricier items, and a flat 17% for 
anything below $170. Comparing this 
structure to other resellers is tricky, 
since they each have different price 
brackets, different rates for different 
items and loyalty programs that make 
the percentage fluctuate, but The 
RealReal takes 60% of the sale price of 
anything below $145. x2
I would say, on the lower end, sales have 
more than tripled. Before that, it was 
just not that competitive. Now, we see a 
huge amount of traction, and the reason 
behind that is that people don’t just sell 
that five, six €700, €1000 bag, they have 
the rest of their closet. They have the 
Mango dress, the Sandro dress, a pair of 
shoes, which just don’t cost that 
expensive. But, when they do their 
wardrobe detox or whatever you want to 
call it, they want to sell several things at 
the same time. And we, as a platform, 
should provide the full offering of not 
only selling individual items but a bigger 
part of the wardrobe. [Max Bittner, CEO 
of Vestiaire Collective] x2
Even as the luxury resale market is projected 
to keep growing, the financial prospects for 
online players are up in the air. The RealReal’s 
revenue spiked in the third quarter of 2019, but 
losses increased sharply, thanks to mounting 
marketing and technology costs. x4
But even as the company [The RealReal]  inks 
new brand partnerships and attracts new 
customers, profitability remains out of reach. 
x2
So far, these costs have kept many 
fashion-tech companies in the red. The 
RealReal has yet to turn a profit, 
recording losses of nearly $76 million 
last year, up from $42 million the 
previous year. x2
Rebag’s revenue has tripled since 2017, and 
its recent Series C round reflects investor 
confidence in a resale market
The company [The RealReal]  generated 
revenue of $207 million in 2018, a rise of 
55 per cent year-on-year. But costs rose 
nearly as fast, up 52 per cent to $281 
million, which led to an overall loss of $74 
million. x2
Even with a 40% drop in merchandising 
volume in early April, according to the 
company’s first quarter earnings, the 
company’s stock remained on a steady 
upswing and even saw a notable jump of 
more than 8% in an early May earnings 
call when The RealReal CEO Julie 
Wainwright revealed that sales had 
returned to pre-coronavirus levels. x3
Roughly 80 percent of our sales 
completed online, but we anticipate that 
to shift as we continue our retail 
expansion.  [Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag] x2
What's the breakdown of sales? It's about 
maybe 20%-30% is in the store so we're 
still largely a digital company. [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
The RealReal’s Q3 revenue rose 55 per cent 
to $80.5 million, beating analysts’ forecasts 
of $75.9 million. The high-end resale 
platform’s gross merchandise value was up 
48 per cent to $252.8 million, also ahead of 
expectations. Orders rose 41 per cent 
compared to a year ago.
For The RealReal, the hard part is largely 
over. It’s a trusted platform for buying and 
selling pre-owned luxury wares, with 
upwards of $710 million of goods sold 
through the site last year. x2
[The Realreal] Net losses rose to $25.3 
million, however, compared to $21.9 million 
during the year-ago period. The costs of 
marketing, acquiring new customers and 
building out technological capabilities are 
still outpacing the amount of revenue 
generated. x4
Additionally, consignors are likely to 
become buyers. As of 31 March, 53 per 
cent of its consignors had become buyers, 
and the amount The RealReal generally 
earns from customers who are also 
consignors is significantly higher than from 
those who have not consigned at all. x2
At the same time, the company [The 
RealReal]  is investing in its offline footprint. 
Its fourth store will open in San Francisco in 
the first half of 2020, Wainwright [TRR CEO] 
said, adding that while revenues from stores 
is a relatively small piece of the business, 
additional retail locations can drive up the 
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The company [The RealReal] takes a 40 per 
cent cut of each sale, which is reduced for 
high-value items or for consignors who sell 
more than $10,000 per year. x2
When Max Bittner, former CEO of e-
commerce company Lazada Group, was 
appointed CEO of French luxury resale 
platform Vestiaire Collective, one of his 
first priorities was changing the 
company’s commission structure to 
lower the percentage that the company 
takes from all sales, dropping them by 
an average of 10% across the company’s 
various price brackets. x2
So, what we’ve done with the 
commission structure, we’ve reduced the 
commission structure to be competitive. 
On average, about five, six percent, and 
we shifted some of the burden from the 
sellers to the buyers by introducing 
authentication fee to make sure that 
they know that we are doing this work 
for them. [Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] x2
Increasing its inventory of high-value items 
would take advantage of existing 
infrastructure while translating into higher 
commissions and “take rates”, the term 
for the amount of selling price that The 
RealReal keeps, which last year was 36 per 
cent. x3
“One of the first projects I decided to 
launch when I joined Vestiaire Collective 
was to reduce [our] commission across 
the catalog,” Bittner said. “By looking at 
our internal data, we believed this to be 
the optimal number to entice more 
sellers, knowing they will be able to sell 
at a faster rate while continuing to 
make a profit, and also offer buyers the 
pieces they desire at an attractive 
price.” Since the change  was made in 
April, Bittner said that sales have tripled 
on items in the lower price-point range, 
which he predicted would be most 
positively affected by the shift. Prices 
across the board for buyers also dropped 
as part of the change. x2
I think what we’ve really seen is: the 
lower price points and the very high price 
points have made the biggest changes on 
the commission structure. So, the lower 
price points would be anything below 
$100,150, and above would be about 
$7500 where we cap the commission. 
[Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective] 
x2
Under the current commission model, 
Vestiaire Collectivetakes 25% of the sale 
price for anything between $170 and 
$2,300, with the percentage decreasing 
with pricier items, and a flat 17% for 
anything below $170. Comparing this 
structure to other resellers is tricky, 
since they each have different price 
brackets, different rates for different 
items and loyalty programs that make 
the percentage fluctuate, but The 
RealReal takes 60% of the sale price of 
anything below $145. x2
I would say, on the lower end, sales have 
more than tripled. Before that, it was 
just not that competitive. Now, we see a 
huge amount of traction, and the reason 
behind that is that people don’t just sell 
that five, six €700, €1000 bag, they have 
the rest of their closet. They have the 
Mango dress, the Sandro dress, a pair of 
shoes, which just don’t cost that 
expensive. But, when they do their 
wardrobe detox or whatever you want to 
call it, they want to sell several things at 
the same time. And we, as a platform, 
should provide the full offering of not 
only selling individual items but a bigger 
part of the wardrobe. [Max Bittner, CEO 
of Vestiaire Collective] x2
Even as the luxury resale market is projected 
to keep growing, the financial prospects for 
online players are up in the air. The RealReal’s 
revenue spiked in the third quarter of 2019, but 
losses increased sharply, thanks to mounting 
marketing and technology costs. x4
But even as the company [The RealReal]  inks 
new brand partnerships and attracts new 
customers, profitability remains out of reach. 
x2
So far, these costs have kept many 
fashion-tech companies in the red. The 
RealReal has yet to turn a profit, 
recording losses of nearly $76 million 
last year, up from $42 million the 
previous year. x2
Rebag’s revenue has tripled since 2017, and 
its recent Series C round reflects investor 
confidence in a resale market
The company [The RealReal]  generated 
revenue of $207 million in 2018, a rise of 
55 per cent year-on-year. But costs rose 
nearly as fast, up 52 per cent to $281 
million, which led to an overall loss of $74 
million. x2
Even with a 40% drop in merchandising 
volume in early April, according to the 
company’s first quarter earnings, the 
company’s stock remained on a steady 
upswing and even saw a notable jump of 
more than 8% in an early May earnings 
call when The RealReal CEO Julie 
Wainwright revealed that sales had 
returned to pre-coronavirus levels. x3
Roughly 80 percent of our sales 
completed online, but we anticipate that 
to shift as we continue our retail 
expansion.  [Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag] x2
What's the breakdown of sales? It's about 
maybe 20%-30% is in the store so we're 
still largely a digital company. [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
The RealReal’s Q3 revenue rose 55 per cent 
to $80.5 million, beating analysts’ forecasts 
of $75.9 million. The high-end resale 
platform’s gross merchandise value was up 
48 per cent to $252.8 million, also ahead of 
expectations. Orders rose 41 per cent 
compared to a year ago.
For The RealReal, the hard part is largely 
over. It’s a trusted platform for buying and 
selling pre-owned luxury wares, with 
upwards of $710 million of goods sold 
through the site last year. x2
[The Realreal] Net losses rose to $25.3 
million, however, compared to $21.9 million 
during the year-ago period. The costs of 
marketing, acquiring new customers and 
building out technological capabilities are 
still outpacing the amount of revenue 
generated. x4
Additionally, consignors are likely to 
become buyers. As of 31 March, 53 per 
cent of its consignors had become buyers, 
and the amount The RealReal generally 
earns from customers who are also 
consignors is significantly higher than from 
those who have not consigned at all. x2
At the same time, the company [The 
RealReal]  is investing in its offline footprint. 
Its fourth store will open in San Francisco in 
the first half of 2020, Wainwright [TRR CEO] 
said, adding that while revenues from stores 
is a relatively small piece of the business, 
additional retail locations can drive up the 
size of orders, as in-store purchases tend to 
be larger. x3
Meanwhile, more customers are getting 
comfortable buying higher-priced goods like 
watches and jewellery, [The RealReal] CFO 
Matt Gustke said during the call, a shift that 
drove average order value up to $438, from 
$418 during the year-ago period. x2
Stella McCartney became the first luxury 
brand to partner with The RealReal in 2017 
by offering a $100 credit to shop the brand 
when customers consign with The 
RealReal. In the first year, the number of 
consignors selling Stella McCartney items 
increased by 65 per cent. Since the 
partnership began, there has been an 
“exponential increase” in inbound interest 
from other brands, Sommer [The 
RealReal’s director of strategic initiatives] 
says. x3
Currently, the average order value is about 
$446. [The RealReal]
Vestiaire Collective currently has 8 
million members across its free 
membership and its Premium 
membership program, which grants 
premium seller status among other 
perks for a monthly fee, while The 
RealReal had 9 million members as of 
the end of last year — you must register 
as a member to buy, sell or browse The 
RealReal.
That community has since grown to count more 
than eight million members across 48 
countries. X2
Launched in Paris in 2009, Vestiaire 
Collective is a fashion resale platform 
used by over 8 million members across 50 
countries worldwide, who submit na 
average of 40,000 new items from some 
3,500 brands every week. X2
While the company, which sells clothing, 
bags and accessories from brands like Louis 
Vuitton, Dior and Prada, could not comment 
on its revenue, it was able to disclose that 
its orders have increased by 57 percent, year 
on year and that orders from its Asia Pacific 
region had recorded similar numbers of 
growth of 54 percent year on year.
our average ticket resale is over four digits. 
[Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag]
We have eight million members on the 
website today, we have three million 
MAUs, or monthly active users on the 
platform. Our job is to increase the 
numbers, increase the transactions. [Max 
Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
With 9 million members across 50 
countries worldwide, with offices in 
Paris, London, New York, Milan, Berlin 
and Hong Kong, this scale-up joined in 
September 2019 the Next 40, a list of 40 
rising French Tech champions with the 
strongest prospects of global growth. x2
At the same time, the company [The 
RealReal]  is investing in its offline footprint. 
Its fourth store will open in San Francisco in 
the first half of 2020, Wainwright [TRR CEO] 
said, adding that while revenues from stores 
is a relatively small piece of the business, 
additional retail locations can drive up the 
size of orders, as in-store purchases tend to 
be larger. x3
Despite its French roots, 79 percent of 
Vestiaire Collective’s transactions now 
occur outside of France. The company has 
offices in Paris, London, New York, Milan, 
Berlin and Hong Kong. X2
Rebag is also tapping into the rental 
shopping concept with its Rebag Infinity 
program, which debuted last October and is 
growing steadily. Shoppers who purchase a 
handbag from Rebag are allowed to wear it 
for up to six months and then sell it back to 
the company in good condition for 70 per 
cent of what they initially paid in store 
credit. “It creates a subscription-like 
behaviour,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] .
Gorra has seen first-hand how 
knowledge of a product’s resale value 
can move consumers to convert. In 
October, the company launched Rebag 
Infinity, a program allowing shoppers to 
carry a Rebag style for up to six months 
and exchange it for a store credit of at 
least 70 percent of its purchase price. 
Gorra said the program has grown 
incredibly fast, and that the biggest 
adoption among customers is in stores.
We launched Infinity just over 6 months 
ago. Basically, if you buy a bag for 1,000 
dollars today, you can wear it for up to 
six months, and you’ll get back 700 
dollars in Rebag credit. So, you’ll only be 
spending 300 dollars, which reduces the 
bar to entry significantly, and you’ll 
always be on trend. You can buy a bag for 
the summer and return it in the winter. 
It’s a quasi-rental model, if you will. 
[Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Rebag Infinity initially launched in 2018, 
allowing consumers to have the option to 
purchase a bag, flaunt it for up to six 
months, and exchange it for 70 percent of its 
original price in Rebag credit. The extended 
Rebag Infinity program lets shoppers choose 
from three different tiers: exchange the bag 
at 0 to three months for 80 percent of its 
value in Rebag credit, 75 percent for three to 
six months, and 70 percent in Rebag credit 
for handbags that have been in the 
customer’s hands for six months to a year.
Consumers are very interested in the Rebag 
Infinity program, which allows them to 
purchase a new handbag, and resell it to 
Rebag within six months for 70 percent of 
the purchase price, which
gives them the freedom to rotate a new 
luxury handbag in and out of their wardrobe 
every season, thus providing a sustainable 
and economical way to indulge.
Rebag Infinity is essentially our take on 
somehow of an equivalent of what a rental or 
leasing model would be. Essentially how it 
works is: you can buy any product on Rebag, 
online or offline, and we guarantee that you 
can own it for up to six months, and then 
within six months sell it back to us at a 
guaranteed price of at least 70% of what you 
paid. And we would pay you, though, in Rebag 
credits towards your next bag. [Gorra, founder 
and CEO of Rebag]
We only cover one category so you're not 
in the market every day for luxury bags - at 
least most people are not – so we're 
talking obviously most tailored use cases 
but it's something that overtime also adds 
up. The most thing on loyalty is that we 
have our program called Infinity which we 
launched year and a half ago. Every bag 
we sell at Rebag online or offline we 
guarantee that we can buy it back within 
six months for at least 70% of what you 
paid in site credit. That's exactly built to 
build loyalty. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
It’s getting a lot of traction. We’re trying 
to make it the main way to use Rebag, 
we don’t want it to be just a feature. We 
can compare it to Rent the Runway. 
When they first started, they used to do 
one-off rentals, for weddings or parties. 
Ten years later, subscriptions form the 
majority of their business. That’s what 
we’re trying to achieve with Rebag 
Infinity. It’s a behavioral change, so it 
takes a bit of time. [Charles Gorra, Rebag 
CEO]
“Rebag launched Infinity in the Fall of 2018 
and we have since seen a growth in 
adoption, with 10 percent of our inbound 
submissions made up of Infinity exchanges,” 
said Rebag CEO and founder Charles Gorra. 
“Based on a variety of learnings, including 
the growth of the sharing economy, our own 
quantitative data, and feedback collected 
from our online and in store customers, 
we’ve chosen to expand on our current 
exchange offering and increase it to three 
different payout periods, or ‘Exchange 
Periods.’ Users can exchange their Rebag 
item in 0-3 months for 80% of its purchase 
price back in credit; in three to six months 
for 75 percent back in credit; and six to 12 
months for 70 percent back in credit.”
So, suddenly you’re moving into that mindset 
that’s sort of this biannual pattern which is 
very seasonal. That’s why we did the six 
months, is because our research shows that’s 
sort of the trigger point. You know, really what 
customers want is, there’s nice weather there, 
I want to invest now. For the next six months, 
I’ll go to the Hamptons this summer, and then 
I’ll come back in October, and I’ll get my dark or 
beige bag for the winter times. And then I’ll 
keep going in that cycle. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag] x2
Now, Rebag customers have more options 
when it comes to refreshing last season’s 
Dior saddle bag for this season’s trendy 
Bottega Veneta crossbody. “Luxury 
consumers adapt quickly to fashion trends 
as they come and go, so by broadening the 
exchange deadline from six months to a full 
year, Rebag is providing endless access to a 
cyclical luxury collection,” said Gorra.
Shoppers who once feared the financial 
burden of committing to a luxury handbag, 
now have more options in their purchasing 
choices. “As much as shopping for luxury is 
an emotional experience, it can be 
financially taxing as well,” said Gorra. 
“Having a range of Infinity options gives our 
customers the comfort of knowing that their 
purchase will significantly retain its resale 
value, and allows them to try out the bags 
they love without fear of commitment.”
Gorra details the benefits of the enhanced 
Rebag Infinity program: “Let’s say a 
customer is seeking a mini-bag to wear to 
the numerous ceremonies and receptions 
she’s attending this wedding season,” he 
said. “She can purchase a neutral, on-trend 
Fendi Baguette bag for $900, wear it on her 
arm for each event, and exchange it within 
three months (a ‘Quick Fling’ as we call it) 
for $720 in Rebag Credit – which means she 
only paid $180 to own it for a full season. 
On the other end of the spectrum, let’s say 
the same customer wants a new tote bag to 
carry to work for the calendar year. She can 
buy a current style, like Christian Dior’s Book 
tote, for $2,900, own it for 12 months (a 
‘Honeymoon Phase’), then exchange it for 
credit worth 70 percent of its purchase 
price, which means she only paid $870 to 
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Earlier this week, CNBC published an 
investigation about the fashion 
company, revealing that the 
platform’s [The RealReal] listings 
include a fake Prada dress and a 
mislabeled Loro Piana scarf. On 
Forbes.com, a shopper recently 
recounted how he spent $3,600 on a 
Dior bag that was later proven to be 
a fake.
In November 2018, Chanel filed a lawsuit 
against The RealReal, accusing it of being 
unable to guarantee authenticity, a 
charge the reseller denies.
Chanel, in fact, is suing The RealReal, 
claiming that only the storied French 
house can guarantee the authenticity of a 
Chanel handbag and not any reseller.
RealReal has four main competitive 
advantages, Chen said: Advanced supply 
gathering capabilities and reach; 
sophisticated logistics and fulfilment 
infrastructure & authentication; advanced 
data analytics; and high sales velocity and 
sell-through rates. x4
For a company like The RealReal to 
fuel topline growth is a capital-
intensive feat that requires big bucks 
for not only marketing but also 
authentication. More buyers and 
sellers means more products, which 
necessitates more authenticators in 
more warehouses. x3
The RealReal has typically denied or 
downplayed allegations that it sells 
counterfeits. But when The RealReal 
filed for an initial public offering 
earlier this year, it acknowledged 
that identifying a counterfeit item 
can be a tricky process, open to 
human error.
Those investments could pay off if the 
company [The RealReal]  can find 
ways to authenticate items using 
technology, limiting the number of 
authenticators it needs to retain. 
However, The RealReal has said it is 
committed to having all products 
physically authenticated by human 
specialists rather than artificial 
intelligence. x2
“Our success depends on our ability 
to accurately and cost-effectively 
determine whether an item offered 
for consignment is an authentic 
product,” the company [The 
RealReal] wrote in its SEC filing. 
“While we have invested heavily in 
our authentication processes and we 
reject any goods we believe to be 
counterfeit, we cannot be certain 
that we will identify every 
counterfeit item that is consigned to 
us.”
In her email to customers sent out on 
Wednesday, Wainwright struck a 
defiant tone, dismissing recent 
media coverage about counterfeits 
on The RealReal as “attempting to 
discredit the business we have 
proudly built.”
In a note sent out on Monday, Oliver 
Chen, a senior equity research 
analyst at American investment bank 
Cowen, wrote that “authentication 
has been an area of investor concern; 
however, we believe REAL is the only 
player that can currently authenticate 
luxury goods across various 
categories with scale, and REAL 
continues to invest behind detecting 
counterfeits.”
But the company’s authentication 
process has also come under fire. An 
investigation conducted by The 
Capitol Forum, an investigative news 
and legal analysis publication, in 
September found that contrary to 
The RealReal’s claims that its 
merchandise was being 
authenticated by experts, employees 
such as copywriters were also 
inspecting luxury goods.
“They give you a quick 5-minute 
presentation on what things should 
look like and then have you go,” one 
copywriter [from The RealReal] told 
The Capitol Forum. “I should not have 
been authenticating an Hermes scarf, 
for example, but all they care about 
is the product getting on the site.". 
Another employee told The Capitol 
Forum that there is so much 
inventory coming into The Real, that 
“there is no way everything can be 
authenticated.”
The RealReal has also been facing 
litigation from luxury brands over its 
counterfeit issues. Last year, Chanel 
filed a lawsuit against the company, 
accusing The RealReal of selling 
counterfeit Chanel products. The 
French luxury house has stated that 
the company does not have the 
authorisation to authenticate such 




Demand and supply 
coordination
The economic downturn caused by the coronavirus 
could hurt demand for resale. “I would expect that 
the resale market is probably going to be equally 
affected — or even more affected, if we consider 
that second-hand clients have a higher likelihood of 
being exposed to unemployment,” Bernstein analyst 
Luc Solca said. x2
RealReal has four main competitive 
advantages, Chen said: Advanced supply 
gathering capabilities and reach; 
sophisticated logistics and fulfilment 
infrastructure & authentication; advanced 
data analytics; and high sales velocity and 
sell-through rates. x4
When it comes to luxury resale, the 
bottleneck is usually on the supply side: 
It’s hard to get the well-heeled in the 
door, says Charles Gorra, chief 
executive officer of rival Rebag. New 
stores, he said, must be in places with 
“existing luxury ecosystems.” With this 
in mind, Gorra says his company is 
looking at Chicago and some cities in 
Texas as potential new locations. x2
KEY ACTIVITIES Challenges Network effect
Scale and Powerful Network Effects
We are the largest online marketplace for 
authenticated, consigned luxury goods. We 
expect to maintain our leadership position by 
increasing our scale, thereby amplifying the 
network effects between consignors and 
buyers. In addition, as buyers become 
consignors and vice versa, we create a unique 
flywheel that further accelerates our 
momentum. Through March 31, 2019, 53% of 
our consignors are buyers and 13% of our 
buyers are consignors.
We accept consignments only from within the United 
States. We ship to over 60 countries
If you’re short of time we also offer a 
consignment service. Our dedicated 
management team will come to your 
place, collect your items, list them, store 
them and manage the sales. Once the 
item is sold payment is made directly 
into your bank account. 
Vestiaire Collective is a new circular way 
of shopping. [Fanny Moizant, co-founder]
The RealReal’s investments in a “full-
service product sourcing model and 100 
percent upfront authentication process 
are proving to be catalysts motivating 
wealthy consumers to resell their luxury 
goods online.”
People can list their unwanted luxury 
goods, some that are either used or 
still have tags on them, and the 
company [The RealReal]  then takes a 
cut when a sale is made.
The RealReal, founded by Chief Executive 
Julie Wainwright, makes it easier sell and 
buy used luxury items such as clothing, 
accessories and jewellery on consignment 
by providing platform for transactions and 
verifying that the goods are authentic.
The RealReal is the “leading luxury resale 
marketplace, offering an end-to-end 
service for consignors and a trusted 
marketplace with large selection of 
unique items for buyers,”
KEY 
ACTIVITIES




Vestiaire Collective is the leading online 
marketplace to buy and sell authenticated pre-
owned luxury fashion.
I think the biggest opportunities we have 
at Vestiaire is to translate this passion 
and this ability to scale the marketplace 
and the community through technology. 
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective] xx3
KEY 
ACTIVITIES
Types of Business 
Model
Business Model: end-to-end 
marketplace
Rebag is the ultimate destination for buying and 
selling luxury handbags. Sell your bags to us for 
upfront payment, unlike consignment, and shop our 
curated selection of handbags online or in store.
So our vendor business has historically been 
small, and we've used it to kind of fill in products 
strategically in key categories, typically higher-
value categories. You correctly state that interest 
in -- for new vendors, and vendors -- by vendors, 
we just mean businesses of any form. This could 
be a boutique. It could be a store. It could be a 
brand. It could be any form of reseller. Interest 
from new vendors is up 10x versus pre-COVID 
levels. But we're going to continue with our pre-
existing strategy that we're only going to bring in 
product that we know we can sell. High-value, 
high-demand, coveted products. So historically, 
we're running about 5% of our GMV coming from 
the vendor business. That will tick up a few 
percentage points in the near term. And frankly, 
it's anybody's guess how long that goes. But I 
would say, so long as there are difficulties in the 
retail environment, I would expect to see an 
elevated level of vendor business. But we're not 
going to compromise our standards for quality 
and value going forward. So we'd expect it to not 
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Once we receive consigned items, our 
merchandising team leverages our 
technology platform and data analytics 
capabilities for a first point of authentication 
and to efficiently write copy, photograph and 
price the items before they are curated onto 
our online marketplace.
Getting started: putting your listing online
Publish your listing in just a few minutes:
- Take a photo of your item
- Write a clear description
- Post your listing
Our team publishes your listing within 36 hours. If 
necessary they will also advise you on how to 
increase your chances of selling.
Here are the steps our team takes to get a product 
from submission to sale on vestiairecollective.com
Step 1:  On-trend items added to the site.  Our 
expert team evaluates the images, price, brand and 
description of a product uploaded from a user to 
ensure the product is high-quality, on-trend and 
seasonally appropriate.
Get a quick offer
Submit pictures of your handbag using the mobile 
app or website. We’ll provide a quote within 1-2 
business days, or on the spot in our stores. x3
Photography and copywriting. Because we 
take possession of each item, we are able to 
accurately and consistently describe the item 
and its condition, as opposed to online-only 
peer-to-peer resale models. Our items are 
professionally photographed and presented in 
a visually appealing manner to encourage 
engagement and conversion.
Tips for selling faster
To sell your item quickly your listing needs to be 
visible and attractive. Here are some tips from our 
best sellers:
- Respond quickly to price negotiations from your 
buyers
- Add new photos which will highlight your item
- Readjust your price if necessary to make your 
listing more visible
After reviewing our list of accepted designer brands, 
submit your once-loved bag for a quote through our 
mobile app, online at Rebag.com, or in store at any 
Rebag store location. x2
Pricing. Leveraging our database of 
approximately 9.4 million historical item 
sales and current market data, we price 
items to optimize value and sales velocity. 
We use proprietary algorithms to optimize 
pricing based on factors such as designer, 
category, age, condition, color and current 
market demand. Increasingly, we are using 
our technology platform to automate pricing 
of the goods sold through our online 
marketplace. We also provide human 
oversight of the pricing process, which allows 
us to recognize and appropriately adjust for 
real-time changes in market trends. For 
example, if a designer is trending, we can 
adjust the price accordingly. For high-value 
items, we recommend a price that the 
consignor must approve before the item goes 
live on our online marketplace.
We therefore advise you to set a fair price that 
corresponds to the condition of your article, when 
your ad is created.
If the price of your item seems too high, our fashion 
experts may email you to suggest a price at which it 
is more likely to be sold.
The amount of this reduction is calculated by an 
algorithm which takes into account the price of 
similar items sold on Vestiaire Collective in the last 
10 years, as well as the latest trends.
Sellers who follow our advice multiply their chances 
of selling by 5, thanks to our price suggestions!
Once you have received our price suggestion by 
email and have been notified in the app, you have 24 
hours to decide whether or not to lower your price.
If you do not wish to lower your price, your ad will 
be published after 24 hours.
Visibility in our catalogue is now based on price: the 
more attractive the price, the more your item will be 
highlighted in our catalogue.
Online through Clair, you can get an instant offer in 
minutes. If you bag is not eligible for an instant 
offer, you can upload images online and an offer will 
be provided in 1-2 business days (Monday to Friday, 
holidays excluded) after your submission is received.
As of March 31, 2019, our merchandising 
operations and core merchandising teams 
consisted of 480 and 326 employees, 
respectively.
Our range includes a selection of over 5000 luxury, 
fashion and designer brands, some more well-
known than others. To be accepted, your item must 
comply with our range.
How do you determine offer values?
We consider a variety of factors including, but not 
limited to: brand, condition, size, material, demand, 
seasonality, and current inventory. After multiple 
years of operation, we have accumulated an 
extensive proprietary database that enables us to 





(virtual & at home)
Pick your method — three easy ways to consign, virtually
· Book a free virtual consignment appointment to video 
chat with a Luxury Manager.
· Book a free virtual expert consultation to video chat 
about pricing watches, jewelry & more.
· Ship your items directly to us with free UPS pickup. x2
The RealReal started a trust-and-
estates division in 2017, where 
employees visit collectors’ homes in 
search of treasures. x2
”One-to-one relationships with 
consignors via the ‘White Glove’ 
process,” the company’s in-home 
consultation and pickup service, will be 
hard for competitors to replicate, adding 
to The RealReal’s “competitive moat.”
KEY 
ACTIVITIES
Services provided Warehouse/Logistic Hubs
Reception by Vestiaire Collective :  the carrier 
delivers your item to our warehouse within 2 to 7 
days.
Our [The RealReal]  100+ in-house experts including 
gemologists, horologists and luxury brand authenticators 
inspect thousands of items every day, ensuring everything 
we sell is 100% authenticity guaranteed.
Authentication. We authenticate every item 
we sell to continue building trust in our online 
marketplace. We employ over 100 highly 
trained gemologists, horologists, brand 
experts and art curators who collectively 
inspect thousands of items each day. All 
items pass through a rigorous multi-point, 
brand-specific authentication process before 
they are accepted for consignment. This 
process includes inspecting the item for 
attributes such as appropriate brand 
markings, date codes, serial tags and 
hologram stickers. Our gemologists and 
horologists authenticate and inspect our fine 
jewelry and watches, and each piece comes 
with an authentication certificate. In addition, 
our team of fine art curators and specialists 
research and validate art pieces for 
authenticity. We have a zero-tolerance policy 
when it comes to counterfeit goods. Items 
that are deemed to be counterfeit are 
confiscated.
Our team of in-house experts are dedicated to 
controlling and authenticating all items once sold. 
Fighting counterfeiting has been our priority from 
the day we started.
Sold item ships to Paris headquarters.  After an item 
is sold, the seller receives a postage-paid airway bill 
to send the item to our Paris headquarters.  Once 
there, our Quality Control team* carefully compares 
the product to the original item description; checks 
the quality (the seams, zippers, linings, buttons, and 
soles and heels of shoes); and looks for any signs 
that the product may not be authentic.
Fighting counterfeiting has always been 
a priority for us that’s why we have in-
house experts to make sure your items 
are genuine. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder]
If you accept our offer, you’ll receive upfront 
payment within 2-3 business days after your bag 
passes our in-person vetting process. For in store 
submissions, receive both your offer and payment in 
less than 60 minutes. x2
The site [The RealReal]  launched 
an authentication page that shows 
users profiles of the company’s 
experts in charge of authenticating 
items, including their degrees, 
previous experience and area of 
specialty.
“This is a complex problem,” 
Wainwright wrote. “We are 
constantly and consistently training 
our teams, and evolving our 
technologies to ensure your items 
are the real thing.”
The RealReal differentiates itself 
within the crowded resale space with 
its focus on luxury goods and elaborate 
authentication process. Every item is 
physically inspected by one or more 
members of a team of more than 100 
gemologists, horologists, art curators 
and other experts — even the $18 
vests then photographed and posted 
for sale. For shoppers and sellers alike, 
this is what makes The RealReal so 
appealing: items are attractively 
presented with a guarantee of 
authenticity amid the online resale 
market’s sea of poorly shot 
counterfeits. x2
We  [The RealReal]  have a rigorous, brand-specific 
authentication process, overseen by 100+ experts, 
including luxury brand authenticators, gemologists and 
horologists.
2. Sell it
When your item is sold, ship it to us for free. Our 
experts will check for quality and authenticity before 
sending it to the buyer. x2
Rebag authentication is an integral part of our 
vetting process. Every handbag undergoes an in-
house multilayered evaluation by our authentication 
experts before we proceed with payment. The 
Rebag team has decades of experience in 
authentication and are trained to detect 
inaccuracies. Please do not submit inauthentic 
handbags as we will not be able to buy them.
Wainwright wrote to customers that 
her company [The RealReal]  hires 
“certified experts such as 
gemologists and horologists, luxury 
experts who have worked at 
companies like Sotheby's and 
Christie’s, and brand experts who 
have worked directly with luxury 
brands.”
When items are received, they are identified as “high” or 
“low” risk based on brand, value, style, etc. If there is a 
higher probability for counterfeiting, the product is 
deemed higher risk in authenticating. Items that are 
considered “high risk” (anything from an Hermès Birkin 
bag to the hottest streetwear) are sent to authenticators 
with significant authentication experience, who are highly 
specialized in specific categories. Many of these 
authenticators join The RealReal from the luxury brands 
themselves—like Tiffany, Hermès and Rolex – or auction 
houses like Sotheby’s and Christie’s with a deep 
knowledge of the markers, materials and craftsmanship 
behind genuine products. They assess each item based on 
these and other characteristics.
2. We fight against counterfeiting thanks to our 
highly educated in-house experts.
During the vetting process, if we find anything that 
differs from the information you submitted or was 
not disclosed in your submission, your offers may be 
subject to revision. Offer revisions may occur due to 
condition, change in size, material, or slight model 
variation. If this is the case, we will ask for your 
approval before we proceed with the order. If you do 
not agree with the revised offer, we will send the 
handbag back to you at no cost. To avoid offer 
revisions, please make sure the information 
provided is accurate and that you’ve accounted for 
any and all signs of wear.
Fine jewelry and watches are authenticated and appraised 
by our gemologists and horologists, and each piece comes 
with a valuation certificate. Art items are thoroughly 
researched and validated by our team of fine art 
specialists. Items that are considered “low risk,” such as 
contemporary brands with clear authenticity markers, are 
sent to be authenticated by our copywriters, who receive 
deep training in authentication but whose title has 
become outdated.
Authentication : your item is checked and 
authenticated by our experts within 2 to 3 days, then 
packaged and shipped to your buyer within 24 hours.
For context—when we originally launched the business, 
our copywriters only wrote copy. As the business has 
grown, the associated scope of their job has changed. 
Copywriters have been receiving the initial and ongoing 
training required to authenticate products, which has 
become an important element of their job. Within their 
first month on the job, we require that our copywriters 
receive a minimum of 30 hours of training, including 
during onboarding, job shadowing, daily training sessions 
and quizzes. Where a copywriter has a question about an 
item our high-risk authenticators, all of whom have deep 
experience, are available in person to discuss or review a 
product. 
Authentication : your item is checked and 
authenticated by our experts within 2 to 3 days, then 
packaged and shipped to your buyer within 24 hours. 
x2
All of our authenticators and copywriters participate in 
ongoing daily and weekly training sessions to discuss the 
latest counterfeiting trends as part of The RealReal’s 
unending commitment to stay ahead of counterfeiters.
Finally, our dedicated Quality Control team provides an 
additional layer of control to help prevent fakes from 
being sold on our site, pulling certain at risk items for 
further review. While this extra step takes time, we do not 
sacrifice quality for quantity.
If our experts notice a defect or a difference with 
the description, the price of your item may be 
lowered or the sale could be canceled.
Technology and Data Drive our Processes and Inform our 
Teams:  As the largest marketplace for authenticated 
luxury consignment, we have an extensive set of data — 
which serves as the backbone of our authentication 
process. Among other things, it’s leveraged to update 
algorithms that route the highest risk products to our most 
experienced authenticators, making sure that the riskiest 
products get the most scrutiny. x2
These fees correspond to the services Vestiaire 
Collective is offering you, so you can have a peaceful 
experience on our website.
•Each and every item is checked physically by our 
experts, in order to confirm that it matches the 
description made by the seller, as well as the brand 
criteria.
•If an item cannot be deemed compliant, we will 
proceed to the cancellation of the transaction, and 
the refund of your purchase.
•If the item is lost by the carrier, we will also 
refund your purchase.
Of course, we remain at your entire disposal to 
answer all of your queries, as we believe that what 
makes us a community is our mutual passion for 
fashion.
You will find our calculating sheet below.
0 - 130        =       3.50GBP
130 - 440       =              2%GBP
440 -      =             8.49GBP
Our authentication process—and all of our internal 
processes—are changing constantly, driven by new 
technologies like machine learning and AI. For example, 
we anticipate that much of our copywriting and pricing 
will be automated using machine learning in Q1. We’ll 
then modify the evolving structure of our authentication 





Photograph of the items & 
upload in the platform
1. List it
Download the app, use the easy listing form, 
describe your item and upload your images in less 
than 60 seconds. Our curation team will help 
optimise the visibility of your product.
The RealReal differentiates itself 
within the crowded resale space with 
its focus on luxury goods and elaborate 
authentication process. Every item is 
physically inspected by one or more 
members of a team of more than 100 
gemologists, horologists, art curators 
and other experts — even the $18 
vests then photographed and posted 
for sale. For shoppers and sellers alike, 
this is what makes The RealReal so 
appealing: items are attractively 
presented with a guarantee of 
authenticity amid the online resale 
market’s sea of poorly shot 
counterfeits. x2
Our community certainly is international - 
15,000 of you sold to 78 different 
countries
Founded in 2009 in Paris we’re now 
available in more than 50 countries with 
offices across Europe, the US and Hong 
Kong. [Fanny Moizant, co-founder]
The money will be used to help the company [VC] 
break into Japanese and Korean markets while 
doubling down on US expansion and social 
commerce efforts.
The vast majority of The RealReal's 
business is in the United States and 
Chief Executive Julie Wainwright said 
the company would eventually expand 
abroad. "We have a huge opportunity 
in front of us. Two-thirds of it’s 
outside the US so at some point we’ll 
go overseas but not in the near term," 
Wainwright said in a telephone 
interview.
Beyond acquiring new customers and 
increasing their lifetime value, The 
RealReal also plans to continually 
invest in its tech-driven infrastructure, 
expand its brick-and-mortar presence 
and grow internationally, it said in the 
IPO filing. x3
For the moment, however, Vestiaire Collective is 
focused on growth. The expertise of new investment 
partner Korelya Capital, a French-based firm that 
specialises in helping European startups crack the 
Asian market and is backed by Korean tech 
conglomerate Naver, will help the company’s 





Increase Penetration in Existing Categories: 
Our women’s category accounted for 
approximately 67% of our GMV in 2018. We 
intend to deepen our penetration in other 
high-value categories such as men’s, jewelry 
and watches, and home and art. We strive to 
enhance our product offering in these 
categories by leveraging our existing 
relationships with consignors to unlock supply 
across multiple categories. For buyers, we 
facilitate discovery and purchase outside of 
our core women’s category by curating 
dynamic multi-category feeds on our website 
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Luxury labels have remained tepid toward 
resale, if not full-out aggressive, as Chanel 
has demonstrated through its lawsuit against 
The RealReal, in which the storied French 
house claimed that only they — and not any 
reseller — could guarantee the authenticity 
of a Chanel handbag. x2
“The authentication process is what 
TheRealReal excels in, and it’s [why] 
customers are going to them. They might be 
in the red but they are investing in key core 
aspects of the business and that will help 
compete in the long run.” [Avery Faigen, a 
fashion and retail analyst with retail tech 
company Edited]
Last November, Chanel named The 
RealReal in a closely watched trademark 
infringement and counterfeiting lawsuit. 
In its biggest complaint, the French luxury 
giant accused the resale platform of 
selling fake Chanel handbags, claiming it 
had discovered at least seven counterfeit 
bags sold by the The RealReal and that its 
“authentication experts” could not be 
trusted. “Only Chanel itself can know what 
is genuine Chanel,” claimed the brand.
The rise of online resale sites is creating a 
new market for counterfeits that has 
resisted traditional methods of policing.
Luxury resale sites like The RealReal and 
Vestiaire Collective create an 
unprecedented opportunity for 
counterfeiters.
Authentication remains a 
challenge, particularly for clothing. 
Companies employ a staff of 
authenticators who come from 
auction houses, but one off 
vintage pieces may be harder to 
verify than a handbag with a 
custom number. x3
In March 2018, Chanel brought a lawsuit 
against New York-based vintage seller 
What Goes Around Comes Around 
claiming trademark infringement, 
alleging that the high-profile second-hand 
retailer was guilty of selling counterfeit 
items and marketing its sales of Chanel 
products as if the brand was associated 
with them, therefore creating confusion 
with the customer.
“Actually taking possession of the inventory 
and physically inspecting inventory adds a 
pretty substantial labour cost,” Kodali 
[Sucharita Kodali, a retail analyst at 
Forrester Research]  said. “The more goods 
you get, the more people you need. And the 
broader the market, the more fraud there 
will be.” x2
Second-hand online stores such as 
RealReal and Vestiaire Collective use 
experts with years of experience to 
determine the authenticity of the 
goods they buy and sell. It’s a 
painstaking process that isn’t 
absolutely foolproof, according to 
some online reviews from customers 
who complain they’ve been sold 
counterfeits. x2
Conversely, brands can offer resellers 
authentication guarantees — a component 
that’s at the heart of Chanel’s lawsuit against 
The RealReal, in which the luxury French 
house claims that only the brand itself can 
promise a Chanel bag’s authenticity. X3
The uniform presentation and implied 
guarantee of authenticity are meant to ease 
the anxiety of sellers and shoppers wary of 
the secondhand market, which has a 
reputation for being ripe with counterfeits 
and other fraud. x2
Meanwhile, The RealReal has rejected the 
allegations and filed a motion to dismiss 
the suit, calling it nothing more than an 
attempt to limit competition from a fast-
growing secondary market that allows 
consumers to buy luxury goods at 
discounted prices.
rapidly expanding online resale platforms 
like The RealReal and Poshmark face new 
challenges in tackling fakes, which have 
seen a parallel growth spurt, enabled by 
increasingly global trade flows and 
sophisticated counterfeiting technology. 
Counterfeit products — watches, handbags 
and other accessories — were worth about 
$540 billion in 2017, according to the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development.
Authentication is still an uphill battle. While 
some products are relatively easy to 
authenticate — for instance, handbags with 
serial numbers — others, like clothing, are 
less so. x2
Chanel has taken its concerns a step further, 
suing The RealReal in federal court in New 
York last November. The French fashion 
house says the resale site is listing 
counterfeit products as authentic, a charge 
The RealReal denies.
This week, Chanel fired back, arguing that 
there was an inherent contradiction 
between The RealReal’s advertising 
claims to consumers that the products it 
sells are “100% the real thing” and its 
argument, filed in court papers, that its 
expert assessments were simply “a 
general expression of opinion” and 
therefore “immune from challenge.”
And although these resale platforms have 
made strides in de-stigmatising 
secondhand luxury, building a resale 
market slated to exceed $40 billion by 
2022, according to online reseller ThredUp, 
the cost of fighting counterfeits is rising as 
well. X3
Earlier this year, fashion watchdog 
Instagram account Diet Prada called out The 
RealReal for selling a Tibi dress that had 
been re tagged with a Prada label. “The 
most significant challenge these sites face is 
maintaining high standards for authenticity 
and item condition,” Stephens [retail 
futurist Doug Stephens]  said.
Should Chanel win, it could complicate, or 
even prevent, the resale of its bags - currently 
the second-most commonly listed on The 
RealReal, behind Louis Vuitton, according to 
Bernstein. A victory by the brand could also 
encourage other luxury labels to pursue more 
aggressive action against resale sites.
The stakes are high — they risk sending 
alienated customers to competitors if too 
many counterfeits slip through. And luxury 
brands, already wary of secondhand 
markets for selling their goods at discount 
prices, are waiting to pounce. Last month, 
Chanel filed a complaint against The 
RealReal in federal court in New York, 
alleging the site sold at least seven 
counterfeit handbags bearing its label. The 
luxury house claimed only they — and not 
the reseller — could guarantee a Chanel 
handbag or ready-to-wear is the real deal.
While resellers can continue to put more and 
more manpower into authentication, that 
effort costs more money, once again cutting 
into margins. x3
In a statement to BoF, Chanel called The 
RealReal’s authenticity guarantee “false 
marketing,” adding “only Chanel skilled 
staff can know what is genuine Chanel.” 
The RealReal countered that the lawsuit 
was “an alarmingly thuggish effort to stop 
consumers from reselling their authentic 
used goods.”
Stolen goods remain difficult to identify and 
can damage a site’s reputation. While it’s 
unknown what percentage of the luxury 
resale market consists of trading in stolen 
goods, it’s certainly a part of the business. 
(…)  But while it creates further tension 
between brands and resellers, there is only 
so much resellers can do to prevent these 
sorts of transactions. "When a consignor 
consigns with The RealReal, they sign a 
legally binding contract stating that the 
merchandise they are consigning, is in fact, 
theirs," a spokesperson for The RealReal told 
BoF. "If there's any question about the items 
from law enforcement, we fully cooperate 
with officials, investigate the situation and 
take appropriate action based on the 
findings."
“Even talking about what ‘expert 
authentication’ means is tricky, because 
Chanel is right. Only they have the records 
of serial numbers, and that information 
isn’t available to third-parties,” said Tracy 
DiNunzio, founder and chief executive of 
Tradesy, a resale marketplace.
That precedent doesn’t cover sites like The 
RealReal, Rebag and Vestiaire Collective, 
which take possession of the items they 
sell and must therefore guarantee their 
authenticity. While Chanel’s lawsuit is 
unlike to fundamentally alter how those 
businesses operate, it could require them 
to put up large disclaimers about their lack 
of brand affiliation, Scafidi [Susan Scafidi, 
founder and director of the Fashion Law 
Institute at Fordham Law School]  said. 
"Most likely, though, Chanel is trying to 
cast doubt in the minds of consumers 
about the credibility of resale," she added, 
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The same principle applies once an item 
hits the secondary market: the more 
sellers, the lower the price. x2
But the boom that has fuelled the rise of 
major luxury re-commerce players like The 
RealReal and Vestiaire Collective will only 
last if the market is fed with product that 
people actually want to buy.
In order to attract new consignors and bring 
in more inventory — a key part of maintaining 
growth in a competitive consignment market 
—the store will also include “elegant” 
waiting and meeting spaces where 
consignors can meet wit experts and get 
quotes on their pieces, as well as attend 
workshops. x3
Like many other digitally-native shops, 
the company is turning to brick-and-
mortar to attract new customers and 
more inventory, which is always a 
concern for consignment model 
retailers. X2
It will also invest in a new European logistics 
facility. “The more countries you open, the 
more supply you have to fuel the global 
marketplace,” Fabre [CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] says. x2
But in October 2015, two years after launch, 
The RealReal ended its licensing agreement 
with The RealReal Japan, shuttering the 
venture and pointing to a potential flaw in the 
company’s business model, which focused on 
facilitating transactions between buyers and 
sellers based in Japan, a market that is 
already well served, especially in densely-
populated areas like the Kant. region, which 
includes Tokyo, rather than between Japanese 
vintage sellers and international buyers, like 
Farfetch. x2
“It’s a momentum businesses,” says 
Tradesy’s [founder and CEO] 
DiNunzio. “Buyers tend to go where 
they can find the most product, sellers 
tend to go where they know they can 
reach the most buyers. So they tend to 
gravitate toward those who execute 
more quickly and used their capital 
wisely.” x2
The right inventory remains hard to come by. 
“The biggest challenge for any consignment 
business — particularly one that deals in 
high-end goods — is maintaining their 
supply of inventory,” Stephens [retail 
futurist Doug Stephens]  said. “While 
consignment businesses tend to be recession 
proof, they’re not recovery proof. When the 
economy is in recovery or growth mode, 
people are less inclined to re-sell their high-
end items.”
An expanded global footprint will allow 
Vestiaire Collective to supply more of the 
right product at the right time, a critical 
element for resale sites. x2
“It’s tough operationally and you have 
to fill both sides of the marketplace.” 
Le Tote co-founder Brett Northart told 
TechCrunch
The RealReal, Vestiaire and Grailed are 
positioned more narrowly within the market, 
meaning there are inherent barriers to scale. 
These companies must continue to find 
sellers who not only want to sell, but want 
to sell the right items, whether that’s 
through paid customer acquisition, word of 
mouth or direct deals with brands. x3
“With supply in nearly 40 countries, it gives us 
the ability to adapt to every market and to 
find really specific product.” [Vestiaire 
Collective CEO]  x2
Indeed, fashion re-sale is a 
challenging business, not least 
because it requires a  high level of 
consumer participation.
However, these businesses also have 
less control over the inventory they 
get to sell. Gucci loafers might be in-








Popular resale services today are typically 
either consignment or peer-to-peer 
platforms, which means the seller must 
wait until their item is purchased by a 
consumer before receiving payment. x2
The RealReal, which takes a 15 to 50 percent 
commission on each sale, actually holds 
inventory in a warehouse, operating within a 
more traditional consignment model. x3
Popular resale services today are typically 
either consignment or peer-to-peer 
platforms, which means the seller must 
wait until their item is purchased by a 
consumer before receiving payment. x2
Vestiaire, which takes a higher commission 
— 18 to 34 percent — is also peer-to-peer, 
but there is a vetting process in between: 
the seller sends the product to Vestiaire, 
which authenticates it and checks it for 
quality before sending it along to the buyer. 
x4
Founded in October 2009, Vestiaire 
Collective’s hybrid business model has 
distinguished it from competitors. Built as a 
peer-to-peer marketplace like eBay, Vestiaire 
Collective allows sellers to post their own 
items and set their own prices.
In the case of peer-to-peer sites, they’re 
[sellers]  also responsible for posting 
photos, item descriptions, interaction with 
potential buyers and shipping.
But the best way to increase product 
volume is to recruit more sellers. 
Vestiaire Collective accepts products 
from sellers in more than 17 
countries, resulting in about 4,000 
new products hitting the site every 
day. (And the company still rejects 30 
percent of submitted products.) 
“Having 17 countries supplying this 
marketplace gives us agility on the 
type of product,” Fabre says. x2
The RealReal also plans on recruiting 
more sellers. (The site currently ships 
internationally, but only works with 
sellers in the United States.) Right 
now, however, it is doubling down on 
its home market. (After all, it has new 
competition: Vestiaire says it has 
dedicated 20 million euros of its last 
33 million euros raised to help further 
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It [The RealReal]  offers free shipping or free 
at-home pickup if a seller has enough 
merchandise. X2
The RealReal has carved out a niche with 
perks meant to attract sellers: the company 
will photograph products and store them in 
its warehouses until they are sold. x2
Since then, the company [The RealReal], 
which was founded in 2011, has focused 
on expanding its brick-and-mortar 
presence with outlets in new areas and 
more online fulfilment centres. x2
The RealReal, which takes a 15 to 50 percent 
commission on each sale, actually holds 
inventory in a warehouse, operating within a 
more traditional consignment model. x3
The RealReal, which consigns luxury 
goods, provides pre-paid shipping 
labels for products, which are routed 
to its warehouses where they are 
appraised, authenticated, 
photographed and published to the 
site. x4
The RealReal has over 1,700 employees, 
including an authentication team made up of 
buyers, art curators and jewellery and watch 
experts, as well as hundreds of sales 
personnel and workers who pick, pack and 
ship items in the company’s growing number 
of warehouses (each a costly investment 
itself). x4
The RealReal has over 1,700 employees, 
including an authentication team made up of 
buyers, art curators and jewellery and watch 
experts, as well as hundreds of sales 
personnel and workers who pick, pack and 
ship items in the company’s growing number 
of warehouses (each a costly investment 
itself). x4
“To a trained eye, you know right away 
that something’s off,” Walker [from 
Walker/Viden consignment store]  said, 
whether it’s the placement of a tag or the 
logo’s typeface.
Founded nine years ago, Vestiaire 
was one of the first to allow 
customers to re-sell luxury items 
while providing rigorous authenticity 
checks and curation.
Authentication remains a 
challenge, particularly for clothing. 
Companies employ a staff of 
authenticators who come from 
auction houses, but one off 
vintage pieces may be harder to 
verify than a handbag with a 
custom number. x3
Vestiaire, which takes a higher commission 
— 18 to 34 percent — is also peer-to-peer, 
but there is a vetting process in between: 
the seller sends the product to Vestiaire, 
which authenticates it and checks it for 
quality before sending it along to the buyer. 
x4
The RealReal has a 100-strong team 
of anti-counterfeiters to weed out 
fakes, and processes between 
200,000 to 300,000 products a 
month. Vestiaire, which also works 
with authenticators, adds 6,000 new 
products a day to its site, after 30 
percent of all items submitted for 
resale are rejected.
In order to attract new consignors and bring 
in more inventory — a key part of maintaining 
growth in a competitive consignment market 
—the store will also include “elegant” 
waiting and meeting spaces where 
consignors can meet wit experts and get 
quotes on their pieces, as well as attend 
workshops. x3
Like eBay, orders on Heroine.com are 
fulfilled by sellers, where purchases 
from The RealReal are fulfilled and 
authenticated by the e-commerce 
site in branded packaging. x4
Second-hand online stores such as 
RealReal and Vestiaire Collective use 
experts with years of experience to 
determine the authenticity of the 
goods they buy and sell. It’s a 
painstaking process that isn’t 
absolutely foolproof, according to 
some online reviews from customers 
who complain they’ve been sold 
counterfeits. x2
Currently, the company [The RealReal] 
has six consignment office locations 
around the country where a team of full-
time gemologists and experts (55 
people and growing) are on hand to 
authenticate potential sales for 
customers. x2
But it [Vestiaire Collective]  also requires 
sellers to ship sold items to its own facilities, 
where items are authenticated and quality-
assured before being delivered to buyers. x2
The RealReal, which consigns luxury 
goods, provides pre-paid shipping 
labels for products, which are routed 
to its warehouses where they are 
appraised, authenticated, 
photographed and published to the 
site. x4
“Each luxury item… requires multiple touch 
points, including inspection, evaluation, 
authentication, photography, pricing, 
copywriting, application of a unique individual 
stock keeping unit… and fulfilment,” the 
company [The RealReal]  said in the filing. 
The result: total operating expenses rose 
from $138 million in 2017 to $210 million in 
2018. x4
Resale companies are hiring teams of 
hands-on experts to examine goods, as 
well as data scientists to build technology 
that weeds out illicit listings. x3
Authentication is still an uphill battle. While 
some products are relatively easy to 
authenticate — for instance, handbags with 
serial numbers — others, like clothing, are 
less so. x2
Currently, The RealReal has seven other 
valuation offices around the country to 
connect consignors with their on-staff 
gemologists, horologists and authentication 
specialists. x2
“People do have that discussion [with 
the authenticators] and if they don’t 
consign on the spot, they are ready to 
sell it, they shop it around and they 
always come back because it’s so 
transparent. So that has yielded a 
phenomenal success for the business.” 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  x3
I knew we [The RealReal] had to 
make it really easy, offering free 
pickup in major cities and inspecting 
and authenticating every single piece. 
x3
According to its website, The RealReal 
employs over 50 “brand authenticators, 
gemologists, horologists and art curators,” 
who “inspect thousands of items each day, 
so you can be sure every item is 100 
percent authentic.” Other resale sites, 
including Poshmark, Vestiaire Collective 
and eBay, also employ authenticators as 
well as other methods, from profiling 
sellers to flagging items with suspiciously 
low prices (a $200 Goyard bag is likely a 
fake).
Unlike European competitor Vestiaire 
Collective — which raised $62 million in 
January, fuelling a competitive re-
commerce market — The RealReal 
photographs inventory itself, though 
both verify product before it is sold. X2
The RealReal has carved out a niche with 
perks meant to attract sellers: the company 
will photograph products and store them in 
its warehouses until they are sold. x2
Unlike European competitor Vestiaire 
Collective — which raised $62 million in 
January, fuelling a competitive re-
commerce market — The RealReal 
photographs inventory itself, though 
both verify product before it is sold. X2
Unlike The RealReal — which operates on a 
consignment model, photographing and 
marketing the product itself, thereby taking 
much of the guesswork out of selling — 
Vestiaire assists sellers by photoshopping 
imagery against white backgrounds to ensure 
visual consistency. x2
The RealReal, which consigns luxury 
goods, provides pre-paid shipping 
labels for products, which are routed 
to its warehouses where they are 
appraised, authenticated, 
photographed and published to the 
site. x4
“Each luxury item… requires multiple touch 
points, including inspection, evaluation, 
authentication, photography, pricing, 
copywriting, application of a unique individual 
stock keeping unit… and fulfilment,” the 
company [The RealReal]  said in the filing. 
The result: total operating expenses rose 
from $138 million in 2017 to $210 million in 
2018. x4
Vestiaire Collective’s Bittner said his 
company’s global data is something that 
other resellers can’t offer. Vestiaire operates 
in 50 countries worldwide in Asia, Europe and 
the US. With its latest funding round, the 
company plans on launching in additional 
markets including the Middle East and South 
America. x2
Vestiaire Collective, a Paris-based social 
commerce platform, completed a €40 million 
($45 million) round of financing citing plans 
to launch new technology and expand to 
markets in Asia and the Middle East. X3
Vestiaire’s new look comes after a 
€58 million ($62 million) funding 
round last year, which the company 
is using to expand internationally. 
The past 18 months have seen the 
company enter Asia, open logistics 
hubs in France and Hong Kong. x2
“The store for us is a great branding 
opportunity,” says Wainwright [The RealReal 
founder and CEO] , adding that she plans to 
continue to test pop-ups throughout 2017 in 
key markets. “But we don’t need it to fuel our 
growth.” x3
“Vestiaire Collective is the largest specialist 
marketplace for pre-owned luxury clothes and 
accessories in Europe by a great distance,” 
Thomas Studd, partner at Vitruvian Partners, 
said in a statement. x3
Yet Western fashion e-commerce players 
operating in Japan haven’t always met with 
success. In August 2013, San Francisco-based 
luxury consignment start-up The RealReal 
established a Japanese outpost. The RealReal 
Japan anticipated sales in excess of ¥1 billion 
($10 million) in its first full year of trading, 
with JapanConsuming reporting “real 
potential for Japanese consumers… to sell 
their unused luxury goods to consumers 
across Asia.”
But the best way to increase product 
volume is to recruit more sellers. 
Vestiaire Collective accepts products 
from sellers in more than 17 
countries, resulting in about 4,000 
new products hitting the site every 
day. (And the company still rejects 30 
percent of submitted products.) 
“Having 17 countries supplying this 
marketplace gives us agility on the 
type of product,” Fabre says. x2
As Vestiaire’s new chief executive, he was 
tapped to lead its international development 
with a focus on Asia. So far, progress has 
been promising: in the second quarter, gross 
merchandise volume in the region grew by 
140 percent, the company said. x2
The fresh injection of capital will allow 
Vestiaire Collective to break into new markets 
in the Asia Pacific region and spend money on 
acquiring new customers in markets where 
there is significant room to grow, such as the 
US, creating 120 new jobs globally over the 
next 18 months. 
But in October 2015, two years after launch, 
The RealReal ended its licensing agreement 
with The RealReal Japan, shuttering the 
venture and pointing to a potential flaw in the 
company’s business model, which focused on 
facilitating transactions between buyers and 
sellers based in Japan, a market that is 
already well served, especially in densely-
populated areas like the Kant. region, which 
includes Tokyo, rather than between Japanese 
vintage sellers and international buyers, like 
Farfetch. x2
The RealReal also plans on recruiting 
more sellers. (The site currently ships 
internationally, but only works with 
sellers in the United States.) Right 
now, however, it is doubling down on 
its home market. (After all, it has new 
competition: Vestiaire says it has 
dedicated 20 million euros of its last 
33 million euros raised to help further 
penetrate the US market.). x2
Right now, 65 percent of the company’s 
[Vestiaire Collective's] transactions are cross-
border, although much of that is within 
Europe.
It will also invest in a new European logistics 
facility. “The more countries you open, the 
more supply you have to fuel the global 
marketplace,” Fabre [CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] says. x2
While the company declined to disclose 
revenue figures, sales are growing 6 percent 
year-over-year, on average, “and the US is 
growing faster than that,” according to Fabre 
[Vestiaire Collective CEO] . x2
With nearly 6 million registered users in 48 
countries, more than 3,200 new products are 
added every day, and the average basket is 
almost $430 (€400) [regarding Vestiaire 
Collective] . x2
An expanded global footprint will allow 
Vestiaire Collective to supply more of the 
right product at the right time, a critical 
element for resale sites. X2
“With supply in nearly 40 countries, it gives us 
the ability to adapt to every market and to 
find really specific product.” [Vestiaire 
Collective CEO]  x2
But for Vestaire Collective, the greatest 
opportunity lies in the US, which remains the 
world’s largest market for luxury goods sales. 
“We had the same growth in 18 months in 
the US that we had in Europe after three 
years,” Fabre  [Vestiaire Collective CEO]  says. 
“It’s such a big buyer’s market.”
However, it’s also where [in the US]  Vestiaire 
Collective faces the stiffest competition, in 
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Operation to a Luxury Resale GiantThen, it comes down to which brands are the 
most covetable, whether those brands allow 
the company to go horizontal across many 
categories and whether, by adding the trust 
component, those brands can demand a high-
end price point. This is why we [The RealReal] 
really do focus on Chanel and Hermès and 
Prada and Gucci, which are also amongst the 
most frequently counterfeited brands. x2
 They also need to make the resale 
process as streamlined and hassle-free 
as possible, while de risking buying 
through reliable product authentication 
and quality control. 
The RealReal has also struggled with luxury 
item authentication following reports and 
investor concerns that its processes were not 
up to par. (The resale platform has defended 
its practices.)
A recent report that cast doubt on The 
RealReal’s authentication process likely 
prompted an analyst’s question about the 
process. Wainwright maintained that the 
RealReal’s standards are best in class, but 
investments are still being made. “We 
continue to invest in automation, training 
and technology to stay ahead of 
counterfeiters,” she said. x2
Not all brands are on board. In 2018, 
Chanel filed a lawsuit alleging that The 
RealReal sold counterfeit goods, and a 
recent report from consumer protection 
group The Capitol Forum alleged that The 
RealReal's stated authentication process is 
misleading because copywriters, rather 
than professional authenticators, evaluate 
the majority of items. In a motion to 
dismiss the lawsuit, The RealReal called 
Chanel's filing "an unfounded and anti-
competitive attack on a business model 
[that Chanel] perceives as a threat", and in 
response to the authentication concerns, 
said that copywriters only authenticate 
"low-risk" products and it stands behind its 
authentication process.
One of The RealReal’s biggest hurdles 
to profitability is the authentication 
process, says Fitzgerald. To combat 
fears of counterfeits (and a lawsuit 
from Chanel), the platform employs 
artificial intelligence and an expensive 
army of authenticators. The number 
will likely grow as the reseller seeks to 
increase sales. x3
“[The RealReal’s] authentication 
techniques are higher touch and more 
expensive, and as they scale, this can be a 
challenge unless they can work with a 
network to get access to supply,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says. x3
A report from CNBC about The 
RealReal contained claims from former 
employees that the amount of product 
and aggressive quotas set on 
employees meant that the quality of 
authentication was not always up to 
the company’s stated standards. (Since 
the publication of an initial report on 
lax authentication standards at The 
RealReal by The Capitol Forum in 
September, chief authenticator 
Graham Wetzbarger has left the 
company.)
This week, The Capitol Forum, a Washington, 
D.C.-based organization that conducts in depth 
investigations into potential consumer 
protection issues, published its findings 
following one such investigation into The 
RealReal's authentication process. And they 
suggest that the above claim is misleading at 
best. The report alleges that hourly workers 
with the title "copywriter," rather than 
professional authenticators, are performing the 
majority of authentication of consigned items 
before writing their descriptions and posting 
them on the website. Seven former TRR 
copywriters were interviewed for the report, all 
of whom said they didn't feel it was 
appropriate for them to be authenticating.
These mass-market retailer partnerships offer 
consumers a taste of designer goods for a 
fraction of what their meticulously-crafted 
luxury counterparts go for — and despite The 
RealReal's image as a trustworthy assessor of 
authenticity in the consignment market, it 
appears the brand has a pattern of mislabeling 
pieces from Target collaborations as though 
they are designer goods.
So far, that has not been the case. Chanel, 
for example, filed a lawsuit in November 
2018 alleging that The RealReal sold 
counterfeit Chanel and that its resale of 
Chanel products makes consumers falsely 
believe Chanel is affiliated with The 
RealReal.
For one, the training they received was 
reportedly quite minimal. "They give you a 
quick 5-minute presentation on what things 
should look like and then have you go. [...] I 
should not have been authenticating an Hermes 
scarf, for example, but all they care about is the 
product getting on the site," said one former 
employee. Additionally, according to the former 
employees, the job had such a high turnover 
rate that experience levels remained low. "The 
pay was so low and the work so grueling that 
everybody thought of it as just a temporary 
job," said one interviewee, "so no one really 
took it that seriously because they'd be gone in 
a couple of months." [The RealReal]
When reporters reached out to The RealReal 
for comment, the brand significantly lowered 
the pricing of some of the Target collaboration 
items still for sale (as well as two previously 
sold items) and added specification to current 
listings to clarify that these pieces were not 
from designers' own lines. Christine 
Heerwagen, a publicist for The RealReal, said 
the brand "recognize[s] the opportunity to 
improve transparency here," and has "updated 
our product pages for designer collaboration 
pieces with more detailed information."
Employees are also reportedly required to hit 
quotas that could exceed 120 items per day, per 
person. And, according to their accounts, that's 
120 processed items; items found to be 
inauthentic didn't count, and while they could 
pass items they were unsure about off to be 
reviewed by professional authenticators, that 
process would take time away from meeting 
their mandatory quotas. Per one former 
copywriter, "Training was rushed and they put a 
lot of pressure on meeting our daily goals, so a 
lot of fake items slipped through the cracks 
because of all the goods we had to 
authenticate in one day, which could be 130 to 
155 depending on what department you worked 
in. Our days were super long and draining, so a 
majority of employees were rushing to meet 
the quota so that they would not get fired. It 
was more about not getting fired than 
authenticating the goods." There were also 
allegedly perks for exceeding one's quota, like 
site credit. [The RealReal]
Of the mislabeled Target collaboration items 
identified by reporters, all of them were 
marked up above their original retail prices, 
sometimes as much as roughly seven times the 
initial pricing. While the practice of marking up 
items for resale is hardly uncommon, these 
instances on The RealReal are especially 
eyebrow-raising because the items are not 
labeled accurately. Consumers are led to 
believe that they're purchasing items created 
by luxury designer houses, not fast-fashion 
equivalents made via partnership deals.
Asked to respond, The RealReal confirmed to 
Capitol Forum that copywriters do authenticate 
products that it identifies as "low-risk" while 
more trained professionals take "high-risk 
items," also saying that "we're not training 
them on everything, they have guides they can 
refer to." The company also claimed that 
employees could take as much time as needed 
to authenticate goods but would reportedly not 
acknowledge the existence of quotas.
Heerwagen of The RealReal says that the 
mislabeling of items is part of the company's 
"testing" of potential new markets, adding that 
the brand is 'considering permanently accepting 
Target collaborations with luxury designers who 
are part of our accepted designer list."
In response to the report, The RealReal 
provided the following comment to Fashionista: 
"This company’s actions and 
misrepresentations are clearly calculated to sell 
their subscriptions and improperly manipulate 
the market for the benefit of short-sellers on 
behalf of their subscribers. These people are 
not journalists and they are not credible. The 
RealReal stands 100% behind our state-of-the-
art authentication process."
A LinkedIn job posting for The RealReal lists 
one of the authenticator role's responsibilities 
as verifying 100+ luxury consignment pieces 
daily. In a standard eight or nine hour work day, 
that requirement means that The RealReal's 
authenticators spend an average of three to 
five minutes evaluating each item.
Unlike most of its competitors, Rebag is 
narrowly focused on one category known for 
its high margins. But building a business 
model around the limited supply of luxury 
handbags could make it hard to scale. 
“We’re always looking into other categories, 
and I think at some point down the line we’ll 
expand,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] . “But right 
now we want to be the authority on 
handbags.” x4
“[The RealReal’s] authentication 
techniques are higher touch and more 
expensive, and as they scale, this can be a 
challenge unless they can work with a 
network to get access to supply,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says. x3
“Especially in the luxury industry, it’s 
harder to find sellers than buyers,” said 
Charles Gorra, founder of Rebag, 
another luxury resale platform that has 
similarly been focused on driving up 
audience growth. “How do you convince 
someone to execute on selling 
something they own? There are a lot of 
mental hurdles to that, so it’s important 
to make the selling process appealing 
and easy.” x2
Bittner is confident in Vestiaire 
Collective’s ability to serve customers 
over the long term, both by taking lower 
commissions and by providing more 
options for buyers, but the real 
challenge is getting customers on board 
in the first place. As resale continues to 
grow larger and therefore more 
competitive, Vestiaire Collective is 
banking on its recent efforts to grow its 
audience.
[The RealReal]  There are multiple ways to look 
at it, but for us, there’s the act of 
authentication and vetting the items we’re 
selling, so we can engender trust with the 
customer and then leverage the consigner to 
meet their needs when they’re getting ready to 
sell different things. x2
The RealReal was the first of a suite of 
venture-backed fashion consignment sites, 
founded between 2009 and 2011 to go 
after the $22 billion secondhand personal 
luxury goods market previously dominated 
by bricks-and-mortar shops and Ebay. x2
The RealReal specialises in luxury 
consignment, offering authentication 
services and a concierge listing service. x3
Launched in 2009, Vestiaire Collective 
is a fashion ‘re-commerce’ site with a 
marketplace model, connecting buyers 
and sellers trading in second-hand 
personal luxury goods
“Buyers are given direct access to a 
worldwide supply of products, while 
sellers can address a global customer 
based in just a few clicks.” [Virginie 
Morgon, deputy chief executive 
officer of Eurazeo]
“The problem we are trying to solve is, how 
can one get access to everlasting style 
changes without having to spend all their 
dollars for that use case?” Gorra [Rebag] 
says. Handbags, he says, are ideal because 
trends change more slowly compared to 
apparel and are more resilient to wear and 
tear than categories like clothing. x2
Rebag says it stands out from its rivals 
because it manages the entire process from 
acquisition to sale, thereby giving customers 
confidence they’re buying an authentic 
product.
Unlike The RealReal and Poshmark, its 
sellers do not have to wait for their bags to 
find a purchaser before they get paid, since 
Rebag is neither consignment-based, nor 
peer-to-peer. x2
Oliver Chen, a retail analyst at Cowen, says 
that while such companies have to hold 
inventory, they also have the advantage of 
being able to curate their product 
assortment and build trust with customers 
by ensuring product quality. x3
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BOF_Vestiaire Collective Raises $37 
Million to Fund Global Expansion
BOF_Online Luxury
Reseller RealReal Raises $40 Million 
in Funding
BOF_Julie Wainwright of The RealReal on Why 
Experience Matters
BOF_In Japan, Used Luxury Goes 
Mainstream
BOF_ With a Flurry of Activity, Online 
Vintage Heats Up
VB_Vestiaire Collective raises €59 million to 
increase footprint in Asia
VB_Rebag expands its rentalresale hybrid 
model for handbags
VB_How fashion brands are
experimenting with resale
VB_The RealReal’s 55% sales spike shows 
promise, challenges of resale
VB_Selfridges becomes latest luxury 
player to endorse resale
VB_Burberry’s partnership with The 
RealReal signifies a real shift
VB_Is the fashion-tech bubble going to 
burst?
VB_Rebag opens seventh store after raising 
$25 million
VB_Charting The RealReal’s path to 
profitability
VB_China’s sharing economy comes to 
fashion
G_Why resale companies continue to 
attract investors
G_How resellers are elevating their 
tech tools to stay ahead of competition
G_Resale platform Vestiaire Collective 
lowered its own commission to drive up 
sales
Fashionista_The RealReal's Authentication 
Practices Are Not What They Seem, According 
to New Investigation
Fashionista_Hey, Quick Question: Why Is The 
RealReal Selling Unmarked Target Designer 
Collaborations?
Fashionista_How Fanny Moizant Grew 
Vestiaire Collective From a Small Apartment 
Operation to a Luxury Resale GiantThen, it comes down to which brands are the 
most covetable, whether those brands allow 
the company to go horizontal across many 
categories and whether, by adding the trust 
component, those brands can demand a high-
end price point. This is why we [The RealReal] 
really do focus on Chanel and Hermès and 
Prada and Gucci, which are also amongst the 
most frequently counterfeited brands. x2
 They also need to make the resale 
process as streamlined and hassle-free 
as possible, while de risking buying 
through reliable product authentication 
and quality control. 
The RealReal has also struggled with luxury 
item authentication following reports and 
investor concerns that its processes were not 
up to par. (The resale platform has defended 
its practices.)
A recent report that cast doubt on The 
RealReal’s authentication process likely 
prompted an analyst’s question about the 
process. Wainwright maintained that the 
RealReal’s standards are best in class, but 
investments are still being made. “We 
continue to invest in automation, training 
and technology to stay ahead of 
counterfeiters,” she said. x2
Not all brands are on board. In 2018, 
Chanel filed a lawsuit alleging that The 
RealReal sold counterfeit goods, and a 
recent report from consumer protection 
group The Capitol Forum alleged that The 
RealReal's stated authentication process is 
misleading because copywriters, rather 
than professional authenticators, evaluate 
the majority of items. In a motion to 
dismiss the lawsuit, The RealReal called 
Chanel's filing "an unfounded and anti-
competitive attack on a business model 
[that Chanel] perceives as a threat", and in 
response to the authentication concerns, 
said that copywriters only authenticate 
"low-risk" products and it stands behind its 
authentication process.
One of The RealReal’s biggest hurdles 
to profitability is the authentication 
process, says Fitzgerald. To combat 
fears of counterfeits (and a lawsuit 
from Chanel), the platform employs 
artificial intelligence and an expensive 
army of authenticators. The number 
will likely grow as the reseller seeks to 
increase sales. x3
“[The RealReal’s] authentication 
techniques are higher touch and more 
expensive, and as they scale, this can be a 
challenge unless they can work with a 
network to get access to supply,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says. x3
A report from CNBC about The 
RealReal contained claims from former 
employees that the amount of product 
and aggressive quotas set on 
employees meant that the quality of 
authentication was not always up to 
the company’s stated standards. (Since 
the publication of an initial report on 
lax authentication standards at The 
RealReal by The Capitol Forum in 
September, chief authenticator 
Graham Wetzbarger has left the 
company.)
This week, The Capitol Forum, a Washington, 
D.C.-based organization that conducts in depth 
investigations into potential consumer 
protection issues, published its findings 
following one such investigation into The 
RealReal's authentication process. And they 
suggest that the above claim is misleading at 
best. The report alleges that hourly workers 
with the title "copywriter," rather than 
professional authenticators, are performing the 
majority of authentication of consigned items 
before writing their descriptions and posting 
them on the website. Seven former TRR 
copywriters were interviewed for the report, all 
of whom said they didn't feel it was 
appropriate for them to be authenticating.
These mass-market retailer partnerships offer 
consumers a taste of designer goods for a 
fraction of what their meticulously-crafted 
luxury counterparts go for — and despite The 
RealReal's image as a trustworthy assessor of 
authenticity in the consignment market, it 
appears the brand has a pattern of mislabeling 
pieces from Target collaborations as though 
they are designer goods.
So far, that has not been the case. Chanel, 
for example, filed a lawsuit in November 
2018 alleging that The RealReal sold 
counterfeit Chanel and that its resale of 
Chanel products makes consumers falsely 
believe Chanel is affiliated with The 
RealReal.
For one, the training they received was 
reportedly quite minimal. "They give you a 
quick 5-minute presentation on what things 
should look like and then have you go. [...] I 
should not have been authenticating an Hermes 
scarf, for example, but all they care about is the 
product getting on the site," said one former 
employee. Additionally, according to the former 
employees, the job had such a high turnover 
rate that experience levels remained low. "The 
pay was so low and the work so grueling that 
everybody thought of it as just a temporary 
job," said one interviewee, "so no one really 
took it that seriously because they'd be gone in 
a couple of months." [The RealReal]
When reporters reached out to The RealReal 
for comment, the brand significantly lowered 
the pricing of some of the Target collaboration 
items still for sale (as well as two previously 
sold items) and added specification to current 
listings to clarify that these pieces were not 
from designers' own lines. Christine 
Heerwagen, a publicist for The RealReal, said 
the brand "recognize[s] the opportunity to 
improve transparency here," and has "updated 
our product pages for designer collaboration 
pieces with more detailed information."
Employees are also reportedly required to hit 
quotas that could exceed 120 items per day, per 
person. And, according to their accounts, that's 
120 processed items; items found to be 
inauthentic didn't count, and while they could 
pass items they were unsure about off to be 
reviewed by professional authenticators, that 
process would take time away from meeting 
their mandatory quotas. Per one former 
copywriter, "Training was rushed and they put a 
lot of pressure on meeting our daily goals, so a 
lot of fake items slipped through the cracks 
because of all the goods we had to 
authenticate in one day, which could be 130 to 
155 depending on what department you worked 
in. Our days were super long and draining, so a 
majority of employees were rushing to meet 
the quota so that they would not get fired. It 
was more about not getting fired than 
authenticating the goods." There were also 
allegedly perks for exceeding one's quota, like 
site credit. [The RealReal]
Of the mislabeled Target collaboration items 
identified by reporters, all of them were 
marked up above their original retail prices, 
sometimes as much as roughly seven times the 
initial pricing. While the practice of marking up 
items for resale is hardly uncommon, these 
instances on The RealReal are especially 
eyebrow-raising because the items are not 
labeled accurately. Consumers are led to 
believe that they're purchasing items created 
by luxury designer houses, not fast-fashion 
equivalents made via partnership deals.
Asked to respond, The RealReal confirmed to 
Capitol Forum that copywriters do authenticate 
products that it identifies as "low-risk" while 
more trained professionals take "high-risk 
items," also saying that "we're not training 
them on everything, they have guides they can 
refer to." The company also claimed that 
employees could take as much time as needed 
to authenticate goods but would reportedly not 
acknowledge the existence of quotas.
Heerwagen of The RealReal says that the 
mislabeling of items is part of the company's 
"testing" of potential new markets, adding that 
the brand is 'considering permanently accepting 
Target collaborations with luxury designers who 
are part of our accepted designer list."
In response to the report, The RealReal 
provided the following comment to Fashionista: 
"This company’s actions and 
misrepresentations are clearly calculated to sell 
their subscriptions and improperly manipulate 
the market for the benefit of short-sellers on 
behalf of their subscribers. These people are 
not journalists and they are not credible. The 
RealReal stands 100% behind our state-of-the-
art authentication process."
A LinkedIn job posting for The RealReal lists 
one of the authenticator role's responsibilities 
as verifying 100+ luxury consignment pieces 
daily. In a standard eight or nine hour work day, 
that requirement means that The RealReal's 
authenticators spend an average of three to 
five minutes evaluating each item.
Unlike most of its competitors, Rebag is 
narrowly focused on one category known for 
its high margins. But building a business 
model around the limited supply of luxury 
handbags could make it hard to scale. 
“We’re always looking into other categories, 
and I think at some point down the line we’ll 
expand,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] . “But right 
now we want to be the authority on 
handbags.” x4
“[The RealReal’s] authentication 
techniques are higher touch and more 
expensive, and as they scale, this can be a 
challenge unless they can work with a 
network to get access to supply,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says. x3
“Especially in the luxury industry, it’s 
harder to find sellers than buyers,” said 
Charles Gorra, founder of Rebag, 
another luxury resale platform that has 
similarly been focused on driving up 
audience growth. “How do you convince 
someone to execute on selling 
something they own? There are a lot of 
mental hurdles to that, so it’s important 
to make the selling process appealing 
and easy.” x2
Bittner is confident in Vestiaire 
Collective’s ability to serve customers 
over the long term, both by taking lower 
commissions and by providing more 
options for buyers, but the real 
challenge is getting customers on board 
in the first place. As resale continues to 
grow larger and therefore more 
competitive, Vestiaire Collective is 
banking on its recent efforts to grow its 
audience.
[The RealReal]  There are multiple ways to look 
at it, but for us, there’s the act of 
authentication and vetting the items we’re 
selling, so we can engender trust with the 
customer and then leverage the consigner to 
meet their needs when they’re getting ready to 
sell different things. x2
The RealReal was the first of a suite of 
venture-backed fashion consignment sites, 
founded between 2009 and 2011 to go 
after the $22 billion secondhand personal 
luxury goods market previously dominated 
by bricks-and-mortar shops and Ebay. x2
The RealReal specialises in luxury 
consignment, offering authentication 
services and a concierge listing service. x3
Launched in 2009, Vestiaire Collective 
is a fashion ‘re-commerce’ site with a 
marketplace model, connecting buyers 
and sellers trading in second-hand 
personal luxury goods
“Buyers are given direct access to a 
worldwide supply of products, while 
sellers can address a global customer 
based in just a few clicks.” [Virginie 
Morgon, deputy chief executive 
officer of Eurazeo]
“The problem we are trying to solve is, how 
can one get access to everlasting style 
changes without having to spend all their 
dollars for that use case?” Gorra [Rebag] 
says. Handbags, he says, are ideal because 
trends change more slowly compared to 
apparel and are more resilient to wear and 
tear than categories like clothing. x2
Rebag says it stands out from its rivals 
because it manages the entire process from 
acquisition to sale, thereby giving customers 
confidence they’re buying an authentic 
product.
Unlike The RealReal and Poshmark, its 
sellers do not have to wait for their bags to 
find a purchaser before they get paid, since 
Rebag is neither consignment-based, nor 
peer-to-peer. x2
Oliver Chen, a retail analyst at Cowen, says 
that while such companies have to hold 
inventory, they also have the advantage of 
being able to curate their product 
assortment and build trust with customers 
by ensuring product quality. x3
What’s your strategy for procuring 
merchandise? We have a business 
development team whose main job is to 
find new sellers with great collections. It’s 
like an iceberg — the vast majority of the 
supply is idle and untapped; people are 
sitting on a goldmine that they don’t even 
know about. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The good news is that new customers — 
especially new consignors — create a 
network effect, in which more consignors 
equals more high-quality supply, which 
then brings in more buyers. x2
“There is an argument to be made that 
this is going to intensify the move toward 
resale,” Gorra [founder and CEO of 
Rebag]  said. “The circumstances will 
create a lot of new buyers, even on the 
high end of luxury, who want the same 
brands at a reduced price, and people 
seeking liquidity will begin selling more. 
And the more product that comes into the 
resale ecosystem, the better it is for all of 
resale. So I think the value proposition 
there is going to become even more 
important going forward.” x4
“Especially in the luxury industry, it’s 
harder to find sellers than buyers,” said 
Charles Gorra, founder of Rebag, 
another luxury resale platform that has 
similarly been focused on driving up 
audience growth. “How do you convince 
someone to execute on selling 
something they own? There are a lot of 
mental hurdles to that, so it’s important 




Services provided Listing & Pricing
The boutique helps customers sell 
pieces, either through a drop-off 
concierge service, where pieces are 
evaluated and processed by Vestiaire, or 
by listing the item directly through the 
app using a white photo backdrop 
available on site. X3
The RealReal is, essentially, a high-end used-
goods store with a level of customer service 
that appeals to many Japanese. The RealReal 
offers what it calls a 'white glove service' 
whereby potential sellers need only make an 
appointment request through their 
smartphones and associates of The RealReal 
go through their wardrobes, select items that 
match a list of preselected luxury and 
designer brands and ship them to the 
company's warehouse, all for free. x2
The boutique helps customers sell 
pieces, either through a drop-off 
concierge service, where pieces are 
evaluated and processed by Vestiaire, or 
by listing the item directly through the 
app using a white photo backdrop 
available on site. X3
The RealReal specialises in luxury 
consignment, offering authentication 
services and a concierge listing service. x3
As well as home visits, this high return on 
sales is a key differentiator for The RealReal 
x2
Sellers on The RealReal can send items via 
mail, drop them off at one of the 
company’s retail locations or have them 
picked up in person. x3
KEY 
ACTIVITIES
Services provided Warehouse/Logistic Hubs
RealReal takes possession of its 
consigned items up front, 
authenticates them, and guarantees 
their genuineness. X2
The RealReal is, essentially, a high-end used-
goods store with a level of customer service 
that appeals to many Japanese. The RealReal 
offers what it calls a 'white glove service' 
whereby potential sellers need only make an 
appointment request through their 
smartphones and associates of The RealReal 
go through their wardrobes, select items that 
match a list of preselected luxury and 
designer brands and ship them to the 
company's warehouse, all for free. x2
The company’s [Vestiaire Collective]  logistic 
hubs in Europe and Asia have remained 
open, while the one in New York has 
recently reopened.
In an S-1 filing, The RealReal indicated 
that these expenses are only expected to 
increase in the year ahead, “including 
additional merchandising and fulfilment 
facilities and continuing to invest in 
automation and other technology 
improvements to support and drive 
efficiency in our operations”. x3
At the company’s [Vestiaire 
Collective's]  headquarters in Paris, a 
team of human experts vet pre-owned 
designer items for trend, quality and 
authenticity — eliminating the 
counterfeits often found on sites like 
eBay — then work with sellers to set 
prices.
RealReal takes possession of its 
consigned items up front, 
authenticates them, and guarantees 
their genuineness. X2
Towards the front of the pack is The RealReal, 
which employs a team of experts to curate, 
evaluate and authenticate the clothing, 
handbags, shoes and fine jewellery sold on the 
site, taking 40 percent (30 percent once a 
consignor reaches $7,500 in sales) in 
commission. x2
And because The RealReal authenticates and 
grades each item, purchasers can trust the 
service. X2
The boutique helps customers sell 
pieces, either through a drop-off 
concierge service, where pieces are 
evaluated and processed by Vestiaire, or 
by listing the item directly through the 
app using a white photo backdrop 
available on site. X3
Rebag, the luxury handbag resale company 
that launched online in 2014, continues its 
offline expansion tear with the opening of 
its largest flagship in Miami on Thursday. 
Located in the city’s hip Design District, the 
two-storey, 2,000-square-foot store boasts 
an Hermès Birkin wall — a wall that’s, yes, 
covered in colourful and rare Birkin bags — 
and a Rebag Bar where customers can 
authenticate and sell their own luxury bags. 
The shop, which can carry up to 500 items, 
is Rebag’s seventh store and its first outside 
New York and California. x2
The RealReal specialises in luxury 
consignment, offering authentication 
services and a concierge listing service. x3
To battle forgeries, the site [The 
RealReal]  employs in-house staff of 
fashion pros, gemologists, horologists, 
and appraisers.
the trusted experts behind the products we 
[The RealReal]  sell are actually a key 
differentiator for our business. x2
Each piece is authenticated, photographed 
and then listed. [The RealReal] x2
The bulk of this went toward elements 
essential to the platform’s [The RealReal] 





Photograph of the items & 
upload in the platform
Each piece is authenticated, photographed 
and then listed. [The RealReal] x2
Vestiaire Collective plans to 
strengthen its international presence. 
The Paris based online retailer opened 
an office in London and launched in 
the UK in March 2012. One year later, 
in 2013, it opened for business in the 
US. Previously, American users could 
buy from the website, but were not 
able to sell goods to European clients. 
“We want to accelerate our 
international roll-out. We want to be 
the leaders in Europe, but we are also 
focused on expanding in the United 
States,” said Fabre [Vestiaire 
Collective CEO].
The first company to make a real success 
with this kind of service in Japan is the US 
based site The RealReal, which launched a 
Japanese version in August 2013.
Korelya Capital is backed by South Korean 
internet and technology giant Naver, which 
in 2018 held 40 per cent of the search 
engine market share in South Korea. Naver 
also controls Line, the leading messaging 
app in Japan. Vestiaire Collective says it will 
leverage Korelya Capital expertise and its 
ties with Naver to grow its local footprint as 
it expands in Japan and South Korea in 2020.
There are no imminent international 
expansion plans, even though there’s 
ultimately a market for us there. The US is 
such a massive opportunity, so we want to 
really tap into and perfect that before going 
elsewhere. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
China’s burgeoning resale market is an 
opportunity for foreign players who have 
already found some success. Rebag is 
based in the US but attributes 15 per cent 
of revenue to international buyers, with 
its biggest Asian markets being Mainland 
China, Singapore and Hong Kong.
In addition, Bittner said Vestiaire 
Collective is focusing on further global 
expansion, especially within Asia, an 
area where he sees a lot of promise, 
even though resale is relatively new 
there. Already, the company has offices 
across Europe, North America and Asia, 
and sells in dozens of countries.
That community has since grown to count more 
than eight million members across 48 
countries. X2
[The RealReal]  Local CEO Fujii believes the 
Japanese market has even bigger potential, 
given the sheer quantity of well-cared-for 
luxury goods stashed away and the high level 
of demand.
The resale platform [Vestiaire Collective]  
has focused much of its expansion in the 
APAC region in the last few years, opening 
an office in Hong Kong in 2017 and 
extending its e-commerce operations to 21 
new countries in late 2019, including 
Malaysia, the Philippines and Taiwan.
Now, the company operates six offices 
worldwide and has a staff of over 340 
employees — 100 new hires were made in 
2018 alone. The luxury resale site also received 
a fresh influx of funds in 2017, which it put 
towards international expansion, mainly in the 
U.S. and Asia-Pacific.
The company [Vestiaire Collective]  has seen 
positive results in the region, where the 
average order value is around €550, 
compared to around €400 in Europe and the 
US. X2
Firstly, we built up the Paris headquarters, 
which continues to grow today. We then 
expanded into markets [where] we spotted 
strong organic interest starting with offices in 
London, Berlin and Milan. Once we built a 
strong business in Europe, we expanded into 
the U.S., opening an office in New York and 
more recently the APAC region where we have 
an office in Hong Kong. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder of Vestiaire Collective]
Global expansion remains a key focus for 
Vestiaire, we will continue to cement our 
position as the leading global resale site for 
desirable fashion whilst expanding further into 
the APAC territory. We're working on a number 
of innovative global and local projects right 
now while also working to improve the 
customer site experience. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder of Vestiaire Collective]
Increasing its inventory of high-value items 
would take advantage of existing 
infrastructure while translating into higher 
commissions and “take rates”, the term 
for the amount of selling price that The 
RealReal keeps, which last year was 36 per 
cent. x3
“There is always a market for vintage 
collectables like jewellery and watches, 
and those items hold their value more than 
apparel or shoes,” says Forrester principal 
analyst Sucharita Kodali. Kodali suggests 
that the site could also expand into high-
end furniture or vintage cars. “Revenue is 
not going to grow by selling 50 Chanel 
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Charles Gorra of Rebag
Studio 1.0 Bloomberg TV The Glossy Podcast_Rebag founder Charles 
Gorra: "We compete against idleness"
Never stand still_The RealReal Founder & 
CEO Julie Wainwright
CNBC_Moving from Lazada to Vestiaire 
Collective, Max Bittner wants to disrupt 
luxury resale
CNCB_CNBC Transcript: Maximilian 
Bittner, CEO, Vestiaire Collective
La French Tech_Leaving fast fashion feat. 
Fanny Moizant
E-commerce magazine_A First-Hand 
Experience for a Second-Hand Product
Harvard Digital Initiative_The new normal: 
luxury in the secondary market
BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomOf course, Rebag will need the inventory to 
stalk all of those stores, but Gorra feels that 
won't be a problem, while acknowledging that 
a lot of people still aren't selling their old 
goods. "Only 10 percent of luxury handbag 
owners in the U.S. market are engaged in the 
resale industry," he notes. x3
While mindsets have certainly changed, there's 
still a long way to go. "If you look at the 
available pool of luxury supply and people who 
are actually reselling this, it's not even 10 
percent. Really, 90 percent of the supply is still 
dormant somewhere, and we think it's gonna 
take years, maybe even decades, until what's 
sort of a niche behaviour becomes a 
mainstream behavior," explains Gorra. "Our 
expectation is that, if you fast forward 10, 15 
years, essentially this is going to become the 
standard."  x2
But, to some extent in our market it’s always 
about, how do you convince someone who 
owns a luxury product that they love to part 
with it? And our insight was: If you want to do 
that, you have to reduce friction. And every 
time we remove a step in that process, every 
time we make, basically, dollars more 
accessible more easily, we get one more seller 
in this market. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag] x2
the gap will correct itself our brand isn't very 
well known we're at about 20% awareness 
getting our brand out satisfying our customers 
(...) so given the fact we have about Less than 
2% penetration of all potential consignors and 
buyers in the US we have a long way to go in 
the US we have huge opportunities in Europe 
also so we're going to be a worldwide company 
there's no doubt about that 
“The reason why we exist and the 
problem we want to solve is that there is 
a lot of amazing supply out there, but 
they are prisoners of people’s closets.” - 
Charles Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag
"That's quite an untapped market," Gorra adds. 
"We're consequently working on activating 
those potential sellers, and we're having a lot 
of success, mainly because we are opening 
these stores to begin with – we're reaching 
large populations of luxury handbag owners 
who have not accustomed themselves to 
reselling until they've discovered Rebag." Gorra 
says Rebag works directly with stylists and 
personal shoppers to source inventory as well. 
x2
The second thing that we did is we developed 
what we call our partnership program. This 
has, to this date, been a cornerstone of the 
company. What we do there—so, at the time 
we had one person that was on our full team 
payroll that we called “business development.” 
And so, this person was essentially connecting 
with third parties, but very targeted. Typically 
like, sales associate in store, personal stylist, 
image consultants. All of this galaxy of people 
who essentially are selling the product in the 
first place. So basically they have a client book, 
they know who loves these products, etc., and 
we’re basically paying them commissions. So 
think about it as a referral program with the 
sales approach to it. And that worked out 
incredibly well for us, because we only paid 
when we bought or sold a bag, and they were 
very incentivized to make the commission and 
to have the customer reuse the proceeds. So 
that philosophy, to this day, has been pretty 
core to what we do. [Gorra, founder and CEO 
of Rebag]
“We look at repeat patterns across 
channels, we look at long-term value as 
well. On the sourcing side, we have 
basically equivalents of these metrics, 
except instead of being revenues they’re 
sourcing revenues, so it’s the cumulative 
amount we source from the customer. 
We’re also very sensitive to return 
behaviors.”
Sellers receive an instant offer with Clair by 
Rebag by simply answering a few questions 
about their item [Gorra]
We are C2C platform so the products 
which are on the platform get posted by 
individuals. x2
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
I think it’s important for people to 
remember that we are a platform. We 
are a C2C platform, so buyers and sellers 
are individuals like you and me. And the 
core part of the C2C platform is that, as a 
seller, you are the one taking care of the 
pictures, you are the one taking care of 
the content with which you described the 
product. [Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] X2
And by law, we have to show the 
products. As of today, we can’t take 
stock pictures from websites of the 
brands. We have to take pictures of 
products in the current state. I think 
there’s a lot of work for us to be done to 
install best practices here, the 
instructions we give to sellers about how 
the products can look. It’s both in our 
interests and the sellers’ interests to 
continuously improve the quality of the 
pictures, because we see the conversion 
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Services provided Warehouse/Logistic Hubs
Upon sale the products then gets 
shipped from the seller to one of our 
authentication hubs – there’s one just 
outside of Paris, there's one in Hong 
Kong and there's one in New York - 
where our team of experts check quality, 
the authenticity of the product and if we 
feel it's authentic we send it from us to 
the buyer. x3
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
Unlike most resale companies, The 
RealReal takes possession of all items 
and physically evaluates every one to 
authenticate it. All items are put through 
a thorough, brand-specific authentication 
process by  The RealReal’s trained team 
of luxury experts before they are 
accepted for consignment. The RealReal 
has more than 100 gemologists, 
horologists and brand experts on staff, as 
well as hundreds of additional trained 
authenticators. [Allison Sommer, TRR 
Director of Strategic Initiatives]
Every handbag submitted to Rebag 
undergoes an in-house multilayered 
evaluation by our authentication experts 
before we buy a bag and list it for sale. 
Our team takes our vetting process very 
seriously, so customers can purchase 
safely. [Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Our curation team first checks all the 
images of pieces and the quality of product 
listing before they even go live on site, as 
we select the best quality items. Once a 
piece is sold the seller is requested to send 
it into one of our logistics hugs in the US, 
France or Asia. The piece receives a physical 
check from our quality control and in-house 
specialists. It’s especially important that 
luxury items receive a strict physical check 
including the shape, style, materials, labels, 
serial numbers, but also review the details 
such as engravings, stitching, etc. [Sophie 
Hersan, co-founder of Vestiaire Collective]
There’s also a meticulous authentication 
process in each store, where various points 
of authenticity are verified with each 
handbag that has been brought in, so fakes, 
whether brought in accidentally or on 
purpose, will be discreetly declined. “What's 
very important to know is every single 
product goes through physical 
authentication,” said Gorra. “So that's the 
first sort of non-negotiable thing in our 
whole process in because authenticity has 
to be physical you know and we train our 
own team.”
Julie Wainwright is focused on disrupting the 
online luxury consignment market with the real 
real a company worth over half a billion dollars 
with over 2300 employees including more than 
150 in-house gemologists horologists and brand 
authenticators and about 15 million members.
Upon sale the products then gets 
shipped from the seller to one of our 
authentication hubs – there’s one just 
outside of Paris, there's one in Hong 
Kong and there's one in New York - 
where our team of experts check quality, 
the authenticity of the product and if we 
feel it's authentic we send it from us to 
the buyer. x3
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
it's easier on the jewelry because we have so 
many machines that measure alloy content for 
example. This is where a gemologists should be 
here talking about the re fraction of the colors, 
understanding the origin of the gemstone. I 
usually wear a lot of Cartier bracelets we know 
the alloy content, we know how they cut 
diamonds
Our experts come from experienced 
fashion, luxury and auction houses but 
we really built our expertise in house. 
KEY 
ACTIVITIES
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BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomWhile Vestiaire, founded in 2009, has 
affirmed a leading position in Europe, 
it hasn't quite risen to the top here in 
the U.S., where it faces competition 
from sites like The Real Real and 
Poshmark. X2
Zalora, Asia's online fashion brand part 
of the Global Fashion Group, has 
announced a partnership with pre-
owned fashion platform, Vestiaire 
Collective to offer a sustainable fashion 
ecosystem in Asia. The partnership will 
allow Zalora’s Hong Kong customers to 
access over 5,000 of Vestiaire 
Collective’s authenticated pre-loved 
items across its women’s and men’s 
categories directly on Zalora’s website 
and apps. x2
Launched in Paris in 2009, Vestiaire 
Collective is a fashion resale platform 
used by over 8 million members across 50 
countries worldwide, who submit na 
average of 40,000 new items from some 
3,500 brands every week. X2
Wherever there is a thriving luxury 
ecosystem, there is a place for Rebag. 
Europe, Asia, Middle East, Latin 
America… I think it all makes sense and it 
will all happen at some point. It’s very 
likely you’ll see is in other markets five 
years from now. Currently we’re resource-
constrained, so to say. We did raise 25 
million US dollars earlier this year but we 
are still in our infancy in terms of 
fulfilling the US market, so that’s our 
main focus at the moment. [Charles 
Gorra, Rebag CEO]
In June, Vestiaire Collective completed a €40 
million round of financing that it said would 
be used to grow its presence in its existing 
markets in Asia (in Hong Kong and 
Singapore) as well as explore new markets 
like China and Southeast Asia. X2
Since our roots are in Paris, our largest
markets continue to be France and Europe. 
We also have strong hubs in the US and in 
Asia, which continues to grow very quickly. 
Resale is an especially huge opportunity in 
the US, where consumers are quite tech 
savvy and feel comfortable using apps to 
make pre owned purchases at all price 
points. Fanny Moizant, co-founder
Asia is by far the fastest growing market 
that we have right now. We only 
launched last year, we’re only present so 
far in Hong Kong, and in Singapore. We 
very recently opened new markets in 
Southeast Asia and other markets in 
China -- not with a local presence but as 
an ability for these customers to source 
or buy these products but not being able 
to sell yet. The fundings are absolutely 
there (for us) to continuously expand. 
[Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
With 9 million members across 50 
countries worldwide, with offices in 
Paris, London, New York, Milan, Berlin 
and Hong Kong, this scale-up joined in 
September 2019 the Next 40, a list of 40 
rising French Tech champions with the 
strongest prospects of global growth. x2
Looking across geographies, we find that 
resale is a global phenomenon. Its 
presence is particularly strong in the US, 
where 50% of luxury customers—defined 
as those who have purchased a luxury item 
in the previous 12 months—participate in 
the resale market, according to the BCG-
Altagamma survey, and in Europe, where 
the market is developing quickly. The 
resale market in China is emerging 
steadily, too, although it is not yet well 
structured and no large players have 
appeared.
With this massive cash injection, it's 
pretty clear that the company 
[Vestiaire Collective]  intends to 
become an online resale leader 
worldwide, and thus it plans to 
devote a significant portion of that 
$62 million towards accelerating 
growth in the U.S. market (in addition 
to other regions such as Asia), which 
it entered in 2015.
The trial will be for Hong Kong initially, 
explained Zalora, with plans to extend to 
its other markets, which includes 
Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, 
the Philippines, and Taiwan, as it looks 
to promote the adoption of circular 
fashion to encourage its consumers to 
be “more conscious about their 
consumption habits”. x2
Despite its French roots, 79 percent of 
Vestiaire Collective’s transactions now 
occur outside of France. The company has 
offices in Paris, London, New York, Milan, 
Berlin and Hong Kong.
Interestingly, demand for pre-owned items 
is mostly being driven by its European 
markets like France and Germany. “Preloved 
fashion is more of an established concept in 
these countries so they are in the habit of 
regularly purchasing from Vestiaire 
Collective,” Moizant said. “In Asia Pacific, 
Hong Kong is a market with huge supply. 
Our VIP consignment services here is very 
popular and we often see brand new items 
come through our doors from VIP customers, 
many of them are bags in pristine condition 
or clothing that has never been worn, still 
the original tag from time of purchase.” 
[Fanny Moizant, co-founder] x2
It’s also been an adjustment to learn how to 
work across different markets and cultures. 
Every local market has its own nuances and 
challenges that we need to respect and 
learn from as we continue to expand. Sophie 
Hersan, co-founder of Vestiaire Collective
Asia is a tough one, because very quickly 
you start asking the big C question, 
which is China. China is the most exciting 
market globally, especially luxury fashion 
with the elephant in the room. At the 
same time, we also know what a difficult 
market it is, having known Alibaba very 
well during my time at Lazada. There are 
very, very credible competitors out there, 
companies who are in many ways 
leading ecommerce, pioneering 
ecommerce globally. So, China is a very 
exciting market, but it’s not an easy 
market. So I think one step at a time. 
[Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
According to Samina Virk, Vestiaire's 
head of U.S., the company has 
actually grown more quickly in the 
U.S. than it did within its first three 
years of launching in its native 
Europe.
“Our partnership with Vestiaire 
Collective effectively expands our Pre-
Loved category, offering more choices to 
our Zalora shoppers and giving them a 
chance to partake in joining the circular 
fashion movement.” Pierre Everling, 
chief regional officer of APAC added: 
“Vestiaire Collective is excited to partner 
with ZALORA to further increase our 
local footprint of circular fashion within 
Asia. Sustainability is one of the 
founding pillars of our business and 
we’re thrilled to open the doors of pre-
loved fashion to more users in new 
markets, allowing more people to 
embrace circularity in their daily lives. x2
Asia is a really important market, not just 
for our business but for the luxury fashion 
industry as a whole, so naturally we want 
to grow there. We started testing the 
waters in Asia around two years ago - we 
launched in Hong Kong and Singapore - 
and it went extremely well. So from there 
we’re really just thinking about where 
else we can expand. [Max Bittner, VC 
CEO] 
Southeast Asia is obviously the market 
which is I know the best. Japan is an 
amazing market -- it’s a big supply 
market. In Japan, there’s actually the 
biggest supply of second-hand luxury 
fashion globally. In our business, it’s 
really around global arbitrage. For us, it’s 
not really about Japan or China being 
individual markets by themselves, but 
some markets are more for buyers, and 
some markets are more for sellers. And 
our job is really (being) the only global 
resale platform which is connecting 
these buyers and sellers in our fashion 
community. x2 [Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective]
She [Samina Virk, Vestiaire's head of 
U.S]  tells Fashionista that the post-
investment strategy stateside will be 
to increase brand marketing, scale 
the U.S. team (…) and operations, 
improve service and support growth 
by opening up a new office in New 
York that's three times the size of its 
previous space. "As we grow, my 
priority is to stay true to the core 
French DNA of our brand, while 
offering American women access to 
the best closets around the world," 
she wrote in an email. x2
What we have done is we have recently 
opened up our global website to another 
40 or so markets, including Brazil and 
Mexico. We see ourselves as a 
community that is built around 
connecting buyers and sellers globally. 
We don’t want the products we sell to be 
limited by geography so we want to build 
up more markets and make ourselves 
available to as many people as possible 
so they can participate in the community. 
[Max Bittner, VC CEO] x3
"Our expansive global catalogue and 
international community is a truly 
unique offering that separates us 
from our competitors in the U.S." In 
other words: users are able to buy 
luxury handbags and the like from 
vendors located overseas. [Samina 
Virk, Vestiaire's head of U.S]  x2
Markets that are easy to serve are really 
attractive for us, so it’s not specifically 
about Latin America or specifically about 
other particular markets, it’s more about 
expanding the community so more people 
can participate in the circular movement. 
[Max Bittner, VC CEO] 
We have roughly three million people 
active users on the website and app each 
month. In terms of market size, France is 
still the largest, representing roughly a 
quarter of our users. Then after that US 
and Europe are also very strong. [Max 




Long term, we’re always looking at 
category expansion. Right now we want 
to be experts at what we do, but it’s 
quite likely that we’ll expand to adjacent 
categories in the next few years. [Charles 
Gorra, Rebag CEO]
There’s other categories that share the 
characteristics in accessories, so I think the 
time will come where we will look at it, but it’s 
probably in sort of a longer journey. [Gorra, 
founder and CEO of Rebag]
Mens is really a high growth category for us. 
We’re underdeveloped there so we have a long 
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The RealReal recently came under 
scrutiny for its authentication 
practises, following reports that 
counterfeit items had been sold to 
users. Chief Executive Julie 
Wainwright responded with an 
email to customers stating that the 
second-hand marketplace “strives 
for perfection, but may not be 
perfect every single time.”
The RealReal’s troubles 
last week, where a 
surge in revenue and 
active users was 
overshadowed by 
questions about the 




Earlier this week, CNBC published an 
investigation about the fashion 
company, revealing that the 
platform’s [The RealReal] listings 
include a fake Prada dress and a 
mislabeled Loro Piana scarf. On 
Forbes.com, a shopper recently 
recounted how he spent $3,600 on a 
Dior bag that was later proven to be 
a fake.
In November 2018, Chanel filed a lawsuit 
against The RealReal, accusing it of being 
unable to guarantee authenticity, a 
charge the reseller denies.
Chanel, in fact, is suing The RealReal, 
claiming that only the storied French 
house can guarantee the authenticity of a 
Chanel handbag and not any reseller.
RealReal has four main competitive 
advantages, Chen said: Advanced supply 
gathering capabilities and reach; 
sophisticated logistics and fulfilment 
infrastructure & authentication; advanced 
data analytics; and high sales velocity and 
sell-through rates. x4
For a company like The RealReal to 
fuel topline growth is a capital-
intensive feat that requires big bucks 
for not only marketing but also 
authentication. More buyers and 
sellers means more products, which 
necessitates more authenticators in 
more warehouses. x3
Luxury labels have remained tepid toward 
resale, if not full-out aggressive, as Chanel 
has demonstrated through its lawsuit against 
The RealReal, in which the storied French 
house claimed that only they — and not any 
reseller — could guarantee the authenticity 
of a Chanel handbag. x2
“The authentication process is what 
TheRealReal excels in, and it’s [why] 
customers are going to them. They might be 
in the red but they are investing in key core 
aspects of the business and that will help 
compete in the long run.” [Avery Faigen, a 
fashion and retail analyst with retail tech 
company Edited]
Last November, Chanel named The 
RealReal in a closely watched trademark 
infringement and counterfeiting lawsuit. 
In its biggest complaint, the French luxury 
giant accused the resale platform of 
selling fake Chanel handbags, claiming it 
had discovered at least seven counterfeit 
bags sold by the The RealReal and that its 
“authentication experts” could not be 
trusted. “Only Chanel itself can know what 
is genuine Chanel,” claimed the brand.
The rise of online resale sites is creating a 
new market for counterfeits that has 
resisted traditional methods of policing.
Luxury resale sites like The RealReal and 
Vestiaire Collective create an 
unprecedented opportunity for 
counterfeiters.
Authentication remains a 
challenge, particularly for clothing. 
Companies employ a staff of 
authenticators who come from 
auction houses, but one off 
vintage pieces may be harder to 
verify than a handbag with a 
custom number. x3
In March 2018, Chanel brought a lawsuit 
against New York-based vintage seller 
What Goes Around Comes Around 
claiming trademark infringement, 
alleging that the high-profile second-hand 
retailer was guilty of selling counterfeit 
items and marketing its sales of Chanel 
products as if the brand was associated 
with them, therefore creating confusion 
with the customer.
“Actually taking possession of the inventory 
and physically inspecting inventory adds a 
pretty substantial labour cost,” Kodali 
[Sucharita Kodali, a retail analyst at 
Forrester Research]  said. “The more goods 
you get, the more people you need. And the 
broader the market, the more fraud there 
will be.” x2
Second-hand online stores such as 
RealReal and Vestiaire Collective use 
experts with years of experience to 
determine the authenticity of the 
goods they buy and sell. It’s a 
painstaking process that isn’t 
absolutely foolproof, according to 
some online reviews from customers 
who complain they’ve been sold 
counterfeits. x2
The RealReal has typically denied or 
downplayed allegations that it sells 
counterfeits. But when The RealReal 
filed for an initial public offering 
earlier this year, it acknowledged 
that identifying a counterfeit item 
can be a tricky process, open to 
human error.
Those investments could pay off if the 
company [The RealReal]  can find 
ways to authenticate items using 
technology, limiting the number of 
authenticators it needs to retain. 
However, The RealReal has said it is 
committed to having all products 
physically authenticated by human 
specialists rather than artificial 
intelligence. x2
Conversely, brands can offer resellers 
authentication guarantees — a component 
that’s at the heart of Chanel’s lawsuit against 
The RealReal, in which the luxury French 
house claims that only the brand itself can 
promise a Chanel bag’s authenticity. X3
The uniform presentation and implied 
guarantee of authenticity are meant to ease 
the anxiety of sellers and shoppers wary of 
the secondhand market, which has a 
reputation for being ripe with counterfeits 
and other fraud. x2
Meanwhile, The RealReal has rejected the 
allegations and filed a motion to dismiss 
the suit, calling it nothing more than an 
attempt to limit competition from a fast-
growing secondary market that allows 
consumers to buy luxury goods at 
discounted prices.
rapidly expanding online resale platforms 
like The RealReal and Poshmark face new 
challenges in tackling fakes, which have 
seen a parallel growth spurt, enabled by 
increasingly global trade flows and 
sophisticated counterfeiting technology. 
Counterfeit products — watches, handbags 
and other accessories — were worth about 
$540 billion in 2017, according to the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development.
Authentication is still an uphill battle. While 
some products are relatively easy to 
authenticate — for instance, handbags with 
serial numbers — others, like clothing, are 
less so. x2
“Our success depends on our ability 
to accurately and cost-effectively 
determine whether an item offered 
for consignment is an authentic 
product,” the company [The 
RealReal] wrote in its SEC filing. 
“While we have invested heavily in 
our authentication processes and we 
reject any goods we believe to be 
counterfeit, we cannot be certain 
that we will identify every 
counterfeit item that is consigned to 
us.”
Chanel has taken its concerns a step further, 
suing The RealReal in federal court in New 
York last November. The French fashion 
house says the resale site is listing 
counterfeit products as authentic, a charge 
The RealReal denies.
This week, Chanel fired back, arguing that 
there was an inherent contradiction 
between The RealReal’s advertising 
claims to consumers that the products it 
sells are “100% the real thing” and its 
argument, filed in court papers, that its 
expert assessments were simply “a 
general expression of opinion” and 
therefore “immune from challenge.”
And although these resale platforms have 
made strides in de-stigmatising 
secondhand luxury, building a resale 
market slated to exceed $40 billion by 
2022, according to online reseller ThredUp, 
the cost of fighting counterfeits is rising as 
well. X3
Earlier this year, fashion watchdog 
Instagram account Diet Prada called out The 
RealReal for selling a Tibi dress that had 
been re tagged with a Prada label. “The 
most significant challenge these sites face is 
maintaining high standards for authenticity 
and item condition,” Stephens [retail 
futurist Doug Stephens]  said.
In her email to customers sent out on 
Wednesday, Wainwright struck a 
defiant tone, dismissing recent 
media coverage about counterfeits 
on The RealReal as “attempting to 
discredit the business we have 
proudly built.”
Should Chanel win, it could complicate, or 
even prevent, the resale of its bags - currently 
the second-most commonly listed on The 
RealReal, behind Louis Vuitton, according to 
Bernstein. A victory by the brand could also 
encourage other luxury labels to pursue more 
aggressive action against resale sites.
The stakes are high — they risk sending 
alienated customers to competitors if too 
many counterfeits slip through. And luxury 
brands, already wary of secondhand 
markets for selling their goods at discount 
prices, are waiting to pounce. Last month, 
Chanel filed a complaint against The 
RealReal in federal court in New York, 
alleging the site sold at least seven 
counterfeit handbags bearing its label. The 
luxury house claimed only they — and not 
the reseller — could guarantee a Chanel 
handbag or ready-to-wear is the real deal.
While resellers can continue to put more and 
more manpower into authentication, that 
effort costs more money, once again cutting 
into margins. x3
In a note sent out on Monday, Oliver 
Chen, a senior equity research 
analyst at American investment bank 
Cowen, wrote that “authentication 
has been an area of investor concern; 
however, we believe REAL is the only 
player that can currently authenticate 
luxury goods across various 
categories with scale, and REAL 
continues to invest behind detecting 
counterfeits.”
In a statement to BoF, Chanel called The 
RealReal’s authenticity guarantee “false 
marketing,” adding “only Chanel skilled 
staff can know what is genuine Chanel.” 
The RealReal countered that the lawsuit 
was “an alarmingly thuggish effort to stop 
consumers from reselling their authentic 
used goods.”
Stolen goods remain difficult to identify and 
can damage a site’s reputation. While it’s 
unknown what percentage of the luxury 
resale market consists of trading in stolen 
goods, it’s certainly a part of the business. 
(…)  But while it creates further tension 
between brands and resellers, there is only 
so much resellers can do to prevent these 
sorts of transactions. "When a consignor 
consigns with The RealReal, they sign a 
legally binding contract stating that the 
merchandise they are consigning, is in fact, 
theirs," a spokesperson for The RealReal told 
BoF. "If there's any question about the items 
from law enforcement, we fully cooperate 
with officials, investigate the situation and 
take appropriate action based on the 
findings."
But the company’s authentication 
process has also come under fire. An 
investigation conducted by The 
Capitol Forum, an investigative news 
and legal analysis publication, in 
September found that contrary to 
The RealReal’s claims that its 
merchandise was being 
authenticated by experts, employees 
such as copywriters were also 
inspecting luxury goods.
“Even talking about what ‘expert 
authentication’ means is tricky, because 
Chanel is right. Only they have the records 
of serial numbers, and that information 
isn’t available to third-parties,” said Tracy 
DiNunzio, founder and chief executive of 
Tradesy, a resale marketplace.
“They give you a quick 5-minute 
presentation on what things should 
look like and then have you go,” one 
copywriter [from The RealReal] told 
The Capitol Forum. “I should not have 
been authenticating an Hermes scarf, 
for example, but all they care about 
is the product getting on the site.". 
Another employee told The Capitol 
Forum that there is so much 
inventory coming into The Real, that 
“there is no way everything can be 
authenticated.”
That precedent doesn’t cover sites like The 
RealReal, Rebag and Vestiaire Collective, 
which take possession of the items they 
sell and must therefore guarantee their 
authenticity. While Chanel’s lawsuit is 
unlike to fundamentally alter how those 
businesses operate, it could require them 
to put up large disclaimers about their lack 
of brand affiliation, Scafidi [Susan Scafidi, 
founder and director of the Fashion Law 
Institute at Fordham Law School]  said. 
"Most likely, though, Chanel is trying to 
cast doubt in the minds of consumers 
about the credibility of resale," she added, 
doubling down on its stance against the 
secondary market.
The RealReal has also been facing 
litigation from luxury brands over its 
counterfeit issues. Last year, Chanel 
filed a lawsuit against the company, 
accusing The RealReal of selling 
counterfeit Chanel products. The 
French luxury house has stated that 
the company does not have the 
authorisation to authenticate such 
goods. The case is still pending.
Once we receive consigned items, our 
merchandising team leverages our 
technology platform and data analytics 
capabilities for a first point of authentication 
and to efficiently write copy, photograph and 
price the items before they are curated onto 
our online marketplace.
Getting started: putting your listing online
Publish your listing in just a few minutes:
- Take a photo of your item
- Write a clear description
- Post your listing
Our team publishes your listing within 36 hours. If 
necessary they will also advise you on how to 
increase your chances of selling.
Here are the steps our team takes to get a product 
from submission to sale on vestiairecollective.com
Step 1:  On-trend items added to the site.  Our 
expert team evaluates the images, price, brand and 
description of a product uploaded from a user to 
ensure the product is high-quality, on-trend and 
seasonally appropriate.
Get a quick offer
Submit pictures of your handbag using the mobile 
app or website. We’ll provide a quote within 1-2 
business days, or on the spot in our stores. x3
Photography and copywriting. Because we 
take possession of each item, we are able to 
accurately and consistently describe the item 
and its condition, as opposed to online-only 
peer-to-peer resale models. Our items are 
professionally photographed and presented in 
a visually appealing manner to encourage 
engagement and conversion.
Tips for selling faster
To sell your item quickly your listing needs to be 
visible and attractive. Here are some tips from our 
best sellers:
- Respond quickly to price negotiations from your 
buyers
- Add new photos which will highlight your item
- Readjust your price if necessary to make your 
listing more visible
After reviewing our list of accepted designer brands, 
submit your once-loved bag for a quote through our 
mobile app, online at Rebag.com, or in store at any 
Rebag store location. x2
Pricing. Leveraging our database of 
approximately 9.4 million historical item 
sales and current market data, we price 
items to optimize value and sales velocity. 
We use proprietary algorithms to optimize 
pricing based on factors such as designer, 
category, age, condition, color and current 
market demand. Increasingly, we are using 
our technology platform to automate pricing 
of the goods sold through our online 
marketplace. We also provide human 
oversight of the pricing process, which allows 
us to recognize and appropriately adjust for 
real-time changes in market trends. For 
example, if a designer is trending, we can 
adjust the price accordingly. For high-value 
items, we recommend a price that the 
consignor must approve before the item goes 
live on our online marketplace.
We therefore advise you to set a fair price that 
corresponds to the condition of your article, when 
your ad is created.
If the price of your item seems too high, our fashion 
experts may email you to suggest a price at which it 
is more likely to be sold.
The amount of this reduction is calculated by an 
algorithm which takes into account the price of 
similar items sold on Vestiaire Collective in the last 
10 years, as well as the latest trends.
Sellers who follow our advice multiply their chances 
of selling by 5, thanks to our price suggestions!
Once you have received our price suggestion by 
email and have been notified in the app, you have 24 
hours to decide whether or not to lower your price.
If you do not wish to lower your price, your ad will 
be published after 24 hours.
Visibility in our catalogue is now based on price: the 
more attractive the price, the more your item will be 
highlighted in our catalogue.
Online through Clair, you can get an instant offer in 
minutes. If you bag is not eligible for an instant 
offer, you can upload images online and an offer will 
be provided in 1-2 business days (Monday to Friday, 
holidays excluded) after your submission is received.
As of March 31, 2019, our merchandising 
operations and core merchandising teams 
consisted of 480 and 326 employees, 
respectively.
Our range includes a selection of over 5000 luxury, 
fashion and designer brands, some more well-
known than others. To be accepted, your item must 
comply with our range.
How do you determine offer values?
We consider a variety of factors including, but not 
limited to: brand, condition, size, material, demand, 
seasonality, and current inventory. After multiple 
years of operation, we have accumulated an 
extensive proprietary database that enables us to 
provide competitive offers. x2
Our [The RealReal]  100+ in-house experts including 
gemologists, horologists and luxury brand authenticators 
inspect thousands of items every day, ensuring everything 
we sell is 100% authenticity guaranteed.
Authentication. We authenticate every item 
we sell to continue building trust in our online 
marketplace. We employ over 100 highly 
trained gemologists, horologists, brand 
experts and art curators who collectively 
inspect thousands of items each day. All 
items pass through a rigorous multi-point, 
brand-specific authentication process before 
they are accepted for consignment. This 
process includes inspecting the item for 
attributes such as appropriate brand 
markings, date codes, serial tags and 
hologram stickers. Our gemologists and 
horologists authenticate and inspect our fine 
jewelry and watches, and each piece comes 
with an authentication certificate. In addition, 
our team of fine art curators and specialists 
research and validate art pieces for 
authenticity. We have a zero-tolerance policy 
when it comes to counterfeit goods. Items 
that are deemed to be counterfeit are 
confiscated.
Our team of in-house experts are dedicated to 
controlling and authenticating all items once sold. 
Fighting counterfeiting has been our priority from 
the day we started.
Sold item ships to Paris headquarters.  After an item 
is sold, the seller receives a postage-paid airway bill 
to send the item to our Paris headquarters.  Once 
there, our Quality Control team* carefully compares 
the product to the original item description; checks 
the quality (the seams, zippers, linings, buttons, and 
soles and heels of shoes); and looks for any signs 
that the product may not be authentic.
Fighting counterfeiting has always been 
a priority for us that’s why we have in-
house experts to make sure your items 
are genuine. [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder]
If you accept our offer, you’ll receive upfront 
payment within 2-3 business days after your bag 
passes our in-person vetting process. For in store 
submissions, receive both your offer and payment in 
less than 60 minutes. x2
The site [The RealReal]  launched 
an authentication page that shows 
users profiles of the company’s 
experts in charge of authenticating 
items, including their degrees, 
previous experience and area of 
specialty.
“This is a complex problem,” 
Wainwright wrote. “We are 
constantly and consistently training 
our teams, and evolving our 
technologies to ensure your items 
are the real thing.”
The RealReal differentiates itself 
within the crowded resale space with 
its focus on luxury goods and elaborate 
authentication process. Every item is 
physically inspected by one or more 
members of a team of more than 100 
gemologists, horologists, art curators 
and other experts — even the $18 
vests then photographed and posted 
for sale. For shoppers and sellers alike, 
this is what makes The RealReal so 
appealing: items are attractively 
presented with a guarantee of 
authenticity amid the online resale 
market’s sea of poorly shot 
counterfeits. x2
The RealReal has over 1,700 employees, 
including an authentication team made up of 
buyers, art curators and jewellery and watch 
experts, as well as hundreds of sales 
personnel and workers who pick, pack and 
ship items in the company’s growing number 
of warehouses (each a costly investment 
itself). x4
“To a trained eye, you know right away 
that something’s off,” Walker [from 
Walker/Viden consignment store]  said, 
whether it’s the placement of a tag or the 
logo’s typeface.
Founded nine years ago, Vestiaire 
was one of the first to allow 
customers to re-sell luxury items 
while providing rigorous authenticity 
checks and curation.
Authentication remains a 
challenge, particularly for clothing. 
Companies employ a staff of 
authenticators who come from 
auction houses, but one off 
vintage pieces may be harder to 
verify than a handbag with a 
custom number. x3
Vestiaire, which takes a higher commission 
— 18 to 34 percent — is also peer-to-peer, 
but there is a vetting process in between: 
the seller sends the product to Vestiaire, 
which authenticates it and checks it for 
quality before sending it along to the buyer. 
x4
The RealReal has a 100-strong team 
of anti-counterfeiters to weed out 
fakes, and processes between 
200,000 to 300,000 products a 
month. Vestiaire, which also works 
with authenticators, adds 6,000 new 
products a day to its site, after 30 
percent of all items submitted for 
resale are rejected.
In order to attract new consignors and bring 
in more inventory — a key part of maintaining 
growth in a competitive consignment market 
—the store will also include “elegant” 
waiting and meeting spaces where 
consignors can meet wit experts and get 
quotes on their pieces, as well as attend 
workshops. x3
Like eBay, orders on Heroine.com are 
fulfilled by sellers, where purchases 
from The RealReal are fulfilled and 
authenticated by the e-commerce 
site in branded packaging. x4
Second-hand online stores such as 
RealReal and Vestiaire Collective use 
experts with years of experience to 
determine the authenticity of the 
goods they buy and sell. It’s a 
painstaking process that isn’t 
absolutely foolproof, according to 
some online reviews from customers 
who complain they’ve been sold 
counterfeits. x2
Currently, the company [The RealReal] 
has six consignment office locations 
around the country where a team of full-
time gemologists and experts (55 
people and growing) are on hand to 
authenticate potential sales for 
customers. x2
But it [Vestiaire Collective]  also requires 
sellers to ship sold items to its own facilities, 
where items are authenticated and quality-
assured before being delivered to buyers. x2
The RealReal, which consigns luxury 
goods, provides pre-paid shipping 
labels for products, which are routed 
to its warehouses where they are 
appraised, authenticated, 
photographed and published to the 
site. x4
At the company’s [Vestiaire 
Collective's]  headquarters in Paris, a 
team of human experts vet pre-owned 
designer items for trend, quality and 
authenticity — eliminating the 
counterfeits often found on sites like 
eBay — then work with sellers to set 
prices.
We  [The RealReal]  have a rigorous, brand-specific 
authentication process, overseen by 100+ experts, 
including luxury brand authenticators, gemologists and 
horologists.
2. Sell it
When your item is sold, ship it to us for free. Our 
experts will check for quality and authenticity before 
sending it to the buyer. x2
Rebag authentication is an integral part of our 
vetting process. Every handbag undergoes an in-
house multilayered evaluation by our authentication 
experts before we proceed with payment. The 
Rebag team has decades of experience in 
authentication and are trained to detect 
inaccuracies. Please do not submit inauthentic 
handbags as we will not be able to buy them.
Wainwright wrote to customers that 
her company [The RealReal]  hires 
“certified experts such as 
gemologists and horologists, luxury 
experts who have worked at 
companies like Sotheby's and 
Christie’s, and brand experts who 
have worked directly with luxury 
brands.”
“Each luxury item… requires multiple touch 
points, including inspection, evaluation, 
authentication, photography, pricing, 
copywriting, application of a unique individual 
stock keeping unit… and fulfilment,” the 
company [The RealReal]  said in the filing. 
The result: total operating expenses rose 
from $138 million in 2017 to $210 million in 
2018. x4
Resale companies are hiring teams of 
hands-on experts to examine goods, as 
well as data scientists to build technology 
that weeds out illicit listings. x3
Authentication is still an uphill battle. While 
some products are relatively easy to 
authenticate — for instance, handbags with 
serial numbers — others, like clothing, are 
less so. x2
Currently, The RealReal has seven other 
valuation offices around the country to 
connect consignors with their on-staff 
gemologists, horologists and authentication 
specialists. x2
“People do have that discussion [with 
the authenticators] and if they don’t 
consign on the spot, they are ready to 
sell it, they shop it around and they 
always come back because it’s so 
transparent. So that has yielded a 
phenomenal success for the business.” 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  x3
I knew we [The RealReal] had to 
make it really easy, offering free 
pickup in major cities and inspecting 
and authenticating every single piece. 
x3
When items are received, they are identified as “high” or 
“low” risk based on brand, value, style, etc. If there is a 
higher probability for counterfeiting, the product is 
deemed higher risk in authenticating. Items that are 
considered “high risk” (anything from an Hermès Birkin 
bag to the hottest streetwear) are sent to authenticators 
with significant authentication experience, who are highly 
specialized in specific categories. Many of these 
authenticators join The RealReal from the luxury brands 
themselves—like Tiffany, Hermès and Rolex – or auction 
houses like Sotheby’s and Christie’s with a deep 
knowledge of the markers, materials and craftsmanship 
behind genuine products. They assess each item based on 
these and other characteristics.
2. We fight against counterfeiting thanks to our 
highly educated in-house experts.
During the vetting process, if we find anything that 
differs from the information you submitted or was 
not disclosed in your submission, your offers may be 
subject to revision. Offer revisions may occur due to 
condition, change in size, material, or slight model 
variation. If this is the case, we will ask for your 
approval before we proceed with the order. If you do 
not agree with the revised offer, we will send the 
handbag back to you at no cost. To avoid offer 
revisions, please make sure the information 
provided is accurate and that you’ve accounted for 
any and all signs of wear.
According to its website, The RealReal 
employs over 50 “brand authenticators, 
gemologists, horologists and art curators,” 
who “inspect thousands of items each day, 
so you can be sure every item is 100 
percent authentic.” Other resale sites, 
including Poshmark, Vestiaire Collective 
and eBay, also employ authenticators as 
well as other methods, from profiling 
sellers to flagging items with suspiciously 
low prices (a $200 Goyard bag is likely a 
fake).
Unlike European competitor Vestiaire 
Collective — which raised $62 million in 
January, fuelling a competitive re-
commerce market — The RealReal 
photographs inventory itself, though 
both verify product before it is sold. X2
Fine jewelry and watches are authenticated and appraised 
by our gemologists and horologists, and each piece comes 
with a valuation certificate. Art items are thoroughly 
researched and validated by our team of fine art 
specialists. Items that are considered “low risk,” such as 
contemporary brands with clear authenticity markers, are 
sent to be authenticated by our copywriters, who receive 
deep training in authentication but whose title has 
become outdated.
Authentication : your item is checked and 
authenticated by our experts within 2 to 3 days, then 
packaged and shipped to your buyer within 24 hours.
For context—when we originally launched the business, 
our copywriters only wrote copy. As the business has 
grown, the associated scope of their job has changed. 
Copywriters have been receiving the initial and ongoing 
training required to authenticate products, which has 
become an important element of their job. Within their 
first month on the job, we require that our copywriters 
receive a minimum of 30 hours of training, including 
during onboarding, job shadowing, daily training sessions 
and quizzes. Where a copywriter has a question about an 
item our high-risk authenticators, all of whom have deep 
experience, are available in person to discuss or review a 
product. 
Authentication : your item is checked and 
authenticated by our experts within 2 to 3 days, then 
packaged and shipped to your buyer within 24 hours. 
x2
All of our authenticators and copywriters participate in 
ongoing daily and weekly training sessions to discuss the 
latest counterfeiting trends as part of The RealReal’s 
unending commitment to stay ahead of counterfeiters.
Finally, our dedicated Quality Control team provides an 
additional layer of control to help prevent fakes from 
being sold on our site, pulling certain at risk items for 
further review. While this extra step takes time, we do not 
sacrifice quality for quantity.
If our experts notice a defect or a difference with 
the description, the price of your item may be 
lowered or the sale could be canceled.
Technology and Data Drive our Processes and Inform our 
Teams:  As the largest marketplace for authenticated 
luxury consignment, we have an extensive set of data — 
which serves as the backbone of our authentication 
process. Among other things, it’s leveraged to update 
algorithms that route the highest risk products to our most 
experienced authenticators, making sure that the riskiest 
products get the most scrutiny. x2
These fees correspond to the services Vestiaire 
Collective is offering you, so you can have a peaceful 
experience on our website.
•Each and every item is checked physically by our 
experts, in order to confirm that it matches the 
description made by the seller, as well as the brand 
criteria.
•If an item cannot be deemed compliant, we will 
proceed to the cancellation of the transaction, and 
the refund of your purchase.
•If the item is lost by the carrier, we will also 
refund your purchase.
Of course, we remain at your entire disposal to 
answer all of your queries, as we believe that what 
makes us a community is our mutual passion for 
fashion.
You will find our calculating sheet below.
0 - 130        =       3.50GBP
130 - 440       =              2%GBP
440 -      =             8.49GBP
Our authentication process—and all of our internal 
processes—are changing constantly, driven by new 
technologies like machine learning and AI. For example, 
we anticipate that much of our copywriting and pricing 
will be automated using machine learning in Q1. We’ll 
then modify the evolving structure of our authentication 
and copywriting team’s titles to reflect their scope and 
responsibilities. x2
4.Technology. Proprietary technology developed over eight 
years to manage the complexity of operating a 
marketplace with up to 14,000 single-SKU items per day 
and 1.6 million transactions in 2018 is an important part 
of our competitive strength.
Proprietary Technology Platform to Manage 
Complex Single-SKU Logistics
- Technology powers all aspects of our 
business, including our complex, single-SKU 
inventory management system. Our supply 
comes from thousands of individual 
consignors across the United States. Each 
item we sell is a truly unique single-SKU and 
is exclusively available on our online 
marketplace. We have processed up to 
14,000 single-SKUs a day in 2018. Given the 
complexity of our inventory model, we 
developed and continuously innovate 
specialized, proprietary applications to 
optimize inbound processes, such as 
authentication, copywriting, photography and 
photo-editing. We increasingly use our 
technology platform to automate pricing for 
goods sold through our online marketplace. 
To build our exceptional catalogue, 
articles are carefully curated and 
merchandised by our style team, 
leveraging big data to track trends and 
prices. We strive to constantly innovate 
improving our processes through 
technology, Data and AI. 
I think the biggest opportunities we have 
at Vestiaire is to translate this passion 
and this ability to scale the marketplace 
and the community through technology. 
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective] xx3
It’s [The RealReal is]  investing heavily, 
including on its technology platform, and 
that’s weighing down profits. x2
Beyond acquiring new customers and 
increasing their lifetime value, The 
RealReal also plans to continually 
invest in its tech-driven infrastructure, 
expand its brick-and-mortar presence 
and grow internationally, it said in the 
IPO filing. x3
Vestiaire Collective, a Paris-based social 
commerce platform, completed a €40 million 
($45 million) round of financing citing plans 
to launch new technology and expand to 
markets in Asia and the Middle East. X3
We developed RealReal 360, an innovative 
commerce solution, to provide a single, real-
time view of buyers, consignors and all luxury 
goods available on our online marketplace 
across digital and physical channels. This 
allows us to optimize our product availability 
as each unique item on our online 
marketplace has multiple demand points. 
Further, our store experts have access to a 
complete buyer history, which enables them 
to provide a truly personalized experience.
Efficient, Technology-enabled Operations at 
Scale
Over the past eight years, we have invested 
significant resources to optimize our logistics, 
processes and purpose-built, proprietary 
technology platform, which enables us to 
efficiently manage the unique complexities of 
our operational model at scale. In addition, 
with a real-time, single view of our 
consignors and buyers and the products on 
our online marketplace, we are able to 
provide a superior, personalized service for 
our consignors and buyers.
Technology and Data Drive our Processes and Inform our 
Teams:  As the largest marketplace for authenticated 
luxury consignment, we have an extensive set of data — 
which serves as the backbone of our authentication 
process. Among other things, it’s leveraged to update 
algorithms that route the highest risk products to our most 
experienced authenticators, making sure that the riskiest 
products get the most scrutiny. x2
We are addressing an enormous market with a disruptive 
business model that relies on deep data insights and 
rigorous analysis to drive consignor and buyer 
engagement.
Proprietary Data Asset and Powerful 
Algorithms
Our online marketplace generates and 
aggregates hundreds of millions of unique 
data points, including data from 
approximately 400 millionvitem views in 
2018 and approximately 9.4 million item 
sales since inception. Each consigned item 
also has up to 50 unique attributes including 
designer, style, color and condition. Informed 
by this data, we develop proprietary 
algorithms and business processes to 
optimize our operations, including supply 
sourcing, merchandising, authentication, 
pricing and marketing.
How do you determine offer values?
We consider a variety of factors including, but not 
limited to: brand, condition, size, material, demand, 
seasonality, and current inventory. After multiple 
years of operation, we have accumulated an 
extensive proprietary database that enables us to 
provide competitive offers. x2
RealReal has four main competitive 
advantages, Chen said: Advanced supply 
gathering capabilities and reach; 
sophisticated logistics and fulfilment 
infrastructure & authentication; advanced 
data analytics; and high sales velocity and 
sell-through rates. x4
Data exchange: Perhaps resellers’ most 
appealing asset they can offer to brands is 
access to customer data. Long-time resellers 
like Fashionphile not only keep data on how 
customers like to shop, but also what 
products oversell the quickest and retain the 
highest value. Fashionphile, for instance, 
uses such data to constantly evolve its pricing 
algorithm. x2
Additional capital will enable further 
community-building functions as well as a 
significantly increase the company’s tech and 
data teams [Vestiaire Collective] . x2
More listings also generate more data, which 
can be used to identify trends and future 
services to offer buyers and sellers.
3.Data. Unique data insights combined with artificial 
intelligence and our expert analysts’ judgment results in 
price optimization, increased sales velocity and business 
model efficiencies. x2
Data-driven Insights
Our proprietary data and algorithms provide 
us with operational insights that continuously 
enhance our consignor and buyer experiences. 
Through these insights, we are able to 
identify market trends early and incentivize 
our sales professionals to obtain on-trend, 
highly coveted merchandise. For consignors, 
we provide optimal pricing and sales velocity, 
resulting in higher commissions. For buyers, 
we source and curate the most desirable 
products and offer constant newness, which 
results in high engagement, demand and 
conversion.
While a brand like Chanel may have its own 
historical archives of stock keeping units or 
SKUs, a prolific resale site can cross 
reference SKUs among a multitude of brands. 
x2
“We use computer learning to identify and 
[assess] every single bag and every single 
style,” Fashionphile founder Sarah Davis said.
Those investments could pay off if the 
company [The RealReal] can find 
ways to authenticate items using 
technology, limiting the number of 
authenticators it needs to retain. 
However, The RealReal has said it is 
committed to having all products 
physically authenticated by human 
specialists rather than artificial 
intelligence. x2
Resale companies are hiring teams of 
hands-on experts to examine goods, as 
well as data scientists to build technology 
that weeds out illicit listings. x3
For its part, The RealReal projects that 
these costs will decrease as a 
percentage of revenue in the long 
term as they continue to invest in 
technology that could make 
authentication more efficient. "We 
have built a proprietary technology 
platform that powers our complex 
single-SKU inventory model and 
merchandising operations, which 
include authenticating, copywriting, 
pricing and photographing up to 
14,000 unique items a day in 2018," 
the company in its IPO filing. "By 
leveraging our technology platform, 
automation and machine learning, we 
are able to drive operational 
efficiencies at scale." x2
Created to empower all bag lovers who buy and sell 
in resale, Clair is an easy-to-use luxury appraisal 
index that instantly generates the resale value of 
10,000 bags and counting from 50+ designers. Use 
Clair to reveal any bag’s current resale value so you 
can make an educated decision to sell it, consign it, 
hold onto it, or maybe even buy more – the options 
are endless. x3
The immediate priority [for Rebag] is to 
hire data scientists and product 
developers to work on its pricing tools.
Steps
1. Find your bag: select your bag’s brand and model 
from our list
2. Tell its story: tell us a bit about your bag, like its 
color and condition
3. Reveal its value: generate its current resale value 
in an instant x2
How Clair Works: The Clair Code. Built into Clair is a 
luxury resale taxonomy that allows you to identify 
any handbag down to its designer, model, style, and 
size.
How Clair Works: The Grading System. A 
standardized condition grading system is integrated 




Technology AI & Machine Learning
Our authentication process—and all of our internal 
processes—are changing constantly, driven by new 
technologies like machine learning and AI. For example, 
we anticipate that much of our copywriting and pricing 
will be automated using machine learning in Q1. We’ll 
then modify the evolving structure of our authentication 
and copywriting team’s titles to reflect their scope and 
responsibilities. x2
3.Data. Unique data insights combined with artificial 
intelligence and our expert analysts’ judgment results in 
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Then, it comes down to which brands are the 
most covetable, whether those brands allow 
the company to go horizontal across many 
categories and whether, by adding the trust 
component, those brands can demand a high-
end price point. This is why we [The RealReal] 
really do focus on Chanel and Hermès and 
Prada and Gucci, which are also amongst the 
most frequently counterfeited brands. x2
 They also need to make the resale 
process as streamlined and hassle-free 
as possible, while de risking buying 
through reliable product authentication 
and quality control. 
The RealReal has also struggled with luxury 
item authentication following reports and 
investor concerns that its processes were not 
up to par. (The resale platform has defended 
its practices.)
A recent report that cast doubt on The 
RealReal’s authentication process likely 
prompted an analyst’s question about the 
process. Wainwright maintained that the 
RealReal’s standards are best in class, but 
investments are still being made. “We 
continue to invest in automation, training 
and technology to stay ahead of 
counterfeiters,” she said. x2
Not all brands are on board. In 2018, 
Chanel filed a lawsuit alleging that The 
RealReal sold counterfeit goods, and a 
recent report from consumer protection 
group The Capitol Forum alleged that The 
RealReal's stated authentication process is 
misleading because copywriters, rather 
than professional authenticators, evaluate 
the majority of items. In a motion to 
dismiss the lawsuit, The RealReal called 
Chanel's filing "an unfounded and anti-
competitive attack on a business model 
[that Chanel] perceives as a threat", and in 
response to the authentication concerns, 
said that copywriters only authenticate 
"low-risk" products and it stands behind its 
authentication process.
One of The RealReal’s biggest hurdles 
to profitability is the authentication 
process, says Fitzgerald. To combat 
fears of counterfeits (and a lawsuit 
from Chanel), the platform employs 
artificial intelligence and an expensive 
army of authenticators. The number 
will likely grow as the reseller seeks to 
increase sales. x3
“[The RealReal’s] authentication 
techniques are higher touch and more 
expensive, and as they scale, this can be a 
challenge unless they can work with a 
network to get access to supply,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says. x3
A report from CNBC about The 
RealReal contained claims from former 
employees that the amount of product 
and aggressive quotas set on 
employees meant that the quality of 
authentication was not always up to 
the company’s stated standards. (Since 
the publication of an initial report on 
lax authentication standards at The 
RealReal by The Capitol Forum in 
September, chief authenticator 
Graham Wetzbarger has left the 
company.)
This week, The Capitol Forum, a Washington, 
D.C.-based organization that conducts in depth 
investigations into potential consumer 
protection issues, published its findings 
following one such investigation into The 
RealReal's authentication process. And they 
suggest that the above claim is misleading at 
best. The report alleges that hourly workers 
with the title "copywriter," rather than 
professional authenticators, are performing the 
majority of authentication of consigned items 
before writing their descriptions and posting 
them on the website. Seven former TRR 
copywriters were interviewed for the report, all 
of whom said they didn't feel it was 
appropriate for them to be authenticating.
These mass-market retailer partnerships offer 
consumers a taste of designer goods for a 
fraction of what their meticulously-crafted 
luxury counterparts go for — and despite The 
RealReal's image as a trustworthy assessor of 
authenticity in the consignment market, it 
appears the brand has a pattern of mislabeling 
pieces from Target collaborations as though 
they are designer goods.
This is a huge deal for us, as counterfeits 
are everywhere. We can give you a quote 
based on the pictures you send us 
digitally, but then you have to send us the 
bag. We only pay you after we review the 
bag physically because authentication is 
essentially a human skill. So, over the 
years, we’ve accumulated a lot of 
learnings about that, we’ve hired many 
authenticators to have a very thorough 
review process. [Charles Gorra, Rebag 
CEO]
So far, that has not been the case. Chanel, 
for example, filed a lawsuit in November 
2018 alleging that The RealReal sold 
counterfeit Chanel and that its resale of 
Chanel products makes consumers falsely 
believe Chanel is affiliated with The 
RealReal.
For one, the training they received was 
reportedly quite minimal. "They give you a 
quick 5-minute presentation on what things 
should look like and then have you go. [...] I 
should not have been authenticating an Hermes 
scarf, for example, but all they care about is the 
product getting on the site," said one former 
employee. Additionally, according to the former 
employees, the job had such a high turnover 
rate that experience levels remained low. "The 
pay was so low and the work so grueling that 
everybody thought of it as just a temporary 
job," said one interviewee, "so no one really 
took it that seriously because they'd be gone in 
a couple of months." [The RealReal]
When reporters reached out to The RealReal 
for comment, the brand significantly lowered 
the pricing of some of the Target collaboration 
items still for sale (as well as two previously 
sold items) and added specification to current 
listings to clarify that these pieces were not 
from designers' own lines. Christine 
Heerwagen, a publicist for The RealReal, said 
the brand "recognize[s] the opportunity to 
improve transparency here," and has "updated 
our product pages for designer collaboration 
pieces with more detailed information."
Employees are also reportedly required to hit 
quotas that could exceed 120 items per day, per 
person. And, according to their accounts, that's 
120 processed items; items found to be 
inauthentic didn't count, and while they could 
pass items they were unsure about off to be 
reviewed by professional authenticators, that 
process would take time away from meeting 
their mandatory quotas. Per one former 
copywriter, "Training was rushed and they put a 
lot of pressure on meeting our daily goals, so a 
lot of fake items slipped through the cracks 
because of all the goods we had to 
authenticate in one day, which could be 130 to 
155 depending on what department you worked 
in. Our days were super long and draining, so a 
majority of employees were rushing to meet 
the quota so that they would not get fired. It 
was more about not getting fired than 
authenticating the goods." There were also 
allegedly perks for exceeding one's quota, like 
site credit. [The RealReal]
Of the mislabeled Target collaboration items 
identified by reporters, all of them were 
marked up above their original retail prices, 
sometimes as much as roughly seven times the 
initial pricing. While the practice of marking up 
items for resale is hardly uncommon, these 
instances on The RealReal are especially 
eyebrow-raising because the items are not 
labeled accurately. Consumers are led to 
believe that they're purchasing items created 
by luxury designer houses, not fast-fashion 
equivalents made via partnership deals.
Asked to respond, The RealReal confirmed to 
Capitol Forum that copywriters do authenticate 
products that it identifies as "low-risk" while 
more trained professionals take "high-risk 
items," also saying that "we're not training 
them on everything, they have guides they can 
refer to." The company also claimed that 
employees could take as much time as needed 
to authenticate goods but would reportedly not 
acknowledge the existence of quotas.
Heerwagen of The RealReal says that the 
mislabeling of items is part of the company's 
"testing" of potential new markets, adding that 
the brand is 'considering permanently accepting 
Target collaborations with luxury designers who 
are part of our accepted designer list."
In response to the report, The RealReal 
provided the following comment to Fashionista: 
"This company’s actions and 
misrepresentations are clearly calculated to sell 
their subscriptions and improperly manipulate 
the market for the benefit of short-sellers on 
behalf of their subscribers. These people are 
not journalists and they are not credible. The 
RealReal stands 100% behind our state-of-the-
art authentication process."
A LinkedIn job posting for The RealReal lists 
one of the authenticator role's responsibilities 
as verifying 100+ luxury consignment pieces 
daily. In a standard eight or nine hour work day, 
that requirement means that The RealReal's 
authenticators spend an average of three to 
five minutes evaluating each item.
The boutique helps customers sell 
pieces, either through a drop-off 
concierge service, where pieces are 
evaluated and processed by Vestiaire, or 
by listing the item directly through the 
app using a white photo backdrop 
available on site. X3
Sellers receive an instant offer with Clair by 
Rebag by simply answering a few questions 
about their item [Gorra]
We are C2C platform so the products 
which are on the platform get posted by 
individuals. x2
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
I think it’s important for people to 
remember that we are a platform. We 
are a C2C platform, so buyers and sellers 
are individuals like you and me. And the 
core part of the C2C platform is that, as a 
seller, you are the one taking care of the 
pictures, you are the one taking care of 
the content with which you described the 
product. [Max Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire 
Collective] X2
And by law, we have to show the 
products. As of today, we can’t take 
stock pictures from websites of the 
brands. We have to take pictures of 
products in the current state. I think 
there’s a lot of work for us to be done to 
install best practices here, the 
instructions we give to sellers about how 
the products can look. It’s both in our 
interests and the sellers’ interests to 
continuously improve the quality of the 
pictures, because we see the conversion 
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RealReal takes possession of its 
consigned items up front, 
authenticates them, and guarantees 
their genuineness. X2
Towards the front of the pack is The RealReal, 
which employs a team of experts to curate, 
evaluate and authenticate the clothing, 
handbags, shoes and fine jewellery sold on the 
site, taking 40 percent (30 percent once a 
consignor reaches $7,500 in sales) in 
commission. x2
And because The RealReal authenticates and 
grades each item, purchasers can trust the 
service. X2
The boutique helps customers sell 
pieces, either through a drop-off 
concierge service, where pieces are 
evaluated and processed by Vestiaire, or 
by listing the item directly through the 
app using a white photo backdrop 
available on site. X3
Rebag, the luxury handbag resale company 
that launched online in 2014, continues its 
offline expansion tear with the opening of 
its largest flagship in Miami on Thursday. 
Located in the city’s hip Design District, the 
two-storey, 2,000-square-foot store boasts 
an Hermès Birkin wall — a wall that’s, yes, 
covered in colourful and rare Birkin bags — 
and a Rebag Bar where customers can 
authenticate and sell their own luxury bags. 
The shop, which can carry up to 500 items, 
is Rebag’s seventh store and its first outside 
New York and California. x2
The RealReal specialises in luxury 
consignment, offering authentication 
services and a concierge listing service. x3
Unlike most resale companies, The 
RealReal takes possession of all items 
and physically evaluates every one to 
authenticate it. All items are put through 
a thorough, brand-specific authentication 
process by  The RealReal’s trained team 
of luxury experts before they are 
accepted for consignment. The RealReal 
has more than 100 gemologists, 
horologists and brand experts on staff, as 
well as hundreds of additional trained 
authenticators. [Allison Sommer, TRR 
Director of Strategic Initiatives]
Every handbag submitted to Rebag 
undergoes an in-house multilayered 
evaluation by our authentication experts 
before we buy a bag and list it for sale. 
Our team takes our vetting process very 
seriously, so customers can purchase 
safely. [Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Our curation team first checks all the 
images of pieces and the quality of product 
listing before they even go live on site, as 
we select the best quality items. Once a 
piece is sold the seller is requested to send 
it into one of our logistics hugs in the US, 
France or Asia. The piece receives a physical 
check from our quality control and in-house 
specialists. It’s especially important that 
luxury items receive a strict physical check 
including the shape, style, materials, labels, 
serial numbers, but also review the details 
such as engravings, stitching, etc. [Sophie 
Hersan, co-founder of Vestiaire Collective]
There’s also a meticulous authentication 
process in each store, where various points 
of authenticity are verified with each 
handbag that has been brought in, so fakes, 
whether brought in accidentally or on 
purpose, will be discreetly declined. “What's 
very important to know is every single 
product goes through physical 
authentication,” said Gorra. “So that's the 
first sort of non-negotiable thing in our 
whole process in because authenticity has 
to be physical you know and we train our 
own team.”
Julie Wainwright is focused on disrupting the 
online luxury consignment market with the real 
real a company worth over half a billion dollars 
with over 2300 employees including more than 
150 in-house gemologists horologists and brand 
authenticators and about 15 million members.
Upon sale the products then gets 
shipped from the seller to one of our 
authentication hubs – there’s one just 
outside of Paris, there's one in Hong 
Kong and there's one in New York - 
where our team of experts check quality, 
the authenticity of the product and if we 
feel it's authentic we send it from us to 
the buyer. x3
[Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
To battle forgeries, the site [The 
RealReal]  employs in-house staff of 
fashion pros, gemologists, horologists, 
and appraisers.
the trusted experts behind the products we 
[The RealReal]  sell are actually a key 
differentiator for our business. x2
Each piece is authenticated, photographed 
and then listed. [The RealReal] x2
it's easier on the jewelry because we have so 
many machines that measure alloy content for 
example. This is where a gemologists should be 
here talking about the re fraction of the colors, 
understanding the origin of the gemstone. I 
usually wear a lot of Cartier bracelets we know 
the alloy content, we know how they cut 
diamonds
Our experts come from experienced 
fashion, luxury and auction houses but 
we really built our expertise in house. 
The bulk of this went toward elements 
essential to the platform’s [The RealReal] 
proposition: (...)  authenticating previously 
owned luxury goods
Even as the luxury resale market is projected 
to keep growing, the financial prospects for 
online players are up in the air. The RealReal’s 
revenue spiked in the third quarter of 2019, but 
losses increased sharply, thanks to mounting 
marketing and technology costs. x4
[The Realreal] Net losses rose to $25.3 
million, however, compared to $21.9 million 
during the year-ago period. The costs of 
marketing, acquiring new customers and 
building out technological capabilities are 
still outpacing the amount of revenue 
generated. x4
Spending on operations and technology 
at The RealReal grew 79 per cent to 
$105 million in the past year. x3
The RealReal’s most significant expense by 
far is operations and technology, which 
grew from $59 million to $105 million in 
the past year, or 79 per cent. x3
Technological tools like this, and others 
that aid in authentication, pricing and 
inventory management, have become 
major points of differentiation among 
resellers. Most are built in house and 
are designed to help the companies 
scale up in a way they couldn’t do if 
everything was done by hand. The 
leading platforms have invested heavily 
in tech, including their customer-facing 
and in-house tools, and in the tech 
talent needed to run them.
“When I joined the company earlier this 
year, Vestiaire Collective already had a 
strong brand and fashion DNA,” Bittner 
said. “What makes it unique to many 
other resale platforms is that members 
have built a strong connection with each 
other and the products they are 
searching for. Our priority right now is to 
empower this global community to be 
able to interact and engage further on a 
daily basis through tech innovation.” x2
Along with stores, Rebag will be 
concentrating its new funds on building 
out its technology, including pricing and 
evaluation tools, and its product team. 
“Our goal is to make resale seamless, 
and a lot of that has to do with 
technology,” said Gorra.
I think a priority for me is to invest in 
technology in the business, that was the 
number one priority of this funding round. 
What I mean by that is that we can now 
use the money to ramp up our tech team 
and data team. That’s the primary use of 
capital for this round. [Max Bittner, VC 
CEO] x2
We’re also working in building our 
technology, as we’re big believers in 
technology in the resale space. We’ve 
developed a lot in terms of IT and 
software over the years, largely around 
prices. What’s really difficult in what we 
do is the pricing science because, again, 
we’re taking inventory risk and that’s 
really hard to do at a large scale. So, 
we’ve developed very powerful data sets 
internally to enhance our pricing 
capabilities. [Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
As we scale, so will our tools, which we 
are currently expanding upon in order to 
best serve our customers; for example, 
we just released our online notifications 
and favorites tool, which helps hone the 
online searching capabilities for our 
customers, in addition to being a useful 
asset for our sales consultants to utilize 
as they service in store customers. Other 
tool upgrades in the works are data 
management and analytical tools which 
will help us develop even more 
transparent pricing information with our 
customers.  [Charles Gorra, CEO of 
Rebag]
Rebag will use the funding for technology 
advancements like Clair by Rebag, the 
software tool that allows the company to 
appraise a handbag and generate an offer in 
an instant. Rebag will also continue to build 
on its Infinity Program, which allows 
consumers to purchase a handbag and trade 
it in for credit towards a new style in varying 
tiers. x2
Will that start to remove the human art form 
and the physical people from the process, or do 
you think that they will forever be a part of it? 
It’s a great question. I mean, of course we’ll 
always have, you know, our buyers are critical 
here, because at the end of the day you’re 
making a curated assessment. That being said, 
yeah, first of all, from a scalability perspective, 
it’s very much needed to build technology. And 
you’re right, we do want to move to more 
immediacy, more technologically driven 
processes, which is extremely challenging. And, 
you know, obviously our team is the ultimate 
curator, but we want them to be assisted with 
more unique tools. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag]
We’re about 100 people now and another 
maybe 40-50 people in our retail stores. 
The data team is about 20 people [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
when you start online having a technology 
that gives you pure play omnichannel is 
great. so we actually have amazing 
technology in the stores but that's sort of 
what runs everything beyond that.
In an S-1 filing, The RealReal indicated 
that these expenses are only expected to 
increase in the year ahead, “including 
additional merchandising and fulfilment 
facilities and continuing to invest in 
automation and other technology 
improvements to support and drive 
efficiency in our operations”. x3
Its tech team has been a relatively 
small part of Rebag for most of its life, 
until development on Clair began to 
ramp up in the last 18 months. Gorra 
drilled down on hiring, using the $25 
million raised in a recent funding round 
to build the tech team up to 25 people 
out of the total 120-person workforce. 
But Gorra said finding people with the 
right skills and the right experience to 
work on the tech side was not easy. x2
The company currently leans on 
technology to sync in-store on online 
inventory and to cater store product to 
local markets by tracking shopping 
behavior.
Technological advancements have always 
been the forefront of our business. [Gorra]
The RealReal could also broaden its 
suppliers. Kodali [Forrester principal 
analyst] suggests working with a network 
of authenticators or consignment shops, 
licensing its technology to other parties or 
partnering with department stores x3
“It’s very competitive out there,” he 
said. “We post the jobs, obviously — 
we use a place called Greenhouse, plus 
LinkedIn, and we have a careers page 
on our site — but frankly, a lot of it is 
outreach and networking. Technology is 
very network-based. We’re part of the 
portfolio of General Catalyst [a venture 
capital firm that has invested in 
Rebag], and they have partners, who 
focus on talent who help us either find 
specific people or just give us tips on 
how to recruit better.” x2
The right tools can be a godsend for 
resale platform employees who, 
depending on the size of the company 
and volume of transactions, can have 
mountains of product to sort through — 
the resale market is expected to more 
than double in size by 2023. x2
While The RealReal aggregates data and 
shares some information like highest-spending 
consumer demographics with partners, it can’t 
legally share individual consumer data due to 
standard privacy regulations. x2
How are you determining where to open 
new stores? Thanks to living online for five 
years, we have quite a bit of insight and 
data into who and where our customer is. 
[Gorra, Rebag CEO]
This team scours the 40,000+ items that the 
Vestiaire global selling community submit to 
the online sales platform every week, in 
search of rare and in demand apparel and 
accessories. While this sounds like an 
almost unmanageable volume, by combining 
data from the most sought-after products 
with the pricing sentiment of shoppers, then 
utilizing visual recognition software to 
compare incoming stock with what is 
already selling, it starts to look like a much 
more manageable (and potent) prospect. Of 
the 40,000 items uploaded only a portion 
pass vetting and appear on the site, and the 
most special pieces are acquired by 
Vestiaire for their consignment stock.
he [Bittner] explained that the data team 
has increased from 3 to 15 staff since he 
joined—“it’s a mix of data scientists and 
engineers” who hone the algorithmic 
functions of the site to respond to changing 
demands from buyers and sellers, he said.
A recent report that cast doubt on The 
RealReal’s authentication process likely 
prompted an analyst’s question about the 
process. Wainwright maintained that the 
RealReal’s standards are best in class, but 
investments are still being made. “We 
continue to invest in automation, training 
and technology to stay ahead of 
counterfeiters,” she said. x2
The RealReal, for example,10 uses 
complex gem-authentication machines, 
which took years and millions of dollars 
of R&D to create.
We are the only company that works incredibly 
hard to keep things off the market. We have 
great processes incredible sophistication a 
great QC team and but it's still mostly human 
driven. We use AI and technology at mostly to 
get rid of bad consumers and also note you 
know what happens specially during the 
Holidays bakes filter into the system. For our 
gemologists they have a lot more equipment: 
some of it's highly proprietary. 
counterfeiters get smarter we have to get 
smarter the jobs have changed in our 
operations center and they will change but it's 
also because we're automating what we can 
automate it to free up more time for a deeper 
authentication 
Rebag uses its proprietary software to 
determine the value of any luxury handbag 
by inputting brand, model, style, size, colour 
and condition to generate an automated 
price that Rebag would pay to acquire the 
item. 
Most luxury handbags at Rebag retail in the 
low thousands, with prices determined by 
an algorithm that takes into account factors 
like the item’s brand, condition and 
seasonality. x3
The bulk of this went toward elements 
essential to the platform’s [The RealReal] 
proposition: developing proprietary 
technology that can identify, price, 
recommend and sell the most desirable 
items at the optimal time
Charles Gorra, founder of Rebag, said he 
targeted a similar target audience with 
Clair, the luxury handbag pricing tool that 
Rebag launched in October. The 
combination of mobile app and live bag 
pricing tracker lets users scan any 
handbag and receive detailed 
information about its make and model, 
as well as its going rate on the resale 
market. x2
Last month, reseller Rebag unveiled 
Clair, a multipurpose piece of 
technology designed to accurately and 
quickly automate pricing for luxury 
handbags, to make both consumers’ 
and the employees’ jobs easier. While 
the product only launched last month, 
CEO Charles Gorra said that Rebag has 
been working on it since the company’s 
inception in 2014 and was developed 
entirely in-house.
Clair, an easy-to-use mobile app launching 
Thursday that instantly determines the value of 
any handbag across a list of more than 50 
brands and 10,000 bags. In an industry where 
pricing is notoriously shrouded in mystery, Clair 
aims to give consumers an exact and fully 
automated price that the resale company is 
currently willing to pay to acquire that item, 
while also serving as a common pricing 
reference for resellers worldwide. x2
But physical retail isn't the only thing Rebag is 
investing that $25 million into: The other is 
technological tools to refine the ways in which 
it tackles pricing and evaluates handbags. X2
Vestiaire Collective began offering its 
users a genuinely easy-to-use tool — the 
Resale Calculator — to find the average 
resale value of an item on mobile or 
desktop. It's limited to 12 luxury brands: 
Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Hermes, Céline, 
Balenciaga, Gucci, Prada, Dior, Saint 
Laurent, Isabel Marant, Valentino and 
Louboutin. Once you select one of the 
labels, you enter criteria (category, color, 
style, etc.) and are given a range for how 
much such an item could be worth. The 
range is based on data Vestiaire has 
accumulated over its seven years in 
business from its over-5 million 
members. x2
This means focusing on developing Clair by 
Rebag even further, in addition to other 
changes we have been implementing, like 
our Infinity update from March 2020 or the 
site and native app improvements. [Gorra] 
x2
We launched [Clair] in October so about 
four or five months ago. Claire it's an 
acronym it's comprehensive luxury 
appraisal index for resale. Basically what it 
does it's the equivalent of Kelley Blue Book 
for cars so now you don't have to submit 
pictures of a bag or anything. It's a live 
database that you can query at your leisure 
– like literally 35 clicks and we tell you 
right there this is how much we pay. 
It's free online - it's on rebag.com in the 
sale section, it's also on our app and it's 
available for free to anyone and that's 
actually exactly the purpose. It's because 
this industry has been largely opaque for a 
while where everyone has been hanging 
onto their data, their knowledge and that 
creates sort of disparity of knowledge.  We 
try to reverse that and we've consolidated 
that data over the last few years and now 
we're making it open and we think that 
has a value and it's getting interest just for 
the sake of learning.  If you come for this 
data point maybe you'll sell, maybe you 
won't but somehow you'll be engaging 
with Rebag. [Gorra, Rebag CEO] x2
The tool, which gathers data from across 
the resale world to estimate prices for 
different bags, lets resellers scan their 
inventory to see live-updated info on 
what products are selling for on the 
market. While Clair can be used for 
buying and selling from Rebag, Gorra 
[founder of Rebag]  said that his goal is 
for Clair to be used widely by customers, 
retailers and other resellers alike. x2
"With more and more consumers 
contemplating the resale value of their luxury 
purchases, we've created a taxonomy that 
provides a more transparent way for consumers 
to shop more wisely," says Charles Gorra, 
Founder and CEO of Rebag. "We've spent years 
gathering data and analyzing the luxury 
handbag market. Clair is our way of sharing 
that knowledge with the world." x2
The RealReal launched a mobile app in 
2014 called RealBook, which similarly 
privates current estimates on the resale 
price of designer items based on brand 
and type. X2
“We can provide this tool to third-parties 
and make this an API that we can share,” 
Gorra [founder of Rebag]  said. “If you’re 
a brand or a marketplace or a reseller 
and you have a purse, we can show you 
all its information and what percent of 
the retail price it’s going for, and you can 
show that to the customers when they 
buy it to help them inform their 
decisions, too. When we talk to our 
partners, the main problem for a lot of 
them is scalability. This is a way to make 
resale accessible on a larger scale to 
anyone.” x2
The concept of Clair, which stands for 
"Comprehensive Luxury Appraisal Index for 
Resale," was born when Rebag launched online 
in 2014. Since then, the company has dedicated 
a technology team of 25 people to building out 
this powerful proprietary software. x2
Clair is free to use, with the value 
coming from its potential to make Rebag 
an authority on the the going rates of 
handbags. Gorra [founder of Rebag] 
compares it to the same model of the 
Kelley Blue Book for cars, applied to 
purses.
The tool makes it possible to instantly check the 
value of luxury handbags in three easy steps: 
first, by going through the Rebag website or 
directly to the app; once on the Clair portal, you 
can select the handbag's brand, model, style 
and size; then, you give the platform more 
information about the color and condition of 
your bag, and finally, it will generate the 
accessory's resale value. Think of it as the 
Kelley Blue Book of the used bag world, but 
instead of simply providing a recommendation, 
Clair goes a step further and puts real money 
on the table. If the app tells you your bag is 
worth $900, the company is willing to write you 
a check for that amount right away. x2
Receiving an appraisal from Clair doesn't lock 
consumers in to buy or sell through Rebag; in 
fact, it only opens more possibilities. Once 
customers have seen the future of their 
handbag, they can decide to hold onto the 
investment for posterity, consign it, trade it or 
even buy more of them. It allows consumers to 
make smart decisions on their purchases, know 
the value of their purchase upfront and view 
handbags as a new investment category. x3
KEY 
RESOURCES
Technology AI & Machine Learning
One of The RealReal’s biggest hurdles 
to profitability is the authentication 
process, says Fitzgerald. To combat 
fears of counterfeits (and a lawsuit 
from Chanel), the platform employs 
artificial intelligence and an expensive 
army of authenticators. The number 
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The company’s [The RealReal]  stock is 
down 22 percent since late February. x2
European resale market leader Vestiaire Collective 
has raised €59 million ($63 million) from new 
investors Korelya Capital, Vaultier7 and Cuir Invest, 
alongside existing shareholders including Eurazero, 
Bpifrance, Vitruvian Partners, Luxury Tech Fund, 
Condé Nast and the company's chief executive Max 
Bittner.
Rebag has raised $53 million in 
funding to date and is 
headquartered in New York City 
with a team of 150.
On Wednesday, The RealReal’s 
shares fell 8.5 percent following the 
CNBC report [due to authentication 
issues].
In June, Vestiaire Collective secured a €40 
million ($43.6 million) financing round, 
bringing total funding to around €149 
million. Current shareholders include 
Bpifrance, Eurazeo, Vitruvian Partners, 
and Bittner himself.
When The RealReal went public in June, 
its shares priced above its target range, 
valuing the company at $1.6 billion, 
though they’ve edged lower since.
The RealReal Inc. has fallen about 31 
percent since [IPO in June 2019]
Shares rose 20 percent after the luxury 
goods reseller [The RealReal] posted a 
narrower net loss than expected, and 
revenues rose 51 percent to $71 million. 
x2
Luxury resale platform The RealReal 
reports its first quarterly earnings as a 
public company on August 13. Shares 
dropped 23 percent on Friday after two 
other fashion companies fresh from IPOs, 
Farfetch and Revolve, reported 
unexpectedly weak results
The RealReal, a luxury digital 
consignment shop, became a public 
company on the Nasdaq exchange just 
last month [June 2019] . Its market 
capitalisation exceeds $2 billion.
The stock [of The RealReal]  is up about 
24 percent since the initial public offering 
price of $20 a share.
Shares of US online luxury reseller The 
RealReal Inc jumped 40 percent in 
their debut on Friday, giving it a 
market capitalisation of $2.32 billion 
and signalling investor appetite for 
listings of consumer companies. The 
shares opened at $28, above their 
initial public offering price of $20.
The RealReal is slated to go public on 
the Nasdaq Friday, offering 15 million 
shares with a projected pricing range 
between $17 and $19. How those 
shares fare after the bell will depend 
on whether investors see a path to 
profitability for the resale platform.
Online luxury reseller The RealReal Inc. 
raised $300 million in its US initial public 
offering, pricing its shares above a 
targeted range. The RealReal sold 15 
million shares for $20 each after 
marketing them for $17 to $19, according 
to a statement. The IPO values the 
company at about $1.6 billion based on 
the outstanding shares — excluding some 
restricted shares and options — listed in 
its filings.
Their preference for online second-hand 
shopping is why resale is growing 21 times 
faster than retail at large, and why 
companies like The RealReal are reaching 
billion-dollar valuations: The vintage luxury 
marketplace platform filed for an initial 
public offering last month, with plans of 
raising up to $285 million at a valuation of 
$1.6 billion. 
Vestiaire Collective, a Paris-based social 
commerce platform, completed a €40 million 
($45 million) round of financing citing plans 
to launch new technology and expand to 
markets in Asia and the Middle East. X3
The New York-based company [Rebag] 
has raised $25 million in a Series C 
funding round that it plans to use to open 
30 stores, from Chicago to Texas to 
Florida, in addition to its online shop and 
five existing locations in Los Angeles and 
New York. x2
In July last year, The RealReal raised $115 
million of private funding in a deal led by 
Perella Weinberg Partners, with additional 
participation from new investor 
Sandbridge Capital and existing investor 
Great Hill Partners. The deal valued the 
company at $745 million, according to 
data provider PitchBook.
Vestiaire’s new look comes after a 
€58 million ($62 million) funding 
round last year, which the company 
is using to expand internationally. 
The past 18 months have seen the 
company enter Asia, open logistics 
hubs in France and Hong Kong. x2
The RealReal could be ready to list 
on the stock market within two 
years, when it expects the value of 
goods sold on the site to have 
roughly doubled to $1 billion 
annually, its founder and chief 
executive told Reuters. X2
Founded in 2011 by Julie Wainwright, The 
RealReal has raised $173 million to date in a 
race to dominate the growing re-commerce 
market. Its most significant competitor, 
France's Vestiare Collective, has raised nearly 
$125 million.
It brings the company’s [Vestiaire Collective] 
fundraising to-date to €209 million. Bittner declined 
to disclose the valuation of the company, but noted it 
was 50 percent higher than its valuation in June last 
year.
The RealReal Inc. rose in late trading 
after the seller of secondhand luxury 
goods reported quarterly results for the 
first time since it’s public offering.
The offering [The RealReal IPO]  of 15 
million shares was priced at $20, 
above the expected range of $17 and 
$19 per share, helping the company 
raise $300 million in net proceeds.
French startup Vestiaire Collective raised 
$45 million in June to fuel international 
growth, bringing its total funds to almost 
$200 million.
Online consignment platform The RealReal 
filed for an initial public offering earlier this 
month, hoping to raise $285 million on the 
Nasdaq stock exchange for a valuation of 
$1.57 billion. Meanwhile, handbag reseller 
Rebag raised $25 million in a Series C funding 
in February with plans to open 30 stores in 
the US.
So far, the company [Rebag]   has raised 
$52 million. The latest round was led by 
private equity firm Novator and included 
existing investors, General Catalyst and FJ 
Labs.
The RealReal, which opened its first 
permanent retail and consignment 
space in New York in November 
2018, after hosting a pop-up a year 
earlier, and has raised $173 million 
funding. x2
Its [TRR]  stock is down over 40 percent this year, 
though shares have rebounded since hitting an all-
time low in late March.
Secondhand clothing has been a magnet 
for investment, with more than $1.1 
billion in venture capital raised across the 
industry in recent years, according to data 
compiled by Bloomberg.
The company [The RealReal] posted a 
net loss of $75.8 million in 2018, 
compared with a loss of $52.3 million 
in 2017, on revenue of $207.4 million, 
up over 55 percent, its filing with the 
US Securities and Exchange 
Commission showed.
[The RealReal]  The shares rose as much 
as 20 percent to $20.42 in late trading 
Tuesday. That would put it above its IPO 
price of $20 after a recent decline pushed 
it below that level.
Investors in the San Francisco-based 
company [The RealReal]  include 
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BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomAs the competition rages on, Vestiaire 
Collective has raised $62 million (about €58 
million at current exchange) in a Series E 
round led by Vitruvian Partners with the 
participation of existing investors Eurazeo and 
Idinvest Partners.
That same month [Sep 2015] , the 
Paris-based luxury re-commerce site 
Vestiaire Collective raised a 33 million 
euros (about $37 million) Series D 
round led by Eurazeo.
Vestiaire Collective has raised a €33 
million (about $37 million) Series D 
round led by Eurazeo, one of Europe's 
largest publicly traded investment 
firms, with participation from existing 
investors including media giant Condé 
Nast and venture capital firms 
Balderton Capital, Idinvest and 
Ventech.
The online luxury consignment store 
[The RealReal]  announced on 
Thursday, April 9, that it has raised 
$40 million in its largest venture- 
funding round to date. Led by Industry 
Ventures, the Series D round nearly 
doubles the company’s total backing 
to $83 million.
Ten months after receiving a €40 million 
funding round, Vestiaire Collective has 
raised an additional €59 million from 
existing shareholders and new investors, 
including Korelya Capital, a venture capital 
firm known for helping European tech 
companies expand in Asia. The latest round 
brings the total amount of investment in the 
secondhand luxury resale platform, founded 
in 2009, to around €209 million.
The RealReal’s shares, which gained in after-
hours trading following the Q3 earnings 
report, are down since its June IPO.
Resale platform The RealReal raised 
$300 million in an initial public offering 
on the Nasdaq last month
The opening comes on the heels of Rebag’s 
latest funding round in February, which 
raised $25 million and brings the company’s 
total raise to $52 million and its employee 
count to just over 120.
On the heels of a a $15 million funding 
round announced on Thursday, Charles 
Gorra, founder and CEO of luxury handbag 
platform Rebag, said the conversations 
with investors have changed. “A few 
years ago, a lot of the conversations were 
about growth, how fast we can grow and 
what the contingency plans are,” Gorra 
said. “But things are different now. There 
are a lot more questions about 
profitability and long-term viability.
Its tech team has been a relatively 
small part of Rebag for most of its life, 
until development on Clair began to 
ramp up in the last 18 months. Gorra 
drilled down on hiring, using the $25 
million raised in a recent funding round 
to build the tech team up to 25 people 
out of the total 120-person workforce. 
But Gorra said finding people with the 
right skills and the right experience to 
work on the tech side was not easy. x2
On Thursday, luxury handbag reseller 
Rebag announced a $25 million Series C 
funding round led by equity firm 
Novator, with support from General 
Catalyst and FJ Labs. All were already 
investors in the 5 year-old company, 
which has raised $52 million to date. 
Since its Series B round in July 2017, 
Rebag has tripled its revenue, according 
to the company.
Rebag (…) just announced a Series-C $25 
million funding round that brings its total 
funding to $52 million; it was led by private 
equity firm Novator and also includes existing 
investors General Catalyst and FJ Labs.
On Tuesday, leading European luxury 
resale site Vestiaire Collective 
announced that it had raised a 
whopping €58 million — about $62 
million at the current exchange rate 
— bringing its total funding to date to 
€116 million, and making it one of 
the most funded resale startups in 
existence. The round of funding was 
led by new investor Vitruvian 
Partners, who have expressed an 
increased focus on French companies 
according to a press release issued by 
Vestiaire.
I think a priority for me is to invest in 
technology in the business, that was the 
number one priority of this funding round. 
What I mean by that is that we can now 
use the money to ramp up our tech team 
and data team. That’s the primary use of 
capital for this round. [Max Bittner, VC 
CEO] x2
In June, Vestiaire Collective completed a €40 
million round of financing that it said would 
be used to grow its presence in its existing 
markets in Asia (in Hong Kong and 
Singapore) as well as explore new markets 
like China and Southeast Asia. X2
Rebag—the leading platform for buying and 
selling luxury handbags—managed to do the 
impossible. Despite the dismal economy, 
Rebag secured $15 million in a Series D 
funding round, making its total funding $68 
million since CEO and founder Charles Gorra 
created the company in 2014. Private equity 
firm Novator led the investment, which also 
includes existing investor General Catalyst. 
x2
[Rebag] just raised $25 million for its Series 
C round of funding and has ambitious 
expansion plans over the next three years.
So heading into 2016, what are your priorities 
in terms of growing the business at that point?
At that point, we’re doing our series A at the 
time, so I think we did this right there. We 
showed some of these early numbers, and then 
we did an $8 million round at this stage, so 
certainly people are a bit more focused on how 
big does it get and can you create a
whole scalable journey. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag]
The company rose 45% in its first day of trading 
after a spectacular 300 million dollar IPO in 
June 2019 but since then there have been 
bumps in the road including having to withdraw 
the company's outlook for the full year of 2020 
as a result of the coronavirus.
We close the last [fundraising] round 
January of 2019. Those 25 million round 
come from the firm Novator? as well as 
General Catalyst who's been with us for a 
while now. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The willingness of these online resellers to 
grow and professionalize their offers has 
not only attracted buyers and sellers into 
the space, but also drawn sizable venture 
capital and equity investments, such as the 
more than $280 million raised in 2018 by 
The RealReal—a company that went on to 
raise $300 million in an IPO in June 2019. 
(See the sidebar.) As such investments 
continue, they create barriers to entry, 
boosting market concentration and 
establishing a few clear winners as a 
result.
And, just last month, US luxury 
consignment e-tailer The RealReal 
announced a $40 million investment, 
followed a few days later by peer-to-
peer selling app Poshmark, which 
announced a $25 million round led by 
GGV Capital.
Julie Wainwright, chief executive of 
RealReal, says the immediate 
objective is to achieve profitability—a 
goal she wants to reach by the end of 
2015. To do that, she must keep the 
business expanding.
“We believe the round confirms investors’ 
confidence in our business model to weather 
challenging periods,” writes Fanny Moizant, 
co founder of Vestiaire Collective, adding 
that the round was started at the end of 
2019 and competed in April. X2
In mid-April, resale platform Vestiaire 
Collective closed a $64 million funding 
round from investors
“It’s very competitive out there,” he 
said. “We post the jobs, obviously — 
we use a place called Greenhouse, plus 
LinkedIn, and we have a careers page 
on our site — but frankly, a lot of it is 
outreach and networking. Technology is 
very network-based. We’re part of the 
portfolio of General Catalyst [a venture 
capital firm that has invested in 
Rebag], and they have partners, who 
focus on talent who help us either find 
specific people or just give us tips on 
how to recruit better.” x2
But physical retail isn't the only thing Rebag is 
investing that $25 million into: The other is 
technological tools to refine the ways in which 
it tackles pricing and evaluates handbags. X2
Rebag will use the funding for technology 
advancements like Clair by Rebag, the 
software tool that allows the company to 
appraise a handbag and generate an offer in 
an instant. Rebag will also continue to build 
on its Infinity Program, which allows 
consumers to purchase a handbag and trade 
it in for credit towards a new style in varying 
tiers. x2
Rebag’s Series C funding, of which the 
majority comes from a private equity firm, 
tops its Series B funding of $15 million 
about a year and a half ago. The increased 
funding also comes from the fact that its 
revenue has tripled since the Series B round, 
signaling an extensive amount of growth 
from the brand. “This is definitely a big step 
up,” said Gorra.
So we just did $25 million series C about a 
couple months ago. One of the main proceeds 
there is to scale our retail footprint. So we 
want to build a footprint of 30 stores in the 
next three, four years. So call it, you know, five 
to seven stores per year. Every luxury 
ecosystem, at least in the U.S., for now, 
deserves a Rebag. Like, pretty much that’s 
where we’re going. So obviously we’re taking 
our own list, but think about any luxury market 
in the U.S. and we should probably be there 
sooner or later. [Gorra, founder and CEO of 
Rebag] x2
Since 2009, a total of about half a 
billion dollars of venture money has 
been poured into re-commerce 
companies, much of this within the 
last year.
Having a strong young consumers base is 
good for long-term growth, which is in 
turn good for bringing in investors, Gorra 
[founder and CEO of Rebag]  said. x2
The money will also go toward hiring: Rebag 
plans to triple its 100-person team in the near 
term.
Even with a 40% drop in merchandising 
volume in early April, according to the 
company’s first quarter earnings, the 
company’s stock remained on a steady 
upswing and even saw a notable jump of 
more than 8% in an early May earnings 
call when The RealReal CEO Julie 
Wainwright revealed that sales had 
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Bittner said Vestiaire Collective has been approached 
by luxury players about potential partnerships since 
the pandemic broke out. “We’re still trying to figure 
out what the right way of cooperating is right now,” 
he said. x2
And yet, fashion is not virtual: renting 
and reselling products are costly and 
complicated. Don’t expect the big 
groups to engage in this activity 
anytime soon — they’ll wait a few 
more years, experts say — but it’s 
something they’re looking at.
“Ultimately, and sooner than you think, all 
the luxury brands and all the retailers and 
all the luxury platforms will be involved in 
the resale space in one format or 
another.” [Charles Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag]
The plan, said founder and chief executive 
Charles Gorra [Rebag]  , is to make luxury 
resale so mainstream that brands won’t 
have a choice but to engage with the grey 
market.
Companies like Kering are starting to hold 
more serious talks with resale sites, 
including The RealReal, to see how they 
can better work together.
“When something is so disruptive, when 
customers change how they shop, 
retailers and brands need to evolve their 
model,” Ruben [Yerdle CEO Andy Ruben] 
said. “A step like [Neiman Marcus’ 
investment] where a retailer 
acknowledges the change is a good step. 
But a bigger opportunity is to evolve the 
business model to actually keep the 
customer within the brand.” x2
“You’re going to see brands, retailers and 
department stores looking very actively in 
this space as they realise that resale is 
here to stay.” [Charles Gorra, Rebag CEO]
The resale platform's [Vestiaire 
Collective]  segue into physical retail will 
help boost brand awareness, while the 
department store will be dipping a toe 
into the fast-growing $25 billion luxury 
resale market.
Conversely, brands can offer resellers 
authentication guarantees — a component 
that’s at the heart of Chanel’s lawsuit against 
The RealReal, in which the luxury French 
house claims that only the brand itself can 
promise a Chanel bag’s authenticity. X3
For The RealReal and its rivals, 
partnerships with big brands could 
raise their profile and give them an 
edge. x2
Vestiaire Collective’s segue into physical 
retail is more of a marketing play than a 
revenue driver, according to Chief 
Executive Max Bittner. “Vestiaire is 
absolutely a tech-first company, so my 
goal is not to launch as many brick and 
mortar stores as I can,” he said. “I’m 
really focused on brand awareness, and 
in educating consumers in the physical 
environment.” x4
Vestiaire Collective’s choice to partner 
with Selfridges gives it access to brick 
and- mortar retail expertise, which lies 
outside of the core competency of the 
tech-focused company. The new outpost 
will also benefit from the high foot traffic 
Selfridges attracts in its prime location 
on London’s busy Oxford Street. x3
Luxury brands have been slow to 
engage directly with resale sites 
and shops, fearing they will 
cannibalise sales and make it 
easier for counterfeit goods to 
reach consumers.
The upper echelons of the fashion 
industry have been wary of the space, 
fearing that encouraging customers to 
shop used will hurt sales of new products 
and tarnish their brand.
Luxury labels have remained tepid toward 
resale, if not full-out aggressive, as Chanel 
has demonstrated through its lawsuit against 
The RealReal, in which the storied French 
house claimed that only they — and not any 
reseller — could guarantee the authenticity 
of a Chanel handbag. x2
That’s largely the case across the resale 
space, where high-end labels fear 
encouraging customers to shop used as it will 
hurt sales of new products and tarnish their 
brand.
Luxury brands have largely stayed away from 
resale due to concerns over damage to full-
price sales and brand dilution, but attitudes 
may be shifting.
Most retailers and brands still hold sites 
like The RealReal and Vestiaire Collective 
at arm’s length (case in point would be 
Chanel's lawsuit against the former late 
last year). The concern is that resale will 
dilute the aspirational branding of a luxury 
label.
Most luxury brands have long ignored the 
grey market, the global network of 
consignment stores, resellers and online 
marketplaces where consumers buy, sell 
and trade second-hand bags and clothes. 
Online handbag reseller Rebag is betting 
that’s about to change.
Luxury brands have long insisted that 
selling products second-hand weakens 
brand value and encourages 
counterfeiting.
Luxury labels have hitherto shunned 
the second-hand trade, fearing 
diluting their exclusivity and 
cannibalizing their sales.
LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton 
Se and other makers of luxury goods 
prefer not to acknowledge that there 
is a second-hand market for their 
merchandise.
And while it’s nearly impossible to place a 
number on the scale of the market, the rapid 
rise of fashion re-commerce businesses has 
forced luxury goods companies to work with 
the safe second market on authentication 
instead of dwelling on whether or not it 
cannibalises sales of new products.
Traditionally, luxury brands have turned 
their backs on the grey space of resellers, 
insisting that second-hand sales weaken 
brand value.
Then there’s the matter of counterfeiting, 
which luxury brands say the resale market 
encourages.
It will be “tough for individual brands to 
do this,” Cheris [Aaron Cheris, a partner 
at Bain & Company]  said. “You’d have to 
get someone to coordinate across 
multiple brands for it to really work.” x2
“Selling used merch is a totally different 
business than the one luxury brands are in 
now,” Danziger [Pam Danziger, founder 
of luxury research firm Unity Marketing] 
noted. “To make it happen, I suspect a 
company would have to acquire one of 
the used luxury marketplaces like The 
RealReal to gain that expertise.” x4
To rid itself of the £28.6 million 
($37.2 million) of product that 
would have previously been 
destroyed, [Burberry's]  Chief 
Executive Marco Gobbetti has 
implemented a “zero-waste 
mindset” across the business, 
from staging carbon-neutral 
fashion shows to partnering 
with secondhand luxury 
marketplace The RealReal to 
encourage extending the use of 
clothing. Customers who 
consign their old Burberry 
clothing and trenchcoats are 
offered a personal shopping 
experience in US stores. x2
On Monday, the British brand [Burberry] 
announced a pilot programme offering 
people who sell Burberry pieces on The 
RealReal an exclusive personal shopping 
experience at select US stores. x2
Resellers like The RealReal, Rebag and 
Vestiaire Collective have been competing 
with one another for partnerships with 
brands, hoping to be the platform that 
sells vintage on behalf of labels and woo 
them with proprietary data on consumer 
behaviour. x2
Rebag is developing its own version of a 
white-label platform for brands to take in 
used product for store credit. Instead of 
listing the worn item on the brand’s website 
as Yerdle does, Rebag would give shoppers 
cash upfront and resell the product on its 
own platform. Under this setup, brands won’t 
have to pay to buy the worn products — 
Rebag will. “We think Rebag can power that 
resale operation on the supply side for 
brands,” CEO Charles Gorra said. “Rebag will 
assist the shopper through selling that 
product on the spot, and the customer gets 
store credit.” “If anything we should be paid 
[by the brand] because we are de facto 
reducing the price tag of new items by being 
able to finance part of that through the 
resale process,” Gorra explained. “If you 
make this process widely and conveniently 
available, we can guarantee that conversion 
will increase at first hand stores.” x2
The RealReal, Vestiaire Collective and 
Rebag — the biggest players in luxury 
resale — are all exploring their own ways 
to partner with retailers and brands in the 
primary market.
They [luxury brands]  could launch their 
own resale sites or work directly with 
existing resale platforms to try and gain 
greater control over supply, price and 
presentation (not to mention expert 
authentication). x3
We will also see partnerships 
between resale sites and 
individual brands, as The RealReal 
did with Stella McCartney.
“I think practically the only way this 
would work is to take back older 
merchandise as an exchange for 
something new, giving credit for used 
goods, then selling them along… Such a 
strategy certainly fits the mindset of the 
millennials.” [Pam Danziger, founder of 
luxury research firm Unity Marketing]
Brands are slowly getting hip to the second-
hand market. Generally, this is a good thing 
for resellers. (The RealReal inked a deal with 
Stella McCartney and is in talks to work 
more openly with luxury conglomerate 
Kering x2
The seven-year-old US company is 
also in talks with high-end brands 
like Louis Vuitton parent LVMH and 
Gucci owner Kering over potential 
partnerships, Julie Wainwright said.
Vestiaire Collective hopes that its social 
commerce platform will be a big draw for 
brands, which could engage with Vestiaire 
users through its mobile app. Under a 
potential partnership, a brand could create 
content and share its story with Vestiaire 
users the same way they interact with social 
media posts.
Tighten control. If a luxury brand takes 
more responsibility for its secondary 
market — either through direct sales or a 
partnership with certified resellers — it 
also has the opportunity to more closely 
regulate it, potentially resulting in fewer 
counterfeits, higher prices and better 
brand protection. x3
While there are few indications so 
far that they are planning in-house 
ventures, brands including LVMH 
and Kering are now talking to 
vintage sites as they try to figure out 
how they might extract some value 
from the burgeoning sector, The 
RealReal and executives from other 
resellers said. x2
Chief Executive Max Bittner calls this the 
“gamification” of luxury resale shopping — 
something that enables Vestiaire to compete 
with Instagram for customer engagement 
and in turn, offer the same levels of 
engagement to potential brand partners. x2
For The RealReal and its rivals, 
partnerships with big brands could 
raise their profile and give them an 
edge. x2
According to Gorra [Rebag CEO] , a 
partnership with a luxury brand could mean 
that Rebag makes regular referrals to that 
brand after a customer has purchased its 
products via the resale platform. For 
instance, if a customer has purchased 
multiple Louis Vuitton handbags from 
Rebag.com, the company could reach out to 
her through email or the Rebag app to alert 
her of events and promotions at her local 
Louis Vuitton store. “[For] customers who 
bought a product from us in a certain region, 
we could do a pop-up event where our brand 
representatives would be present,” he said. 
“We could even do a pop-up event together 
at our locations or theirs.”
Resale platforms are betting most 
luxury firms will prefer to opt for 
strategic alliances rather than to go 
it alone, in part because the logistics 
of second-hand sales can be 
daunting. X3
Vestiaire Collective is setting up shop in 
London. The Paris-based luxury resale site 
is opening its first permanent brick-and 
mortar retail space in a new tie-up with 
British heritage department store 
Selfridges. x3
While more and more are 
partnering with retailers and 
seeing rapid growth, challenges of 
scaling and long-term costs 
remain. x3
The 40-square-meter space, housed 
within the store’s third-floor designer 
studio, opens on October 30 with 200 
items on sale, including 10 rare vintage 
pieces from the likes of Versace, Paco 
Rabanne and Maison Margiela, which 
Vestiaire Collective has sourced 
especially for its new location. A special 
online edit will also be available to buy 
on Selfridges’ website. x3
Vestiaire and Selfridges will work 
together to curate the assortment so that 
it will complement the department 
store’s seasonal fashion buys, Manes 
said. Vestiaire Collective products will be 
labelled as “pre-loved” to differentiate it 
from Selfridges’ up-to-date luxury 
inventory. Shoppers will also be able to 
sell through a dedicated re-sale point in 
the store that will act as the physical 
incarnation of Vestiaire’s Concierge 
Service. x3
Vestiaire Collective’s choice to partner 
with Selfridges gives it access to brick 
and- mortar retail expertise, which lies 
outside of the core competency of the 
tech-focused company. The new outpost 
will also benefit from the high foot traffic 
Selfridges attracts in its prime location 
on London’s busy Oxford Street. x3
Vestiaire Collective, which celebrates its 
10th anniversary this year, has already 
dipped into physical retail, experimenting 
with two fortnight-long pop-ups at 
Selfridges last autumn, and a recent six-
week pop-up at Parisian department 
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The RealReal has partnered with 
Stella McCartney to offer users 
who consign the brand a $100 
store credit.
And unlike many of its competitors, it 
has made headway with designer 
brands, forging partnerships with 
Stella McCartney and more recently, 
Burberry. x2
Stella McCartney has had a partnership 
with The RealReal since 2017, but it’s 
taken until now for others to start to 
follow suit.
Stella McCartney became the first major 
brand to promote resale by incentivising 
store credit in 2017. Working with The 
RealReal, the designer encouraged 
shoppers to sell their worn Stella 
McCartney garments on the platform and 
receive $100 in store credit to shop in 
Stella McCartney stores or online.
In 2017, Stella McCartney became the first 
major brand to promote resale by 
incentivising store credit. Working with The 
RealReal, the designer encouraged shoppers 
to sell their worn Stella McCartney garments 
on the platform and receive $100 in store 
credit to shop in Stella McCartney stores or 
online.
Earlier this year, Stella McCartney 
announced that any of her customers who 
consign with The RealReal would receive 
$100 in store credit at Stella retail stores 
or online, one of the first luxury labels to 
directly partner with a resale site.
In October 2017, The RealReal, a leading 
purveyor of second hand luxury goods in 
the US, established a long-term 
partnership with Stella McCartney. 
(Customers who consign McCartney’s 
product with the site receive a $100 gift 
card redeemable at any of the designer’s 
directly owned stores.)
Brands are slowly getting hip to the second-
hand market. Generally, this is a good thing 
for resellers. (The RealReal inked a deal with 
Stella McCartney and is in talks to work 
more openly with luxury conglomerate 
Kering x2
The RealReal's existing partnership 
with British label Stella McCartney 
could also serve as a model. The 
brand actively encourages shoppers 
to recycle its clothes by offering 
$100 vouchers, half paid for by The 
RealReal, to spend on new products 
in stores for every old Stella 
McCartney item they sell on the site.
It riffs on the model Stella McCartney has 
had in place for several years, offering 
consignors a $100 voucher for the brand 
when they resell one of its items on The 
RealReal. In the first year of that 
relationship, consignors of Stella 
McCartney items increased by 65 percent, 
The RealReal said.
Stella McCartney pitches resale as 
another element of its sustainable 
mission. x2
We’re proud to collaborate with brands committed to 
sustainable fashion and the circular economy. By 
embracing consignment, together we are extending the 
life cycle of luxury items. Consign any Burberry item and 
receive a personal styling appointment 
and British High Tea at a Burberry store. x2
To rid itself of the £28.6 million 
($37.2 million) of product that 
would have previously been 
destroyed, [Burberry’s]  Chief 
Executive Marco Gobbetti has 
implemented a “zero-waste 
mindset” across the business, 
from staging carbon-neutral 
fashion shows to partnering 
with secondhand luxury 
marketplace The RealReal to 
encourage extending the use of 
clothing. Customers who 
consign their old Burberry 
clothing and trenchcoats are 
offered a personal shopping 
experience in US stores. x2
However, a few have begun to 
work with the secondhand market, 
including Burberry, which launched 
a partnership with The RealReal in 
October.
When Burberry announced a 
partnership with The RealReal in 
November, both the luxury brand 
and the resale site touted the 
initiative as an important step 
toward making the fashion 
industry more sustainable.x2
And unlike many of its competitors, it 
has made headway with designer 
brands, forging partnerships with 
Stella McCartney and more recently, 
Burberry. x2
On Monday, the British brand [Burberry] 
announced a pilot programme offering 
people who sell Burberry pieces on The 
RealReal an exclusive personal shopping 
experience at select US stores. x2
Resell. Reuse. #ReBurberry
Burberry’s heritage craftsmanship means luxury goods 
that are meant to last.  The RealReal’s inherently 
sustainable model is designed to extend the life  of luxury 
items. Now we’re joining forces to support the circular 
economy and build a more sustainable future for fashion. 
x2
Burberry said the partnership will 
drive more circularity and 
encourage consumers to consider 
environmentally friendly options 
when refreshing their wardrobes. 
x2
But the brand’s [Buberry’s]  offer 
of tea and a personal shopping 
experience for anyone selling their 
items on The RealReal has a 
financial motive as well: to entice 
resellers to spend their profits 
buying new clothes, shoes and 








We'll be celebrating this new service 
with the launch of our Circularity Collabs 
initiative, a series of innovative brand 
partnerships: the first instalment brings 
together a selection of France's leading 
contemporary brands including SANDRO, 
ba&sh, maje, Claudie Pierlot , Amélie 
Pichard and MaisonCleo.
Vestiaire has launched a series of 
circularity collabs, partnering with 
brands including Sandro, Claudie 
Pierlot and Joseph to offer perks 
ranging from a €10 voucher to a 
10 percent discount.
Vestiaire Collective has teamed up with the famous 
Oxford Street shop – Selfridges, in London! We are 
thrilled to invite you to come and discover our space 
there – the perfect place for you to try on some of 
our most stunning second-hand items. We’ll also 
answer any questions you might have. We wanted 
you to be able to experience trying on and 
discovering special, high quality items. The selection 
in store has been specially curated for that purpose. 
Each of the pieces sold in our store has already been 
authenticated by our experts. The selection is 
switched up each week, so there is always 
something new for you to discover. Our team will 
also happily help you create your account, if you 
don’t already have one. x2
Vestiaire Collective is setting up shop in 
London. The Paris-based luxury resale site 
is opening its first permanent brick-and 
mortar retail space in a new tie-up with 
British heritage department store 
Selfridges. x3
The 40-square-meter space, housed 
within the store’s third-floor designer 
studio, opens on October 30 with 200 
items on sale, including 10 rare vintage 
pieces from the likes of Versace, Paco 
Rabanne and Maison Margiela, which 
Vestiaire Collective has sourced 
especially for its new location. A special 
online edit will also be available to buy 
on Selfridges’ website. x3
Vestiaire Collective’s segue into physical 
retail is more of a marketing play than a 
revenue driver, according to Chief 
Executive Max Bittner. “Vestiaire is 
absolutely a tech-first company, so my 
goal is not to launch as many brick and 
mortar stores as I can,” he said. “I’m 
really focused on brand awareness, and 
in educating consumers in the physical 
environment.” x4
Vestiaire and Selfridges will work 
together to curate the assortment so that 
it will complement the department 
store’s seasonal fashion buys, Manes 
said. Vestiaire Collective products will be 
labelled as “pre-loved” to differentiate it 
from Selfridges’ up-to-date luxury 
inventory. Shoppers will also be able to 
sell through a dedicated re-sale point in 
the store that will act as the physical 
incarnation of Vestiaire’s Concierge 
Service. x3
Vestiaire Collective’s choice to partner 
with Selfridges gives it access to brick 
and- mortar retail expertise, which lies 
outside of the core competency of the 
tech-focused company. The new outpost 
will also benefit from the high foot traffic 
Selfridges attracts in its prime location 
on London’s busy Oxford Street. x3
Vestiaire Collective, which celebrates its 
10th anniversary this year, has already 
dipped into physical retail, experimenting 
with two fortnight-long pop-ups at 
Selfridges last autumn, and a recent six-
week pop-up at Parisian department 






Vestiaire Collective x 
Le Bom Marché
We're happy to announce that we are 
collaborating with Le Bon Marché Rive 
Gauche Paris for the new "So Punk" 
exhibition! From August 31st to October 
16th come and see our unique selection 
of punk chic treasures at our in-store pop 
up. X2
Vestiaire Collective, which celebrates its 
10th anniversary this year, has already 
dipped into physical retail, experimenting 
with two fortnight-long pop-ups at 
Selfridges last autumn, and a recent six-
week pop-up at Parisian department 






Vestiaire Collective x 
Pomellato
In the lead up to Valentine's Day - and to 
celebrate the love of all things second-
hand - Vestiaire Collective teams up with 
the Italian jewellery house Pomellato. 
Based on our founding pillar of 
circularity, this collaboration is a true 
love story, designed to help our 
community find a piece of jewellery 
which makes their heart beat a little bit 
faster.  Enjoy a 10% off voucher to spend 
at Pomellato when you sell your preloved 
pieces on our platform
Pick your method — three easy ways to consign, virtually
· Book a free virtual consignment appointment to video 
chat with a Luxury Manager.
· Book a free virtual expert consultation to video chat 
about pricing watches, jewelry & more.
· Ship your items directly to us with free UPS pickup. x2
2. Sell it
When your item is sold, ship it to us for free. Our 
experts will check for quality and authenticity before 
sending it to the buyer. x2
We'll send you a prepaid shipping label so you can 
mail us your handbag, or you can drop it off at a 
store near you. In Manhattan? Arrange a free pickup.
It [The RealReal]  offers free shipping or free 
at-home pickup if a seller has enough 
merchandise. x2
All The RealReal shipments (excluding Home & Art 
shipments) are shipped via UPS. You can manage your 
UPS shipments (including rerouting packages, 
rescheduling deliveries and authorized shipment releases) 
by joining UPS My Choice.
Shipping : you have a maximum of 7 days to hand 
over your item to the carrier.
We provide four free options for sending your bags 
to Rebag after accepting your online quote:
•Courier pick-up in Manhattan
•Prepaid shipping label
•Prepaid shipping box and label
•Drop off at a Rebag store x2
You will immediately be notified about the sale of 
your item, both by email and through an in-app 
notification.
Step 4:  Product wrapped and shipped to buyer.  If all 
is okay, the item is wrapped in silk paper, packaged 
and shipped immediately to the buyer, if not, the 
item is returned to the seller; the order is cancelled; 
and the purchase is refunded in full.
Standard shipping will take approximately 5-8 
business days to arrive once shipped.
Vestiaire, which takes a higher commission 
— 18 to 34 percent — is also peer-to-peer, 
but there is a vetting process in between: 
the seller sends the product to Vestiaire, 
which authenticates it and checks it for 
quality before sending it along to the buyer. 
x4
Like eBay, orders on Heroine.com are 
fulfilled by sellers, where purchases 
from The RealReal are fulfilled and 
authenticated by the e-commerce 
site in branded packaging. x4
But it [Vestiaire Collective]  also requires 
sellers to ship sold items to its own facilities, 
where items are authenticated and quality-
assured before being delivered to buyers. x2
Authentication : your item is checked and 
authenticated by our experts within 2 to 3 days, then 
packaged and shipped to your buyer within 24 hours. 
x2
International shipping will take approximately 6-9 
business days to arrive once shipped. We ship 
internationally with UPS, or we will exceptionally 
ship with DHL or USPS depending on location.
Express Delivery is our fastest delivery service: your 
item is sent from our warehouse to your home in as 
little as 48 hours.
This service is available for any item currently in one 
of our 3 warehouses around the world (Europe, Asia, 
America).
The service has 2 benefits:
•It’s fast: all our items are ready to go. If you order 
an item that isn’t too far from you, you’ll receive it 
in as little as 48 hours. The estimated delivery time 
is indicated on the item page, and then again in your 
basket.
•It’s trustworthy: each piece has been 
photographed, checked and authenticated by our 
team of experts who make sure it 100% fits the 
seller's description before it is sent.
Affirm is a financing alternative to credit cards and other 
credit payment products. Affirm offers instant financing 
for purchases online. With Affirm, you can buy and receive 
your purchase now, and pay for it in fixed monthly 
installments over the course of three, six, or twelve 
months. 
Pay in interest free instalments with Splitit using 
your Mastercard and Visa credit cards (no debit 
cards). Available on all UK orders made in GBP.
Simply select Splitit at checkout and enter your card 
details
No credit checks required but the total amount is 
held in reserve on your card to ensure payment
Your first payment is taken immediately. The rest 
will be paid automatically in monthly instalments
Rebag has teamed up with Affirm to offer easy 
financing – without a catch. There are no gimmicks 
like deferred interest or hidden fees, so the total you 
see at checkout is always what you actually pay. 
Provide some basic information and get instant 
approval to split your purchase (up to $17,500) into 3 
to 36 monthly payments with rates from 0-30% APR.
Luxury consignment site Vestiaire Collective's 
flexible payment services focus on interest-free 
instalment options, partnering with companies 
Split It and Afford It Now in the UK, and similar 
providers in other markets. The company first 
introduced flexible payment options to the French 
market in 2016. "Credit card usage is not as 
prolific [in Europe] as it is in the UK and the US," 
says Ceanne Fernandes-Wong, chief marketing 
officer and vice president, EMEA. She says that its 
success prompted Vestiaire to introduce the 
initiatives across other key markets. "We see 
customers shopping higher price points than they 
would without it, a positive impact to revenue 
and AOV." According to Fernandes-Wong, nearly 
90 percent of Vestiaire Collective shoppers who 
choose financing solutions say that it triggered 
their purchase.
Splitit offers you a flexible way of paying for items 
in instalments, completely interest-free, by 
reserving the available line of credit on your credit 
card. Then, each month, according to your payment 
plan, Splitit collects the instalment amount and 
reissues the authorisation request for the remaining 
balance. 
She [Ceanne Fernandes-Wong, chief marketing 
officer and vice president, EMEA] notes, 
however, that it's not just young, aspirational 
customers who she sees adopting Vestiaire 
Collective's flexible payment offerings. "In the 
UK, we see usage skewing slightly more toward 
Millennial customers, but in markets where credit 
cards aren't as prevalent, it's a cross section. I've 
had customers using it to buy €5,000 handbags."
Klarna is a payment solution that allows you to pay 
for your order in one or several instalments. Gain 
more flexibility! 
> Klarna Invoice allows you to make payments up to 
14 days from the date of conformity for your item.
> Klarna Part offers you two payment options:
- Fixed, with 3, 6, 12 or 24 monthly payments. 
- Flexible offers you the possibility to stagger your 
payment up to a maximum of 24 times.
KEY 
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BOF_Resale Sites Prepare for Battle VB_Rebag expands its rentalresale hybrid 
model for handbags
VB_The leader behind Nordstrom’s leap into 
resale
VB_The future of fashion tech in 
2020
VB_How fashion brands are
experimenting with resale
VB_The RealReal’s 55% sales spike shows 
promise, challenges of resale
VB_Selfridges becomes latest luxury 
player to endorse resale
VB_Farfetch launches clothing donation 
programme
VB_Burberry’s partnership with The 
RealReal signifies a real shift
VB_Who are luxury resellers stealing 
market share from?
VB_Is the fashion-tech bubble going to 
burst?
VB_Rebag opens seventh store after raising 
$25 million
VB_Charting The RealReal’s path to 
profitability
G_Why resale companies continue to 
attract investors
G_The resale companies set to edge 
out the competition in 2020
G_Resale platform Vestiaire Collective 
lowered its own commission to drive up 
sales
G_How luxury resale company Rebag 
plans to differentiate with new funding 
round
G_‘We’re changing the behavior of how 
people shop’: A Slack Chat with The 
RealReal’s Rati Levesque
Fashionista_2018 Was the Year Resale Went 
Mainstream
FU_Vestiaire Collective partners with 
Zalora in Asia
FU_Allison Sommer, from The RealReal, 
on the company's partnerships and the 
boom of resale
FU_Fashion resale, a booming market: 
interview with Max Bittner, CEO of 
Vestiaire Collective
Luxury Society_Vestiaire Collective 
President Fanny Moizant: "Building Trust Is 
The Key To Our Success"
Forbes_Rebag Secures $15 Million In Series 
D Funding Despite The Dwindling Economy
Forbes_Vestiaire Collective Celebrates A 
Decade In Luxury Resale
Forbes_The Retailer Tapping The Billion-
Dollar Gen Z Resale (And Sustainability)
Opportunity
Loose Threads_Baggage (Re)claim — with 
Charles Gorra of Rebag
The Glossy Podcast_Rebag founder Charles 
Gorra: "We compete against idleness"
CNBC_Moving from Lazada to Vestiaire 
Collective, Max Bittner wants to disrupt 
luxury resale
CNCB_CNBC Transcript: Maximilian 
Bittner, CEO, Vestiaire Collective
BCG x Vestiaire Collective_Why luxury 
brands should celebrate the preowned 
boomStill, most brands don’t benefit financially 
from the secondary market sales of their 
products. Gorra anticipates that eventually, 
all brands will be involved in the resale 
market.
In 2019, Burberry, Harvey Nichols, 
Selfridges, Farfetch and Ba&sh saw 
business opportunities in customers’ 
growing interest in consigning
“There are many ways to participate, 
and each brand is going to find a way 
that fits its DNA.” [ Abtan, BCG 
managing diretor and partner]
How do you navigate relationships with 
luxury brands who aren’t happy that you’re 
selling their bags for lower prices? We have 
no real relationship with them at the 
moment. I believe that resale is beneficial 
to the luxury ecosystem and that the brands 
will come to see that. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
He [Gorra] said he’s seen increased 
interest in partnerships from brands, 
retailers and luxury groups, especially in 
the last six to nine months.
“They’re becoming fans of your brand, 
maybe at a different age or stage than they 
would have normally,” she added. “With the 
likes of Stella McCartney’s sustainable 
partnership with The RealReal and the 
launch of a handbag resale service at 
Farfetch, we expect to see more luxury 
brands tapping into the resale market as 
they see that the relationship could be 
mutually beneficial rather than being in 
direct competition.” [Fanny Moizant, co-
founder]
The more the more you see stores and 
brands partnering with resale, the more is 
going to become a legitimate [Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
And the third one is really around the 
ecosystem that which we’re in: we really 
want to work much closer with the luxury 
brands. We want to get a much better 
understanding of what happens after the 
primary sale of a product -- how can we 
create the circularity? How can we work 
with brands and retailers to encourage 
that ongoing flow and circularity? [Max 
Bittner, CEO of Vestiaire Collective]
Luxury players might understandably 
regard a growing preowned market as a 
threat. However, the secondhand market 
has much to offer the luxury industry, 
including serving as a recruiting 
mechanism into the luxury world, 
encouraging primary-market buyers to 
purchase additional premiumitems in light 
of their lower TCO, and boosting 
sustainability.
“Resale is part of the lifecycle of the 
customer journey, and there are a lot of 
synergies in integrating it directly at the 
source,” Gorra says.
"Brands adds more authenticity to resale and 
are trusted by consumers [while resale] gives 
the luxury brands another revenue stream," 








The most common concern among brands is 
that resale would cannibalise typical 
business, with customers skipping out on full-
price products and instead opting for resale.
But brands have largely been left to see their 
goods swapped in the aftermarket without any 
financial incentive to participate directly. 
Several labels also stay away over concerns 
regarding brand positioning and the challenges 
of running reverse logistics.
Luxury brands have largely refrained 
from taking part in secondhand sales, 
partly out of concern that it would 
cannibalise primary sales and risk entry 
from counterfeit goods. But the contrary 
is true, says BCG managing director and 
partner Olivier Abtan.
Yet with a few notable exceptions, 
designer brands have generally left the 
resale market alone. “The fear is that it is 
taking market share away,” says Olivier 
Abtan, global head of luxury at the Boston 
Consulting Group.
I have seen a massive shift in the perspective 
of the brands. You know, five years, when we 
started the company, all of the brands were 
yes, somehow skeptical of the resale space. 
Now you fast forward five years, everyone I 
think understands that this is here to stay. 







But running a resale business requires 
different capabilities than traditional 
commerce. Inventory management can pose 
particular problems since brands often aren’t 
redirecting new pieces from warehouses.
For example, he [Gorra] says, Rebag could 
help brands develop their own “Infinity-
minded” buy-back programmes as a form of 
retention marketing.
The RealReal has received a boost as more 
designer brands consider resale as a 
component of their sustainability strategies. 
In October, the San Francisco based company 
announced a partnership with Burberry that 
encourages customers to consign their goods 
on the platform in exchange for high-touch 
customer service. x2
Recommerce is catching on in luxury. This week, 
Burberry announced a partnership with luxury 
resale platform The RealReal that incentivises 
customers to resell unwanted Burberry items in 
exchange for an in-store styling session, while 
Stella McCartney and Eileen Fisher offer credit.
Stella McCartney became the first luxury 
brand to partner with The RealReal in 2017 
by offering a $100 credit to shop the brand 
when customers consign with The 
RealReal. In the first year, the number of 
consignors selling Stella McCartney items 
increased by 65 per cent. Since the 
partnership began, there has been an 
“exponential increase” in inbound interest 
from other brands, Sommer [The 
RealReal’s director of strategic initiatives] 
says. x3
Partnering with luxury brands would be the 
holy grail to unlocking The RealReal’s 
potential. “If Chanel and Rolex are smart, 
they would be authorised resellers,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says, pointing 
to the luxury car market as a successful 
example. 
Clara Chappaz, chief growth officer at 
Vestiaire Collective, said the company has 
also seen increased interest from brands 
wanting to partner. “Brands are more 
engaged in conversations with us and 
interested in exploring creative ways to 
work with resale platforms, as they see 
consumers increasingly concerned with 
sustainability issues in the industry,” 
Chappaz said. x2
you’re a luxury brand, or you’re a retail— and it 
could be digitally, it could also be offline. But 
what if you can actually go into a luxury store 
or a department store. (…) We can have a 
Rebag bar where you bring a bag, you bring 
merchandise and we are the same thing that 
we already do, and we mastered the skill. (…) 
First of all it gives a reason for the customer to 
go to the store which, frankly, today they’re 
very much looking forward to. And then [those] 
customers, we’re giving them real dollar on the 
spot. So this is where I think all the synergies 
are. And you’re gonna see a whole lot more of 
that happen in the next few years. [Gorra, 
founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
The question for us is more how do you 
build a behavior that people are not 
looking for. A few things we're doing now 
building awareness is also cross 
partnerships so we were having right now 
an event or series of event with the firm 
call Aurate - jewelry direct to consumer 
brand. They also have a store here in Soho 
and so were having them in our stores 
right now in Soho and then they are 
moving to Miami, they're moving to LA, 
we're doing sort of a 360 partnership with 
them. These are the type of brand 
associations that are win-win that were 
experimenting with. [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
Burberry and Stella McCartney are among 
the first fashion brands to incentivise 
customers to consign with The RealReal by 
offering credit, increasing the likelihood of 








The RealReal could also broaden its 
suppliers. Kodali [Forrester principal 
analyst] suggests working with a network 
of authenticators or consignment shops, 
licensing its technology to other parties or 
partnering with department stores x3
you’re a luxury brand, or you’re a retail— and it 
could be digitally, it could also be offline. But 
what if you can actually go into a luxury store 
or a department store. (…) We can have a 
Rebag bar where you bring a bag, you bring 
merchandise and we are the same thing that 
we already do, and we mastered the skill. (…) 
First of all it gives a reason for the customer to 
go to the store which, frankly, today they’re 
very much looking forward to. And then [those] 
customers, we’re giving them real dollar on the 
spot. So this is where I think all the synergies 
are. And you’re gonna see a whole lot more of 
that happen in the next few years. [Gorra, 






The RealReal x 
McCartney
Stella McCartney became the first luxury 
brand to partner with The RealReal in 2017 
by offering a $100 credit to shop the brand 
when customers consign with The 
RealReal. In the first year, the number of 
consignors selling Stella McCartney items 
increased by 65 per cent. Since the 
partnership began, there has been an 
“exponential increase” in inbound interest 
from other brands, Sommer [The 
RealReal’s director of strategic initiatives] 
says. x3
Stella McCartney is one of the few brands 
to publicly partner with The RealReal. 
Those who consign Stella McCartney 
product receive a $100 credit to shop new 
goods from the label, which makes 
customers more likely to sell their used 
goods on The RealReal over other resale 
platforms, and incentivises existing 
customers to make another full price 
purchase at a Stella McCartney store.
Brands befriending resellers isn’t new. 
In October 2017, The RealReal 
announced a partnership with luxury 
designer Stella McCartney that is still in 
effect. With the agreement, The 
RealReal consignment posts are located 
within all Stella McCartney stores.
Brands are coming around. We’ve just 
extended our partnership with Stella 
McCartney, for example. If you buy a 
Stella item and consign it with us, you’re 
likely to take the money you earn and go 
back to the primary market to purchase. 
And other brands are starting to see the 
value of consignment for their brands. 
[Rati Levesque, chief merchant at The 
RealReal]
That's thanks in part to sustainability pioneer 
Stella McCartney: Late in 2017, in one of her 
many efforts to keep clothing out of landfills, 
she became the first big proponent of reselling 
in the luxury space by partnering with The 
RealReal to encourage her customers to resell 
her designs when they're done wearing them, 
giving them $100 in credit at her stores in 
return. In 2018, their partnership really took 
shape, and paid off. The RealReal consignors of 
Stella McCartney items increased by 65 percent 
this year, while the number of Stella McCartney 
items consigned increased by 74 percent. The 
two brands recently announced that the 
partnership will extend through 2019.
Brand partnerships are part of the secret 
of The RealReal’s success, the most well-
known of which being Stella McCartney. 
Since 2017, people who consign a Stella 
McCartney item at The RealReal receive 
100 US dollars in store credit to shop at 
all Stella McCartney stores worldwide. 
The idea is to extend the life cycle of 
products, keeping them out of landfills. 
“The partnership with The RealReal 
created an easy and impactful solution 
for our customers to participate in a 
circular economy”, said McCartney in a 
statement upon announcing the renewal 
of the partnership in January. There were 
certainly enough reasons to keep the 
collaboration going. According to the 
RealReal, the first year of the partnership 
saw consignments of Stella McCartney 
items increase by 74 percent.
The RealReal has received a boost as more 
designer brands consider resale as a 
component of their sustainability strategies. 
In October, the San Francisco based company 
announced a partnership with Burberry that 
encourages customers to consign their goods 
on the platform in exchange for high-touch 
customer service. x2
Luxury players have begun testing how 
they might benefit. Earlier this month, 
Farfetch partnered with clothing 
donation service Thrift+ and Burberry 
with resale platform The RealReal on 
programmes that incentivise customers 
to give up old pieces in exchange for 
credit, or to receive styling sessions, so 
that they can buy new products. x2
On Monday, Burberry begins a pilot 
programme that encourages customers to 
consign Burberry goods on US luxury resale 
platform The RealReal. 
Now, the company is adding another 
heavyweight to its list of partners: 
Burberry. The British label, which came 
under fire in 2018 for burning unsold 
stock as a means to maintain the brand’s 
image of exclusivity, has announced 
earlier this month that all customers who 
consign Burberry products at The 
RealReal will be offered an “exclusive” 
experience in select Burberry stores 
across the US, including British High Tea, 
champagne and a personal selection of 
new Burberry products picked by one of 
Burberry’s stylists.
Customers whose Burberry item is 
accepted for consignment on The RealReal 
are being offered a “personal shopping 
experience”, complete with high tea, in 18 
US Burberry stores.
“Burberry is huge — the number of stores, 
their footprint, the brand recognition,” says 
Allison Sommer, The RealReal’s director of 
strategic initiatives. “For them to seek a 
partnership with us is not only an 
endorsement of resale but an indicator to 
other brands that this is something that is 
part of the fashion ecosystem.”
Teaming up with Burberry makes total 
sense for The RealReal, as the demand 
for Burberry items is on the rise on the 
platform, up 64 percent year over year. 
Millennials and Generation Z are driving 
this growth, attracted by Riccardo Tisci’s 
flirtation with streetwear, but older 
generations continue to invest in the 
label’s signature trench coat, whose 
resale value is about 1.5 times higher 
than other trench coats.
Burberry vice president of corporate 
responsibility Pam Batty says that this 
partnership is part of a five-year strategy 
that includes finding new uses for waste 
and becoming carbon neutral. She says the 
brand is looking at ways to disrupt the 
linear production model in a push towards 
circularity. It also presents an opportunity 
to “discuss with customers alternative 
ways to pass on products or refresh their 
wardrobes”, she says. x2
Simultaneously, Vestiaire Collective also 
launched Circularity Collabs, which lets 
customers receive store credit from 
French fashion brands including Sandro 
and BaSh when they sell clothes from 
those brands on Vestiaire Collective.
The service means our partners can 
encourage sustainable behaviour and by 
having brands participate in this overall 
direct shipping evolution of our business 
model we provide circularty with them. 
Because then they can encourage their 
consumer base to sell their own goods to 
make these goods participate in the 
circular movement, and at the same time 
we are encouraging people to reinvest 
their money into their own brands, so the 
brands create loyalty, we create and 
ecosystem with our sellers to buyers and 
buyers to sellers, and together we help to 
make the industry more sustainable. At 
the moment we have six brands who are 
participating in the partnership - Sandro, 
Maje, Claudie Pierlot, Ba&sh, Amélie 
Pichard and MaisonCléo.[Max Bittner, VC 
CEO] x2
While the platform has always existed in the 
online area, Vestiaire Collective is 
experimenting with physical retail space as 
part of its omnichannel offering, launching a 
global series of retailer partnerships. Earlier 
this year, it partnered with multibrand 
retailer JOYCE in Hong Kong to feature an in-
store pop-up where customers could drop 
off their pre-owned items to be sold on 
Vestiaire Collective in exchange for store 
credits. The company followed this with a 
sustainable fashion pop-up in Milan in 
collaboration with Eco-Age and Camera 
Nazionale della Moda, an in-store exhibition, 
currently on show at Parisian department 
store Le Bon Marchè until October 31, and a 
year-long partnership with British luxury 
department store Selfridges commencing on 
October 30. x2
“The series of partnerships fully conveys the 
digital world of Vestiaire Collective within a 
physical environment and we will continue 
to explore new opportunities with retailers,” 
Moizant said. [Fanny Moizant, co-founder] 
x2
Starting 30 October, customers visiting 
the high-end department store in London 
will be able to buy rare vintage pieces 
and sell pre-owned luxury goods through 
resale platform Vestiaire Collective. That 
Vestiaire would open its first permanent 
location in a 111-year old department 
store demonstrates how much the 
resale market has changed since the 
French e-tailer was founded 10 years 
ago. x2
“A great example is in the U.K. with 
the partnership between Selfridges 
with Vestiaire Collective. The 
Parisian resale site opened its first 
permanent shop in Selfridges, giving 
their business greater exposure and 
a physical presence.” [Edited retail 
analyst Kayla
Marci]
We’ve been planning many partnerships 
with forward-thinking brands, including the 
recent opening of our first permanent 
boutique in Selfridges London which also 
celebrated our 10th birthday anniversary. 
Selfridges are true innovators in the retail 
landscape so the synergy between both 
brands really meant that they were the ideal 
partner for our first permanent space, this 
kind of collaboration is really the future of 
fashion. Fanny
This suggests that Vestiaire can leverage its 
online model to give customers exactly what 
they want in-store. Of course, Vestiaire 
know who their buyers and sellers in the 
U.K. are already, so this data informs their 
product selection for the Selfridges store, 
but they also know the Selfridges customer 
demographic through this new partnership, 
so they can leverage their online data to sell 
successfully and strategically offline, too. 
Importantly, any products submitted for 
resale in person at Selfridges pass straight 
into the online process exactly as though 
they were submitted remotely online. The 
business model hasn’t changed. The 
difference here, essentially, is that instead 
of Vestiaire paying fulfillment costs, this 
burden is taken on by Selfridges. The 
Vestiaire cost-saving covers the retail 
commission. That way, the retail prices in-
store are the same as they would be online 
“We do not want to create confusion with 
buyers. The pricing has to be consistent,” 
said Bittner.
“It is a huge opportunity to innovate, 
both in terms of design and product but 
also from a business model 
perspective,” says Selfridges 
sustainability consultant Alex McIntosh. 
“We see our role as giving our luxury 
brand partners a space to experiment 
and explore how circular business 
models might work for them and to see 
how our customers respond.”
In 2018, Selfridges hosted two two-week-
long Vestiaire pop-ups, one for men and 
one for women. “We learned that resale 
can be part of a luxury experience, that it 
is something our customers want and 
that it has significant commercial 
potential for our business,” McIntosh 
says. x2
Vestiaire Collective CEO Max Bittner 
says that sales were “good”. He also 
observed that customers treat 
secondhand shopping as a “treasure 
hunt”, and was surprised at the level of 
historical fashion knowledge among 
customers. x2
To cater to those customers, the 
Selfridges Vestiaire boutique will open 
with 200 accessories and ready-to-wear 
womenswear pieces that are exclusive 
to the boutique x2
For Selfridges, Vestiaire's in-house 
curation team selected designer pieces 
fro previously sold-out collections from 
brands including Mugler, Azzedine Alaïa, 
Paco Rabanne, Maison Martin Margiela 
and Versace. The online marketplace 
gets 5,000 new pieces every day. x2
The partnership is a permanent 
concession, suggesting that Vestiaire 
pays for the retail space, but neither 
would share financial details. x2
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BOF_Resale Sites Prepare for Battle VB_Is the fashion-tech bubble going to 
burst?
VB_Charting The RealReal’s path to 
profitability
FU_Vestiaire Collective partners with 
Zalora in Asia
Forbes_Rebag Secures $15 Million In Series 
D Funding Despite The Dwindling Economy
The Glossy Podcast_Rebag founder Charles 
Gorra: "We compete against idleness"
CNBC_Moving from Lazada to Vestiaire 
Collective, Max Bittner wants to disrupt 
luxury resaleZalora, Asia's online fashion brand part 
of the Global Fashion Group, has 
announced a partnership with pre-
owned fashion platform, Vestiaire 
Collective to offer a sustainable fashion 
ecosystem in Asia. The partnership will 
allow Zalora’s Hong Kong customers to 
access over 5,000 of Vestiaire 
Collective’s authenticated pre-loved 
items across its women’s and men’s 
categories directly on Zalora’s website 
and apps. x2
The trial will be for Hong Kong initially, 
explained Zalora, with plans to extend to 
its other markets, which includes 
Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, 
the Philippines, and Taiwan, as it looks 
to promote the adoption of circular 
fashion to encourage its consumers to 
be “more conscious about their 
consumption habits”. x2
“Our partnership with Vestiaire 
Collective effectively expands our Pre-
Loved category, offering more choices to 
our Zalora shoppers and giving them a 
chance to partake in joining the circular 
fashion movement.” Pierre Everling, 
chief regional officer of APAC added: 
“Vestiaire Collective is excited to partner 
with ZALORA to further increase our 
local footprint of circular fashion within 
Asia. Sustainability is one of the 
founding pillars of our business and 
we’re thrilled to open the doors of pre-
loved fashion to more users in new 
markets, allowing more people to 
embrace circularity in their daily lives. x2
The RealReal, which consigns luxury 
goods, provides pre-paid shipping 
labels for products, which are routed 
to its warehouses where they are 
appraised, authenticated, 
photographed and published to the 
site. x4
Sellers on The RealReal can send items via 
mail, drop them off at one of the 
company’s retail locations or have them 
picked up in person. x3
then, they can request a free shipping kit. 
We started to offer free UPS at-home 
pickups which has been very successful so 
you can sell safely from home. [Gorra]
I knew we [The RealReal] had to 
make it really easy, offering free 
pickup in major cities and inspecting 




Services provided Delivery to the buyer
When items are sold, the company 
[The RealReal]  ships them to buyers 
in its own branded packaging. X2
These companies must also grapple 
with all the typical costs retailers face, 
such as rising shipping costs and the 
high volume of returns inherent in 
selling clothes online. x4
Upon sale the products then gets 
shipped from the seller to one of our 
authentication hubs – there’s one just 
outside of Paris, there's one in Hong 
Kong and there's one in New York - 
where our team of experts check quality, 
the authenticity of the product and if we 
feel it's authentic we send it from us to 
the buyer. x3






We cover a large range of product, our 
entry level category starts at 2, 3, $400 
which is a big amount but if you think 
about for instance financing - which we 
offer - you put $400 either owner credit 
card or our financing tool, now you're 
talking $40 a month for six months, nine 
months and you can get access to your first 
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Losses $96.6 million in 2019 Next up is The RealReal, which like 
Farfetch makes the case it is both 
inventing and dominating a new 
category, and like the luxury marketplace 
promises that steep losses today are 
necessary to deliver the scale that will 
drive even bigger profits down the line.
For a company like The RealReal to 
fuel topline growth is a capital-
intensive feat that requires big bucks 
for not only marketing but also 
authentication. More buyers and 
sellers means more products, which 
necessitates more authenticators in 
more warehouses. x3
But all that comes at a cost, and for The 
RealReal, it’s a steep one: despite more than 
doubling sales through the site in the last two 
years, the company is not profitable. Losses 
topped $75 million last year, a 45 percent 
increase from 2017. In its IPO filing, it warned 
potential investors “if our investments do not 
prove successful or our market does not 
develop as we expect, we may continue to 
experience losses over the long term.” x2
And although these resale platforms have 
made strides in de-stigmatising 
secondhand luxury, building a resale 
market slated to exceed $40 billion by 
2022, according to online reseller ThredUp, 
the cost of fighting counterfeits is rising as 
well. x3
While more and more are 
partnering with retailers and 
seeing rapid growth, challenges of 
scaling and long-term costs 
remain. x3
But while online luxury resale can be a highly 
profitable business, it can also be costly, 
with services, authentication, shipping and 
handling — as well as high commission 
rates for sellers and customer acquisition — 
cutting into margins. “Because you don’t 
have variable costs associated with the 
model, scale doesn’t help the business,” said 
Sucharita Kodali, a retail analyst at Forrester 
Research. x2
But shipping and handling items like 
this is expensive. And unlike 
traditional e tailers, most of which 
offer free shipping these days, re-
commerce sites aren’t making 
wholesale-sized margins. x2
“When you have a commerce 
component, it really comes down to 
scale,” Wainwright [chief executive of 
The RealReal]  says of becoming 
profitable. “We’re going to get there 
earlier than most through a 
combination of high average order 
size and strong repeat numbers.” x2
For most online companies, customer 
acquisition through marketing racks up 
the highest bills. The RealReal spends 
about 20 percent of its total sales on 
marketing — down from 27 percent in 
2017 but still significantly higher than 
other retailers and e-commerce 
players, according to Merriman. But as 
brand awareness rises, word-of-mouth 
marketing will further mitigate these 
costs, she added. x2
The RealReal has over 1,700 employees, 
including an authentication team made up of 
buyers, art curators and jewellery and watch 
experts, as well as hundreds of sales 
personnel and workers who pick, pack and 
ship items in the company’s growing number 
of warehouses (each a costly investment 
itself). x4
Resale companies are hiring teams of 
hands-on experts to examine goods, as 
well as data scientists to build technology 
that weeds out illicit listings. x3
The RealReal, Vestiaire and Grailed are 
positioned more narrowly within the market, 
meaning there are inherent barriers to scale. 
These companies must continue to find 
sellers who not only want to sell, but want 
to sell the right items, whether that’s 
through paid customer acquisition, word of 
mouth or direct deals with brands. x3
But the biggest challenge of all is 
profitability. To be sure, all the major 
contenders in the space boast 
impressive growth numbers. But as 
the venture capital market for e-
commerce tightens, investors are 
increasingly looking for companies 
with profitable businesses to match 
their valuations.
The RealReal’s biggest operating cost, 
however, is what the company calls 
“Ops & Tech,” which comprises of IT 
costs, product fulfilment and 
authentication. This category cost 
$105 million in 2018, which implies a 
cost of about $40 per item of the 2.6 
million products sold last year. So 
when a customer buys a $15 Rag & 
Bone T-shirt, the company loses $25 
— and that’s not counting the 
marketing cost per acquisition and 
SG&A. Of course, most items for sale 
on the site cost far more than $25: the 
average order value was $446 in 2018. 
x2
“Each luxury item… requires multiple touch 
points, including inspection, evaluation, 
authentication, photography, pricing, 
copywriting, application of a unique individual 
stock keeping unit… and fulfilment,” the 
company [The RealReal]  said in the filing. 
The result: total operating expenses rose 
from $138 million in 2017 to $210 million in 
2018. x4
Discount culture is dangerous. The RealReal 
and Vestiaire have both used discounting to 
drive sales. On America’s 4th of July holiday, 
for instance, The RealReal ran two 
promotions: one offering a discount (20 
percent) on select items, another offering a 
boosted consignment payout rate (85 
percent instead of the typical 60 percent, 
though this was limited to watches over 
$2500). Moves like these cut into already 
slim margins. Although this practice is 
common in the primary market — and has 
the same negative effects — resale has 
never been a business reliant on promotions. 
x2
The only way they’ll get there, 
however, will be to ensure every 
moving part of these logistics-heavy 
businesses is running as efficiently as 
possible. “It really comes down to 
having a tailored back end system, 
which keeps costs lowers,” 
Wainwright [The RealReal CEO] says. 
“That, and keeping the quality of the 
product high.” x2
For its part, The RealReal projects that 
these costs will decrease as a 
percentage of revenue in the long 
term as they continue to invest in 
technology that could make 
authentication more efficient. "We 
have built a proprietary technology 
platform that powers our complex 
single-SKU inventory model and 
merchandising operations, which 
include authenticating, copywriting, 
pricing and photographing up to 
14,000 unique items a day in 2018," 
the company in its IPO filing. "By 
leveraging our technology platform, 
automation and machine learning, we 
are able to drive operational 
efficiencies at scale." x2
Marketing expenses are also creeping up. 
Over the years, the company has grown 
thanks, in part, to social marketing and TV 
ads. These efforts have put a dent in its 
wallet, though: The company spent $42 
million on marketing in 2018, a 15 percent 
increase in 2017, and The RealReal said it 
intends to increase its spending on these and 
other paid marketing channels. x3
“Actually taking possession of the inventory 
and physically inspecting inventory adds a 
pretty substantial labour cost,” Kodali 
[Sucharita Kodali, a retail analyst at 
Forrester Research]  said. “The more goods 
you get, the more people you need. And the 
broader the market, the more fraud there 
will be.” x2
In going public, The RealReal is hoping that 
scale will render most of these issues 
irrelevant. Rapid growth is meant to create a 
“network effect,” where the sheer number of 
active buyers and sellers will create a depth 
of inventory (much like Facebook at one time 
was the default choice for social media).
While resellers can continue to put more and 
more manpower into authentication, that 
effort costs more money, once again cutting 
into margins. x3
Growth will be crucial to scaling, which is 
ultimately what might help The RealReal 
dominate its space. The race for scale helps 
explain why The RealReal is intent on 
expanding beyond its core of women’s 
clothing and accessories, which make up 
about 67 percent of the value of goods sold 
on the site today. x2
Ops & Tech $143 million in 2019 Some resale start-ups operate at a loss, 
and could struggle to take advantage of the 
flood of merchandise hitting the market. 
Warehouses and appraisers are expensive, 
and margins on used goods are thin. x2
Secondhand leader The RealReal has 
also been slammed by investors for its 
high acquisition costs, although they 
declined by 20 percent in 2019 for the 
third consecutive year.
However, The RealReal continues to 
lose money. While it calls itself the 
largest online marketplace for 
“authenticated, consigned luxury 
goods” — with $711 million worth of 
goods sold on the site in 2018 — its 
customer acquisition, product 
acquisition and logistics costs are 
high. x2
salesforce-fueled supply model, item 
authentication and shipping capabilities 
have high fixed costs. x2
For a company like The RealReal to 
fuel topline growth is a capital-
intensive feat that requires big bucks 
for not only marketing but also 
authentication. More buyers and 
sellers means more products, which 
necessitates more authenticators in 
more warehouses. x3
The RealReal has over 1,700 employees, 
including an authentication team made up of 
buyers, art curators and jewellery and watch 
experts, as well as hundreds of sales 
personnel and workers who pick, pack and 
ship items in the company’s growing number 
of warehouses (each a costly investment 
itself). x4
And although these resale platforms have 
made strides in de-stigmatising 
secondhand luxury, building a resale 
market slated to exceed $40 billion by 
2022, according to online reseller ThredUp, 
the cost of fighting counterfeits is rising as 
well. x3
While more and more are 
partnering with retailers and 
seeing rapid growth, challenges of 
scaling and long-term costs 
remain. x3
But while online luxury resale can be a highly 
profitable business, it can also be costly, 
with services, authentication, shipping and 
handling — as well as high commission 
rates for sellers and customer acquisition — 
cutting into margins. “Because you don’t 
have variable costs associated with the 
model, scale doesn’t help the business,” said 
Sucharita Kodali, a retail analyst at Forrester 
Research. x2
Raising large sums of money has 
certainly allowed leading re-
commerce companies to scale, 
leaving those that took a more 
conservative approach behind.
“When you have a commerce 
component, it really comes down to 
scale,” Wainwright [chief executive of 
The RealReal]  says of becoming 
profitable. “We’re going to get there 
earlier than most through a 
combination of high average order 
size and strong repeat numbers.” x2
For most online companies, customer 
acquisition through marketing racks up 
the highest bills. The RealReal spends 
about 20 percent of its total sales on 
marketing — down from 27 percent in 
2017 but still significantly higher than 
other retailers and e-commerce 
players, according to Merriman. But as 
brand awareness rises, word-of-mouth 
marketing will further mitigate these 
costs, she added. x2
“Each luxury item… requires multiple touch 
points, including inspection, evaluation, 
authentication, photography, pricing, 
copywriting, application of a unique individual 
stock keeping unit… and fulfilment,” the 
company [The RealReal] said in the filing. The 
result: total operating expenses rose from 
$138 million in 2017 to $210 million in 2018. 
x4
There’s a large opportunity to 
scale for companies like Vestiaire 
Collective and The RealReal as 
customers will always need to 
downsize in order to keep 
accommodating existing items. 
Instead of throwing them away, 
they will sell them.
Discount culture is dangerous. The RealReal 
and Vestiaire have both used discounting to 
drive sales. On America’s 4th of July holiday, 
for instance, The RealReal ran two 
promotions: one offering a discount (20 
percent) on select items, another offering a 
boosted consignment payout rate (85 
percent instead of the typical 60 percent, 
though this was limited to watches over 
$2500). Moves like these cut into already 
slim margins. Although this practice is 
common in the primary market — and has 
the same negative effects — resale has 
never been a business reliant on promotions. 
x2
But shipping and handling items like 
this is expensive. And unlike 
traditional e tailers, most of which 
offer free shipping these days, re-
commerce sites aren’t making 
wholesale-sized margins. x2
The RealReal’s biggest operating cost, 
however, is what the company calls 
“Ops & Tech,” which comprises of IT 
costs, product fulfilment and 
authentication. This category cost 
$105 million in 2018, which implies a 
cost of about $40 per item of the 2.6 
million products sold last year. So 
when a customer buys a $15 Rag & 
Bone T-shirt, the company loses $25 
— and that’s not counting the 
marketing cost per acquisition and 
SG&A. Of course, most items for sale 
on the site cost far more than $25: the 
average order value was $446 in 2018. 
x2
Marketing expenses are also creeping up. 
Over the years, the company has grown 
thanks, in part, to social marketing and TV 
ads. These efforts have put a dent in its 
wallet, though: The company spent $42 
million on marketing in 2018, a 15 percent 
increase in 2017, and The RealReal said it 
intends to increase its spending on these and 
other paid marketing channels. x3
“Actually taking possession of the inventory 
and physically inspecting inventory adds a 
pretty substantial labour cost,” Kodali 
[Sucharita Kodali, a retail analyst at 
Forrester Research] said. “The more goods 
you get, the more people you need. And the 
broader the market, the more fraud there 
will be.” x3
It’s true that most re-commerce sites 
aren’t buying and holding inventory, 
which dramatically reduces risk and 
overhead.
While resellers can continue to put more and 
more manpower into authentication, that 
effort costs more money, once again cutting 
into margins. x3
The RealReal expects to cross over 
into profitability in the fourth quarter 
of 2016
$48 million in Marketing costs in 2019 A focus on modern branding and a 
sophisticated e-commerce shopping 
experience has also helped to attract a 
new generation of consumers.
Marketing expenses are also creeping up. 
Over the years, the company has grown 
thanks, in part, to social marketing and TV 
ads. These efforts have put a dent in its 
wallet, though: The company spent $42 
million on marketing in 2018, a 15 percent 
increase in 2017, and The RealReal said it 
intends to increase its spending on these and 
other paid marketing channels. x2
The luxury resale site [Vestiaire 
Collective]  is undergoing a rebrand, 
including a new visual identity, 
website and logo, as the company 
faces growing competition for the 
$6 billio high end consignment 
market.
The RealReal, Vestiaire and Grailed are 
positioned more narrowly within the market, 
meaning there are inherent barriers to scale. 
These companies must continue to find 
sellers who not only want to sell, but want 
to sell the right items, whether that’s 
through paid customer acquisition, word of 
mouth or direct deals with brands. x3
“The store for us is a great branding 
opportunity,” says Wainwright [The RealReal 
founder and CEO] , adding that she plans to 
continue to test pop-ups throughout 2017 in 
key markets. “But we don’t need it to fuel our 
growth.” x3
Like eBay, orders on Heroine.com are 
fulfilled by sellers, where purchases 
from The RealReal are fulfilled and 
authenticated by the e-commerce 
site in branded packaging. x4
The RealReal also plans to open its first 
permanent concept store this year in 
New York, following the success of a 
pop-up in the city last year. Wainwright 
[Wainwright CEO and founder of The 
RealReal]  says the store registered 
with new shoppers and consigners and 
helped build The RealReal’s brand 
identity as a trusted place for 
authentication. x3
Unlike The RealReal — which operates on a 
consignment model, photographing and 
marketing the product itself, thereby taking 
much of the guesswork out of selling — 
Vestiaire assists sellers by photoshopping 
imagery against white backgrounds to ensure 
visual consistency. x2
When items are sold, the company 
[The RealReal]  ships them to buyers 
in its own branded packaging. x2
On a daily basis, we [Vestiaire 
Collective]  focus on converting more 
consumers to the concept of trusted 
pre-owned fashion, deploying 
marketing, PR and VIP activities in 
order to attract new buyers and 
sellers. [Moizant, co-founder of 
Vestiaire Collective]
The branding changes involve a new, 
black-and-white logo, that will 
feature on updated packaging. 
Vestiaire is also launching a 
campaign, produced with creative 
agency BETC Etoile Rouge, which 
promotes resale as a modern 
alternative for the luxury and 
sustainability-conscious consumer. It 
will roll out in Europe and Asia 
Pacific spanning television, print, 
digital and social media. x2
“We are increasing marketing and offering 
more service and a better user experience,” 
he [Fabre Vestiaire Collective CEO]  adds.
Re-sale sites also need to brand their 
platforms. High-end players like The 
RealReal and Vestiaire have a simpler 
time with this because luxury 
consumers shop with more intention. 
x2
The second part of my role centres on 
growing brand awareness globally. 
For this I focus on developing strong 
ideas that will resonate with the 
media across the different markets 
and help elevate the brand. My goal is 
to grow Vestiaire Collective into the 
global leader in premium fashion 
resale. [Moizant, co-founder of 
Vestiaire Collective]
“It will allow us to speak to a wider 
audience,” said chief marketing 
officer and vice president for EMEA 
Ceanne Fernandes-Wong [from 
Vestiaire Collective]  of using 
traditional forms of advertising — 
including black cabs in London and 
television in France — alongside 
digital. “Resale is not new, it’s not 
niche, and we want to bring that 
education that resale is chic and 
cool… and bring people who would 
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But the challenge for the many new start-
ups aiming to exploit the curated fashion 
resale opportunity is clear: they must be 
unique and selective enough to draw 
people away from eBay, but broad 
enough to scale.
Even as the luxury resale market is projected 
to keep growing, the financial prospects for 
online players are up in the air. The RealReal’s 
revenue spiked in the third quarter of 2019, but 
losses increased sharply, thanks to mounting 
marketing and technology costs. x4
But even as the company [The RealReal]  inks 
new brand partnerships and attracts new 
customers, profitability remains out of reach. 
x2
One of The RealReal’s biggest hurdles 
to profitability is the authentication 
process, says Fitzgerald. To combat 
fears of counterfeits (and a lawsuit 
from Chanel), the platform employs 
artificial intelligence and an expensive 
army of authenticators. The number 
will likely grow as the reseller seeks to 
increase sales. x3
Unlike most of its competitors, Rebag is 
narrowly focused on one category known for 
its high margins. But building a business 
model around the limited supply of luxury 
handbags could make it hard to scale. 
“We’re always looking into other categories, 
and I think at some point down the line we’ll 
expand,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] . “But right 
now we want to be the authority on 
handbags.” x4
The RealReal’s most significant expense by 
far is operations and technology, which 
grew from $59 million to $105 million in 
the past year, or 79 per cent. x3
The right tools can be a godsend for 
resale platform employees who, 
depending on the size of the company 
and volume of transactions, can have 
mountains of product to sort through — 
the resale market is expected to more 
than double in size by 2023. x2
In the next two to three years, Gorra 
plans to triple his 100-person team.
There are so many plans! We’re currently 
developing our executive team to help 
the organization scale: we’ve brought in 
a lot of senior leaders with a tremendous 
amount of experience. [Charles Gorra, 
Rebag CEO]
And one of the challenges of the store besides 
just selling product is that we buy in the stores. 
So it’s actually quite unique, but in our stores 
you go to the Rebag bar and we can quote, 
price, authenticate, pay you in one hour. So no 
appointment, seven days a week. You just show 
up and we review this bag, and hopefully by 
the time we do that you’re looking for your next 
bag. And then you can use the proceeds and 
you know, somehow trade there. But it’s 
extremely challenging. We’re moving from 
something that takes a few days, or [that] we 
do in the shadows of our internal infrastructure 
to now needing to do that in front of the 
customer. So from an experience perspective it 
needs to be much more elevated, much more 
sophisticated, and that was incredibly complex, 
but we nailed down a pretty amazing process 
there. [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag] x2
[The Realreal] Net losses rose to $25.3 
million, however, compared to $21.9 million 
during the year-ago period. The costs of 
marketing, acquiring new customers and 
building out technological capabilities are 
still outpacing the amount of revenue 
generated. x4
While The RealReal has identified 
white space given concerns about the 
fashion industry’s sustainability 
practices, Wassner [Gary Wassner, 
chief executive of Hilldun Corp, a New 
York-based fashion financier]  thinks top-
line growth — which jumped 50 per 
cent last year — will come at the 
expense of profit. “That’s just not how I 
look at a healthy, valuable company,” 
he says. The RealReal declined to 
comment. 
The bulk of this went toward elements 
essential to the platform’s [The RealReal] 
proposition: developing proprietary 
technology that can identify, price, 
recommend and sell the most desirable 
items at the optimal time; authenticating 
previously owned luxury goods; fulfilling 
orders in a way that is consistent with 
luxury players; and building out its 10-
strong network of showrooms and stores.
I think the next journey—beyond just keeping 
scaling what we do and, you know, our retail 
footprint and our technology tools, and there’s 
a lot more we can do there—the next frontier 
is really interactions with brands. [Gorra, 
founder and CEO of Rebag]
“We don’t expect the profitability debate to 
be solved anytime soon,” Credit Suisse 
analysts said in a recent report. [regarding 
The RealReal]
As competition in the resale market 
heats up, existing players will also have 
to up their marketing spend to make 
sure they’re the primary port of call for 
shoppers. x3
In an S-1 filing, The RealReal indicated 
that these expenses are only expected to 
increase in the year ahead, “including 
additional merchandising and fulfilment 
facilities and continuing to invest in 
automation and other technology 
improvements to support and drive 
efficiency in our operations”. x3
As The RealReal invests in expansion, and 
profitability remains out of reach, analysts 
are watching for proof of concept, and how 
resale impacts the earnings of other 
companies, like Tapestry and Capri, whose 
affordable luxury products are seen as 
vulnerable. x2
These companies must also grapple 
with all the typical costs retailers face, 
such as rising shipping costs and the 
high volume of returns inherent in 
selling clothes online. x4
Now, it [The RealReal] needs to affordably 
scale its customer base to absorb its 
considerable investment in tech, which 
manages 14,000 single stock keeping units 
daily. x2
“These are still early days for online resale 
platforms,” says Alex Fitzgerald, a manager 
in the consumer and retail practice of A.T. 
Kearney. “We’re watching their ability to 
grow active users and percentage of repeat 
purchasers alongside revenue growth, and 
keeping a close eye on references to 
marketing spend and costs associated with 
authentication.”
Recruiting talent to build their 
platforms, too, will be expensive, as 
they must compete with the broader 
tech sector. x3
The potential may be sizable, but customer 
acquisition is expensive. It cost The 
RealReal an average of $139 to acquire 
each new buyer in 2018. x3
Spending on operations and technology 
at The RealReal grew 79 per cent to 
$105 million in the past year. x3
“There is always a market for vintage 
collectables like jewellery and watches, 
and those items hold their value more than 
apparel or shoes,” says Forrester principal 
analyst Sucharita Kodali. Kodali suggests 
that the site could also expand into high-
end furniture or vintage cars. “Revenue is 
not going to grow by selling 50 Chanel 
bags a year.” x2
So far, these costs have kept many 
fashion-tech companies in the red. The 
RealReal has yet to turn a profit, 
recording losses of nearly $76 million 
last year, up from $42 million the 
previous year. x2
“[The RealReal’s] authentication 
techniques are higher touch and more 
expensive, and as they scale, this can be a 
challenge unless they can work with a 
network to get access to supply,” Kodali 
[Forrester principal analyst]  says. x3
We [The RealReal] continually look at multiple 
categories where vetting or authenticating 
adds value. And we look at the cost of getting 
the consigner, which is really our single biggest 
cost as a company. x2
As competition in the resale market 
heats up, existing players will also have 
to up their marketing spend to make 
sure they’re the primary port of call for 
shoppers. x3
Unlike most of its competitors, Rebag is 
narrowly focused on one category known for 
its high margins. But building a business 
model around the limited supply of luxury 
handbags could make it hard to scale. 
“We’re always looking into other categories, 
and I think at some point down the line we’ll 
expand,” says Gorra [Rebag CEO] . “But right 
now we want to be the authority on 
handbags.” x4
The company [The RealReal]  generated 
revenue of $207 million in 2018, a rise of 
55 per cent year-on-year. But costs rose 
nearly as fast, up 52 per cent to $281 
million, which led to an overall loss of $74 
million. x2
After going public in June, The 
RealReal achieved a scale that few 
of the other names on this list can 
match.
I also learned that, from an operational 
perspective, it [operating offline] was quite 
difficult. Number one from a budget 
perspective, right? Because you are putting 
leases and, you know, people, so there’s a 
whole lot more liabilities. And then contrary to, 
I guess, other sorts of advertising, you’re 
somehow tied to that lease. You’re making a 
commitment, even if it’s short term, that’s 
certainly meaningful. So from a risk perspective 
it takes some convincing. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag] x2
These companies must also grapple 
with all the typical costs retailers face, 
such as rising shipping costs and the 
high volume of returns inherent in 
selling clothes online. x4
The RealReal’s most significant expense by 
far is operations and technology, which 
grew from $59 million to $105 million in 
the past year, or 79 per cent. x3
Recruiting talent to build their 
platforms, too, will be expensive, as 
they must compete with the broader 
tech sector. x3
The potential may be sizable, but customer 
acquisition is expensive. It cost The 
RealReal an average of $139 to acquire 
each new buyer in 2018. x3
Spending on operations and technology 
at The RealReal grew 79 per cent to 
$105 million in the past year. x3
Increasing its inventory of high-value items 
would take advantage of existing 
infrastructure while translating into higher 
commissions and “take rates”, the term 
for the amount of selling price that The 
RealReal keeps, which last year was 36 per 
cent. x3
Luxury resale platform The RealReal sent 
216 emails during the period analysed 
[Q2 2019]  by Loose Threads (effectively 
two per day). The emails highlight key 
points like product availability and, in 
most cases, competitive pricing. 
Focussing heavily on promoting discounts 
can help catch the attention of customers 
browsing through inboxes. Nearly all of 
the 200- plus emails sent by The 
RealReal analysed by Loose Threads 
plugged price drops.
Even as the luxury resale market is projected 
to keep growing, the financial prospects for 
online players are up in the air. The RealReal’s 
revenue spiked in the third quarter of 2019, but 
losses increased sharply, thanks to mounting 
marketing and technology costs. x4
[The Realreal] Net losses rose to $25.3 
million, however, compared to $21.9 million 
during the year-ago period. The costs of 
marketing, acquiring new customers and 
building out technological capabilities are 
still outpacing the amount of revenue 
generated. x4
According to Marc Beckman, founding 
partner and CEO of advertising and 
representation agency DMA United, 
the resale market will also benefit 
from celebrity endorsements. 
“Influential celebrities can instantly 
eliminate the stigma attached to the 
secondary market,” he writes via 
email. “The Kardashian’s 
participation, if executed properly, will 
certainly accelerate acceptance and 
sales of previously owned and used 
merchandise.”
As competition in the resale market 
heats up, existing players will also have 
to up their marketing spend to make 
sure they’re the primary port of call for 
shoppers. x3
To that end, Rebag and most of the companies 
mentioned here work with influencers in some 
capacity to promote the benefits of resale and 
share their scores.
She [Samina Virk, Vestiaire's head of 
U.S]  tells Fashionista that the post-
investment strategy stateside will be 
to increase brand marketing, scale 
the U.S. team (…) and operations, 
improve service and support growth 
by opening up a new office in New 
York that's three times the size of its 
previous space. "As we grow, my 
priority is to stay true to the core 
French DNA of our brand, while 
offering American women access to 
the best closets around the world," 
she wrote in an email. x2
“We are therefore putting greater 
marketing efforts in social media, where the 
younger generation has been voicing out a 
lot more about sustainability and ethical 
issues. Our aim is to educate consumers.” 
[Fanny Moizant, co-founder] x2
We’re ensuring that we’re meeting our 
customers where they are, so that they can 
easily access Rebag. For one, social media 
has been an important part of this: we’re 
encouraging user generated content, 
activating lively influencer partnerships with 
faces like Dorinda Medley of RHONY sharing 
educational resources in bite-sized pieces as 
our customers are actively seeking 
educational info on designers, handbags, 
and general resale knowledge. [Gorra] x2
A lot of the luxury market is still offline. 
Actually, compared to other categories, I think 
it’s like only 9% of the luxury market is online, 
which is about half of where overall e-
commerce is. Which really means that 90% of 
our customers, they’re just walking in the 
streets somewhere. So that’s something that 
we experimented early on, frankly very much 
inspired by other startups. (…) Initially, we 
discovered what works best for us was 
outdoors rather than indoors. So by that I mean 
we are looking for luxury customers, right? So 
what works better for us, we did phone booths, 
we did taxi tops. And again, that hits a little bit 
more people who are outside. Also you can 
target a little bit more. So we put some on Fifth 
Avenue and Madison and Soho, versus the 
metro [Gorra, founder and CEO of Rebag]
There's a lot of education. On the sales 
side in particular it's not really a behavior 
that people are looking for so a lot of the 
most traditional tools like search for 
instance or those type of ads they don't 
really work that well because there's not 
so much intent. 
So we have to start a layer above which is 
really building the Rebag brand so 
everything we do around press, around 
working with influencers, around telling 
the resale story. All of that eventually 
creates awareness at the top of the funnel 
and later on that possibly creates a 
transaction. [Gorra, Rebag CEO] x2
Ten years ago we were very lucky 
without knowing to launch the business 
in France and in Paris, because in our 
industry, the fashion industry, being 
French and working in luxury is an 
amazing credibility and you can sell that 
Frenchness all over the world very easily 
and also obviously the Parisienne. That 
style, look and chic attitude is a massive 
asset - un atout - for us. [Fanny Moizant, 
co-founder]
They offer engaging content to peak the 
user’s interest, and use various 
retargeting
strategies to keep customers engaged, 
including email capture and dynamic 
email
marketing.
“The nice thing about The RealReal is this 
facelift for vintage,” says Jane Hali & 
Associates analyst Jessica Ramirez. “If you 
go into The RealReal, you feel like you’re 
shopping in a luxury store. It’s not like 
digging through to find that unique piece in a 
vintage shop.”
Looking back, Moizant believes that the 
biggest influences on the business have 
been technology and social media. “Ten 
years ago, social commerce did not exist,” 
she said. “Now the luxury market is easily 
influenced by social media, an influencer 
posting a bag they’re looking for and 
tagging a brand can instantly generate 
traction and drive further awareness and 
traffic. Technology has made information 
more immediate and readily accessible to 
everyone. It has opened up new ways for 
luxury brands to communicate to their 
customers. Especially social media platforms 
which include video content such as 
YouTube and Instagram TV.” [Fanny 
Moizant, co-founder]
How did you figure out what to focus on from a 
marketing and external messaging perspective?
This goes back to our earlier point on where’s 
the bottleneck of the business, and for us it 
was sellers. And so, we always, always 
marketed sellers. So if you go back to all these 
ads that we were running at the time, it’s 
literally, “Sell your bags now, upfront quote, 
fast payment, Rebag.com.” And so, of course 
this direction would give us buyers, too, 
because once people are on the URL, they 
[will] find their way. And so we did find that 
there was sort of a logical funnel to that, but 
everything was seller-minded because it was 
so hard for us to find bags. [Gorra, founder and 
CEO of Rebag]
Influencers’ marketing
We do many things. There's various 
contracts depending usually on the sort of 
scale of the influencer. Influencer is 
always challenging because it's not always 
easy to track so we're trying to be also 
mindful of that. But we're lucky that we've 
worked with now a constellation of pretty 
meaningful influencers that are part of the 
Rebag family and they showcase our brand 
and we try to keep it as genuine as 
possible as well. 
Recently we work with Bethany Frankel so 
a lot of the real Housewives with work 
with –  Bethany, Dorinda - they usually 
resonate very well. We also have more 
fashion driven influencers as well that sort 
of talk to also another part of the market. 
We use some of the traditional digital 
channels that we mentioned. On the 
demand side we use some of the most 
traditional digital tools. But most 
importantly now we leverage the stores 
[and] that's a big part of our customer 
discovery now.  [Gorra, Rebag CEO]
And so, this is the time where we start 
spending much more serious dollars on our 
marketing. We actually, at the time, when we 
experimented that was the time when we were 
doing offline, and that year we did a lot of TV 
advertising. So that certainly was going to a 
whole other level, pretty much adding a zero to 
everything that we’ve been doing. The idea, 
again, being in traditional digital channels, sort 
of low inventory, of motivated searches, and so 
on. So we’re kind of looking for someone who is 
not looking for us, especially a luxury user. So 
this is where we did a lot of direct TV. We 
were buying remnant cable inventory on E! and 
Bravo, and trying to target as much as possible 
some of these demos. So we spent pretty much 
that year [with a] significant budget—I think at 
that point we were already into multi-million 
dollar type of marketing budget. [Gorra, 
founder and CEO of Rebag]
What's happening with content and who's 
creating your social posts? It's kind of our 
top priority for 2020 so you'll probably see 
more of that during the course of the year. 
We're trying to make Rebag a resource - a 
combination of learnings and 
entertainment. We’ve collected so much 
knowledge about bags, about this market 
that we have internally so everything you 
see around the magazine etc it's about 
sharing that. We have a lot of press, we 
have a lot of videos and you'll see more 
and more of that and we're trying to do 
this in a way that is also in a fun and 
interesting. Right now is five or six people 
who are quite focused on that theme. 















9.3. Appendix 3: Homepage of resellers as of June 2020 






























9.4. Appendix 4: In-store pictures 
9.4.1. The RealReal store in Soho, New York 
 
 
    Source: Business of Fashion 
 
9.4.2. The RealReal store in Melrose Avenue, LA 
 
 
Source: Fashion United 
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9.4.4. Vestiaire Collective concession at Selfridges 
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